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TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1959

CONGREss OF TnU UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC CommVITEU,

Wahington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the old Su-

preme Court room, the Capitol, Hon. Wright Patman (vice chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Representative Patman; Senators O'Mahoney and Bush;
Representatives Boiling, Reuss, Coffin, and Widnall.

Representative PATHAN. The committee will please come to order.
This morning the Joint Economic Committee begins 4 days of eco.

nomic hearings going through a review of the historical changes
which have taken place in our economy, as shown by various measures
of its performance.

This is the second set of hearings in the committee's current broad
investigation of economic policies. In this week's hearing, with the
aid of outstanding authorities, we will review changes in the perform-
ance of the economy as revealed by such measures as national income
and product, production, productivity, and prices.

As announced by the chairman, Senator Paul Douglas, on Friday,
March 27, we open these hearings by looking at the economy as re-
vealed in the national income and products accounts. Tomorrow will
be devoted to measures of production and productivity. Thursday
the committee will be concerned with prices. On Friday, this second
set of hearings will conclude with an analysis of long swings in U.S.
growth.

This week's hearings have been designed to provide a factual and
historical perspective valuable to the committee in its deliberations
during the year on the way the economy has been performing and on
changes in policies which would contribute to improving its perform-
ance in the future.

This morning's witness is Dr. Raymond W. Goldsmith, professor
of economics at New York University. le is one of this country's
outstanding scholars in the field of national income analysis. le aiso
has had wide experience and is author of a monumental three-volume
work entitled "A study of Savin in the United States."

He acted as chairman of the National Accounts Review Committee
which was appointed by the National Bureau of Economic Research
at the request of the Aureau of the Budget. Their report was re-
viewed by this committee's Subcommittee on Economic Statistics dur-
ing2 days of hearings in October 1957.

Dr. Goldsmith, you may proceed in your own way, summarizing
your statement or reading it. Of course, your full statement will be
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inserted in the record, and you have permission to revise and extend
your remarks to include any material or matter that you feel is rele-vant. In other words, you have the permission that the Members of
Congress always have on their respective floors, to revise and extend
their remarks.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND W. GOLDSMITI, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Dr. GOwsMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

I shall avail myself of the privilege of inserting the full statement
into the record, as it is a little too long to be read and probably also a
little too technical and dull to keep your attention. I should like to
make a relatively brief oral presentation based on half a dozen charts
which I have prepared and which are attached to the statement so
that you can consult them. I am doing this, also, so that you will feel
freer to interrupt me if I just talk than if I rapidly read a prepared
statement. I am, of course, ready to answer questions about parts of
the statement which I do not cover in my oral presentation and other
relevant questions that I have not touched upon in the statement
itself. Now, it is obvious, as always, that this is a personal statement
which does not implicate either New York University or the National
Bureau of Economic Research, for which I have been doing some of
this work.

I take it, as the chairman intimated, that you are devoting a week
to this more or less academic presentation because you feel that knowl-
edge of and understanding of the past will to some extent help you in
assessing the future and possibly in deciding what to do about it in-
sofar as anything can be done about it by legislation. And I take it,
also, that you are starting out the hearings with a discussion of na-
tional product and income, because that is usually regarded as the best
simple, single measure of economic growth.

That assumption is to a good extent valid. Gross national product
is a measure of the total unduplicated output of the economy. You
can visualize it as the heap of goods and services that is turned out by
the economy in any one year. We call it gross, because it does not
make a deduction for capital consumption allowances. Once we make
that deduction, we have net national product. The difference usually
is not very large, and I shall, throughout the presentation, adhere to
the more general concept of gross national product.

I shall, then, start by reviewing the record. Before doing so in
detail, I shall just cite three figures which characterize tle period
that I am covering, namely, the 120 years between 1839 and 1959.
During this 120-year period, which covers virtually all of the modern
economic history of the United States, the gross national product in
current prices has on the average increased at an annual rate of
nearly 5 percent. However, if we eliminate price changes and reduce
the figures to the constant price level of 1929, we find an average rate
of growth of 3 percent. If we go one step further-and that is a
very relevant step for economic analysis--and take account of the
increase in population and deal in terms of real gross national product

230
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per head, we obtain an observed average rate of growth of about 1%
percent a year.

Let me now turn to the record in a little more detail as it is set
forth in this set of seven charts, of which I shall discuss six. The
seventh one is for your orientation. It describes relationships among
national accounting totals, like national product, groos and net, na-
tional income, personal income and personal disposable income; and
shows some of the breakdowns that can be made and which I discuss
to some extent in the statement, but into which I shall not go in this
oml presentation unless you want me to.

Let me start with the'simpest concept we have, which is gross na-
tional product in current prices. This curve, the thin line on chart I,
shows the course of gross national product irrespective of what the
determining forces are.
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These are annual data. I have not eliminated any fluctuations.
You will see that the figures before 1869 Pre drawn in a lighter line
than the later data. This has been done to make it quite clear that
our statistical data are poorer for these first 30 years. We have data
only at 5-year intervals, and. they are less reliable than the figures
from the late 1870's on. Tius line, as I told you, shows an average
annual increase of about 5 percent a year but as you can see, exhibits
very substantial short period ups and downs.

The heavy line eliminates price fluctuations by expressing all the
fi ures in 1929 prices. Deflation, as we call it, is statistically a very
diffcult process, with many technical problems of its own, some of
which I have mentioned in the statement. I feel, however, that by
and large deflation produces a reasonable picture of what the total
product of the American economy has been over these 120 years in
quantitative terms.

Because prices generally have hiAd an upward trend over the last
120 years-whether it is the natural thing for prices to go up, we may
leave for other hearings--the gross national product in 1929 prices
shows a slower rate of growth than the aggregate gross national prod-
uct in current prices. The average rate of growth in 1929 prices is
around 81/ percent per year. You will also note that all the fluctu-
ations become much more moderate when you eliminate price changes,
although some of them, particularly the Great Depression, still are
clearly visible in the record.

I am now turning to chart II. The thin line on this chart is the
same as the heavy line you saw on chart I, namely, gross national
product in 1929 prices. The heavy line reflects real gross national
product per head. This, as I said, is probably the most usable, simple,
single measure of economic growth we have.

288
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We must, in this connection, distinguish between two types of eco-
nomic growth. One we may call extensive growth and it may occur
without any change in the standard of living in the Lorm of an increase
in the num r of producing and consuming units. The second type,
which we may distinguish from the first by calling it intensive eco-
nomic growth, and which is the type of growth in which we are really
interested, shows itself in an increase in gross national product per
head, or some similar measure. This is the more relevant figure for
the study of economic growth.

You will see in chart II that because of the rapid increase in the
population of the United States, the real gross national product per
head rises at a considerably slower rate than does the aggregate real
national product. This magnitude grows as I have indicated, at
an average rate of 1 percent per year. The fluctuations, over short
periods, are similar in both the aggregate and the per-head series,
because population pwowth is a rather regular phenomenon.

Let me now turn in chart III to a slightly different aspect. Gross
national product per head, while a good general measure, is not, from
a theoretical point of view an ideal one. On the one hand, it is not a
measure of productive ehfciency, the amount of output per unit
of input, a subject about which you will hear tomorrow. And it is not,
on the other hand, a welfare measure. That you get in chart III,
as bet we can do it in a simple way.
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Here you see personal consumption expenditures in 1929 prices,
i.e., the heap of goods which conslners lave received every year,
In the lower heavy line I divide this aggregate heap by the number
of consumers, adjusting for the differtmces in consumption standards
between people of different age and sex. This is as far as we can
go without making elaborate calculations, in presenting a welfare
measure of national product.

If you compare the heavy line in chart HII with the one on chart
II, you will find that the slope is very similar. Real (onsum)tion per
full consumer over this period has increased at the rate of about 1I
percent per Fear, very little different from th. rise of gross national
product per head.

This reflects two things. First, the share of consumption in national
output has been relatively stable. If you disregard smaller fluctus-
tions, gross capital formation has al)Forbed one-fifth of national out-
put; four-fifths have been going to consumers. Second, there haas
been a slight increase in the ratio of full consumers to population,
reflecting the aging of the population.

In chart IV we reach the heart of the matter that you have assigned
to me. This chart again shows real gross national product per head,
but this time I have used 5-year mwiyg averages in order to eliminate
tie shorter time fluctuations which (1 not interest us in this long-
term analysis.
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THE TREND IN REAL GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER HEAD
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I have determined the average rate of growth first for what we
probably may regard as the longest normal period we have had. It
runs from 1879 to 1929. This period is not affected by extraneous
events to the extent the periods before and after were. It shows a
rate of growth, pictured by the heavy section of the trend line, of
1% percent per year. I have then continued this trend forward to
1959 and backward to 1839, which is as far as our figures got to see
whether the trend of the middle or core period did exist earlier for a
while and seems to have continued for the 30 years after 1929.

It so happens that the extension of the trend to 1959 pretty much
hits the actual figures on the nose.

Representative PATMAN. Senator Bush would like to ask you a
question.

Senator Bvsai. I am sorry. Maybe I missed it. But what do you
use as a measure of the rea gross national product in this chart?
What is the measure?

Dr. GOWMMITU. This is gross national product reduced to 1929
prices. The gross national product, as you know, Senator, is the
monetary value of final output, of undupheated total output

Senator Busi. I appreciate that, but, do you have those figures
back so far? How did you construct this thing?

Dr. GoDsMrrit. Well, I did not estimate them myself. We do have
a series that runs back to 1869, by Professor Kuznets, our leading
authority on national income estinntes, and I have linked that series
to the figures which the Department of Commerce has prepared
for the period from 1909 on. For extrapolation from 1879 to 1839 I
have used a recent estimate of comnmodity product by Professor
Gallmann. The values before 1879, as I emphasized, are less reliable
than the figures for the later period. But we have various indirect
ways of checking them to satisfy us that they are reasonable as to
order of magnitude. You will see that I have eft a gap in the 180's,
the Civil War period, because we do not have reliable estimates for
what happened to gross national product during those years. Does
this approximately answer your question, Senator?

Senator Busu. Yes, sir.
Dr. GowusMru. We find, then, that we can extend the trend, which

we fit arithmetically to the core period of 1879-1929, forward for
30 years, and we still seem to be reasonably close to the actual figures.

fn order to make it easier for you to visualize how close the actual
figures are to the trend line, I have drawn a line 10 percent above
and another 10 percent below the trend. There are only three instances
in which the actual figures move outside this band, which means that
they were either more than 10 percent above the trend, or more than
10 percent below it.. Those three instances are just wheae you would
expect them. They are first in the Civil W#.r period, they ,re see,
ondly in the Great Depression, and they are thirdly in World
War II.

The fact that all values, with these three exceptions, seem to fall
within this relatively narrow band, together with the fact that an
extrapolation of the trend is still in accord with the observed figures
at tle present time and is not too far away from the estimate in 1889,
leads me to conclude that we may regard this trend, which uinpU
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an increase in average real national product per head by 1% percent
per year, as applicable to the entire period of 120 years.

There is no long period in which the trend seems to have been much
more rapid qr much less rapid. For short periods, of course, you do
find deviations, and they will be discussed, I think, on Friday, when
Professor Abramowitz will tell you about the long swings in growth.
But if you take periods of at least 40 or 50 years you do not find
large deviations from this trend. I therefore think it reasonable to
say that this entire period, which covers all modern American eco-
nomic history, can be regarded as uniform to the extent that a meas-
ured trend of 1% percent per year in real gross national product per
head applied to it.

In the statement, I discuss some statistical qualifications. I point
out that there are a number of facts which make the observed rise
of real gross national product per head, as it is depicted in the chart,
somewhat higher than it should have been shown, and that there
are other factors which make it somewhat lower.

These factors are rather technical. If you want me to go into
them, I shall do it later. Weighing the six factors that I specifically
discuss and some other factors into which I do not go item by item,
I came to the conclusion, and this is mostly a matter of judgment,
that the rate of growth might actually have been slightly higher
than the one we derive from the basic statistics. I feel that the cor-
rect rate is probably at least as high as 1%4 percent.. It may have been
a little higher, but I doubt, very much that it has been as high as'2
percent. Around 1-1.! percent is probably the best estimate we can
make at the moment, starting from the observed figures but making
allowances for these statistical shortcomings insofar as we can do so.

The movement, the trend, that we observe here, is that of real gross
national product per head, but it is important now to retrace our
steps to some extent and to see how much of the observed growth
in aggregate national product in current prices has been contributed
by the three main factors.

Aggregate national. product, as we observe it from year to year,
can change because prices change; or it can change because the popu-
lation grows; or it can change-and that is what we are primarilyinterested in-because real gross national product per head changes.

Chart V tries to bring this out in the most graphic way, examining
first the entire period of 120 years, then splitfing the period into two
60-year subperiods, and then on the right side splitting it alterna-
tively into three 40-year periods, 40 years being about as short a
peri d as you should use when you deal with long-term movements.
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You will see that the growth of aggregate goss national product
in current prices has varied considerably. It has been sometimes as
low as 4 percent, sometimes as high as 5 percent, per year. Even
this is not a tremendous difference but these are substantial fluctua-
tions. However, the main thing to note is the stability in the under-pinning, the rate of intensive growth, as I have called it. That has
been quite regular. It is virtually the same in the two 60-year periods;
there are only slight variations when you get to 40-year periods;
and there doesn't seem to have been a movement in one direction.
The highest rate of intensive growth, insofar as we can make a dis-
tinction, occurred in the central period from 1879 to 1919, the last
40 years showing the second highest rate and growth being somewhat
slower in the first period from 1839 to 1879, for which, I repeat, our
figures are the weakest.Population shows a declining rate of growth. That trend has
been reversed in the last 10 years. Nevertheless, when you take
periods as long as 60 or 40 years, it still appears that the contribu-
tion to the growth of total national product made by extensive
growth, represented by population, has been declining.

Prices have been the most volatile component. There have been
periods in which prices have not contributed anything to the growth
of current grow national product, but have actually declined slightly.
On the other hand, there have been periods in which prices accounted
for quite a good proportion, well over one-third, of the total observed
growth in agregato gross national product. You will notice that
the contribution-of prices has not been largest in the last 40 years.
The relative upward push of prices on gross national product was
more pronounced from 1879 to 1919 than it has been in the last 40
years. We could, of course, obtain sli ghtly different results if we
sliced the 120 years differently, but, as I said, when you do this for
sections of less than 40 years it is not too helpful for long-term
analysis. I have also made these calculations for 30-year periods,
but they do not show very different results.

Senator Busn. Could I ask another question I
Representative PATMAN. 0O right ahead, sir.
Senator Buas. The blue solid line across there rather supports

what you just said, about that 1% percent, doesn't itI
Dr. (Oomxrr. Yes
Senator Bosu. And then the population growth, 1839 to 1959, the

one on the extreme lef is approxlmately 2 percent?
Dr. Go usxm. That is iig-ht.
Senator Busm. So that the growth in prices in that long period was

about 1 percent; isn't that right?
Dr. Gowsxrrn. One and one-eighth percent; yes, that is rig1t, Sen.

ator. In these 120 years, the average rise in prices per yearhas been
slightly over 1 percent. Whether we would regard that as creeping
inl ation or not, I don't know.

Senator Busm. Then in the 1919-59 period, what is the growth in
prices?

Dr. GowDsMrrT. The growth in prices in that period is 1.4 percent
Say, 1% percent.Senator Busm. That is a very interesting chart.
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Dr. GOLPSMITU. Now let me put in a caveat. I have expanded on
this in the statement.

Representative PATMAN. The members may ask you questions, and
you may omit anything that you think will be brought out through
questioning.

Dr. GowsmiTu. In the statement I do point out, and that is very
important, that stability in the overall rate of growth does not mean
stability in the rate of growth of different sectors of the economy. As
a matter of fact, differences in the rate of growth of different sectors
of the economy are the essence of the process of economic development.

We know, for instance, that the rate of growth for different types
of commodities and services has been quite different. We know that
tie rates of growth for national product in different parts of the coun-
try have been different. We have observed a tendency for the differ-
ences in the level of national product in income per head between parts
of the country to become inaler, Those parts of the country that had
a relatively low level of income per head in, say 1880, have grown more
rapidly in terms of real national income per head than have the parts
of the country that were then at the top. The rate of growth has been
lowest in New England and highest in the Southeastern States, I
think. We also know that there have been changes in the rate of
growth of different types of income labor income, profits, income from
rents, interests, and dividends. We know, finally, that there have
been differences in the rate of growth of sectors of the population of
different affluence. There is every reason to assume that there has been
some tendency toward equalization, that the rate of growth for the
income of the lowest fifth of the population has been somewhat more
rapid than for the top fifth.

What I want to emphasize is that we must not conclude from the
relative stability in the rate of growth of real national product per
head that we have had similar stability for parts: stability in the large
is not stability i n the small.

You may well ask me: Has this growth of 1% percent per year,
or of 1% percent per year after making allowance for statistical short,
comings, existed since the beginning of time in the United States,
since the founding of the Republic, or since Plymouth Rock I We
don't have detailed statistics, but I feel quite confident in saying no.
We can, both on the basis of indirect evidence and by back casting
feel quite confident that we cannot have had for any prolonged period
before 1839 a rate of growth in real national product per head of any-
thing like 13 percent per year. We do not have reliable statistics,
but my guess would be that, from the mid-18th century to 1839, the
average rate of growth per head was not above one-1ialf percent:
One-half percent as against one and three-quarters; an entirely differ-
ent order of magnitude.

Exactly when the break occurred, we do not yet know because
our historical statisticians have not worked these figures back far
enough. We hope that will be done in a few years. But I would
guess, and I supplso shock some of my historian friends, that the
break had someiing to do with the industrial revolution and the
coming of the railroads, and hence does not antedate 1839 by many
decades.
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While we cannot at the moment do much about the statistics for the
United States before about 1850 we can look at another country which
is not too dissimilar in its economic history from the United States,
and for which we do fortunately, have some figures for earlier pe-riod& That is Great Britain. Hence, in chart VI, I show you rough
estimates for the growth of real national income per head, or real
national product per head, which is a very similar concept, for Great
Britain and I also show the comparable figures for the United States
for the later part of the period.
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Chart VI is drawn so that 91 is plotted as equal to $5. This has
some justification, because all figures are expressed in 1929 prices when
the rate of exchange between pound and dollar was about 5 to 1. How-
ever, there is good reason to assume that even at that time the pur-
chasing power of the pound was somewhat, higher than its foreign
exchange value, let us say around $6. Hence if you want to corn-
pare the two lines directly, you mentally should iift the British line
by10 to 20 percent; you should lift it a little more since for the
United States we use gross national product and for Great Britain
net national income because of the availability of data. This would
brinK the two lines somewhat nearer together.

points I want to make are really only two: Number onin
Great Britain, where we do have some evidence, it is quite clear at
there was a marked break in the rate of economic growth some time
in the early 19th century. Between 1688, which is the date for which
we have the first and quite remarkable national income estimate for
England and 1770, the average annual rate of growth of income
per head was between one-fourth of 1 percent and one-half of I
percent, entirely different from the rates we are used to now. Then
growth began to accelerate. It may have been between one-half
and three-quarters of 1 percent in the late 18th century, picking up
steam in the first quarter or so of the 19th century. There then
followed a period in which the rate of economic growth in England
was probably not much different from that of the United States.

Second the difference in economic growth between the two coun-
tries really developed only after the middle of the 10th century. It
may look like a small difference, but the power of compound interest
is tremendous if allowed to act over long periods. From about 1840
to 1959, the average rate of growth in real national product per
head in this country, as I toldyou, was 1% percent. The parallel
figure in England is 1% percent. This does not look like a very
great difference, just I percent. However, this J percent has been
sufficient to create a diference at the present time in real income per
head in the two countries of between 60 and 100 percent, although in
the middle of the 19th century tho two were probably almost equal.

I have not made similar comparisons for other countries. If there
is special interest on the part of the committee, I shall try to answer
questions. Of course, we do not have for any other country as ,*m-
plate records as in the case of Great Britain. However, we probably
would not find a country in which for a century or 120 years, the
average rate of growth was as high as 1% percent. You may say
in a popular way that what has brought the United States to its pres-
ent position is "steady does it." It is not that we have had an ex-
traordinarily high rate of growth in the short run, or even over a
generation. It is the fact that by luck or by our exertion or by virtue
of our institutions we have been able to continue with such a rate for
120 years, which, so far, no other country has been able to do.

Let me, then, close with one caveat. I have made a point, maybe
too much of a point, of the fact that the 120 years seem to have one
trend in the rate of intensive growth. I want to make sure that this
is not interpreted as saying, "Well and so it will go on." Certainly
there is some lesson in the past, and forces have been at work that we
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may expect to continue. But we must not conclude that the rate of
growth could not have been different, for instance, if we had made
full use of resources in the last 100 or 120 years. And more impor-
tantly, there is no guarantee that in the future, with just doing nothing
or doing whatever we want, we shall continue to grow at the rate of
lA percent per year per head. Nor does past experience rule out the
possibility that with appropriate policies, or with lucky breaks, the
rate of growth may be higher.

It so happens that during the last decade the rate also was about
the same as the long-term trend, but there are certain developments
which give us some hope that the rate of growth is not beyond ac.
w4leratlon. These are mostly developments in the field of produc-
tivity. As that is the subject of tomorrow's session, I shall close here
and try to answer as well as I can such questions as the committee
has. Thank you.
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Representative PATHAN. Thank you, Dr. Goldsmith, We have a
rule that the first questioning is restricted to 10 minutes for each
member.

Mr. Boiling of Missouri will be the first recognized.
Representative BOLJ4Na. Dr. Goldsmith in reference to the last

two sentences, (lid I gather that there might be a development cur.
gently taking place in terms of productivity that in some sense mightbe similar to the development that took place around 1840?

Dr. GoSMTI. I was rferring to possible changes in the trend in
productivity. After all the real gross national product per head,
with which I have been dealing, is the result of the input of resources
and the efficiency of that input.

The input of resources in turn is determined by the size of the
population, by the proportion of the population that is in the labor
force, and by the number of hours that each member of the labor force
works; and by similar measures for capital and natural resources.
Resource input times productivity, which is the ratio of output to
input, determines gros national product per head. It is possible--
this will probably be discussed tomorrow-that the trend in produc-
tivity, which also has been fairly regular in the last 80 years or so,
may now be undergoing acceleration.

If that were so, we could also expect the trend of real gross national
product per head to accelerate unless the increase in productivity were
diffet by either a decline in labor force participation or by a decline
in hours of work.

The labor force participation ratio has been quite stable over the
last 50 to 100 years, if you make adjustment for changes in the ago
structure of the population. Hours of work. of course have shown
a definite decline averaging between one-fourth and one-half of 1 per-
cent per year.

The outlook depends, then, in part on the assumptions we make
about further shortening of the workweek, or rather the workyear,
because in the future some of the shortening may come not through
fewer hours per week but fewer weeks per year.

Representative BoIuxo. Now, in connection with that, on your
chart 6, you pointed out that from about 1860 there had been a
difference of one-half of 1 percent in the growth of the United King-
dom, as opposed to the United States.

Dr. GowsMr. Ye.% The difference in the average rate of growth
for the last 120 years, from 1840 to 1960, let ussay.

Representative BoLmwo. Now, my question is: What is your ex-
planation of the difference, if that is a reasonable question?

Dr. GowMsTI. It is a very reasonaible question. I wish I or any
other economist were in a better position to give you a succinct and
unequivocal answer. That we cannot do yet. But we can point to
certain factors which were at work. Ono of them is the greater de-
pendence of Great Britain on foreign trade and on the changes in
ternis of trade. That., however, is probably less important than the
fact that in this country we have had over a long period a higher
ratio of capital formation, and hence have supplied the average
worker with a larger amount of real capital. Then we have had a
larger market, whlch has created certain external economies which
were not available in Great Britain; although we must always realize
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that international trade to some extent can substitute for the smaller
size of the domestic market. This is, of course, what Britain has
done. If they relied on the British market alone, the rate of growth
in income would have been much less than it has been. Then there
may have been institutional factors at work. And we cannot deny,
although this is an unfashionable argument among economists, that
there may be differences in the economic psychology of the population.

Representative BOLXINO. Is there any observable relationship be-
tween the time at which the so-called industrial revolution hit in the
United Kingdom, as opposed to the United States I

Dr. GoWmmTU. I think that the break between the very slow rae
of growth and the more rapid one occurred several decades earlier in
England than in the United States. That is what you would expect,
since the industrial revolution, and the effect of the railroads, came not
very much but somewhat earlier in England than it did here.

Representative BoLLiNO. Once the capital formation has taken place
to permit a primitive economy to advance into industrialization, is
there then an observable reluctance to take less advantage of the most
recent technological advances Is there any lag because of capital
already investedin improvement of efficiency l

Dr. GOLDSMITH. It is very difficult to say much about that This
really refers to the speed of introduction of innovations that are tech-
nologically available. What you refer to may have happened in
England after the turn of the 20th century. We have a tendency to
forget that in the middle of the 19th century the United Kingdom
was economically regarded in the world more or less as we are now,
as the leading and most advanced country. If you read contemporary
descriptions by foreigners, you will often find they are astonished at
how rapidly the British then innovated. But this may have changed
late in the 1901 century, and there may have been some tendency to
protect existing capital investment and not to push new investment
as rapidly as was technologically possible.

Representative BOLLING. Myy final question is: What figures, if any,
do you have, not on the Soviet Union, but on Russia's rate of economic
growth f

Dr. OoWsMIT1. We do have some figures, and I shall admit that I
did expet this question would be asked. In the case of Russia, we
can go back only as far as 1860. It seems that from 1860 to 1918, the
average rate of growth in real gross national product was about 2%
percent a ear. Population grew at an average rats of 1% percent
a year. Hence the rate of growth of real national product per head
was about 1 percent. This is not at all a low rate. It was lower than
ours, lower than the British, lower than the German rate, but many
underdeveloped countries now would be quite satisfied if they had suc
a rate for a prolonged period.

It is very difficult to talk about an average for the next 45 years,
because there were two long periods which economically were
in which there was no net increase in output at all-from 1918 to 1928
and from 1940 to 1948. If you start by averaging these 45 years from
1918 to 1958--the figures, as you know, are disputed, but a good deal
of work has been done on them and I think we have the right order
of magnitude-you are led to an estimate that gross national product
on the average grew at a rate of 2 to 8 percent per year, probably
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nearer to the lower limit. Population growth, as you know, was very
slow because of the great losses in the revolution, the civil war, and
World War I1-less than one-half perceiit a year on the average.
You thus end with an average inurrese in gross national product per
head, which is the same measure I have been using for the United
States, for 1913-58 of between 2 and 21/2 percent1 a rate somewhat
higher than the one we have had, However, if you take the period
since the losses of World War II were made good, which in a sense
you may regard as more significant then you find that the average rate
of growth from 1951 to 1958, by Noviet terms probably a reasonably
normal period, was between 6 and 7 percent per year.

The Soviet Union now has a rate of population growth of about 1
percent. That leaves a rate of growth of real gross national product
Per head of 41/ to 61 percent per year. One may prefer the lower or
the higher rate, depending u pon one's judgment about a few things
we do not know too well, but that is the order of magnitude. In either
case, it is well above our rate of growth.

Representative PATMAXJ. Senator Bush I
Senator Buen. Dr. Goldsmith, first I would like to congratulate you

upon a very interesting presentation. I want to ask you about these
statistics again.

Do you regard these statistics you used in making up these charts as
sufficiently reliable for us to use as a basis for formulating national
policyI

Dr. Gowsurrrn. Yes, I think so, if you are aware of what they
measure and of some of the statistical qualifications. I have tried to
point out some of them, and I feel it is really very important--well I
should not say very important; everybody overrates what he worls
oin-it is important for people to know what some of these qualifica-
#ions are. If you want my summary judgment, it is that the order of
magnitude is correct when I said the average rate of growth was 1
percent. I certainly would not argue strenously if somebody said:
"Couldn't it have been as low as 1h or as high as 2 percent?" This
would lead to a very technical discussion, and I would not want to take
an unyielding stand on the one side or the other. But I would be
iudy to say that it is not very likely that the correct value would be
outside of that range. Of course, in recAnt decades, our information
is better than in the earlier period.

Senator Busu. Our figures show remarkable similarity between long
periods in each of the three items of GNP, population, and prios.
Over a long period they show very moderate changes within long
periods, it seems to me. But of course within some of those long pen-
ods, you had tremendous fluctuations. Possibly you brought that out
in your statement, which I haven't had'a chance to read yet.
Dr. GOLDSMITH. No. I kept out of that on purpose. There are three

types of movements in gross national product and similar series The
one to which I have restricted myself is the basic movement, or the
trend. The next one is a movement which as yet not all economists
accept, about which you will hear on Friday from Professor Abramo-
witi-the long swing. And the third movement, of course, that every-
body accepts, because you cannot argue with the obvious, are the
cyclical fluctuations which are sometimes very sharp.
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Senator Busu. Could you put up your chart V, there, just for a
moment?

Dr. GoLmumi. Certainly, Senator.
Senator Busm. Now, in that chart V, you have in the period 1919-59,

on the extreme right, an average of price increase of 1.4 percent,
aproximately.D-1r. GoumTv. Yes.

Senator Busa. But in that same period-that period really began
at a very high price level in 1919 after World War I, and dropped,
according to the Wholesale Price Index, by more than 50 percent, by
1939.

Then you had, from 1939 to 1959, another very marked rise, which
was induced largely by the war in one way or another, and since then
has also risen to some extent. ho that the unevenness of these move.
ments--you can have tremendous swings within these periods. And
I presume those are the things that di,"rb us in connection with
formulating economic policies, and I am sure you agree.

Dr. GOLDSMITH. There have been, of course, very substantial swings.
Let me give you the figures for the last 10 years, comparing the last 3
years, 1957 to 1959 with the years 1947 to 1959, using 3-year averages.

Senator Busi. Ves; let us hear those figures.
Dr. GOLDSMrit. During those 10 years, the total aggregate gross

national product in current prices, rose at the average rate of 6 per-
cent. That is a somewhat higher rate than we had before. The price
rise averaged 21/2 percent per year. Aggregate gross national product
in constant prices rose by 81h percent, and population rose by 1.7
percent.

Senator Busii. What period is this, now?
Dr. GOLDSMTH. This is from 1947 to 1949 to 1957 to 1959.
Senator Busn. I have very limited time, so if you don't mind, I

would like to move on.
How does the outlook look to you at the present time, respecting

the price level and employment ?
Dr. GoSMm. Of the three factors distinguished here, the one

most under the control of man, and maybe even Congress, is the price
level. So I know less about that outlook than you o, Senator., But
obviously we can follow policies which will restrict pricA rises, pos.
sibly at the cost of restricting the growth in real national product
per head or follow policies which permit more of price rise. One
cannot, I think from thi chart or any similar ones draw direct con-
clusions regarding the relation between the rate of intensive growth,
real gross national product per head and the rise in prices. There
have been periods of rapid growth with stable or even declining prices
in the 19th century and periods of substantial growth with substantial
rises in prices.

Senator Busir. Let me ask you this question: Do you think that we,
as a matter of policy, should foster constant increases in prices such
as Dr. Slichter recommended-pro ive inflation annually I Do
you think that we should set our policy with that objective?

Dr. GoLsMrra. I do not think that anybody would want to Ioster
an increase in prices for its own sake. The real problem is whether
a certain amount of price rise is necessary to produce a certain amount
of increase in real gross national product per head-more specifically
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an increase which will make full use of the available labor, capital,
and natural resources.

Senator Busu. How do you determine how much is necessary to do
thatI

Dr. GoLDsMrrH. This, of course, is a question you can hardly answer
in a minute. This question is, I suppose, the essence of your investi-
gation. You have to do a great deal of digging and shed quite a
number of prejudices, I would think. But it is not an easy question
to answer, simply because the institutional situation has changed
sufficiently so that you cannot, without allowing for it, draw con-
clusions from the past for the future. The past does, I think, show
that a substantial rate of growth is not incompatible with a moderate
increase in prices.

Senator BUSH. Let me ask you one more question.
We have pending before the Banking and Currency Committee in

both Houses, I believe, an amendment to the Employment Act of
1946, which is called the price stability amendment. The purpose of
the amendment is to emphasize the importance of price stability as
a matter of national policy and as a stimulant to full employment.

Some feel that such an amendment is important. Others feel that
it is implicit in the act and therefore unnecessary. Would you care
to express an opinion as to the desirability of such an amendment?

Dr. GOLUsMITH. I would rather not. I do not think it is a crucial
matter one way or the other. Obviously, everybody is for the min.
imum rise in prices that would be compatible with full utilization
of resources.

Senator Busu. I mean stability is desirable in your view f
Dr. GOLDSMITH. Certainly it is desirable, if you can combine it

with a reasonable rate of growth.
Senator BUSH. Does it not promote a reasonable rate of growth

rather than retard it?
Dr. GowSMrrix. The record shows, as I said, that a moderate rise

in the price level is not incompatible with a substantial rate of growth.
It may even have made some positive contribution to it.

Senator BusH. That does not quite answer my question, then. I
mean, maybe you do not choose to answer it, which is your privilege;
but my question is: Do you think it would be desirable from a national
standpoint to have such an amendment to the Employment Act of
1946, making price stability a recognized objective of national policyI

Dr. GowDeMrrH. If this objective were formulated in an adequate
way, if it were not read as a mandate for rigid price stability irrespec-
tive of what happened otherwise, I think nobody would object to it.

Senator Busl. Thank you very much.
Representative PA2nAN. Mr. Reuse?
Representative REuss. Dr. Goldsmith you indicated in our testi-

mony that in this country, some time before 1839, some ing hap.
ened which quite favorably stepped up the average rate of growth.

After that it bwame on the order of 1% percent. Before that. it may
lave been as slow as 1 percent or less. Is that about right?
Dr. GoLDeMrr. That is correct, yes
Representative Reuss. And you attribute this sudden takeoff to

he coming of the industrial revolution, the building of railroads, the
tendency towards industrialization.
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Getting back to the early remarks you made this morning, both in
your paper and orally, is it not distinctly within the real of pos-
sibility that a similar takeoff in the rate of growth could occur some-
time in the second half of the 20th century as a result of the release
of new sources of energy, developments in automation, electronics
and a lot of other things which might be as spectacular as the build-
ing of the railroads, the building of factories, and the other things
which occurred around 1839?

Dr. GOLDSiiTH. This is, of course, possible. There are two ways
in which rapid acceleration could come about. The one is accelera-
tion in technical progress in the narrower sense, new inventions, dis-
covery of new energy resources, and things like that. The second
one would be changes in the organization of production which have
influence on productivity. Neither of those are ruled out. We can-
not say that, because in the last 100 to 120 years we have coasted
along at this rate of 13A percent, it could not increase. As a matter
of fact there is evidence that in the last decade the rate of growth
of productivity has been more rapid than it was before. The prob-
lem is whether this is a temporary bulge, which may last another
decade or so, or whether this really means a break in the trend. That
is really the basic economic problem that we have to face, and I wish
that more scientific resources were devoted to studying it, because
the answer will decide to a good extent what the economic history
of the United States in the second half of the 20th century is going
to be, and this in turn will have considerable political effects.

Representative RF.,uss. In addition to inventions and other things
which contribute to a narrow technological advance, as you call it,
you talk about changes in economic organization. Would it be a fair
summation of those changes in economic organization to say what
would be needed as a supplement to invention would be the realiza-
tion, by whatever means, of the goals of the Employment Act of 1949
namely, maximum production, employment, and purchasing power

Dr. GOIDSMITII. If yoii manage to make continuous full use of your
labor resources capital resources, and natural resource es, you will get
a more rapid rate of growth than if you go through considerable
cyclical swings. We have undoubtedly already made progress in the
direction of reducing these swings, and we may not be at the end
of that. And we hope that by appropriate economic policies we can
accelerate economic growth. So it will make a considerable differ-
ence, I should think, for the rate of growth in the next several de-
cades, what economic policies we follow.

Representative REUss. In fact, those are the only two things that
mortal man can do, are they not? To invent more ingeniously and
to perfect economic organization so that you do not waste the re-
sources that you have?

Dr. GOLDSMTII. Those are the main or the main practical possi-
bilities. You can, of course, always hope that attitudes of people will
change. But those are slowly working factors on which you 6innot
bank and which you cannot influence much by congressional action or
economic policy.

Representative R uss. I have a question on your chart II, Dr. Gold-
smith: If you will refer to the heavy per-head line and take a look
at around the year 1942, it would appear that the per-head national
product at 1929 prices was on the order of-what ? $1,300?
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Dr. GohwxSrr. No, that is about $1,400.
Representative Rzuss. Following the line along, it appears that

right after World War II, it declined a good deal to around 1947
1948, and 1949, and then slowly rose, but that today, in 1959, real
gross national product per head, at 1929 prices, is no higher than
it was 15 years ago in 1943. What is wrong with this picture .

Dr. GOLDSMxT1. What may be wrong with this picture is a point
that has been at issue among technicians, and which traces back to
the difficulty of deflating figures in current prices, when there are
great changes in the structure of production. i belong to that group
which feels that the figures we now have do not sufficiently deflate
the value of output registered during the war years; that while the
best efforts have been made to reduce the large war production that
we then had to peacetime terms, this has not been quite achieved, and
that in the then current prices, the bulge you see in Chart II should
be scaled down.

Representative Rir' 'as. So that the 1943 figure reflects such items in
the national product per head as, let us say, the ill famed-what was
it ?-Canol project up in Canada, which did not really help the con-
sumer very much.

Dr. GoDsMxrrH. Oh, the consumer? The effect of the war on the
consumer may of course, immediately be seen in chart IV, and that
is partly why I produced it. Here you will not get that bulge at all.

You can void the wartime deflation problem by shifting to real
consumption per head, which is a welfare concept. No, the problem
is rather that no way has been found satisfactorily to value a tank or
battleship produced during the war in terms of peacetime production.-
This is an extremely complicated technical problem. Statisticians
have struggled with it a good deal. And I feel as some other econom-
ists do, that the deflation Is not sharp enough. Nevertheless, of course,
at that time there were long hours worked, the labor force participa-
tion was high and there is reason to assume that there would be
some bulge. go it is my feeling, and it is not much more than that,
that the bulge now is somewhat exaggerated in these figures, and that
we are really further ahead compared to the war period than the
observed figures, the figures which are available to us, would indicate
Professor Kuznets, for instance, uses different methods of deflation,
and also defines national product differently, and he does not get that

bu6presentative REuss. Thank you very much.

Representative PATmaN. Mr. Coffin?
Representative CorFnN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Goldsmith, would you say that gross national product per

head is the most relevant index for us to use in measuring, to devise
policies that help us to go where we want to go, rather than gross
national product?

Dr. GowsMrru. In most cases it is gross national product, per head
that is relevant, rather than the aggregate. That is not always true.
If, for instance,. you were in the Pentagon and wanted to make com-
parisons of a military and political nature, then the aggregate may
matter more, because that is what counts when the chips are down. It
is a question then of how many tanks the whole country can produce,
not how many tanks you can produce per inhabitant. But, let us say,
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for most peacetime problems, it is the product per head or the con-
sumption per head which is the better starting point.

Representative Coiriw. Is there a difference between product per
head and consumption per head I

Dr. Gows MITi Oh, yes, certainly. The difference is capital for-
mation. .On the average, we have used about one-fifth of our product
for gross capital formation. Of that fifth, of course, a part, let us
say one-half, has been used to replace capital that is worn out during
the period.

Representative CoFvriN If you had to choose, which is the more
meaningful index to measure the growth of the country?

Dr. 0OLwsti~it. Total national product.
Representative Con~iw. Per head?
Dr. GoLsmmn'H. Per head, yes, if as you say measuring growth in

general is the objective. Then total product per head is, I think, more
meaningful. You might prefer net national product per head, in
order to take account of that part of output which has to be utilized
to make good the wear and to:&r of our stock of capital, and hence is
not available either for consumption or for addition to the stock of
capital.

The ratio between gross and net has been fairly stable. This ratio
is one of the adjustment factors which I discuss in my statement. I
conclude that if we had used net national product the rate of growth
instead of being 1.7 percent per year, would have een 1.6 percent per
year, because as a country grows, and, if, as has been the case in the
United States, the average length of life of capital goods declines, a
slightly larger proportion of the gross output is needed to make good
wear and tear. Statistically, it is a very small difference, about in
the order of 0.1 percent per year in the terms I have been dealing with
here.

Representative Corpix. Looking ahead, and looking to future
changes in p reduction, automation inject one variable. Population
change might inject a variable. And the labor participation element
which you mentioned. How about changes in distribution? Would
this carry any potential of changing the gross national product per
headI ,

Dr. GIWSMITH. You mean distribution as between people of dif-
ferent degrees of .ffluenceI

Representative CopFnx. On the aggregate.
Dr. GoLsmrrm. You mean changes in the size distribution of in-

comet Is that what you have in mind? I
Representative Conirt. No; distribution as distinguished from

production.
Dr. GowmxiTH. Costs of distribution are reflected in g national

product. And as we have grown, I think a somewhat higher propor-
tion of the product is used in the distributive mechanism. That is
a reflection of increasing size of the market and increasing division
of labor. This can be overdone, of course; but there you got into a
branch of economics of which I have kept out. Some people say it
is not necessary to smoke, and why do we use up all these resources
growing tobacco? There we get into very personal value judgments.

Representative CoFFrN. My final question is: Do you have. any
opinion as to a desirable rate of increase of gross national product
per head, as a goal at which we could aim?
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Dr. GOu)SMITi. That is a very difficult question. The minimum
aim you set yourself is to employ, within practicable limits, all the
labor, the capital, and the natural resources. But this really leaves
most of the questionn unanswered because even within that specifica-
tion you can have substantial differences in the rate of growth. It is
p probably, however, the first step, and the only one that you can
formulate. You can, of course, say that in order to match, or not to
fall too much behind, the Soviet Utnion, or for other reasons, you feel
that you need a tuitinmmui growth of so and so) many peIent-

Representative CoFriN. Suppose you were to use resources-not
100 percent, but a reasonable approximation to 100 percent. What
would that mean in the immediate future on a per capital basis?

Dr. GOLDRMITH. There are two problems here. At the present time,
you have quite a wide gap between our actually employed labor force
and the J)otelntially availa -le labor force. We asunte, we hope, that in
tile counw4 of the iipswiiig, a gool deal of that margin will be absorbed.
Usually the margin in years of prosperity has been very small, and
you could not have gotten much nore out. of the economic machine
than it produced so long as it was constructed and managed as it
was. The losses have come primarily in years of recession and de-
pression. You can do some arithmetic, What would have happened
if we had not had those hxses? But I think this is really impertnis-
sible, because once you assume that we had operated over a long
period of time in the past with virtually no swings, the whole eco-
nomic world would have been different. Expectations would have
bWen different. Capital investment would have been different. You
at'e thelu in the realm of speculations. It is quite possible that the rate
of growth would have been considerably further ahead of the one
we have observed than would appear simply from the arithmetical
calculation. But this is a subject where you cannot make any con-
fident statement-and the same goes for the future. If people be-
came convinced that there would be no more cyclical swings-let us
stipulate this even if it is unlikely-this might have an effect well
beyond the few percent of tnderutilization that is usually represented
by the labor force not employed over the average cycle. By an as-
sumption like that, yotu change the whole environment for business
and for consumers, and it is very difficult to foretell what effect that
would have on the rate of growth. That is not a minor change.
Economists always are in a better position to say something about the
effects of small eia.nges. Whon you change one of the basic fea.ur's
of the economy, as people have experienced it in their lifetime anld
their parents' lifetime, you are on much more dangerous ground.

Representative PATsAN. Senator O'MahoneyI
Senator O'MA mn'. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Professor, I have been listening with great interest to your pres-

entation. You seem to be a master of your subject.
I have always been puzzled by the judgment that a Member of

Congress should place upon gross national product. Your words
and your charts seen to indicate a steady rise in the real gross na-
tional product of the country. Am I right?
Dr. GorsxT. That is correct, yeb.
Senator O'MAHONEY. Do you mean i'iat we are better off than we

were before Of are we worse off?
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Dr. GOLDSMITH. If by "better off," you mean that the average man
has at his disposal more goods and services the answer is-"Yes."
By that test, we certainly are better off. Chart III which shois
real consumption per head tries to give a picture of that improvement.
Senator MAlon y. In giving that answer, Doctor, do you take

into consideration the economic war which the Soviet Union is waging
against this country and the other free countries, and the economic
system that. we haveI

Dr. GOLDSMITH. I am sorry, Senator, I do not quite get the import
of your question. As far as the past record goes, I think It is fairly
clear that the consumer's welfare, if we call it that, has increased
substantially and reasonably steadily. Now, is your question directed
toward the future I #-

Senator O'MAHoNEY. Yes, of course.
Dr. GoumJmiT*. Obviously, we shall always have to make a decision

as to which proportion of the output that we can produce we devote to
consumption, which we devote to capital formation-

Senator OMAHONZY. Let me present the problem in a little differ-
ent way. Are we to assume that this teal eccnomic -growth -which
you show on your charts and in your presentation is really for the
welfare of all of the people of the United States, considering for
example, the ,rowing debt of the Government-not only the Feeral
Government but the State governments, the municipal governments,
the county governments--and the debt of the consuming public? Do
you take into consideration the financing of this growth

Dr. GOwsi1fIT1. I feel that finance has relatvely-I stress "rela-
tively"--little to do with these secular trends. It can somewhat re-
tard them, and somewhat accelerate them, and it is very important
to say the least, to do nothing in the field of finance to retard, and
to do as much as possible to accelerate, economic growth. But I do
not think it has retarded it or is about to do so.

As for the debt, of course, there is a substantial volume of debt,
nearly $300 billion by the Federal Government and over $60 billion
by State and local governments. However, first, governments have
very substantial assets, as you probably know. If you applied busi-
niess accounting methods, the State and local governments would-be
shown to have considerably more assets than they have debt. And
they have saved year after year, in the sense any business corpora-
tion would show this in its accounts. They have invested more, much
more, than what they have borrowed. I do not want to say that
the Federal Government has been in the same position. This is,
of course, due to a large extent to its war expenditures. Nevertheless,
by historical or by international standards, the present Federal debt
is not a particularly heavy one in comparison to national income or
wealth.
Senator O'MAHONEY. To what extent, let us say, are profits resulting

from war expenditures used in framing these lines of growth?
Dr. GowsMriTH. Is your question whether we include in gross na-

tional product the pay of the armed services and the output of mili-
tary goodsI Yes, we do.
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Senator O'MAW ONEY. You do count that?
Dr. GOLMITH . Yes. There are some economists who treat these

items somewhat differently although nobody completely excludes
either the military pay or the output of military durables and non-
durables. These itens are included in our official estimates.

They are, as you know, not decisive, because even at the present time
total military expenditures are less than 10 percent of gross national
product.

Senator O'MAHONF.Y. Let us look at chart VI. The ascending line
from, let us say, 1930 to date, in the U.S. gross national product, is a
very sharp ascent; is it not? A very sharp increase? An -it has taken
place largely, or generally speaking, during this turbulent war and
preparation for war era; has it not?

Dr. GOLDSMITH. The rate of growth in the last period has not been
above the long-term average. Of course, this time there has been some
more contribution to it from military expenditures than you had, say,
in the core period which I used, from 1879 to 1929, in which there were
virtually no military expenditures.

Senator O'MA HONFvY. Now, you spoke of population losses because
of the war.

Dr. GOLDSMITH. In Russia, yes.
Senator O'MAHONY. Here, too, did you not?
Dr. GOLSMITH. In the United States, fortunately, they have been

very small.
Senator O'MAHoNEY. Do you consider production losses because of

war?
Dr. GoummirH. It is very difficult to say what our production would

have been if we had not had wars. You may argue that there would
have been more civilian output, that there would have been somewhat
more civilian capital formation, more houses, and so forth. The total
output would probably have been smaller than it actually was.

Senator O'M1A~oF.Y. I do not want to take too much time, Dr. Gold-
smith, but I am aware you appreciate the problem as it presents itself
to me. The Congress must appropriate the funds which are being used
to pay the interest on the nationaldebt, and these funds are increasing
steadily, year by year. We are postponing to future generations the
payment for many of the things that go into this gross national prod-
uct. And therecomes a time when the Government, when the Congress
making the laws of the Nation, must consider what steps should be
taken to prevent a collapse because of an overburden of debt.

Dr. GOLDSMTH. Historically, if you take the private and the Gov-
ernment debt together, and allow for long-term trends, the ratio of
debt to the value of assets in the United States now is not particularly
high; it is quite normal.

Senator O'MAHONY. Well, that is very interesting.
Dr. GowmSMniH. I did not known this question would come up. This

happens to be a subject on which I have done some work. I shall insert
an appropriate table in the record.

Senator O'MAHONEY. I would be very much interested in that.
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(The table referred to is as follows:)

l)ebt-Asxet Ratios

End of year

191 ................................
1912 .............................. .......

11W .......... ....................
109 .......... ...................
19ms ...............................

1900...
1912 .................... .....................
199 .................................
1 .9.............. . . ...................
19,5................................
199...................... ......
1U4........ ......... ...... ......
195.......... ..... .........

As~sts (excluding

military)

Total Tangible

(1) (2)

Debt

(3)

I btf.assets ratio

Total i Tanoible

(4) (5)

All w€tors

1i11o1 Iilioa lion. Pertnt Percent
$W $47 29.81 52.2

W142 3A6 1 TV 34.0 68.1
82 427 ,324 33.0 75,9

7133 32 281 38.3 87.3
877 393 357 407 90,4

1.357 570) 773 49.6 138,6
3.074 1 1,329 1.20 41.2 2 95,2

1SO
290
811
9W2
Ci1t7
773

I,'m
2,793

Private sectors

83 43 2&.7 W1O
152 87 30.0 57.2

294 184j 30.1 a, 26
384 2 31.0 74.5
278 232 34.8 84.1
2 244 34.2 82,0

40? 450 32.9 9.4
1.130 910 32,6 80,5

Government

I" . .................... 7 7 4 444 7.1
1912 ................ .... ............ 19 17 3.8 43.8
1 22 ..................... 42 32 38 90, a 118.8
129 ....................................... fi) 43 38 63,3 88.4
1433 .. ...... ... . 46i 49 74.2 106.6
1939 ........................................ .... 104 73 93 89.4 1274
1943 ....... ................ 188 103 323 171.8 313.6
Ism ........................................... 281 199 3 3  31 2.8 1&. 411 26 1 18

Sorees: 100-45, R. W. Ooldsmith,"A Study of Saving in the United States," vol. 11, pp. 42ft. 155,
National Bureau of Economlo Rearch, 37th annual report, p. 38.

Senator O'MAHiONEY. May I say, Mr. Chairman. that in your state-
ment I found a tremendous interesting sentence. Let me read it:

The average rate of growth, aggregate, not p1r head (calculated from deflated
valueA at beginning and end of period only) for the entire period is thus about
1% percent for agriculture, 2.% percent for transportation and public utilities,
and 34 percent for services and (construction, 4 percent for trade, 4% Iercent
for manufacturing and mining, and 5 percent for Government, all compared to
the 3% percent rate for the entire economy.

I)o you suggest to this committee and to the Congress that any
steps should be taken to equalize this rate of growth ?

Dr. GOL$MITiH. No. I stressed, I think a little before you came
in, that the differences in the rate of growth as between industrial
sectors, regions, ani other divisions, are the essence of economic
growth. You cannot visutalize-it is virtually iml)ossible to do so-a
completely even and balanced growth. If we had insisted on equal
aId balanced growth, we would still be in 1776 or only a little ahead of
that. It is impossible to keep everything in step in the process of
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economic growth. The art of economic policy is to facilitate the
transition and to take the rough edges off these differences in growth.

Senator ()'MAIION i:v. han k you, D01tor.
Represent atit iv e I.i!.L. P professor (Gohlsnith, I was very much

interested ill the comparison be teen tie United States and Great
Britain. It made me think about the statement just issued by Great
Britain about their own economic situation, where they showed a
favorable ex)ort.imlort balance of around $320 million during the
past yea r.

Now, our country has been showing a decrease in favorable balance
for several years in contrast to Great Britain. Will not this factor
with reset to Great Britain and also with respect to many other
nations Ilave a mulch more weiglhted effect o our economy in the
future than is projected in these charts related to the past ?

)r. Goinsmlm1. I (o not quite kntow, ('ongressman, whether I under-
stood you quite correctly . Is the question whether we are likely to
have a continuous loss ofgold such as we have had to a certain extent
over the past few years, or whether our balance of commodity trade
will turn unfavouiible, as is said using the old merchantilistic termi-
nology, meaning that exports are lower than imports? Is that what
your (Juest ion related to ?

It is difficult to answer. I regard tle loss of gold, if that is what you
refer to, as a more or less temporary phenomenon, which has specific
and fairly well understood reasons, and which I (1o not think fore-
shadows a long term trend.

Represent at ive I..-.. l11)urig the congressional recess, I had
several people call to mny attention the unfavorable impact on their
business of the U nited S'tates pricing itself out of the world market.
Now, this was iot ill one business, but in a niumberl of businesses.

As one simple example, a man in the cutlery business for years,
selling to Latin American countries, found his business was just going
to pot completely because he could not compete. He is now selling
English ierchalndise to Latin America, in order to stay ill business.

If this trend continues, which seems to be taking place in so many
businesses, will not that, have a very material effect upon our gross
national product and also on our overall economy?

Dr. Goixmmn-ji. I do not think so. This question of pricing our-
selves out of the world market has come up a goo( deal recently. I
am not a specialist on it, but at least I know enough to be very skeptical
about the claim. You only have to look at movements of price
indices in other industrial countries to sew that they have gone up
about as much as in the United States.

There is of course, more competition developing as a result of the
restoration of the economies )articularly of Europe. This is a type
of change that probably will go on for a while until more stable rela-
tionships are established. We must not forget, after all, that we had
the world market almost to ourselves for the lirst. decade after the war,
and that was a situation which was very unlikely to continue. As soon
as the Euiropean industrialcountries, particularly, got back on their
feet, they gave us more competition.

People complain because they cannot sell as easily abroad as they
could 5 years ago; but a more relevant comparison is whether we still
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have a larger share of the international market than we had, say, before
World War II.

Representative WIDNALL. What I have in mind is this. In the
projections of our economy for the future that the economists are
making, are they giving full weight to the impact of areas such as
the European common market, where you will have 160 million banded
together, almost equal to the population of the United States, and
opeIrating in a way that will give a different tyl)e of competition to
the U nited States than it ever has before?

I)r. GOLDsMrT. No, I do not think it will be a different type. (oin-
petition may be a little stiffer, and this may not be so bad. There
has been a good deal of complaint about people taking it easy here,
believing that they can continuously raise prices and so forth. Im-
ports are, after all, a sort of control, not to let things get out of bounds.

Representative WIDN ,LL. The thing I was getting at was this:
With the increased competition through iinproved technology and
improved research throughout the world, new areas of pro( action,
and areas of pr'oluctionl where they are most anxious to sell, will that
not create the necessity for us to hold prices down here in the United
States far more than in the past?
Dr. 6OLuS 1ITI. This is not the primary consideration, I should

think. There are other reasons why you (1o not want to have a large
or out-of-control price rise. But "I doubt that foreign trade con-
siderations would be determining. After all, other industrial coun-
tries have shown about the suame price rises in the postwar period.

RepresentatiVe W ID.u,\,. That is all.
Representative PATMAN. First, I would like to ask: Do you con-

sider that we are going through a period of inflation ow ?
Dr. GOLDSIMTI. "Inflation" is, I am afraid, a very unfortunate

word that everybody uses with his own connotations. You can, of
course, call every rise in prices an inflation. But I think intelligent
discussion would be fostered by listinguishing types of pri es,
making distinctions at least between the rapidity, th1e continuity, and
the areas of price rises.

Representative PATMAN. I do not see any inflation in the economy
generally, except for a terrific inflation in interest rates. Do you not
think interest rates enter into the costs of production and the cost to
consumers in a big way, Dr. Goldsmith ?

Dr. GoDoSMIT. If you had left off the last three or four words, "in
a big way," I would, of course, have had to say yes, because to some
extent interest, rates certainly enter into cost, in some branches, like
housing to #- quite noticeable extent. By and large, however, they
seem to have oeen a minor factor in price movements.

Representative PATIMAN. Well, what about the case of local govern-
ments. They are having to pay 3 and 4 peeent, even on tax-exempt
bonds. The cost of servicing the debts of the States, counties, cities,
political subdivisions, has gone up considerably. Don't you think that
the enormous increase in thfe interest charges the last few years have
contributed to higher local taxes and the burdens of the peoplehI

Dr. (iOLDSMITu1. In coniparison to the increases in cost of Govern-
ment which reflects increasing population and other factors interest
rates probably have not been tie most important factor. They cer-
tainly do add to the cost of running the Government. But it is very
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difficult, to have a free economy without a free capital market, with-
out it reasomiably free movement of interest rates.

Representative PATIrMAN. Of course, I do not agree with you that
there is a free market in Government bonds. I think it is an inflexi-
ble market fixed by the Federal Reserve Board. And for that reason
I cannot, agree with you.

Dr. GOLDSMITIL. iut if it is fixed, it rather is fixed downward.
Representative PATMAN. They did for a period of time. But more

recently I believe you will agree that it has been going upward.
Dr. GOLSUMTiL. Certainly, we have had a substantial increase in

interest rates. But the movement, has been very much that to which
we have been accustomed in the past in cyclical movements. Up-
swings in busine.s always have been accompanied by rising interest
rates.

Representative PATMAN. Now, our committee--this Joint Economic
Committee--held ths first hearings on tutomation, back in 1955. We
had some revealing testimony from management and labor. No one
opposed autoiniation; everyone favored automation. That is still, I
think, the attitude of the different groups represented by manage-
ment and labor, since atutomation represents progress, and we are all
in favor of progress. Bit do you not see more and more, Dr. Gold-
smith, that automation is taking so many jobs that we have a rather
difficult problem to solve by reason of it?

Dr. GOLWMITH. It is undoubtedly a difficult problem. I have al-
ready spread myself thinly over many fields. This happens to be a
field in which my ignorance ikw too great.

Representative PATMAN. Do you have any ideas about reducing the
hours of work per weekI H,.ve you gone into that field?

Dr. GOLDSMITH. No; I do not have any particular ideas about that.
Statistically people on the avtrage work considerably fewer hours
than I do, so personally I do not regard this as such ani urgent
problem.

Representative PATMAN. I am sure that is true.
Dr. GOLDSMITH. This is a field ini which, again, I have no firsthand

knowledge.
Representative PATMAN. Well, it, is related directly, I think, to

automation.
Dr. GoLisirri. Certainly. We h,%ve had a tendency in the past

for the hours of work to decline; as a matter of fact, even at the sub-
stantial rate of between one-fourth and one-half percent a year, which
adds up over decades. We can expect a further decline, though not
at that rate. There is the big problem of the use of leisure, whether
people want to take the increase in potential output partly in more
leisure or partly in more consumpt ion. In a democracy, this is decided
by what the people do, acting either by themselves or acting through
their representatives.

Representative PAMAN. Therefore, recreation could become big
business.

Dr. GOLDSMITH. Ali, yes.
Representative PATMAN. We have appreciated and enjoyed your

testimony, Dr. Goldsmith. You have made a great contribution to
our series of hearings.

Any other question, gentlemenI
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Representative Corviri. I have one clarifying question.
Earlier in your test imony, 1)r. Goldsmith, when you were discuss-

ing Great Britain and its use of net uitional income, you skipped over
the reasons for Great Britain usigf this index. You had something
to say about net, availability, if remember correctly. I did not
catch it.

Dr. GOLDSMIH. I said that I used net national income in Great
Britain, and that I used gross national product of the United States.
This I have (lone because we do not have gro"s national product figures
for England for a long period back. The two series are closely con-
nected. The difference consists primarily of capital consumption
allowances and indirect business taxes, and g ross national product
usually is .5 to 20 percent higher than net national income. It just
so happens that we (1o not have entirely comparable figures. For the
long-term trend, this difference is not too serious; but I wanted to
draw your attention to the fact that the two lines are conceptually
not entirely comparable.

Representative PArT. . Doctor, I do not agree with you about the
effect of interest rates, in view of the fact that in our national budget
today over 10 percent of it is for servicing the national debt, $8.1 bil-
lion. If we were paying this year the same interest rate that we paid
in 1946, the cost of servicing this debt would be $1,400 million less.
When you translate that into what can be done with $2,400 million-
I was figuring it out the other day-you could build a million-dollar
schoolhouse in every State of the Union every year with that differ-.
ence in the interest rate. That really means a lot of money. And
whenever you consider, too, that the people are paying each year about
$10 billion more in interest charges than they were paying, say, 7 years
ago, I think it is a matter of great importance.

Dr. GOIAW31MTI. It is a serious problem. But. as I said, it is very
difficult to run what we call a free economy without a free capital
market and a reasonably free movement of interest rates. Your point
apparently is that the movement of interest rates has not been free.
That is something different, and I suppose something you may want
to go into in your hearings. No market is completely free, in the text-
book sense, of course. The question is whether inhibitions on free-
dom are more pronounced in the capital market than those we find
throughout the economy.

I suppoe everybody would wish that the Government could borrow
at a lower rate; that, for some reason or other, people would give the
Government a greater differential compared to other borrowers. But
that is one of the prices you have to pay for letting people operate in
the way they feel fike, for good or poo reasons.

Representative IP',MAN. The total amount of tax-exempt securi-
ties now outstanding, is about $55 billion. The holders of those
securtities do not even have to make a report on their income tax
forms as holders of these securities. They pay no tax of any kind
whatsoever. That is increasing at the rate of from $7 to $8 billion
a year. Do you not think, )r. Goldsmith, that the Government and
the Congress could well consider setting up some sort of a procedure
to support such bonds at a low rate of interest, say 2 percent which
would, of course, be equal to 4 percent to a person in the 50-percent-
income bracket? It might thereby aid people in the local communities,
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who vote bonds for different purposes, since a large part of the money
collected locally, through the a(d valolem systeni to pay the local
interest, is collected front people who are paying taxes on what they
owe rather than on what they own

In other words, people buy honies and farms and property which is
s1ibje('ted to taxation locally. Ihey render that property for taxation
its though they own it. They do not actually own it; they owe for it
instead. Say he has only paid 10 l)ervent-Ia Veteran buying a home-
noiltheless lie lays taxes as though he owned the whole thing. He
does not; he just ows oie-tenth of it. And since the most burden-
some tax on earth cones from the local taxes, where people pay such
a large part of it on what they owe rather than on what they own,
do you not think that the Federal Government has some responsi-
bility in )rotecting those people against an extortionate rate of
interest?

Dr. GOLD8MrrrL There are great problems in the whole regime of
tax exemption for State and local Government steurities. If the
Federal Government collected taxes on them, it could compensate the
borrowers for more than the present market difference in the yield,
and thus reduce the net cost to them, and still have money left over,
Coln)aredI to tile lIp , ent situation where it does not collect anything on
the Interest received from State and local government securities. This
is a very difficult problem. If involves constitutional questions. I
agree with you that thle whole field of the treatment of State and
local government securities is an important one. And as a statistician,
of course, I am very unhappy that the holders do not even have to
report the income front them. Hence, we are in great ignorance as to
who a(t vualy owns theni. Our ignorance, of course, is by no means
complete. We do know that a large proportion of the $60 billion
outstanding is held by financial institutions, and most of the rest
is held by people in the high-income brackets, as is indicated by
estate-tax returns, and estimates of personal trust fund holdings.
Nevertheless, as a statistician, I would like to have more information
about who owns these tax-exempt securities.

Representative PATMAN. I realize, Doctor, that it would be almost
impossible to eliminate tle exemption feature. I was here in Congres
when President Roosevelt advocated doing away with tax-exempt
securities. And it was at a time when he was at the height of his
popularity. And the administration put all the steam behind it that
it was possible to put behind it; but it did not get. anywhere. It did
result in the elimination of the tax-exempt feature in the Government's
own bonds only.

Therefore, I do not know that we would be justified in making a
further attempt to eliminate the tax-exempt feature, but I do think that
we should do something to protect those people against extortionate
interest rates and what I consider to be a fixed market. Tax-exempt
securities could result eventually in having two classKs of citizens in
our country, one class paying the taxes and supporting the Govern-
ment, and another class paying no tax of any kind whatsoever.

Mr. WidnallI
Representative WWNAVAL. Dr. Goldsmith, do you have any chart or

any figures to show the comparison of the growth of debt in Great
Britain and in the United States?
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Dr. GoLuesMIT1. I did not prepare that, but that is quite easy to do.
The ratio of the national debt to either national wealth or national
income, of course, is higher in Great Britain than in the United States,
and always has been.

Representative WIDNALL. Has their debt been growing as propor-
tionately as ours recentlyI

Dr. GOiLDMITH. You mean since the war?
Representative WIDNALL. In the last 10 years.
Dr. GOixMITI. rhe growth in our rational debt in the last 10 years

is very small. So I would have to look carefully at the British figures,
because the movement there also has not been very large, and I would
not want to say now-

Rep resentative WIDNALL. I am just interested in the fact that they
have been using an austerity program to promote prosperity in their
country, and we have not been using an austerity program. And what
is the relationship, as you watch the national growth of income?

Dr. Gowsumrii. Of course, the growth of national product and in-
come in Great Britain in recent years has been quite slow. There has
been a considerable amount of chamor, and the B'itish Government
now is following a less restrictive policy, They apparently feel they
now have established their external position sutliciently safely so that
they can afford some internal relaxation.

'The British have a basic problem which we do not hve; they must
carefully watch their international balance of payments. The present
government apparently felt it was its first duty to restore the inter-
national balance of payments -iituatioi, accumulate more gold and
foreign. exchange than they had. They seem to feel that they have done
that now. From what I read in the papei , I conclude that they intend
to be less restrictive in their domestic credit and other policies than
they have been over the last few years.

Representative WIDNAu.. They fire probably going to reduce taxes,
too are they not?

Br. Gou.mxTu. Well, in view of the coming election among other
considerations, that is not impossible.

Representative WIDNA,. And those things happen here in tbe
United States, too.

Dr. GoLwmrrn. They have been known to happen, yes.
Representative WIDNAiL,. That is all.
Representative PATMAN. And it has been known to happen that a

President even vetoed a tax reduction bill. That is one of the unusual
things that happen.

Returning for a moment to the previous question: Do you know of
any country in the world where tax exempt securities are allowed
except in the United States, Doctor ?

Dr. GowemmrrI. I do not think there is any other country where
they have the same importance. There have, however, always been
countries that granted tax exemption to certain specified issues. This
has usually been done, of course, to foster their sale. In some foreign
countries the special attraction is not so much tax exemption as treat-
ment under the foreign exchange regulation and other advantages
which would not be relevant in the United States.

Tax exemption Is not a device that has been unknown abroad. It
has usually been used in countries where the central government was
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in financial straits, but I do not know of any other country where
the centrPl government's securities are not tax exempt but those of the
lower hevel governmental units are. Here, of course, the situation
is the result of our Federal organization. I would have to check coun-
tries that also have a federal form of organization, like Brazil and
a few other countries, as I do not know what the situation is there.

Representative PATA[AN, One final question: Do you happen to
know the total aggregate national debts of other countries besides the
United States?

Dr. GowsmTm. The national debt figures, meaning the central
governments', are known and have been reported in various United
Nations publications and are quite easily available.

Representative PATMAN. We often say, and of course, we make
the statement after making some investigation, that we owe today
hi the Tnited States, a larger national debt, than the aggregate debts
of all the other nations in the world. And I assume you would be
willingto say that is a correct statement.

Dr. GOLDSMITI[. It may be a correct statement, but it is rather ir-
relevant, because debt, government as well as private, has to be
measured against each country'S income and wealth.

Representative P,;.i,. Thquk you very kind] Doctor.
fo. e prepared statement of Dr. Raymond W. Goldsmith is asfollows:j

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND W. GOLDSMITU

NATIONAL PRODVUr AND INCOME: Loxo-TUrM TRENDS

I. CONULUSIONO

The growth of this country's nationsil product per head-the best simple
measure of economic growth that we have--has averaged about 1% percent a
year over the last 120 years after adjustment for price changes, and has shown
remarkable steadiness if periods of at least 40 years' duration are considered.
This trend under which real Income per head doubles every 40 years and In-
creases almost sixfold wverv century, is far above the growth rate experienced
by the United States In its eaciler history; has hardly if ever been equaled fo' as
long a stretch of time in , i,1 ,her country or period; and has been the vehicle
which has propelled the United States to its present eminence In the world as
the country with the largest aggregate output, the most advanced technology
and the highest standard of JMving; and as the main source of foreign capital
for less developed areas.

The tact that the secular trend In real output and income per head of the
population has been fairly steady at l% percent pr. year since the middle of the
10th century must ot be used as the basis for either of two conclusions, one
referring to the past and the other to the future. It must not be Interpreted
as denying the poesibility or asserting the easy achievement of a higher rate
of growth during the past century if our economy had been able to operate
at a higher average rate of utilisation of Its labor, capital, and natural resources.
Nor must it be regarded as forecasting he future rate of growth, even if peace
prevails and even If tho average rates of utillsation of resources follows their
customary trends. An economist may be permitted to point out, however, that
!f the future trend of real output and Income per head is to average considerably
above its level of the last 120 years, either technological progress In the narrow
sevse must become much more rapid than it has been In the past; or far-reaching
cha ges-whose nature and chance of success cannot as yet be specified with
confidence-must take place in the economic and financial organisation of the
UniteO States.

The 'eat of this statement will be limited to explaining, qualifying, and oC-
casionalky interpretingg some of these assertions.
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ii, Mr4F MEANINO OF NATIONAL PRODUCT AND TREND

Let we twgin by ext dining what is meant by gross national prodiut low the
current estinailts are reduced to a constant price basis, why ler head instead
(if aggregate figtires are used, and what economicaly significant facts are meats-
ured by. real gross national product per head.

Gross national product can be defined very simply and quite accurately, as
the heap of finished gtoosX and services produced each year. To use -n.re learned
language, gross national product Is the total final unduplicated output of an
economy. Unduplieated In this connection means that, for instance, the sale
of bread by the grocery store to the housewife is counted as part of the value of
gross national product, while the sale of the bread by the bakery to the grocery
store, the mile of flour by the mill to the bakery, the sale of wheat by the farmer
to the elevator, are all excluded fron gross national product.

Since we are primarily interested in changes in the quantities of goods and
services produced rather than In the fluctuations of their current monetary
values, particularly when we are studying long-terni growth, we must deflate
the current values with the help of appropriate price indexes. The retsult of the
division of the current values of output by these price indexes is the value that
a given year's production of goods and services would have had at the prices pre-
viallng during the base pisrhli-in our case during the year 19t29i.

The estimation of groas national product (toes not allow for the fact that iOie
of the stock of capital, In the sense of durable reproducible assets, Is used up
during the year and is, so to speak, transformed into nl part of final output. If
capital consuinlition allowances are leducted front gro... national product we ob-
tain net national product, the aniount of goods and services produced during
it given period that could be used up while keeping capital Intact.

Chart VII Illustrates these and other in relations among the chief national
accounting aggregates and their princliMl 4 onipolients. I shall not 8pcifically
discuss these relationships, but have added this chart to facilitate orientation in
the soiletlileg it little coillit'clva(d national accounting terminology.

An economy may grow in two ways which must be carefully distinguished.
It may grow, first, by adding to the number of producers and consumers while
average output or consumption per unit remains unchanged. This we may call
extensive, or Iore griiliiilcally amnieble growth. An ec(onmIiy may, secondly,
increase output and consumption per head with or without concurrent expansion
of the number of producing and consuming units. This may be called in-
tensive growth. Most observed Increases In total national product or income
are the result of both extensive and Intensive growth. The two components may
be separated by dividing aggregate output or income by the appropriate number
of units.

From some points of view Interest may center on aggregate growth, for In-
stance when a eomparigmi of the actual or potential economic strength of dif-
ferent countries is wanted as a part of the evaluation of the political or military
situation. In studying the trend In either productive efficiency or economic
welfare we are, however, primarily interested in Intensive growth. Since to-
morrow's session will be devoted to the subject of productivity I shall not dis-
cums what denominator ought to be applied to total output to measure pro.
duetive efficiency. If we want to measure the trend in the standrd or level of
living as an indicator of economic welfare, consideration should be given only
to that part of output that reaches consuterA, and allowances should be made
for the fact that consumption reluirements vary among onsuAmers of different
age and sex. Hence, In measuring the trend In the level of living we should use
consumer expenditures reduced to a constant price basis as the numerator and
the number of equivalent full consumers as the denominator. This Is what we
shall actually do a little later. For the broader picture of the trend In In-
tensivo growth of Mhe Mnerlrcani economy. we h1ll however iuve total real gross
national product divided by the number of Inhabitants. This, It should be noted,
ts not an Ideal concept theoretically as It measures neither productlvity-In the
sense of -nitplt jwr ulit of imtit--nor eeonomlic welfare. Real nati ial ltrodeiit
per head Is, however, the broadest simple measure of Intensive economic growth
that we have and Is therefore used as the basis of our discussion.
By "trend"--also called secular trend or basic nioveuient-econonisits under-

stand a movement in ine direction of reasontible reailarity, L.e., without
very wide or Irregular deviations, continuing for a period at least as extensive
as the longest authenticated wavelike movement in the series, and preferably
several times as long as It, As you will hear at a later session, economic statis-
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ticlans now feel that a wavelike movement of about 20 years' duration has been
fairly well established in many basic American economic series for a period back
to the early 19th century. Hence, the minimum period for which a trend In
national product or Invoin 'sliiuhil Is, (alatilatId i about two decades. Periods
covering an Integral multiple of these so-called long swings, i.e., periods of 40,
60, 80, or more years are, however, much to be preferred as a basis of trend
analysis.

It Is not as yet possible In studying the long-term trend of national product
andl Illle In tie lUnited tiates to go Hack to the founding of tie Republic, let
alone to the beginning of white settlement. We are, however, In a position to
study the long-term trend for a period of approximately 120 years. I want to
stress inmediately. so as not to have to repeat it, that the available data are
(eimideral)y more reliable beginning with the late 1870's on than for the pre-
ceding 40 years for most of which estimates can be derived only at 5.year n-
tervals. This presentation, therefore, will have to be limited to the period from
1831) to 1051). Fortunately this period, as well as the two 10-year and the three
40-year sibperhlos Into which it con he divided, have considerable internal unity
as distinctive phases In our economic history. This Justifies studying the trends
in national product and income during the subperiods as well as the trend ob-
servable over the entire 120-year period.

By starting our series in 1839 we are able to reach back virtually to the
time when industrialiation started in earnest and thus to cover the entire
period of what may be regarded as the modern economic history of the United
States. It is well to remember that in 1839 the area of continuous settlement
ended at approximately the 95th meridian; railroads were but 10 years old;
steamships were far outnumbered by clipper ships; petroleum, gas, and electric-
Ity were as yet unheard of; and the thought of moving men, goods, or messages
through the air was regarded as chimerical.

AlZ we divide the entire period for which we have statistics Into two 60-year
subperiods, the first of these running from 1839 to 1899, encompasses the inter-
val between the time "the Nation took shape" and the "watershed of the nine-
ties," to use the characterization of two eminent historians. The second sub-
period extending from 1899 to the present may have less unity, but it repre-
dents economically salking all that we have witnessed of contemporary America.

Fortuitely, a division into three 40-year subperiods also seems to make his-
torical sense. The first of them, from 1839 to 1879, can be regarded as the
formative period of modern America, politically and economically. The second
subperlod, stretching from 1879 to 1919, witnesaed the creation of the coun-
try's industrial and financial system as we still know it notwithstanding all
the extensive and intensive changes that have since taken place. The last
subperiod, extending from 1919 to the present, circumscribes fairly accurately
the period of economic preenilnence of the Unitel States, a position characterized
by a share In total world production of not less than one-fourth; the highest
standard of technology and of consumer welfare found anywhere in the world;
and the role as the chief supplier of capital and technical assistance to less
deve!oped countries.

M1!. Tit TREND 01' NATIONAL PRODUCT AND INCVMK

We tire now ready to lik at the figures. We shall deal first with gross na-
tional product and then with consumption, and shall progress from aggregates
in current prices to aggregates in constant (1029) prices, to per head values in
constant prices, so that you ainy set- the extent to which observed growth In
total national product or e4onstunmtion is (tue to (1) changes in tie price level,
primarily a otonetary phenomenon: (2) increases In I'lmulation, reflecting ex-
tensive growth: and (3) Increases In average real output or consumption, the
basic measure of Intensive growth.

The estimates of gross national product and personal consumption shown
in the chart are a combination of two or three sets of data. For the last 50 years
use is made of the estimates of the National Income Division of the l)epartment
of Connerce. The figures for 1870 to 1908 (for consumption for 1879 to 1929)
are taken from an unpublished study by Professor Kusnets,l but they are very
similar to estimates contained In some of his earlier work.$ For estimates of

I "Capital Formatlon and It Financing" (unpublisbed National Bureau of Economic
Rfarch, mlmngraph, 105R)..

X st+. e.g., Long-Terin Change In the National Income of the United States of America
Since 18701 in "Income and Wealth," series I (1962), cl. 1.
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gross national product during the four decades before 1879, I have used esti-
mates of the value of the commodity product; I.e., the output of agriculture,
manufacturing, mining, and Construction which have been prepared recently
by Professor Gailman for every fifth year between 1830 anti 1899." ince con,.
modify product, which excludes transportation and services, increases less rap.
idly thas gross national product these estimates have been adjusted for the
difference as reflected in the percentage of the labor force engaged In commodit
production.

To bring out differences In the rate of growth and in changes In it, all charts
depicting time series are plotted on a ratio (logarithmic) sale under which a
steady rate of growth Is reflected by a straight line sloping upwards, and the
rapidity of growth Is proportional to the steeliness (slope) of the line.

('hart I shows the course of aggregate gross national product over the last 120
years, cyclical variations, long swings and extraneous disturbances all being
reflected in the unadjusted annual dIata plotted from 1869 on, The light line
follows the current value of gross national product while the heavy line repre-
sents the result of an attempt to redu(. these current values to the measuring
rod of the rice level of 11)29. Mince the trend of prices has been upward during
much of the past century, the light line rises more rapidly than the heavy line-
deflated aggregate gross national product.

Chart II liermints us to segregate Intensive front extensive growth. The lower
(thin) line Is aggregate deflated grops national product, the heavy line of chart I.
The upper (heavy) line shows annual real gross national product per head, our
key measure of intensive growth.

Chart III presents comparable information for consumer expenditures, the
upper (light) line again showing aggregate real consumption while the lower
(heavy) line represents real consumption per fell consumer (i.e., In terms of
adilit males), the sloest simple approach to a welfare measure of national product
that we have.

In chart IV we reiach the heart of our stibJl.xt, the long-term trend In intensive
economic growth as reflected iln real (deflated) gross national product per head.
To minimize the effects of cye'lhel fluctuations. the light line shows 5-year moving
averages of real gross national I'rodltct ler head for the iwrilo from 1SM) oil
when annual esthntes are available. The heavy straight line is the trend of
1% percent a year determined by nathimathial fitting for tle pe4rlod 1879 to
1929, and extended forward to 1104 sand backward to 1830.

Because the two main disturbers of the secular trend-tlhe great depression
and the Civil War-lie just beyond and slightly before the core period of 1879
to 1921), It has seeneed preferable to calculate the tr,,nd for the entire 12Oyear
period from the core period rather than to determine the secular trend by means
of an algebraic fit to all annual values between 1839 and 1959 (apart from the
difficulty that before 18019 figures are available only at ,year intervals). This
Is Justified only If the extensions from the trend, forward and backward for
three or four decades, produce values close to the actual observations for 1950
and 1839. The trend batsed on the "ore period meets this test. The extrapolated
value for 1959 Is only 2 percent away from the observed value: sinlarly, the
difference betwoen the extralolated and the ob'served values for 1839 is only
1 percent. This close Coincihence should permit regarding a growth rate of
1% percent a year as the trend not only for the (,ore period 1879-19), but also
for the more extended period from 183$) to 11595. The probably more familiar
rate of growth oif aggregate real gross national product averages a little over
3%/ percent a year for the entire peril, ', it shows ia declining trend reflecting
the slowing down of population growth, and thus comes to 3 percent for the final
40-year period of 1910-59.

A second test of the appropriateness ot a 1% Ip'reent trend as an expression
of the growth In real national product Ipr hed throughout the entire 120-year

8 "Commodity Oit put In the unitedd States, 199" (to be published In National Buresa
of Economic Research, "Studles in Income ond Wealth." vol. 24),

' Professor Kiunrts' eatimates are available back to 1869, and Professor Gallman's series
eould have been linkod In 1860 (or 1974) rather than In 1 70. The decision to efTect the
link in 1870 was influenced by the unusanly sharp upward movement shown In Protessor
Kugnets' estirants lwtwen i849 and 1879. Use has not been madte here of the olderestimates by Martin ("National Income In the United Atates. 17 09-19088") that are available
for decennial census years hackto 1799 since the cricism by Professor Kusnets ("Income
and Wealth," serlo1 i pp. 221 f.) as well as the tiehnvl,)r otother erips. Puch as nationalwesltl (op. cit.. p. 84HI) cast very grave doubt eon the reliability of Martin's eries for the
first hait of the loth century. If Martina's .timateo lad ben used th, growth of grossnational product betwoon 1R4 and 1879 would be considerably smaller than shown In the
charts, via, 1.2 percent against 1.0 percent for real national product per head,
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period, is to observe the closeness of the annual values, or their 5-year moving
averages, to the trend. This coiliarisoun is helped by plotting a trend line 10
percent above and another 10 percent below the trend line as is done In chart
IV. It will then be seen that only in three instjiuces do the observed values
fall outside the band of 10 percent above or below the trend. The first of
these Is the eriod of the Civil War and Its aftermath: the second, the great de-
pression; and the third, the years of World War II. The third of these exce).
tions Is subject to doubt. If a deflation had been applied to the current na-
tional product estimates for these years that eliminated the effect of the rela.
tively high cost of armaments more completely. real gross national product per
head for the war years might fall within the 10-percent band. or exceed it only
to a negligible extent. The existence of these two or three exceptios, of course,
is hardly astonishing as they occutr exactly at thome periods in our economic
history where they would be expected.

The conclusion thus seems justified that ni average growth rate of real
national prosluct per head of 1% percent is a satisfactory description of the
basic movwmnt of national product and income throughout the last 120 years.

The story is a very similar one for real consumption per full consumer. The
trend here is about I11' percent per year for the perild 1879 to 1059, only
slightly below the trend for real gross national product per head, The small
difference between these two measures of Intensive growth reflects the near.
constancy of the ratio of consumption to gross national product and the slight
upward trenl in the ratio of full consumers to total population, which in turn
is tile to slowv agelng of the lopulat ion.

Chart V based on tie figures of table I illustrates how increases In popula-
tion. changes hi the price level, and increases in output per hed have combined
to produce the observed rates of growth of aggregate gross national product
in current prieto during the lIst 120 years and during the two and three sub-
periods of 00 and 40 years duration respectively. These rates have been cal-
culated on the basis of the values at the beginning and the end of the period.
not as In chart IV by determinisg mathematically the average rate of growth
that fits till inual figures within the Period as closely as possible. Tht, differ-
enCit between the rtens of growth determined lin the elementary and the more
sophisticated way, however, are usually quite small.

T.%auia .- Trcnd of gross national prodOu't awl personal cootsumption, 1839-19J9

IPeroent Inmyease per ynat 11

Entire 60.yeu sublierio 40year subperlods
per kxi

1ssg g. 1899-195 11k19-T9 sref-1e19 Iee-

()(2) (3) (4) (3) (6)

A. Oran notIonal product
i. Aggregate, current

pr4.e8 ........ 4 4.13 5.59 4.48 & do 4.40
2. Prior level.. 1.16 -0.10 3.42 0.16 1.91 1.40
3. Aggregate. constant

pri(4N.%............... 3M0 4. 2. 3 09 4.31 11.72 z.9r
4. Population... 97 2.60 1.46 2.71 1.91 1.30
5. Ptv head, constant

-r.. 1,64 1.67 1.52 1.33 1.76 1 64
T. Pertial conslmption:

0. Aggregate, current
pries. ............................... .48 .......... .. 5,27 C 49

7, Pr I.................................. .18 ............ 63 1.2
8. Aggreae, constantPrim .. , " r'' .rs .. . .......... ...... ..... e ls,..... 3.22 ..... ...... 3.68 3.11
9. Consumers 3.88 1.17.

lent adult males) .. ....................... 1.40 .......... . 2,01 1 30
10. Per full consumer.

constAnt prices ............ .. .......... . 1.74....... .... 64 1.

I Calculated trom valIu in am find 1at year of pterid.

Let us start with the simplest series, current aggregate gross national product.
Its average rate of growth over the entire period Is 4.8 percent. In other words,
over the last 120 years on the average, this year's gross national product In
current prices has been almost 5 percent above last year's. I do not need to ex-
pand on the buoying effects of such a tendency on many economically relevant
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factors, not the least buslnessnien's expectations of a noticeable increase In
volume of sales as the normal course of events,

The difference In tile rate of growth of aggregate current gross national prod.
uct between subperiods are not negligible, but they are not radical either. Even
if we take subperlods of 40 years' length---probably the shortest period for
which one ought to calculate trends-the average rate of growth of aggregate
current gross national product varie, only ltItween 4.4 and 5.7 percent oer vear.
More Interesting, there (loe not appear to be a trend toward acceleration ill the
rates of growth of the monetary value of aggregate national product. If 40-
year periods are used, the rate of growth Is highest In the Period from 1879 to
1019, not In that from 1119 to 19.51 or that from 1It) to 1871).

Population Is the only one of the three factors to show a definite change In
trend over the full period, declining front an annual average rate of growth of
2.7 percent in 1W39-71 to one of only 1.3 percent in 1919-59. This trend, as you
know, appears to have swen reversed or at least halted recently the average
rate of growth of the lxpulatlon for tie postwar decade reaching 1% percent
not far below the level which prevaled early Ini this century.

The largest variations iln the average rate of change are shown by tile price
level, more specillcally by the gross national product deflator which Is a weighted
average of the ipries of all final goods and services produced. For tile 120)
years as a whole, prices have increased oil the average at tile rate of 1% per-
cent per year, a rate which probably now would be regarded as within the range
of price rise characterizing a "creeping inflation." Price trends in the first
half of the period, when the average rate of change was virtually zero, dif-
fered considerably from those observed (luring the second half starting In 189),
during which the rise in prices averaged 2 % percent per year, probably near tile
t )per boundary of what is thought to be ompatlibie with a creeping Inflation.
However, If subperiods of 40 years' duration are taken, prices adlvan'ed most
rapidly from 1879 to 1919 when the rise averaged 1.9 percent per year rather than
In the last 40 years, during which the average rise. amounted to only 1.4 percent.

The result of these variations il rates of Increase of total gross national
product in current prices, in the price level, and in population Is that the resil-
tal, the rate of growth in real national product per head, shows lore Mtaility

wilhlnt the range of V/,, to 1% percent than any of the other three series. The
contribution of tile three factorsg-real output iper head, lo)phulati.n, and prices-
to the average rate of growth of aggregate current output thus has differed
greatly in tile different perlod.

For tile e, ire 120 years population growth has accounted for two-fifths of
the total increase in the monetary value of aggregate output; the rise iln the
price level for one-fourth ; and Intensive growth, the rise in real output ier
head, for one-third. In soie of tile suhperlods the change in the irice level
has contributed nothing to the Increase In aggregate gross national iproduct
at current prices, as for Instasnce front 139 to 1891); or has even offset ioart of
the increase in population and intensive growth, e.g., from I8I) to 18I1). There
,. no period during which the rise in the price level at counted for as inuch as
oife-half of the rate of growth in total current aggregate output. urgingg the
last 40 years the rise in the price level has been responsible for fully one-third
of the rate of growth tof current aggregate output. while population growth has
contributed three-tenths ad intensive growth aim(M two-fiftls,

No clear reltatiou eeitls to) exist lootweela the rat- of intensive growth-to
releat, the 11nitgile1414 in which we are Irltiarily iatercstel-atid elther price
level movemnents or the raplld y of lipulatioln growth. Intensive growth pro-
ceeded at approximately the sanite rate during the first and tie second hattlf (f
the 120-year period although tlie price level showed tIt trend during the first half
li tldvanced it jin average rite of 21,4 lerent Ip'r year during th, second half.

The oily instance In which a rehationushil between the movement tof the price
level anad the rate ,of Intensive growth con be ohservedl-withfut detailed analysis
no such relationship van Is, regarded ns reflecting ('auSe ald effet--is the period
from 1810) to INOO durkag which the rate of intensive growth at 2.2 percent per
year was the highest one observed during any period of 30 years' or more (hrs.
tior while the price level declined at the rate of 1.7 IXrcent psr year, the only
Poop of a downward trend In prices for any period of such length. All that
possibly neels to fe added to avoid misunderstandIng In that substantial 1s.
tained Intensive growth and an upward trend In prices, at a moderate rate, are
obvionsly not Incompatible.

The movements In the rate of growth of aggregate eonsumption in current
prices and the tcontributionx to it made by Increase In real onsumptlon per
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full cnstinter, growth lin the natrnlir of i-onsumiiers, and( chat iags In the price
level tire SO, xiilar to those olbserv'ed liI the t'ntst of gross natlsinal product,
that it separate discussion Is unne-egisary. Tile relevant figures, however, are
given In table 1.

WV. Tfr UNOWTIf Or TItS PRINCIPALS. (10NIPONKNTS OV NATIONAL PROVAICt AND INCOME

Stability Ii the rate of growth oft gross national product per head (or, for
that matter. stability lam the rate of growth of real Income jx'r full consoumer)
dtlos nhot auiesma stbilIty of tile rate of growth of thle con)Jwuemnts of grots national
product or Incmwoe. HpeIcit Ialy. It die's not niva~n stability (of the rate of growth
f the different Iniduistrial sectors oit the econinwy (such as agriculture, usanuu
fAettirlng, trade and services) :of the private and the (Jovernmment wetor; of
the different regions cot the country; of thle dIifferent tylk-s of comumnotities and
services rctived ; of the different fornis of Income, particillariy labor and
property Income: unit of Iinees of different size. As a butter of fact, we
know that the( rates of growth over the past century 14Ve been quite different for
dilffere'nt Industrial sixctors, for the (lovernmemt ast against the p~rivatte secor,
for different; types of (EminoilitIps, and for different regions ; and It Ito at least
poossIlek that comsderifle differences heave existed also In tile rates oft growth
of different types of Invionie sind of different Incomnie mite clugmse.

Thete dlfferemwes In the rate- of growth of the different eommttuents oif naetioanal
product oir Inieti re the exsemace of the prw-ess of econtoilc development, The
national rate tif growth is nothInig butt anl average of the rates of growth Ini
different sectors, regions, etc. TIhe national rate of growth, therefore, Is influ-
enved by two) sets (if factors. T)he first Is thes rate of growth prevailing In the
different wectors of the evommoiny -thle second, the share of thle different Sectors
lin aggregate national product or itwonme. The national rate of growth can
r'emin the' samne e'ven If se'ctornl growth rates change. Inereaimg rates In some
seettors living ost 't I their effect on thep national average by decreasing rates
(of growth lin other sectors. Hinailarly, thle national rate tif growth can and
wIll change' although there Is no change In thle rates of grrowth oft any sector.
Itflthe share oit one sector lin witlsnal p~rodsuct or Income increase over a given)
l'erissl t hIs shows that tile sec-tor bhas ben growing more rapidly than the na-
tlonal aggregate. fHlitilarly, it dlii the share (of at sector Indicates that thip
ss'stsr liss been growing lesq raapidly than the'- Nat ion ats at whole.

It wsoaals go far beyond iny aslgame'tad ab14l1ty--and at titnes would exceed
the' re'liable staitistlea i nae'rbil now avallsil-to trace in fletail the differences
that hanve existed during the )inst century lit thle rates of growth of the constitit-
s'nts" sf national product and Ineomie, I shlinhave to IlimIt mtygelf to smiarls-
Ing litn afew senitences the manin features oft these differences fi growth rates
lInsofar as they tire known.
1. Capital fortnation veraus .eao lit ion

Wh"ils' rates tif growth have differted greatly for the different specific corn-
m'oeities #all( services that make upl the national product, with thle tx'OiewjUCIee
thait. the, dlltriloa of total national product ainomig groups of conimoditiem
ands serves hnSan 'ieged asubsta tit ii Ily. one relattion -and piosibly the most
litaisirtamt single relation lit this tield- has shown a remarkable degree of con-
stitn(y over thie lastt 100 years.

When the total national prs'dnst Is divisls'd Into two parts one consisting of
duorable goodsm (Including chaanges lim buItmness Iaventories and Ii net, foreign In-
vextnams tt) and (iae otlmer nmadi o) of all masoadu ra le goods andi service,., It is4 found
that tile two litarts have grown over tht- long run ait ap.proxiniatelY thle Sallie rate.
liemme'e, the share of duaible gooids Ini tostai gross iatlonml product, a relation often
referred to) ax thle gross catpittml tormaitloa ratio, has been fairly constant since
the Civil War. If consumer ditrables aire imtcludit'd in capital formation Its Share
In gross national product has deviated but little fromt 31 Percenit fromI decade
to siecade wIth thle sole execuqtIon of thp e s-ase Incluadimng the ('eat Depression.
Miliaminimg consummer durables, bujt still Including residential housing and Gov-
erninent eouttatioii, thle gross capital formation ratio has In aunoat decades
been slightly above onetfth without showing a definite upward or downward
trend, The decade of the (Irent f1eprecesion is again the main exception.

The equality of the long-terin rate of growth of the production of durable
goods on the one hand and of nondurable goods anud services on the other. and the
i-onx(flueInt stability In the gross capital formation ratio, however, do not mean
that the same relationships lierflist when account is taken of capital consump-
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tion allowances. Capital consumption allowances have been Incrf'islng in pro-
portion to gross capital formation, partly because of the shortening of the aver-
age life of durable goods which reflects the increasing share of prodiuer and
consuiner durables and the decline of the share of construction expenditures in
total gross capital formation. The long-term rate of growth of net capital for-
mation, has, therefore, been tmoewhat smaller than that of the output of 1on-
dutrablo goods and servIces or of total gross national product. As a necssary
mousequenev the share of net capital formation in net national product has
declined sonewht.', the exact extent of the decline depending on assumptions
made regardlag the length of life of the different components of capital forma-
tion. the method of depreciation applied and the price indexes used to deflate the
original data.

Considerable changes have taken place In the structure of capital formation.
The output of prodii,-er and consumer dirables has risen more rapidly than that
of residential or nonresidential construction. From 1879 to 1959 average rates
of growth have been fully 4 percent for Producer durables: 2% for residential
construction and for other private construction ; and over 4 / for public 0nstruc-
tioe. (All rates calculated from values at beginning and end of period; they
are aggregate deflated, not per-head, values.) The share of gross capital formm-
tion represented by Increases in inventories has shown a slight decline reflecting
a somewhat slower growth of additions to inventories than of total grous capital
formation.
2. Stctoral difftfrenccs it groiwt/i

No economist Is needed to tell you that rates of growth of the main sectors of
the economy have differed considerably since c ta,;, s In the distribution of gross
national product among sectors, which reflects these differences in rates of
growth, are obvious even to the casual student of American economic history.
The outstanding feature of these changes in industrial structure, of course, have
been the declining shares of agriculture; and the increase in the shares of manu-
facturing and lining and of government. Between 1839 and 1959 the share of
agriculture in national product has declined from about one-third to about 5 per-
cent. On the other hand, that of manufacturing and mining has risen sharply
from about one-tenth to one-third, while that of Government has shot up even
more rapidly from only 2 percent to approximately one-eighth of total national
product.

Obviously, very pronounced changes In average rates of growth underlie these
changes In the sectoral structure of gross national product. The average rate of
growth (aggregate--not per head, calculated from deflated values at beginning
and end of period only) for the entire period Is thus about 1% percent for agri-
culture; 2:Y percent for transportation and public utilities ; 3/ percent for serv-
ices and construction; 4 percent for trade; 4I/j percent for manufacturing and
mining: and 5 percent for Government-all compared to the 3% percent rate for
the entire economy. It would take us too far afield to explore the trends In the
rate of growth of each of these sectors, the more so as some of them do not by
any means move along the regular straight lath which we have observed in the
case of total national product.

3. Regional differences in growth
Substantial differences also exist in the rates of growth of real income per

head among different regions of the United states . The outstanding feature here
has been the tendency toward a reduction of the differemes existing between the
level of real Income per head in the different parts of the country. This, of
course, ineans that the average rate of growth of real income per head has been
more rapid in those regions in which income was relatively low in the mid-19th
century than in thoe in which it was then high comparedi to the national average.
Thus, to take the extremes, the Southeastern and 8outhwestern States have
shown an average rate of growth of real income per head between 120 and 1957
of almost 3 percent per year, while the rate of growth has been as low as 14 per
cent for the Mideastern States and 1 percent for New England.'

*The rexional difforencee in tho' rate of growth of current nagregate and per head Income
can now be traced back to 1840 thanks to Profexpor EKsterlin reent Investigations (to bepublJ|oi-d In "tudlis in tIncnifo and Wealth " vol 24). For the early iwrlonds the use of
these nigurest s me astra of the growth of renl Income per head Is Impwi red by the obviously
subsltantial differences in the level and movements of prices in thie different region., s fat, or
which diminishes in importance ase we get closer to the present and which probably may
be disregarded for the period from 1926 on. (Cf. llurwits and Stalling in "studies in
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4. Differe we omo a" types of koome
In contrast to the pronounced differences In the rates of growth observed

among different Industrial sectors, different regions and different types of com-
modities and services, the differences In the rates of growth of the main func-
tional types of Income secnm to have been rather moderate. Great caution, how-
ever, Is necessary in making statements In this field as the figures are subject to
considerably more disagreement among experts than Is the case for the divisions
of national product with which we have dealt so far.

It total national income Is divided only into the part going to labor and that
accruing to property, entrepreneurial Income being allocated throughout the
period in the ratio of 2 to 1 between labor and property, then there appears
to have been a slight Increase in the share of labor, possibly from seve-tentha
in the 180's to nearly four-fifths In the last decade, if recent, not uncontested
estimates by Profosor Kravls are used. Within property Income the share of
Interest and rent has declined sharply while entrepreneurial property Income
has beld Its )wu, corporate Profits, of course, gaining rapidly at the expense
of property Income from unincorporated business enterprises. These changes,
of course, reflect differences In rates of growth.

5. Ohanges in income size distribution
Finally, there have ilso been changes In the rate at which the average real

income of people of different affluence has Increased. differences which are
reflected In changes In the shape of the size distribution of personal income.
In this case, unfortunately, reliable figures do not go back lbyond 1929.

In the last 30 years the per hend real, before-tax income of the lowest two-
fifths of the population, arrayed by size of income, has tended to increase at
a more rapid rate (2.0 percent per year) than average personal Income (1.7
percent), while the rate of growth has been below the national average for the
top fifth of Income recipients (1.0 percent). The result, of course, has been
smie reduction In the degree of inequality of Incomes. Most of the net change
occurred during the few years of World War II.

In interpreting these figures It is well to remember that 1929 was a year of
a particularly high degree of relative income inequality. If comparable figures
were available for a longer Period of time, preferably back to the middle of
the 19th century, differences in the rtef4 of growth of the different strata of
the Ippulation might therefore be smaller, on tin annual basis, than they now
appear to be when we can follow then for only a 30-year period. Notwithstand-
ing all the qualifcailoms that must be iade, It appears llkel" that even for the
entire last century the rate of growth has been higher for the lower than for the
higher Income groulm, and that In consequence the degreee of Inequality In
income distribution has diminished somewhat.

V. STATIATICAL QUAUIICATIONS

I now reach a section of my presentation which, I am afraid. may tax your
patience. After having presented briefly the statistical record on the rate of
growth of national prcinct during the last 120 years I now must discu s, be it
ever so Incompletely, the qualificationA to which these figures are subject. This
I shall do, as far as lxwsible, In aontechnlih'al ternis.

To spare you any (i5m-usslon of the statisical limitations of the figures I have
usel Ii this presentation would, I feel, he a disservice to this committee.
Before you can judge the mignilicance of the average rate of growth f national
product anld Inc(ip for the last century or ptirts of it you should be aware of
soni1 of the statistical limitations to which the figures tire subjc(xt and to some
of the qualifications which must he nide in their Interpretation.

I have told you that the gross national product per head. rMuced to the
constant price level of 19'29, has increased over the past 120 years, and through
the thNr 40.year subperiods into) which It can be divided, at an average annual
rate of 1 ler('eni. Holw aecirafe is this figure as a neastre of the trend
In the physical output of the U.S. economy?

Incense and Wealth." vol. 21.) For thebperiod from 1880 to 1920, for which the qualifi(,a-
thon on account of variations amone regional price movements mar not yet be too serious.
the differences In regional rates of growth of Income were geaerally In the same direction
tbut not Identical in all cases), as those observed for 19219-37. rowtnh of Income ter
head was considerable higher than the national average In the 8outh Atlantic States. but
markedly lower In New REaland. It general the growth differentials were. however.
much les pronounced from 1M0 to 192i than In the shorter period from 1029 to 1957,
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Of tile many factors whith make tile observed average rate of growth of real
gross national output Is'r bead differ from a perfect measure of tile growth of
physical output. if such exists, I slall discuss only half a dozen; three factors
which make the observed rate of growth appelar higher than a Iperfect measure
would show it to be, and three others that have the oploslte effect of reducing
the observed rate below the perftt one. This restriction is, of course, dictated
partly by limitations of time and the desire to avoid overly technical jIdoits, but
it seems Justified by the llkellhmod that the six factors to Ie mentioed cause the
most important discrelanies between the observed and tile lperfectly tueasured
rate of growth.

To begin with factors which tend to make the observed rate of growth appear
higher than It should Ie, the first is the Inerease i4 the share or those e.onotnie
activities that can he bought within the measuring rod of niomy, an1d hence,
are covered by our measures of national product. To put It in a different and
I;-Osihly more easily understandable way, the part of economic activities that
takes place within tile household, Including cooki ng, baking, dressmaking, home
repairs, vegetable gardening, and so forth, and is not Included In our measures
of national product has been declining over the past century. Omisslion of tills
part of national product means that the rate of growth in measured national
product is somnewlit higher thi It would be If these intrahousehold evontomic
activities had been included. There are no reliable or clos. estimates of the
relative size of these activities-this Is one of the reasons, why they are not
covered by tile usual measures of national lprohuct-lbut it Is unlikely thnt their
Inclusion would reduce the average annual rate of growth of real national
product ter-head by am much as one-eighth of 1 percent.

A second factor tending to make the measured rate of growth too high is the
Increasing share of output that is required to mitake good the consumltion of
capital. In tile lotgrun only that part of gross national prtludt (can bi regarded
as available either for consumption or addition to the stoc.k of capitall that ex-
ceveds the current using-up of part of tile stock of capital. III tills case we are
fortunately in a Iosition to make a reasonably clo1e estimate of the magnitudes
Involved. If our calculations had eenm blsed on net nat01nal product, that is.
gross national product less capital con.tmumltlon allowances, tile average anua l
rates of growth for the entire p-riod from $1H9 to 19M would have beell oie-tenth
of I liercent lower thin the figures presented.

The third of the factors that tend to overstate tOva oI)84,rved rate of growth
of national prftluct Is mure difficult to (elie ild almoiest Imlpossible to measure.
lt conermjs certain increases In tile economic cost of produ.Ing the mtional out-
put, exim-nditures which are not treated in our statistics as cost Iecause they
are borne by consumers rather than by producers. Tihe jm t hm prtant Item
in this cate-gory lirol)ably Is the Increased cost of tranNl,rtation borne by von-
sumers as the (istance between home and place of work has increased. Others
are various exit.iises necessitated by tile increasing stralti of partilipation In
Owc modern production process. These Items. which ar, now included In gross
national I)ro-uct. but accorditig to many national income exprts should not
be, are dflicult to measure exactly even if agreement could be obtained as to
their scope. It Is unlikely, however, that their elimination from gross national
proiluct would signflcaitly reduce its long-term rate of' growth.

IA,-t us now turn to the factors which tend to make the calulated rate of
growth of national Iriduvt smaller thian it ought to hi if approlrhte delhnitioli
were used and all niecemary ilnformat ion were available.

Tihte first, and probi)bly the most il)ortant of these factors, Is tilt, improve-
Illeid ill the quality of goods an1(d services which has not beein take ii to, iccouiat
in the pr!ce indtxes whihh are used to reduce the estimates of Jitioltnal product
in current prices to the (conistaitt price figures yU hav'e seen. it pritivilne, of
course. Price indexes should he Ised ol itens (tf idelntihal qualityy So that the
difficulty we are now discussing would not arite. Actually, however, It has
proved iIossible to take accout fully of the process of quitlly inmprovement
that ges on continullosly though not as costa t sled nor in tll s actors of the
economy. (I an) dIobtful, for instance, whether the quality (of bread or hair-
cutm Is superior now to what it was it century ago.) As a result, the price in-
dexes we ue as deflators have a tendency to overstate the ris, in prices (or
to mderstate tile decline in prices) that ha actually c.mtrri'd. Exactly how
imirtant this failure to tke full n(e.ount of quality liulrovenlent may be, it

is inmios sle to say. While It Is undoubtedly mbstantial for certain tyles of
commnoilties, particularly producer and consumer durable-A, that are mass pro-
duced, it would seem to be slight or nonexistent or negative for a considerable
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prolk)rtion of tnitional product particularly many custonnade products and
siervhes. While failiro to take account of quality Imnprovement leads on balance
too some understatenieit of the measured rate of growth of national product,
the underslatement would geemi not to have been very large in proportion to
the level of the observed rate.

The second of the factors, iiclusi-,n of which would Increase the rate of growth
alo% e Its obtoerved level, Ix the omission int all available estimates of tile services
rendered by the stx k of consuimer durab~les, of durable assets of nonprofit in-
stitutonm, aid of Governnent structures, civilian as well as military. Since
these categories have increased In in'p, rtance over tile last century the omls.
sions of the services they provide to the popultion imparts a slight downward
bias to the observed rate of growth (of national product. Even at the present
tiie, however, int-lusion of these services would add only a few percent to meas-
ured gross national product. Hence, their (oilssion can influence the rate of
growth of national pr~uluttt over tie past century to only a minor extent.

The third fctor that tends to ntiktke the observed rate oif growth appear smaller
than It should be is unfotrtunitetly boith important and highly technical. The
price indexes that have N4en used, directly or by a process of linking, to reduce
gross national prtdct in current prices to it constant price level are based on
the relative ihlsrtwne of the different conifolitles and services near the end
of tile period of observation. Spe fleally, they are based on the relative prices
of 1871) for the irioid fr m 151) to 1871); (,n the prices of 1929 for the period
#f 1879 to 1): and on tihe relative prices of 1954 for the period from lfKf)
to) 1)59. Stittisticins have fonId that price indexes using weights tit or near
tile end of the l sriul tend to overstate tite rise in prices. Hence, estimates of
current national product delhited by Inean of these' indlees tendl to show too low
a rate f growtit, too low that is lit comparison to the figures that would be obp
talnetd by using rehIntives ftor the middle or tile average of the period tas weight.".
The reason for this lphienomton Is a fact of which every housewife i s aware
even If but hilodly, the tidency for cominoditles and serves that inereatso
in price less than the average to) grow it volume wore than the average. This
negative correlation bi.tween relative price and relative quantity movements,
to use tile teclnical expression, necessarily leads to in understatement of tie
rate of growth of nitioinal product. when 1 weight System based on the situation
at or near tile end of the period of observation is us.d. While an exact rnasure
of the effect of tite use of late period weights on our etimiuateo (if gross national
prodlict m cotsitant prices Is not availi)le for iost of the perim(l, scattered
observattions indicate that while, far from negligible this factor Is unlikely to
hav(, led to il; overstate'me('nt of tile rate of growth of national productt by in
allount that Is substanial in proi)ortion to that rate.

It Is lnoit (,asy to evallulte to) whit extent tile three factors which tend to
make the observed iate of growth (if gross national l)roduct larger than it should
be, offset tht three factors operating in tie other direction : nor to assess the
net effect of other factors working Ia booth directions which hive not been dis-
cussed spteifi(.ally. It Is, therefore, not more than a persmul judglnent to
Say that on h tlalce the ecoilonicl lly relevant factors that are not, or not ade-
quately, reflected in the figures in which we base the calculation of the observed
rate of growth womld rest lit it slight increase of the observed annual average
rate of gro wth for the entire period from 1 3) beyond the level of 1% percent.
The aiiJust(q rate is likely to I at least as high as 1% percent. It may even
have beein ia little higher thMiat that. It Is very illikely., however, that adjust.
meat for all the factors discussed would rlse tile alJusted rate of growth to
2 Percent it year or even very close to it. This coichislii, however, I repeat,
Is to i goodl extent a1 iu1itter of pers ial Judgment.

VI. A LOOK BACKWARD AND ABROAD

Although our usaibl, statist cal re ord df'.s not go ck beyond 1,9-and the
(Inta halve nlreaidy been stretched to) tie Wiost for the 40 years before 1879--
I cannot well evade the question whether tie trend it nltllonil lroduct and In-
(mle that has WenII observed over the last 120 years tll ii shown considerable
lonigrun stability at the rate of lut I v l reent Ier year for real national
lrxluct per head Im likely to, o1 (oitld 'have extended Into tle Ikrlod before
1MI9, jiossibly as far back lis the ('ntting of the white man,

There are two ways of obtaining If not a reliable answer to this question at
least an Idea about it. Thg first approach is provided by the very rough tit-
mates by students who he worked on the quantitative aspects of the earlier

DEFECT#Y IMAL 0
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nrlods of American economic history. They feel that average real income per
sad In 1700 Is very unlikely to have been below one-half of the level of 18w).

This Judgment-and It Is not more than that-t lies an average rate of growth
In real Income per head between 170 and 1831) of not more than 0.0 percent per
year. Granting all possible errors In the evaluation of the figure for 170, these
are rates of growth radically lower than those observed for any substantial
period over the next 120 years

The second approach is along the lines of the loglcian's indirect proof. lAt
us start from the level of real income per head in 1839, and see where we shall
arrive on the assumption that the measured rate of growth actually had aver-
aged 1% percent before 1839 as It has slaee, This is very easy to do, since an
annual growth of 1% percent implies a halving of national Income every 43 years
as we go back. Average real income per head in 1839 may be estimated at about
$400 In present prices. If the trend observed since 1839 had been In force lwtcre
that date, average income per head in today's prices would have been about $145
In 1776, $80 In 1739. and less than $30 In 1670. It takes only a little considera-
tIon of the mhimuln requiremnents for keeping body and soul together, even in
the simpler conditions prevailing In colonial America, to conclude that at prts-
ent prices for individual commoditles an average level of Income below $200
is fairly well ruled out for 1770 or even the early 18th century. Indeed, we do
not have to rely entirely on speculations of this type, but may recall that tile
average real income per head, in current American prices, is in the order of $200
In countries such as Mexico, Turkey, and Portugal, whose present standard of
living for the inas of the population Is hardly higher than that prevailing in
colonial America.

There seems little doubt, then, that the average rate of growth of real Income
per head was much lower than 1% percent before 1839. If we consider periods
of at least 50 years' length, it is questionable that we would find an average rate
of growth as high as I percent for any of them. There thus must have occurred
a fairly sharp break in the trend of real national product per head sometime
before 1839. Exactly when this break occurred we cannot yet say, on the basis
of the statistical data available. I would hazard a guess, however, which may
shock scrupulous economic historians, that the break occurred not very long
before 183 and that it reflects both the transition of the United States from a
predominantly agricultural to a toore and more industrial country and the advent
of the railroads.

In the case of the United States we can study the trend of national product and
income for a period of only 120 years unless we want to lose ourselves in the
realm of speculation-at least In the present state of the, statistics. There exists,
however, fortunately a country, not incomparable in its indw.itrial structure and
Its economic development to the United States, in which we are able to measure
the trend in national income for a period of almost 300 years--Great Britain.
It may therefore be worth while to review very briefly the British record illus-
trated In chart VI, if only to bring out one salient fact, viz, that the rate of growth
in real product per head was much slower before the 19th century than over the
last 150 years.

British real product per head has increased at an average rate of about 1.2
percent between 1870 and 1057. The average rate of growth for the entire iwriold
from 18.39 to 1959 is likely to have been close to 1% lpereent. This rate, while
substantially lower than that observed In the United Stnates for the same period,
is of the same order of nuignitude. The average rate of growth for the 150
years before 1840--speelflvally, from 168. the year for which we have the re-
markable estimate of Gregory Klng-appe-ars to have be-en below 0.5 percent.
according to the studies of 1P. l)eane. While we cannot use this sharp break
in the trend of national prouhwt and Income In England, which sMems to have
occurred a few decades before 1840, to infer a sintlar movement In the United
States, It may at least be not without value as collateral evidine.

It is also Interesting to see how the seemingly small difference of one-half
of 1 percent between the trend of intensive growth of national product in the
United States and In Britain--1% percent against 1% percent-has sufficed to
produce within one century the present very sumtantial difference In the level
of average real output per head In the two countries. If we assume that at the
present time output per head In the United States is 00 to 100 percent above
that In Britain, as specialised inquiries Indicate (Gilbert and Associates, Comn-
parative National Products and Price Levels) then It would have taken not
more than 100 and 140 years respectively, for a difference of one-half of 1 per-
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cent per year In the rate of intensive growth to result In the present large dif-
ferenee in level of average Income. In other words we should expect average
real Income per head to have been the same In the United States and BrIta!n
six late nis 1860 tr 18:.), This vIionlumfon Im quite compatiblee with the fragmen-
tary direct evidence of relative output per head we have for those dates-an-
other example of the power of even small differences in compound Interest
rates, If operating over long periods of time.

Representative PATMAN. Tomorrow, in the House caucus room,
362 House Office Building, we will have as our witness Mr. Solomon
Fabricant, Director of Research, National Bureau of Economic Re-
search.

And without objection, the committee will stand in recess until
tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock, when we will assemble in the House
caucus room.

(Wherellpol, ft 12 o'clock noon, the committee was recessd, to re-
vonveiie at 10 :15 a.m., Wednesday, April 8, 1959.)
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WRDNUDAY, APIL 8, 00

CoNoRSs OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcoNoMtI CoMMITrrE,

W hington, D.C.
The committee met at 10: 16 a.m., pursuant to recess, in the House

caucus room, 362, Old House Office Building, Hon. Paul H. Douglas
presiding.

Present: Senators Douglas, Bush, and Javits; Representatives Bol-
ling, Curtis, and Widnall.

Representative 130LLANO (presiding). The committee will be in
order.

Other members of the committee are attending a steering committee
meeting and will be along shortly.

Our witness today is Mr. Solomon Fabricant, the director of re-
search, National Bureau of Economic Research, and professor of eco-
nomics New York university.

Mr. Fabricant, you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF SOLOMON FABRICANT, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INC., AND PROFESS
SOR OF ECONOMICS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Mr. FARnRICANT. Thank you.
I greatly appreciate this opportunity to be of assistance to the Joint

Economic (ommittee, especially in these deliberations on what is
surely the most important economic questio, confronting the Ameri-
can people, the economic growth of the country.

It is also interesting to me, as one concerned with economic research,
that the Committee is devoting a set of hearings to a review of the
historical facts on the performance of our economy. This is recog-
nition by an important body of the fact that systematic examination
of the pa,.t provides the basis for sound policy on balanced growth,
and I must confess that I am delighted with this attitude toward eco-
nom ic and historical research.

In accordiace with my as.Signment, ny remarks will be devoted to a
review of the essential facts on trends in productivity, production, and
rented economic developments, and in kee ingWitlh the spirit of
this set, of hearings, I shall try to confine myelf to an objective presen-
tation of the historical developments and avoid interjecting opinions
on policy. If my opinions creep in, I hope you will consider them as
purely personal and not necessarily reflecting the views of the organi-
zations with which I am connected.
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To expedite matters I shall with your permission offer for the rec-
ord a recent publication of the National Bureau of Economic Research.
This study, as the title indicates, sets forth the basic facts on produc-
tivity change. It summarizes a great deal of research by many people,
directly relevant to the matter before us. The paper includes in fact
all the essential statistics to which my time permits reference. I sup-
plement it only with a few additional charts which I also offer for the
record.

Representative BOLMNO. Without objection, that publication! will
be accepted.

(The information follows:)



Basic Facts on

Productivity Change

7'

OCCASIONAL PAPER 63

NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INC.
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RELATION OF THE DIRECTORS

TO THE WORK AND PUBLICATIONS

OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH

1. The object of the National Bureau of Economic Research is to ascertain
and to present to the public important economic facts and their interpretation
in a scientific and impartial manner. The Board of Directors is charged with
the responsibility of ensuring that the work of the National Bureau is carried
on in strict conformity with this object.

2. To this end the Board of Directors shall appoint one or more Directors
of Research.

3. The Director or Directors of Research shall submit to the members of
the Board, or to its Executive Committee, for their formal adoption, all
specific proposals concerning researches to be instituted.

4. No report shall be published until the Director or Directors of Research
shall have submitted to the Board a summary drawing attention to the char-
acter of the data and their utilization in the report, the nature and treatment
of the problems involved, the main conclusions, and such other information
as in their opinion would serve to determine the suitability of the report for
publication in accordance with the principles of the National Bureau.

5. A opy of any manuscript proposed for publication shall also be sub-
mitted to each member of the Board. For each manuscript to be so submitted
a special committee shall be appointed by the President, or at his designation
by the Executive Director, consisting of three Directors selected as nearly
as may be one from each general division of the Board. The names of the
special manuscript committee shall be stated to each Director when the sum-
mary and report described in paragraph (4) are sent to him. It shall be the
duty of each member of the committee to read the manuscript. If each member
of the special committee signifies his approval within thirty days, the manu-
script may be published. If each member of the special committee has not
signified his approval within thirty days of the transmittal of the report and
manuscript, the Director of Research shall then notify each member of the
Board, requesting approval or disapproval of publication, and thirty addi-
tional days shall be granted for this purpose. The manuscript shall then not
be published unless at least a majority of the entire Board and a two-thirds
majority of those members of the Board who shall have voted on the proposal
within the time fixed for the receipt of votes on the publication proposed shall
have approved.

6. No manuscript may be published, though approved by each member of
the special committee, until forty-five days have elapsed from the transmittal
of the summary and report. The interval is allowed for the receipt of any
memorandum of dissent or reservation, together with a brief statement of his
reasons, that any member may wish to express; and such memorandum of
dissent or reservation shall be published with the manuscript if he so desires.
Publication does not, however, imply that each member of the Board has
read the manuscript, or that either members of the Board in general, or of
the special committee, have passed upon its validity in every detail.

7. A copy of this resolution shall, unless otherwise determined by the Board,
be printed in each copy of every National Bureau book.

(Resolution adopted October 25, 1926
and revised February 6, 1933 and February 24, 1941)
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PREFACE

Among the facts on productivity presented here, some are new and
some are old. For the old facts, I am obligated to many. For the
new facts, and for confirmation of the old, my obligation is espe-
cially to the authors of several National Bureau studies, the main
results of which I have attempted to weave together. Particular
mention must be made of my debt to John W. Kendrick, upon whose
work I have been able to draw very freely, and to Thor Hultgren
for a similar favor.

Kendrick and Hultgren also made helpful comments on a first
draft of this paper, as did Moses Abramovitz, Jack Alterman, Gary
S. Becker, Leon Greenberg, Oswald W. Knauth, Geoffrey Moore,
and Theodore W. Schultz. I am deeply grateful also to Maude E.
Pech, who was in charge of the calculations. The charts were skill-
fully drawn by H. Irving Forman. Mary Phelps carefully edited the
manuscript and saw it through press.

The paper, as well as a good deal of the research upon which it
is based, was made possible by a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation, Inc. However, the Sloan Foundation is not to be held
responsible for the conclusions.

SOLOMON FABRICANT

November 14, 1958
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IMPORTANCE OF THE FACTS

Productivity has been much discussed in recent years, and too
frequently misunderstood.

Productivity deserves the attention that it has received, for it is
a measure of the efficiency with which resources are converted into
the commodities and services that men want. Higher productivity
is a means to better levels of economic well-being and greater
national strength. Higher productivity is a major source of the incre-
ment in income over which men bargain and sometimes quarrel.
And higher - or lower - productivity affects costs, prices, profits,
output, employment and investment, and thus plays a part in busi-
ness fluctuations, in inflation, and in the rise and decline of industries.

Indeed, in one way or another, productivity enters virtually every
broad economic problem, whatever current form or new name the
problem takes - industrialization, or research and development, or
automation, or tax reform, or cost-price squeeze, or improvement
factor, or wage inflation, or foreign dollar shortage.

Despite its importance and the wide attention paid it, produc-
tivity is a subject surrounded by considerable confusion. For this
there are a number of reasons. First, people employ the same term
but mean different things. As a consequence, various figures on
productivity change come into use, and these often differ in signifi-
cant degree. Further, the rate of productivity change is not a fixed
quantity. Our figures will show that it varies from one period to
another. What the past or current rate of productivity change is will
depend on the particular period for which the calculation is made.
If no reference is made to the period, and if the period varies con-
siderably from one context to another, confusion results. In addi-
tion, the statistical information available for calculating productivity
indexes is deficient in various respects. Better or worse - or merely
different- methods of meeting these deficiencies, enumerated below,
often yield results that differ appreciably. Failure to specify the
methods and the assumptions involved in the process of estimation,
or failure to understand them, adds to the confusion. '

As I have said, the questions into which productivity enters are
important. They are also difficult. We all have far to go before any
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of us can claim to understand fully the process of productivity
change, its causes, or its consequences, or to see clearly the way to
deal with the issues involved. But surely the way to more effective
policy would be clearer if the basic facts of productivity change were
established and widely known.

Establishing important economic facts is an objective of the
National Bureau. Because the facts bearing on productivity are
important, the Bureau has for a long time devoted a portion of its
efforts to their determination and analysis. Its completed studies of
national income, capital formation, production trends, mechaniza-
tion, employment, and productivity have contributed essential pieces
of information.

Currently, the task of cultivating this significant area of economic
knowledge is being undertaken at the National Bureau in a number
of separate, though related, projects: a study of trends in wages and
productivity; a study of trends in national product, capital forma-
tion, and the relation between capital and product; and a study of
cycles in productivity, costs, and profits. Some of the results of these
current investigations have already been published; some are in
press; others are in various stages of preparation.1 The studies are.
rather technical in character, devoted as they are to the examination
of concepts, the sifting of evidence, the preparation of estimates,
and the analysis of complex results. All are, or will be, spread over

'The reports already published and those soon forthcoming are as follows:
John W. Kendrick, Productivity Trends: Capital and Labor, NBER, Occa-

sional Paper 53, 1956
John W. Kendrick, "Productivity Trends in the United States" (typescript,

1958)
Clarence D. Long, "Wages and Earnings in the United States: 1860-1890"

(mimeograph, 1958)
Albert Rees, "Real Wages in Manufacturing, 1890-1914" (typescript,

1958)
Simon Kuznets, "Capital in the American Economy: Its Formation and

Financing" (mimeograph, 1958)
Leo Grebler, David M. Blank, and Louis Winnick, Capital Formation in

Residential Real Estate: Trends and Prospects, Princeton University Press,
1956

Alvin S. Tostlebe, Capital in Agriculture: Its Formation and Financing
since 1870, Princeton University Press, 1957

Melville J. Ulmer, Capital in Transportation, Communications, and Public
Utilities: Its Formation and Financing, in press

Daniel Creamer, Sergei P. Dobrovolsky, and Israel Borenstein, "Capital in
Manufacturing and Mining: Its Formation and Financing" (mimeograph,
1958)

Thor Hultgren, "Changes in Labor Cost during Cycles in Production and
in Business" (typescript, 1958)
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the many pages needed to expose to public scrutiny the evidence on
which they are based - essential if they are to merit the confidence
needed for wide acceptance.

It is useful, in these circumstances, to put together some of the
main results of this substantial research effort, state the findings in
a minimum of technical language, and make the results available
promptly. This is the purpose of the present paper.

Even a summary of facts will have to cover a good deal of terri-
tory. Something needs to be said about each of the following mat-
ters: the long-term average rate of growth of national productivity;
the degree to which growth of productivity has experienced change
in pace; productivity increase in relation to the rise in the nation's
real output; the extent to which increase of productivity has been
the general experience of the various industries of the economy; and
the relation between productivity increase and the increase in real
wages. To each of these subjects, therefore, a brief section is devoted
which lists the main facts and provides such discussion of concepts,
data, alternative measurements and findings as is necessary to make
the results intelligible. We conclude with a word on recent changes
in productivity.

THE LONG-TERM RATE OF INCREASE IN

NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY

Over the sixty-four years between 1889 and 1953 - the period
which has been examined most closely and for which presently
available statistics are most adequate - the rate of increase in
productivity has been as follows:2

Physical output per manhour in the private economy has grown
at an average rate that appears to be about 2.3 per cent per
annum.
Comparing output with a measure of labor input in which a
highly paid manhour of work counts for proportionately more
than a low-wage manhour yields a measure of productivity for
the private economy that grew at a significantly smaller rate -
about 2.0 per cent per annum.
A measure of productivity for the private economy that com-
pares output not only with labor input (so determined) but also

2Average annual rates for the slightly longer period 1889-1957 (utilizing
preliminary estimates for 1954-57) are not significantly different.
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with tangible capital, each weighted by the market value of its
services, grew still less rapidly - about 1.7 per cent per annum.

All these indexes of productivity in the private economy rose
somewhat more rapidly than the corresponding indexes for the
economy as a whole, including government, when the usual
measurements of government output and input are utilized. For
the total including government, productivity rose about 1.5
per cent per annum.

This list presents the main broad measures of long-term pro-
ductivity increase that John Kendrick has calculated for the
American economy. It is by no means complete. Kendrick goes
to some trouble to provide still other measures that differ in
definition of output or input, in the degree to which they cover
the economy, or in details of estimation. However, as Table 1
indicates, these alternative calculations yield results similar to
those just given and we may therefore concentrate on the above
measures. They differ enough among themselves to raise a serious
question about the meaning and measurement of productivity.

Productivity, I have mentioned, is a measure of the efficiency with
which the nation's resources are transformed into the consumption,
investment, and other goods that satisfy individual or collective
wants. Now we can become more (or less) efficient in the use of a
particular type of resource, say, plant and equipment, as well as of
resources taken as a whole. A given volume of'product might be
obtained from a smaller amount of plant and equipment, used in
conjunction with an unchanged amount of labor, land, inventory,
and other resources. This would be a real gain. It would be proper
to consider it the result of an increase in efficiency (if fluctuations
due to weather and the like were not the cause); and we could
measure the increase in efficiency by calculating the ratio of an index
of physical output to an index of the volume of plant and equipment.
We could also refer to this ratio as a productivity index, as is fre-
quently done. It is necessary to note, however, that we would have
to be sure that all resources other than plant and equipment had
in fact remained constant (or equivalently, that we had been able
to eliminate the effect of changes in them by appropriate statistical
techniques), before we could interpret the index as reflecting change
in efficiency.

We would also have to recognize that the importance of the
change so calculated depended on the size of the particular input -
in this case, the services of plant and equipment - relative to other
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TABLE 1

Broad Measures of the Long-Term Rate of Increase in
Productivity in the United States

Average annual percentage rates of change, 1889-1953

Entire Economy, including

Entire
Private

Domestic
Economy

"National
security"
version

of output

Government
"Peace- Dept. of

time" Commerce
version version

of output of output
Gross physical output per unweighted
manhour

Net physical output per unweighted
manhour

Gross physical output per weighted
manhour

Net physical output per weighted
manhour

Gross physical output per unweighted
unit of tangible capital

Net physical output per unweighted
unit of tangible capital

Gross physical output per weighted
unit of tangible capital

Net physical output per weighted
unit of tangible capital

Gross physical output per weighted
unit of labor and tangible capital
combined

Net physical output per weighted
unit of labor and tangible capital
combined

2.3 2.3

2.3

1.9 2.0

2.2 2.0 2.2

2.2 2.0 2.2

1.8 1.6 1.8

1.8 1.6 1.8

1.0 0.9 1.0

1.0 0.9 1.1

1.0 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.8

0.9 0.7 0.9

1.5 1.4 1.5

1.6 1.4 1.6

Source: John W. Kendrick, "Productivity Trends in the United States" (a forthcoming report
of the National Bureau of Economic Research), especially Chapter 3 and Appendix A. The
underlying indexes, reproduced in part in Tables A and B, below, are subject to some revision.
Use was made by Kendrick of estimates developed in other National Bureau studies by Kuznets.
Goldsmith, Blank, Tostlebe, Ulmer, Creamer, Borenstein, and Barger, among others, as well
as of data published by the Departments of Commerce and of Labor.

Gross output differs from net output by the amount of depreciation and other items of capital
consumption, in the case of the national indexes; and also by the amount of materials, fuel, and
supplies consumed, in the case of the industries covered in the first column of figures (except
agriculture). See Kendrick for a fuller explanation of those differences; and also for a detailed
explanation of the difference between the weighted and unweighted Indexes.

Industries for which individual productivity indexes are available for 1889-1953 include
farming, mining, manufacturing, transportation, and communications and public utilities. The
detailed list is given in Table B.

The three sets of indexes for the entire economy differ mainly in the treatment of defense
outlays in the calculation of national product and of inputs. The "national security" and "peace-
time" versions of national product are based largely on concepts developed by Kuznets; the
Department of Commerce version is that currently published by its Office of Business Economics.

Aggregate of
Industries
for which
Individual

Productivity
Indexes Are
Available
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inputs. If the services of plant and equipment constituted a small
fraction of total input, doubling the ratio of product to plant and
equipment would have much less significance than if these services
constituted a large fraction. In other words, an adequate index of
productivity for a single resource requires not only eliminating the
effect of changes in other resources, but also somehow taking into
account the relative importance of the resource.

When other resources are used in significant volume, and change
occurs in the volume of such resources used (which is almost always
the case), a measure of productivity based on a single resource might
tell us little or nothing of change in the efficiency with which this
resource was being utilized. It might not even point in the right
direction. For example, output per unit of plant and equipment
might have fallen because plant or equipment was being substituted
for labor or other resources. Yet the efficiency with which plant
and equipment was being used might have risen.

Nor would the index of output per unit of plant and equipment
(or any other single resource) provide reliable information on the
efficiency with which all resources were being used. Only if all other
resources were of small importance, or moved in the same direction
(indeed, in virtually identical proportion) as plant and equipment
would an index of productivity based on plant and equipment alone
provide a reasonably accurate answer to that question. Yet that is
the question with which we are primarily concerned.

As a general rule, therefore, it is better not to limit productivity
indexes that purport to measure change in efficiency to a compari-
son of output with a single resource. The broader the coverage of
resources, generally, the better is the productivity measure. The best
measure is one that compares output with the combined use of all
resources.

Information on all resources is not available, however. Until
rather recently, economists interested in measuring the rate of
increase in national productivity had to make shift with labor input
alone - first, in terms of number of workers, then in terms of man-
hours. This is still true for most individual industries, narrowly
defined, even on a historical basis, and for both individual industries
and the economy as a whole on a current basis.

For this reason, the most widely used index of productivity - the
one I cited first - is simply physical output per manhour. It is a
useful index, if its limitations are recognized. 'Because in the econ-
omy at large and, as we shall see, in most - not all - individual
industries, labor input is by far the most important type of input
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(measured by the fraction of income accruing to it), the index
based on manhours alone is not often in serious error. It is a fair
approximation to a more comprehensive index of efficiency. But as
such it is usually subject to an upward bias, as the figures cited
indicate.

The bias in output per manhour results not only from the omis-
sion of capital input. The usual index of output per manhour fails
also to take into account change in the composition or quality of
labor.3 That is, manhours worked by persons of different skills, levels
of education, and lengths of experience are treated as if equivalent,
thus ignoring important forms of human capital that aid in produc-
tion and contribute to wage and salary differentials. The index of
output per weighted manhour - the second index cited - catches
some of this intangible capital, for the labor in industries with high
rates of pay is given a heavier weight than that in low-pay industries.
However, the procedure of weighting is only a step in the right
direction. All the labor within an industry is still assumed to be
homogeneous. Perhaps more important, broad advances in educa-
tion and the like, which improve the quality of labor in industries
generally, are not taken into account. And differences in labor qual-
ity are imperfectly measured by pay differentials, since these are
influenced by such other factors as the non-economic advantages
and disadvantages of particular occupations, differences in the cost
of living, and uncompleted adjustments to changes in demand and
supply. The figures previously given - the difference between the
rate of increase in output per manhour and in output per unit of
labor (weighted manhours), which is 0.3 per cent per annum -

therefore indicate the direction but not the degree of bias arising
from the neglect of change in the quality of labor.

With respect to tangible capital, we are in a better position. In
recent years the available information on tangible capital has been
broadened, worked over, pieced out, and put into usable form, and
this has helped greatly to expand the coverage of inputs for produc-
tivity indexes. The data on tangible capital are still far from perfect.
In calculating them, difficulties of all sorts are involved - the treat-

3If the index relates output to manhours of work done only by "production
workers" - which is frequently the case for individual industries - there is
a further source of error. In that case, the index will usually rise more rapidly
than output per manhour (if work done by all workers, for "nonproduction
workers" have, over the years, generally increased in relative importance.
Our indexes relate output to the work done by all workers, including pro-
prietors, supervisory employees, and clerical workers, as well as wage earners.
The only exception is the index in Table 4, which gives output per production
worker.
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meant of depreciation, the problem of allowing for changes in prices,
and the proper valuation of land, among others. These problems
have not been entirely solved, but we appear to be sufficiently close
to a solution to warrant use of the data. With them, output per unit
of tangible capital may be computed (Table 1).4 This is informative,
but, like output per unit of labor, it is an incomplete index of pro-
ductivity. It tells only part of the story.

Indexes of productivity based on the comparison of output with
the input of both labor and tangible capital are better measures of
efficiency than those based on labor input or capital input alone.

Indeed, the best currently available approximation to a measure
of efficiency is such an index. As we have seen (it is the third index
cited initially in the text), it indicates a rate of growth of produc-
tivity that is significantly below the rate for output in relation to
labor input alone. That it is lower will not be a surprise, since it is
well known that tangible capital has increased substantially more
than the labor force: tangible capital per weighted manhour has
risen at the average annual rate of 0.9 per cent. Because the services
of labor have become more and more expensive relative to those of
tangible capital, there has been a strong incentive for business firms
and other producers to substitute capital for labor. Yet - and this
may be surprising - capital increased less rapidly than did output.
On net balance, output per unit of tangible capital rose by about
I per cent per annum. Technological advance and the other means
to improved efficiency have led to savings of capital as well as of
labor.

Surprising, also, may be the fact that the difference between pro-
ductivity measured in terms of labor and tangible capital combined
and productivity measured in terms of labor alone is no more than
the three-tenths of one per cent per annum that we have found. The
reason is the relatively high weight given labor in combining it with

4The index of output per weighted unit of tangible capital in Table I differs
from the index of output per unweighted unit of tangible capital for rea-
.ons analogous to those accounting for the difference between output per
unweighted manhour and output per weighted manhour. (However, the differ-
ence between the average annual rates for output per unit of capital - about
0.2 per cent - is somewhat smaller than the difference for output per man-
hour. In part at least, this is probably because the number of separate indus-
tries or divisions to which the weights can be applied is much smaller in the
case of capital than in the case of manhours.) More specifically, the weighting
allows for interindustry differences, over the base-period, in ratios of total
capital (including intangibles) to tangible capital. The base-period weighting
cannot take into account such changes in these ratios of total capital to
tangible capital as may occur in years after the base-period; and it has other
limitations in accounting for forms of capital other thn tangible.
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tangible capital. Obviously, manhours cannot be combined with
dollars of tangible capital without translating each of them into
comparable units. The appropriate unit is a dollar's worth of ser-
vices in a reference base period. If a manhour of labor commands
two dollars in the base period and a hundred dollars of capital
equipment commands six dollars of net revenue per year (whether
in rent, profits, or otherwise is immaterial), we count the hundred
dollars of equipment as equivalent to three manhours. Because, in
production, use is made of many more manhours than of even hun.
dreds of dollars of capital, labor as a whole gets a much greater
weight than does capital. The weights for the private economy are
currently as 8 to 2. The index of output per unit of labor and capital
combined- which rose at the rate of 1.7 per cent per annum in
the private economy - is thus, in effect, a weighted average of the
index of output per unit of labor - 2.0 per cent per annum - and
of the index of output per unit of capital - 1.0 per cent.5.

I have called this weighted index the best available approximation
to the measure of efficiency that we seek. It is approximate for more
reasons than those already given. One is the problem of measuring
output, which involves combining into a meaningful aggregate a
changing variety of old and new goods. A special difficulty arises
in putting a figure on the quantity of services produced by govern-
ment to -meet collective wants. This accounts for the greater confi-
dence most statisticians have in the estimate of productivity for
the private economy, exclusive of government, and explains the
plurality of estimates given in Table I for the economy inclusive of
government.

A general deficiency of all the measures of output - and thus of
productivity - is their failure to take adequate account of change
in the quality of output. This, it Is likely, subjects them to a down-
ward bias. And, to repeat, the indexes of output per unit of labor
and tangible capital combined, though broader than any other
indexes now available, fail to cover adequately the investment in
education, science, technology, and social organization that serves
to increase production - a point to which we shall have to return.

The technical questions raised above (which I have selected from

5Output may be compared also with a weighted combination of unweighted
manhours and of unweighted tangible capital. This is one of the possible
alternative calculations not given in Table 1. So measured (see Table A, in
the appendix), the rate of increase in productivity turns out to be 2.0 per
cent per annum between 1889 and 1953. This is, in effect, the weighted
average of the 2.3 per cent for output per unweighted manhour and the 1.2
per cent for output per unweighted unit of capital shown In Table 1.
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a host) are, of course, matters primarily for the producer rather than
the .user of productivity statistics. But for the user it is important
to be aware of the sharp differences made in the rate of growth of
productivity by technical choices not always specified: whether out-
put or input is defined in one way rather than another, or weights
of components of output and input are determined by this rather
than that method, or data are selected or estimated from one or
another source.

Measured in any of the ways listed above, however, productivity
in the United States has grown at a remarkable average rate over
the past two-thirds of a century. The more comprehensive indexes,
in which output is compared with both labor and capital input, indi-
cate a doubling of efficiency every forty years. The index of output
per (unweighted) manhour indicates a doubling even more fre-
quently - every thirty years. Not many of the countries for which
corresponding records might be constructed would show average
rates as high or higher over so long a period. Over shorter periods,
it is very likely, our long-term rate has been exceeded in various
countries. This has happened here, as well as elsewhere, as we shall
see in a moment. But it is safe to say that the United States' long-
term rate is not low in relation to the experience of other countries
over comparable periods. It may appear low only in comparison
with aspirations - the long-term rates dreamt of by countries
embarked on ambitious programs of economic development, or the
rates some of our own citizens believe we need to reach and main-
tain if we are to meet some of the urgent problems that confront us.

FLUCTUATIONS IN THE RATE OF PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE

Productivity did not grow at an even rate. Its rate of growth was
subject to a variety of changes, which may be characterized as
follows:

A distinct change in trend appeared sometime after World War 1.
By each of our measures, productivity rose on the average more
rapidly after World War I than before.

Over the whole period since 1889, productivity fluctuated with
the state of business. Year-to-year rises in productivity were
greater than the long-term rate when business was generally
expanding, and less (or often, falling), when business was gener-
ally contracting.
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The slow rates of Increase (or decline) in productivity appear to
have been largely concentrated in the first stages of business con-
traction. Productivity rose most rapidly, as a rule, towards the
end of contraction and during the early stages of expansion.

Year-to-year changes in productivity were appreciably influenced
also by random factors.

The change in trend that came after World War I is one of the
most interesting facts before us. There is little question about it.
It is visible not only in the indexes that Kendrick has compiled for
the private domestic economy, to which Chart I is confined. It can
be found also in his figures for the whole economy, including gov-
ernment, as well as in his estimates for the group of industries for
which individual productivity indexes are available. Some readers
of the chart might prefer to see in it not a sharp alteration of trend,
but rather a gradual speeding up of the rate of growth over the
period as a whole. The latter reading is not entirely out of the ques-
tion, but it seems to fit the facts less well than the former. By either
reading, it is clear, the rate of growth in productivity witnessed by
the present generation has been substantially higher than the rate
experienced in the quarter-century before World War I.

The numerical rates of increase in Table 2 help to sharpen up the
differences.

6Sources of the figures in this and later charts are Tables A, B, and C, in the
appendix, unless otherwise noted. For recent years, estimates are preliminary.

TABLE 2

Average Rates of Increase in Productivity before and after 1919
Private Domestic Economy

Average Annual Percentage Rate of Change
1889-1957 1889-1919 1919-1957

Physical output per unweighted
manhour 2.4 2.0 2.6

Physical output per weighted
manhour 2.0 1.6 2.3

Physical output per weighted
unit of tangible capital 1.0 0.5 1.3

Physical output per unit of
labor and capital combined
(weighted) 1.7 1.3 2.1

Source: Table A.
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Alternative choices of the boundary year (which is rather arbi-
trarily set at 1919), and of the technical method of calculating the
average rate,' would not eliminate the difference between the two
periods.

The change in trend came in each of the indexes shown, and about
the same time in each - in output per unit of labor (weighted or
unweighted), in output per unit of tangible capital, and in output
per unit of labor and capital combined. There is this difference, how-
ever: the quickening of pace was greater for capital productivity
than for labor productivity, though it was by no means negligible for
the latter. For output per unit of labor and capital combined, the
rate of growth since World War I has been as much as 50 per cent
higher than during the earlier period.

The chart shows also the cyclical pattern of change in produc-
tivity, in so far as this is revealed by annual figures. As a rule, when-
ever national output rose - which is virtually whenever business was
generally expanding - productivity grew more rapidly than the trend
rate; whenever output fell, productivity grew less rapidly than its
trend rate, or actually declined.

It is obvious why this is so when input is measured by the
resources available for use, as it is in the case of tangible capital.
The total volume of tangible capital in existence seldom declines
even during business contractions, for net additions to capital have
rarely become negative in this country; nor does the volume of
tangible capital rise nearly as rapidly as output during business
expansion, for additions to capital are small relative to the existing
stock. For similar reasons, the labor force - and even more so, the
population of persons of working age - also is very stable. Output
per unit of available resources, whether of labor, capital, or labor
and capital combined, will therefore show pronounced cyclical fluc-
tuations. These will be more pronounced than the fluctuations in the
chart, for only capital input is there measured by available resources.

TAII average annual rates of increase given in this paper are in effect based
on geometric means of the year-to-year relatives. They were calculated by
the compound-interest method from the indexes for the first and last years
of the period covered. For output per unit of labor and capital combined,
in both subperiods, Kendrick calculated the average rates also by the method
of least squares applied to logarithms. These are: 1889-1919, 1.0; 1919-57, 2.2.

Because productivity fluctuates cyclically and otherwise, it is usually some-
what better to derive rates of increase from averages for several years,
rather than from the figures for single years. For the long periods covered
in Table 2, the differences would be negligible, however. In the final section
of this paper, which concentrates on the shorter postwar period, we do calcu-
late average rates of change between averages for several years.
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CHART 1

Indexes of Productivity in the United States, 1889-1957
Estimates for the Private Domestic Economy
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TABLE 3

Direction of Change in Output per Manhour during Years
of Rising and of Falling Output, 1889-1957

Private Domestic Economy

Number ol Year-to-Year Changes
When When

output rose output fell
Output per unweighted manhour

Rose 44 7
Remained unchanged 1 0
Fell 6 10

Output per weighted manhour
Rose 42 8
Remained unchanged 1 0
Fell 8 9

Source: Table A.

Much less obvious is the cyclical fluctuation of output per unit of
resources actually put to use, which we can measure for labor.8

There were 51 year-to-year rises and 17 falls in the output of the
private domestic economy. Accompanying these rises and falls in
output were the changes in labor productivity shown in Table 3.
The average of the rates of growth in output per weighted manhour
during the years of expansion in output equaled 2.7 per cent. During
the years of contraction in output, the average annual rate of growth
of output per weighted manhour equaled only 0.1 per cent.

Because Kendrick's annual indexes involve a great deal of esti-
mation and the piecing out of scanty data, it is encouraging to find
some confirmation of the results in a sample of individual industries
(largely manufacturing) compiled by Thor Hultgren for the period
81t is not possible to construct an adequate measure of capital input that
takes account of the rise and fall in the intensity with which capital is used
as business improves or worsens. There is, at present, insufficient information
on the opening up or shutting down of plants or production lines, the move-
ment of stand-by equipment into and out of use, and the change in number of
shifts per day. Nor would using the rate of employment of the labor force
and of hours of work per employee to approximate the rate of use of
tangible capital add anything to what the index of output per manhour
tells us.

Even for labor, the measure of actual use leaves something to be desired
in the case of salaried workers. The measure of output, too, probably has
some cyclical bias, for a variety of reasons; for example, it does not cover
some types of maintenance and repair to which workers can be diverted when
business is slack.
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TABLE 4

Percentage of Industries with Rising Output per Manhour a

between Successive Stages of Business Cycles

Business Cycles
Mar. 1933- May 1938- Oct. 1945- Oct. 1949- All Four
May 1938 Oct. 1945 Oct. 1949 Aug. 1954 of the Cyclese

From Stageb

I to II 67 100 42 89 77
H to ll 67 91 46 67 67
III to IV 100 36 46 67 63
IV to V 67 36 54 83 63

V to VI 17 85 47 47 48
VI to VII 25 77 47 58 53
VII to VIII 71 58 66 83 68
VIII to IX 100 46 68 72 69

Source: Thor Hultgren, "Changes in Labor Cost during Cycles in Production
and in Business" (proposed Occasional Paper). Covers up to fifteen indus-
tries in manufacturing, two in mining, and the railroads.
aOne-half of the percentage of industries with unchanged output per man-
hour is included with the percentage that showed rises.
bStages are defined as follows: I, average of three months centered at trough;
II, average of first third of expansion; lI, average of second third of expan-
sion; IV, average of last third of expansion; V, average of three months
centered at peak; and similarly for the contractions, VI-IX.
concludes also three earlier cycles for the railroad industry.

1933-54. In gathering these statistics, Hultgren made a special effort
to obtain adequate and comparable data on output and the man-
hours worked by wage earners. His sample has the further advan-
tage of providing information on a monthly basis, far more satisfac-
tory for the study of cyclical fluctuations than annual data.

Hultgren's data, set forth in Table 4 and Chart 2,9 point to a
most striking fact, something that we miss in the annual figures. As
was shown by Kendrick's annual data, interruption of the rise in
output per manhour came mainly during contraction. But the
monthly data suggest, further, that most of the interruption may
have usually been concentrated in the first half of contraction. After
contraction had been under way for a while, and well before general
business revival, output per manhour as a rule resumed its upward
march, and increased at a rate even greater than the rate of increase
during the latter part of expansion.
9Chart 2 is derived from Table 4, last column, by assuming that the percentage
of industries with rising output per manhour (minus 50 per cent) is equal to
the rate of increase in output per manhour.

385 0-59--pt. 2-Q
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CHART 2

Average Business Cycle Pattern of Output per Manhour

Stage of business cycle

Hultgren's results are not altogether consistent, and his sample
of industries and cycles is thin and needs to be broadened. But if
confirmed, his findings have interesting implications for the causes
and consequences of productivity change. For example, they sug-
gest that the most rapid rates of increase in output per manhour
appear during that portion of the business cycle - the last stages of
contraction and the early stages of expansion - when replacement
and increase of plant and equipment are proceeding most slowly;
and that during the initial stages of contraction, decline in output
per manhour joins with increase in wage rates to push unit labor
costs up.

Beyond the cyclical fluctuations in the rate of growth of produc-
tivity, other changes may be noticed in Chart I. These include occa-
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sional spurts and slow-downs that extend over a period of years.
Kendrick's estimates, and similar data compiled earlier by Kuznets
and Abramovitz for the full period following the Civil War, suggest
the existcncc of a long cycle in the rate of change of productivity."
High rates of increase in net national product per unit of total input
came, it seems, during periods of a decade or more centered in the
late 1870's, the late 1890's, the early 1920's, the late 1930's, and
the late 1940's or early 1950's. Low rates of increase came during
periods centered in the late 1880's, the late 19 10's, the early 1930's,
and the 1940's.11

Some of the irregular changes in Chart I undoubtedly reflect
inadequacies of the figures. Productivity change is measured by the
ratio of two indexes, each subject to error, and even slight errors in
these will sometimes combine to produce considerable error in the
ratio, just as they will sometimes cancel one another. We cannot be
sure whether or not the change between any particular pair of years
is the result simply of statistical error. On the other hand, that the
errors are on the whole not overwhelming is suggested by the fairly
systematic business-cycle behavior that we have noticed. We know,
also, that some of the irregularities reflect not statistical error but
the impact of weather, strikes, and the other real random factors to
which life is subject.

The picture emerging from the information gathered by Kendrick
and Hultgren is one of a persistent and powerful tendency towards
improvement in efficiency. Sometimes the outcome was a fast, some-
times a slow, rate of growth in productivity. Sometimes the tendency
was entirely offset for a while by cyclical and random factors. But
only twice was the interruption long enough to prevent productivity
from reaching a new high within five years.

Because the rate of increase in productivity has been far from
uniform, the user of productivity figures must know the period to
which they relate. Rates of productivity increase derived from one
period will differ, sometimes considerably, from those derived from
a longer, or shorter, or altogether different period.

1OSee Moses Abramovitz, Resource and Output Trends in the United States
since 1870, National Bureau of Economic Research, Occasional Paper 52,
1956. A section of Kuznets' forthcoming report on Capital in the American
Economy is devoted to long waves in output, capital and the ratio of capital
to output. Abramovitz is currently studying this class of phenomena and
related factors; for a progress report see the 38th Annual Report of the
National Bureau, 1958, pp. 47-56.
hLA word of caution: The dating is very rough; and the levels of peaks in
rate of increase vary greatly among themselves, as do the levels of troughs.
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PRODUCTIVITY AND THE INCREASE IN NATIONAL PRODUCT

The nation's product or real income - the terms are interchangeable
- may be said to have grown through increase in the volume of
resources available for use in production, and through increase in
productivity or the efficiency with which these resources are turned
into product. Measurement of these two sources of increase in
product suggests their relative importance over the past sixty-eight
years:

Each year's increase in productivity accounted, on the average,
for about half of the year's increase in product. The other half
reflected, of course, increase in resources - labor and tangible
capital.
Productivity increase accounted for a larger fraction - about
nine-tenths - of each year's increase in per capita product', with
the rise in per capita resources contributing the other tenth.
Prior to World War 1, both per capita resources and productivity
grew significantly, and thus both contributed to the rise in per
capita product. Since World War 1, per capita resources have
fallen slightly, but productivity has risen even more rapidly than
before - rapidly enough, in fact, to keep per capita product grow-
ing at an average rate not far below the rate for the earlier period.

The full set of statistics for the private domestic economy is set
forth in Chart 3, and the average annual rates are given in Table 5.12

These results - and the results presented earlier - can be prop-
erly understood only if certain qualifications are kept in mind.

It is evident, to begin with, that the relative contributions to
growth of product, of productivity on the one hand and of resources
on the other, that emerge from these and similar calculations,
depend on what is included in product and what is included in
resources. More exactly, they depend on the importance and rela-
tive growth of the borderline items that are or are not included in
each of these. What is in fact included is in part influenced by con-
vention and in part by the availability of statistical data.

With respect to output, we have already noticed the question of
governmental services. Similar questions arise with respect to cer-
tain expenditures by families - trade union fees and costs of getting
to work are examples; and with respect to certain expenditures by
l2The decline in labor input per capita during the period 1919-57, which
may appear puzzling, is due largely to a decline (0.6 per cent per annum)
in hours per employed worker.
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TABLE 5

Average Rates of Increase in Output, Input, and Productivity, 1889-1957
Private Domestic Economy

Average Annual Percentage

Rates of Change

1889-1957 1889-1919 1919-1957

Total Output and Input
Physical output 3.5 3.9 3.1
Labor input (weighted manhours) 1.4 2.2 0.8
Capital input (weighted tangible

capital) 2.5 3.4 1.8
Total input (weighted manhours

and tangible capital) 1.7 2.6 1.0
Per Capita Output and Input

Physical output 1.9 2.1 1.8
Labor input -0.1 0.5 -0.5
Capital input 1.0 1.6 0.5
Total input 0.2 0.8 -0.3

Productivity
Output per unit of total input 1.7 1.3 2.1

Source: Table A, and the census estimate of population growth as extrapo-
lated to 1889 by Simon Kuznets.

business - for example, subsidies to factory cafeterias, "expense
accounts," and medical services provided employees."' The main
problem, however, appears to be with respect to defense expendi-
tures by government (which has reached large proportions), and
for this reason we have presented estimates that differ in its treat-
ment (Table 1 ). Because the results turn out to be fairly similar,
however we measure output inclusive of governmental services (and
input inclusive of the labor and capital employed by government),
I have not taken the space to show the trends. They will be given
in detail in Kendrick's report.

More important seems to be the definition of resources. We have
measured these by weighted manhours of work done and tangible
capital available, and have thus largely excluded intangible capi-
tal. This results in some understatement of the contribution of
resources, for it is likely that intangible capital has risen in relation
to the resources we include. There is a corresponding overstatement
of the rise of productivity. It is possible that the upward shift in the
1SFor recent discussions, see A Critique ot the United States Income and
Product Accounts, Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 22, and The National
Economic Accounts of the United States: Review, Appraisal, and Recom.
mendations, both issued by the National Bureau In 1958.
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CHART 3

Output, Input, and Productivity, 1889-1957
Estimates for the Private Domestic Economy
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rate of growth of productivity after World War I, and the downward
shift in the rate of growth in per capita tangible capital at about the
same time, reflect some substitution of investment in intangible capi-
tal for investment in tangible capital.

In an important sense, society's intangible capital includes all the
improvements in basic science, technology, business administration,
and education and training, that aid in production - whether these
result from deliberate individual or collective investments for eco-
nomic gain or are incidental by-products of efforts to reach other
goals. If intangible capital were so defined, it would probably follow
that much (not all) of the increase in product would reflect increase
in resources. But so wide a definition of intangible capital would get
us no closer to determining the causes of increase in product.

With the statistics presently available we have been able to mea-
sure the direct effects, on output, of increase in labor time and
increase in volume of tangible capital. The indirect effects of the
increases in these resources, and the effects of all other causes, we
have been forced to lump together under the heading of produc-
tivity and to measure as a whole. The residue includes the contribu-
tions of the several forms of intangible capital mentioned; the
economies resulting from increased specialization within and be-
tween industries, made possible by growth in the nation's resources
and its scale of operations generally; the improvement (or falling
off) of efficiency in the use of resources resulting from change in
degree of competition, in volume, direction and character of gov-
ernmental subsidies, in the nature of the tax system, and in other
government activities and regulations; and the greater (or smaller)
benefits resulting from change in the volume, character, and free-
dom of commerce among nations.

The simple calculation presented in this section does no more
than suggest the high relative *importance of the factors grouped
under productivity. But that is significant. It is, as Abramovitz has
pointed out, a "measure of our ignorance" concerning the causes of
economic growth, and an "indication of where we need to concen-
trate our attention."' 41 It is well to know how far short we are of
determining the sources of increase in national product.

14Resource and Output Trends in the United States since 1870, National
Bureau of Economic Research, Occasional Paper 52 (1956), p. 11.

22
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PRODUCTIVITY IN INDIVIDUAL INDUSTRIES

The rate of growth in the entire economy's productivity is the prime
fact with which we are concerned. The facts on productivity in
individual industries are worth presenting here, however, because
they help us to understand the process by which national produc-
tivity has been raised.

Rise in productivity has been a general industrial phenomenon.
Virtually every individual industry for which a reasonably ade-
quate index can be calculated shows an upward trend in output
per manhour, and this was almost as universally true of output
per unit of tangible capital and of output per unit of labor and
capital combined.

Among individual industries, as for the economy as a whole, the
rise in output per manhour - the index most commonly available
- nearly always exceeded the rise in productivity with capital as
well as labor taken into account. For some industries the differ-
ence between the two measures was considerable.

Though virtually all industries showed rises in productivity, there
was great variation among them in average rate of rise. Also, as
might be expected, individual industries generally experienced
greater temporal variation in the rate of productivity increase
than did the economy as a whole.

The industries whose productivity advanced more rapidly than
productivity in industries generally, were more often than not
u.'p ihsce that expanded their output and employment of labor
and capital more than industry at large. Industries in which pro-
ductivity lagged, usually had a smaller growth in output and
employment of labor and capital than industry at large - or even
a decline.

The generality of rise in productivity is the outstanding fact that
emerges when individual industries are studied. It is illustrated by
the detailed figures for five major divisions given in Chart 4, and
by the changes between 1899 and 1953 in thirty-three industries or
divisions. 15

It is true that the statistics relate to a limited number of indus-
tries. The thirty-three industries for which individual productivity
indexes are available make up less than half the entire economy,
measured either by output or input. These industries, some nar-

loThe detailed data are given in Table B, in the appendix.
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CHART 4

Indexes of Productivity in Five Major Industrial Divisions
Estimates for 1889-1957 or 1889-1953
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rowly and some broadly defined, are largely from the commodity-
producing sectors of the economy, and observations are for the
period beginning with 1899. Lack of data prevents giving similar
information for earlier years and for other industries - the service
industries, construction, trade, and government, and even some
individual manufacturing, mining, and utility industries."s

However, it is very likely that productivity has Increased not only
in the industries for which separate productivity indexes could be
calculated, but also In the others, including the service industries.
This is indicated by Kendrick's comparison of the productivity rise
in the "covered" Industries with the rise in the economy as a whole
(Table 1). The implied rate of increase of productivity in the
industries not covered is of the same order of magnitude as the rate
for the aggregate of those covered. Since this estimate is subject to
considerable error, it cannot be conclusive in itself. But what we
know of technological developments and the other Immediate causes
of productivity change in the service industries, for example, sup-
ports the impression of a rise.IT We know, too, that the factors that
make for increasing efficiency in the use of resources are general
in character, felt everywhere in the economy. Virtually all industries
use mechanical power and have reaped some advantages from
broadened national markets. More fundamentally, no industry has
been free of the drives that improve efficiency.

Since the indexes for individual industries are often put to specific
use, it is well to recognize that they are often less reliable than the
indexes for the economy at large. In part, the deficiency arises from
the diversity of sources from which the data on output and input
come. This causes discrepancies in the matching of output and
input. And other statistical errors are imbedded, which tend to
cancel out in the indexes for the economy as a whole.

lSKendrick's index for manufacturing as a whole, like all such indexes, is
based on a sample of manufacturing Industries. This, is also true, In greater
or lesser degree, of the other Industries he could cover.
ITSee, for example, the interesting discussion of developments in trade in
Harold Barger's Distribution's Place in the American Economy since 1869.
Princeton University Press for the National Bureau of Economic Research.
1955.

Nors TO CHART 4 ON FACING PAOE

Labor productivity: output per weighted manhour (in the case of farming,
per unweighted manhour).
Total productivity: output per weighted unit of labor and tangible capital
combined.
Output is measured gross, except for the farming Index which is net.
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Probably more important is the difficulty created by interindus-
try flows of materials, fuel, services, and semifabricated components.
For a single industry, output is generally measured on a gross basis:
that is, output is not only the value (at base-period prices) of work
done by labor and tangible capital on the goods and services sup-
plied by other industries, but the sum of the value of the work done
and the value (also at base-period prices) of these supplies from
other industries.18 Subtraction of these supplies from gross output
to yield an index of net output (as is in effect done to get the
economy-wide index of output), would solve the problem. But only
a few attempts to measure the net output of individual industries
have been made, and these (except possibly for agriculture) must
be viewed as still largely experimental and subject to considerable
error.19 With output measured gross, the supplies from other indus-
tries constitute an input on a par with the services of the labor the
industry employs and the services of the tangible (and intangible)
capital it uses. Labor and tangible capital alone thus fall short of
measuring total input - much more so than in the case of the pri-
vate economy as a whole. The usual productivity index for an indi-
vidual industry, even if broad enough to include capital in the
measure of resources used, is therefore correspondingly deficient.
For many industries, perhaps, the resulting error is small. But this
is by no means always the case, as is indicated by figures available
for agriculture (Table B).

There is good evidence, further, that improved efficiency in the
use of materials, fuel, and the like has been significant in certain
industries - for example, electric power plants - and for these, the
index of productivity based on gross output relative to input of
labor and capital alone will understate the rise of efficiency. On the
other hand, industries have generally become more specialized, and
many now purchase materials and services formerly produced on
their own premises - power used in manufacturing is an example.
This works in the other direction.

Connections of these sorts between individual industries and
other industries not only create difficulties of productivity measure-
ment, but point also to the sources of productivity increase and
18Gross output in this sense is "grosser" than gross national product, which
differs from net product only by the amount of depreciation and other capital
consumption.
l9This and other problems of measurement were discussed in the most recent
meeting of the Conference on Research in Income and Wealth (October
1958). The proceedings will be published under the title, Output, Input, and
Productivity Measurement.
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diffusion. The connections provide channels along which new or
improved or lower-cost materials, fuel, power, services, and equip-
ment, ts well as ideas, flow in to improve efficiency. What happens
in an industry is influenced by the diligence, enterprise, and ability
of its workers, management, and investors. It is influenced also by
the quality and quantity of what the industry obtains from the rest
of the world, domestic and foreign.

The fact that the individual industry indexes are subject to
greater error than the national indexes partly accounts for the dif-
ferences among industries in average rate of productivity increase.
It also contributes to the greater temporal variability of the industry
indexes as compared with the fluctuations of the over-all indexes.
But these deficiencies can hardly account for all the variation in
average rate or for all the differences in degree of fluctuation. Tech-
nological development and the other immediate factors that impinge
on labor, capital, or total productivity often affect different indus-
tries at different times and in different degrees. Some of the time
and space variation in rate of productivity increase must be "real."

Industrial differences in the behavior of output per unit of capital,
especially striking, deserve comment. We noticed earlier that prog-
ress in the economy at large has led to reductions in the quantity of
capital used per unit of product, despite substitutions of capital for
labor. Over the period as a whole the phenomenon has been a
general one, but the exceptions have been many. For example, out-
put per unit of capital fell in agriculture over the twenty years
1899-1919, and more recently during 1948-53; rose during most of
the other years of the period 1899-1953; and remained unchanged
on net balance between 1899 and 1953. In manufacturing indus-
tries, also, output per unit of capital fell rather generally during
1899-1919, and in a fair number of them this was true also for
1948-53; but for the period as a whole, there was a net rise in out-
put per unit of capital in the great majority of manufacturing indus-
tries. In the case of the railroads and public utilities, the figures
suggest rather clearly that increase in the scale of operations led to
important economies in the use of fixed capital. The tendency may
have been operating in other industries also, but if so, it was over-
shadowed by other developments.

Increased efficiency in the use of supplies, materials, fuel, or
equipment, and substitution of one input for another, already men-
tioned, altered relations among industries and caused differences in
rates of growth of output and input. Further, a better than average
increase in an industry's productivity usually meant lower relative
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costs, lower relative prices (as we shall see later), and therefore a
better than average increase in its output (Chart 5). Better-than-
average increases in output were usually accompanied by better than
average increases in employment of workers and tangible capital,
despite the more rapid rise in productivity. Correspondingly, less-
than-average increases in productivity were usually accompanied by
less-than-average increases (or even decreases) in output and in
the use of labor and capital resources.20

These relations do not exhaust the channels through which pro-
ductivity and the forces back of it caused diversity in growth of
industries. The general increase in productivity and the increased
income it brought per capita raised the demand for the output of
industries that produce the goods and services on which people
spend more freely as they grow richer, and thus helped push their
output up more than that of other industries less favored- even
when their productivity lagged behind that of other industries and
their costs and prices rose. The service industries are examples.

No one concerned with the rise and fall of industries, or - to
single out a currently discussed problem - with the effects of "auto-
mation" on employment, may ignore these basic facts.

PRODUCTIVITY AND THE RISE IN REAL HOURLY EARNINGS

Productivity increase means more goods and services - more real
income - available for distribution per unit of resources. Has the
rise in productivity been reflected in the hourly real earnings of
workers, as would be expected?

Real earnings per hour of work in the private domestic economy
rose over the period since 1889 at an average annual rate about
equal to the rate of increase in product per manhour, and greater
than the rate of increase in product per weighted unit of labor
and capital combined.
During recent decades, real hourly earnings have increased more

2oCoefflcients of rank correlation between the changes compared in Chat 5
are as follows: between productivity' (output per unit of total input) and
output, 0.64; productivity and employment, 0.34; productivity and tangible
capital, 0.40.

It should be noted that "better than average" in the text above refers to
a comparison with the unweighted median of the thirty-three industry
changes covered in the correlation, not to a comparison with the weighted
average for the entire private domestic economy.
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rapidly, on the average, than during earlier decades. The change
in the trend of real earnings thus matches the change in the trend
of productivity noticed earlier, though the data do not permit a
confident conclusion on their relative timing.

Long-term trends in hourly earnings in individual industries
roughly paralleled the trend in the general average of hourly earn-
ings. There was little systematic difference in rate of increase in
hourly earnings between industries in which productivity rose very
rapidly and those in which productivity rose slowly; or between
those industries with high or low, or relatively rising or falling,
capital per manhour.

These facts support the conclusion of generations of economists
that over the long run the dominant factor in the general rise of
real hourly earnings has been the increase in national productivity,
and that the more rapid rise in earnings generally than in output per
unit of labor and tangible capital combined has resulted largely from
greater scarcity of labor relative to capital and from improved
quality of labor.

The facts on real earnings in the economy at large may be inferred
from the information already presented, plus one other piece of
evidence. This is an estimate of the percentage of national income
received in the form of wages and salaries, including allowances for
the labor of farmers and other proprietors. The percentage seems
to have fallen somewhat between 1889 and 1899, moved along a
horizontal trend over the period to 1929, and then returned to the
1889 level in recent decades.2 1 The index of real earnings per hour
of work is obtained simply by multiplying an index of this per-
centage by the index of real national product per manhour. The
derived index of real hourly earnings is shown in Chart 6, and its
rate of growth, in Table 6.

The same facts lead also, it should be noted, to the conclusion
that the rate of return on capital - total non-labor income per dollar
of tangible capital, both in constant prices - has fallen considerably
in relation to the real hourly earnings of labor, but not absolutely.
This is consistent with such other information as is available on
trends in interest rates and in rates of return on property. Produc-
tivity increase thus offset the effects of the rise in capital per worker,

2lSee J. Burkhead, Journal of the American Statistical Association, June
1953; D. G. Johnson, Review of Economics and Statistics, May 1954; and
Edward C. Budd, Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume 24, in preparation
for press. The underlying data are those of W. I. King, Simon Kuznets, and
the Department of Commerce.
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CHART 6

Real Hourly Earnings Compared with Productivity
and Total Input per Manhour, 1889-1957

Estimates for the Private Domestic Economy

and prevented the appearance of the absolute long-term decline
in the rate of return on capital that might otherwise have been
expected.

The upward drift of real earnings in relation to total productivity
does not appear to be seriously in doubt, despite gaps in the under-
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TABLE 6

Average Rates of Increase in Productivity, Total Input
per Manhour, and Real Hourly Earnings, 1889-1957

Average Annual Percentage Rate ot Change
1889-1957 1889-1919 1919-1957

Output per unit of labor and capi-
tal combined, private domestic
economy 1.7 1.3 2.1

Total input per manhour, private
domestic economy 0.6 0.7 0.5

Real hourly earnings, private do-
mestic economy, all workers
(including proprietors and fam-
ily workers) 2.4 1.7 3.0

Real hourly earnings, manufactur-
ing, wage earners 2.3 1.9 2.6

Source: Tables A and C.

lying statistics, difficulties in distinguishing labor income from prop-
erty income (as in agriculture), and differences of opinion on a
variety of questions (such as whether income should be measured
before or after income tax). But it is well to check the crudely
derived data on earnings, available at best for occasional years
only, with direct evidence on the annual movement of real hourly
earnings.

For this purpose we make use of the index of real hourly earn-
ings of manufacturing wage earners since 1889 shown in Chart 6
and summarized in terms of its average annual rate of increase in
Table 6. The index, greatly improved over that previously available,
we owe to Albert Rees and Clarence Long, who re-examined the
available wage statistics for the period prior to World War I, recon-
sidered the methods and weights used in combining them into an
index, and constructed a new cost of living index.

The agreement between the two indexes is surprisingly good. Of
course, the index of real hourly earnings for the entire private econ-
omy covers also the real hourly earnings of manufacturing wage
earners, and some degree of similarity must therefore be expected.
However, wage earners in manufacturing have seldom numbered
more than a fourth or fifth of all workers, and the parallelism is so
close as to indicate virtual identity of the long-term percentage
change in the real hourly earnings of manufacturing wage earners
with the percentage change in the real hourly earnings of all other
workers - that is, those in non-manufacturing and the salaried
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workers and proprietors of manufacturing - except possibly in the
recent period.'2

The parallelism is all the more surprising because the economy-
wide index reflects the increase in wages caused by the shift of
workers from low-pay industries, such as agriculture, to high-pay
industries, whereas the manufacturing index reflects such shifts only
within the manufacturing sector. Further, the manufacturing index
relates to wage earners alone, and thus cannot reflect adequately the
rise in hourly earnings that might be expected to result from invest-
ment in education.28 However, the index of hourly earnings of
factory wage earners has undoubtedly been affected by factors
peculiar to manufacturing, and these might have worked to push up
relative earnings in factories. It is tempting to speculate further
about the complex of factors that lies behind the similarities between
the two indexes of hourly earnings, but this is hardly worth while
before more work has been done to improve the estimates;2 4 and in
any case speculation can only prompt - not take the place of -

the hard labor of unraveling and weighing the ;actors involved.
This much seems clear and is important: Both the manufacturing

index and the index for the entire private economy show that real
hourly earnings rose substantially more rapidly than productivity
over the period 1889-1957.
22Even for the recent period the difference is less than appears in Chart 6
and the figures underlying it. The earnings index for the entire private
economy includes certain supplementary wage benefits that the index for
wage earners in manufacturing does not. (See the brief discussion in the last
section of this paper.)
230n the other hand, It Is possible that the portion of hourly earnings earned
on investment in education has risen no more rapidly, on net balance, or
perhaps even less rapidly, than the earnings of labor of a constant "quality"
-- just as the return to tangible capital has risen no more rapidly.

This possibility has been suggested by Gary Becker, who is in charge of
the National Bureau's study of investment and the returns on investment in
education. Becker will deal with many questions over which I must slur -
the effect of education on length of working life, the fraction of earnings
that represents amortization of invested capital, etc. Some of these questions
have been discussed in the National Bureau's study of Income from Inde-
pendent Professional Practice by Friedman and Kuznets (1945).
24The new index for manufacturing prior to 1914 is probably as good an
estimate as we shall have. How much change will be made in the manufac-
turing index after 1914, which is being re-examined by Leo Wolman, remains
to be seen.

The index for the private economy as a whole is quite rough, as has been
indicated. One question not mentioned relates to the deflator, for which
several alternatives are available. These move rather differently, as is shown
in a note to Table C. although not so differently as to alter our main
conclusions.
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The new index of real hourly earnings in manufacturing, as well
as the derived index of real hourly earnings for the entire private
economy, leads to a substantial revision of prevailing impressions
concerning the historical relation between productivity and real
wages prior to World War I. It has long been thought, for example,
that real hourly wages in manufacturing rose by only 8 per cent
between 1890 and 1914, despite much greater concurrent increases
in productivity. Rees's index for the twenty-four-year period shows
a much larger gain in real wages, a rise that is much more in line
with the productivity increase of the time.25 The present data indi-
cate that real hourly earnings have normally, not always, moved up
more rapidly than national productivity - output per unit of labor
and tangible capital - and that, as in the case of national produc-
tivity, the rate of increase in real hourly earnings was greater in
recent decades than in earlier decades.

To help explain the greater rise in real hourly earnings than in
productivity two factors were singled out at the beginning of this
section: increasing scarcity of labor relative to capital, and improved
quality of labor. The trend in both combined is suggested by the
rise of total input (weighted manhours and tangible capital) per
manhour, in Chart 6. On each of the two factors a comment is
necessary.

First, the decline in labor input relative to capital (or to total
input) is not unambiguous evidence of increasing labor scarcity.
The technological and other changes that have played a part in
raising efficiency might also have altered the relative usefulness of
labor and capital - an essential ingredient in their scarcity - in
favor of the one or the other. If the technological and other changes
back of productivity increase were not neutral in this respect, they
would have tended to push the rate of return for labor relative to
that for capital in one or the other direction.

Second, the shift of labor from lower- to higher-pay industries is
at best a very rough measure of the improvement in the quality of
the labor force. If more adequate allowance could be made for
quality improvement, our measure of labor input would probably
rise more than is now indicated; labor input relative to tangible
capital would decline less; and productivity would rise less. Our
inability - as yet - to measure quality of labor adequately thus
probably leads us to overemphasize in some degree the contribution
of productivity and labor scarcity to the rising trend of real hourly

25See his comment In the National Bureau's 38th Annual Report, p. 60.
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earnings, and correspondingly to underemphasize the contribution
of investment in education and other forms of personal capital.

The information we have on the economy as a whole provides
strong evidence of the competition in the markets for goods, labor,
and capital that causes real hourly earnings to rise with national
productivity and the other factors mentioned. Additional important
evidence is provided by the developments in individual industries
(Chart 7).

As we should expect to find in a competitive economy, the trends
in productivity in individual industries and the trends in their hourly
earnings are only weakly correlated. That is, hourly earnings in
different industries moved up at fairly similar rates. The parallelism
we noticed between the trend of real hourly earnings in manufac-
turing and in the economy at large is a fairly general phenomenon.

We find also, as we should expect, that there is a stronger relation
between an industry's trend in productivity and the trend in its
product prices.216 As a rule, in industries with high rates of produc-
tivity increase, product prices fell in relation to the prices of other
goods, while in industries with low rates of productivity increase,
relative prices of products usually increased.

To find closely parallel changes in the average rates of wages and
salaries paid by different industries would be surprising. The Ameri-
can economy is one in which economic advance has brought not
only greater efficiency but also other changes - in the type of labor
used by different industries, in the relative scarcity of the skills they
employ, in the values placed on the various noneconomic advan-
tages and disadvantages of working in them, and in other determi-
nants of demand and supply. So continuous has the flow of changes
been that adjustment to them has never stopped. The exceptions to
the rule are therefore many in Chart 7, and they invite study.

As for the general level of real wages, a fuller explanation of its
historical changes must take account also of the behavior of money
wages, retail prices, and productivity during the business cycles and
periods of inflation and deflation that are found in the record of the
past seven decades. And it is hardly necessary to add that it must
take account of still other factors peculiar to particular periods, as
well as of the more or less gradual changes in the markets for labor,
goods, and capital that have taken place over the years.

26The strength of each of the relations is measured by the coefficient of rank
correlation. Between change in productivity and in hourly earnings, it is
+0.23, according to Kendrick's calculations. Between change in productivity
and in price, the coefficient of correlation is much higher, -0.56.
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CHART 7

Relation between Change in Productivity and Real Hourly Earnings,
and Productivity and Price of Product, 33 Indust Groups

Indexes for 1953 Relative to 1899
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But the chief determinants of the longer-run trends in the general
level of real wages and in the level of real wages in individual indus-
tries appear to be those with which we began our discussion.

RECENT PRODUCTIVITY TRENDS IN PERSPECTIVE

Recent events are always of special interest. We therefore now take
a closer look at productivity and a few related changes since World
War II, viewing them in the perspective of the full record. For the
private domestic economy we find that:

Output per manhour (and much the same may be said of output
per weighted manhour) rose between 1945 and 1957 at an average
rate that was high, though not unprecedently so, for a twelve-year
period. The postwar rate was significantly higher than the average
rate over the full period 1919-57, and still more so than the rate
over 1889-1957.
Tangible capital was pushed up at an extraordinarily higP .qte -
faster than in any preceding period of similar length. SiAxe out-
put rose at a rate only moderately better than average, output
per unit of tangible capital fell.

Output per unit of labor and capital combined rose during
1945-57 at a rate slightly better than the long-run average and
about the same as the average for 1919-57.

Real hourly earnings in manufacturing - not including certain
types of supplementary employee remuneration - rose about as
rapidly as ,ver the full period 1919-57, and therefore less rapidly
over the postwar period than output per manhour and more
rapidly than total productivity. The postwar difference between
the annual rates for real hourly earnings in manufacturing and
total productivity appears to have been about the same as the
difference over the longer period 1919-57 and between 1889 and
1919.
Most of these facts have already been presented in the charts

above. The set of calculations provided in Table 7 may be helpful.
It should be emphasized that because of cyclical and other fluctua-
tions in the figures, the average rates of change over the postwar
period were calculated by comparing the average level in 1945-48
with the average in 1953-57; and that we are focusing on output,
input, and earnings expressed only in real terms (that is, adjusted
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for price change), and are thus passing over aspects of recent devel-
opments that are crucial for the problem of inflation.

It may surprise those people who have heard of the "new" tech-
nological age that output per manhour (and also output per weighted
manhour) rose during the period after the war at an average rate
that, though high, was within the range of experience for earlier
periods of similar length. Even if the average postwar rate is calcu-
lated for the period beginning with 1947 and ending with 1955, it
is not without an earlier parallel.

The index of output per unit of labor and capital combined is, of
course, a weighted average of the labor and capital productivity
indexes. Since output per unit of tangible capital fell substantially
between 1945 and 1949, and then fluctuated about a fairly constant
level, output per unit of labor and capital combined rose much less
rapidly than output per manhour. The considerable diversity of
experience to which total productivity was subjected during the
postwar period averaged out to an annual rate of 2.1 per cent for
the period as a whole - the same, as has been mentioned, as the
average for the longer period 1919-57.

The rise in real hourly earnings relative to total productivity came
mainly in the second half of the period. In manufacturing, for
example (which appears to have had a fairly typical experience),27
real hourly earnings rose between 1948-53 and 1953-57 about five
per cent more than total productivity. Over the full postwar period
- comparing 1945-48 with 1953-57 - real hourly earnings in
manufacturing rose at a rate approximately halfway between the

211ndexes of real average (gross) hourly earnings of production workers or
nonsupervisory employees in the nonagricultural industries for which data
are available are as follows for selected periods:

1945-1948 1948-1953 1953-1957

Metal mining 100.0 112.7 137.9
Railroads (Class I) 100.0 119.3 137.7
Bituminous coal mining 100.0 115.7 134.0
Building construction 100.0 111.1 131.0
Electric light and power 100.0 107.7 126.7
Manufacturing 100.0 109.2 125.5
Retail trade 100.0 108.0 123.6
Hotels (year-round) 100.0 11 1.1 123.3
Wholesale trade 100.0 106.4 123.1
Telephon,, 100.0 105.9 122.5
Laundries 100.0 101.0 107.6
(The hourly earnings are those reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics, deflated by the BLS consumer price index. The averages are call-ulated
with the terminal years - for example, 1945 and 1948, in the case of 1945-
1948 - given half weight.)
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TABLE 7

Rates of Increase in Productivity in the Private Domestic Economy,
and in Real Hourly Earnings in Manufacturing, 1945-1957

PRIVATE DOMESTIC ECONOMY

Output per Output per Output per Output per Rd
unweighted weighted unit of unit of B

manhour manhour tangible labor and I
capital capital

combined

1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57

1945-48 to 1948-53
1948-53 to 1953-57
1945-48 to 1953-57

Annual Percentage Rate of Change
-5.1 -5.2 -6.5 -5.5

0.4 -0.6 -2.4 -1.0
3.4 2.9 -1.4 2.0
3.8 4.4 -4.6 2.3
7.8 6.5 5.5 6.3
2.5 1.5 0.3 1.3
2.1 1.5 -0.3 1.1
4.0 3.2 -0.2 2.4
2.4 3.1 -4.4 1.2
4.8 4.7 5.7 5.0
0.8 0.6 -1.2 0.2
2.5 2.4 -1.9 1.3
Average Annual Percentage Rate of Change
3.4 2.8 -1.0 2.0
3.2 2.9 0.0 2.2
3.3 2.9 -0.5 2.1

Source: Tables A and C. The estimates for the more recent years are preliminary. In calculating
the averages for 1945-48, 1948-53, and 1953-57, terminal years were given a weight of one-half.

corresponding rates for output per manhour and output per unit
of labor and capital. Real hourly earnings in the economy as a whole
seem to have risen more rapidly than in manufacturing, however,
and therefore more rapidly than both output per manhour and total
productivity during the postwar period. Since the economy-wide
index of earnings covers supplementary employee benefits, and the
manufacturing index does not, some difference in this direction is
to be expected.28 But the estimate for all workers is probably too
rough to be taken seriously as an accurate indication of the trend
over so short a period.

Indeed, in any analysis of trends in the postwar period it is neces-
sary to keep in mind not only that there have been considerable
year-to-year variations in the rate of growth in real wages, in pro-
28See the discussion in the second paragraph following.
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ductivity, and in the relation between the two, but also that the
figures are subject to a considerable margin of error, especially large
in proportion to the annual changes. Although the data for recent
years are, as a rule, more complete and of better quality than those
for the earlier decades, they suffer in some degree from the usual
statistical deficiencies.

Further, the recent period has seen a number of developments
that serve to feed doubts about the precision of the estimates. These
include a growing disparity between hours worked and hours paid
for, a matter stressed first by the presentation of two alternative esti-
mates of output per manhour in the January 1958 Economic Report
of the President and second by the prospective initiation by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of a periodic survey to measure the differ-
ence between hours paid for and hours worked in manufacturing
industries.2

Also of growing importance have been items of supplementary
employee remuneration - "fringe benefits" - that do not enter the
usual calculations of hourly earnings. In 1953 manufacturing estab-
lishments reporting such items to the Bureau of Labor Statistics paid
out 7 cents per payroll hour for private pensions credits, 3 cents for
"insurance, health, and welfare," and 6.5 cents for such legally
required payments as Old Age and Survivors insurance, unemploy-
ment and workmen's compensation, and state temporary disability
insurance.301 The total of these amounted to almost 9 per cent of
the 1953 payroll of reporting establishments. The percentage was
undoubtedly smaller in earlier years and larger in later. The rise

29The two Economic Report estimates of average annual percentage change
in output per manhour in the private economy differ as follows with respect
to growth between 1948-53 and 1953-57. (Year-to-year changes, of course,
differ even more widely.) Based on manhours paid for (as estimated on the
basis of Bureau of Labor Statistics data), output per manhour rose at an
average annual rate of 3.0 per cent. Based on manhours worked (as estimated
on the basis of Bureau of the Census data), the rate of increase was 3.5
per cent.

Kendrick's series falls about midway between the two, though his index,
like the second one above, is based primarily on hours worked. But there are
other sources of difference between his and the other indexes in the choice
of the weight-base and of employment estimates, and in the treatment of
income on foreign assets.

SOroblems in Measurement of Expenditures on Selected Items of Supple-
mentary Employee Remuneration, Bulletin No. 1186, Department of Labor,
1956. The study was undertaken by the Bureau of Labor Statistics with
financial assistance from the National Bureau.

Kendrick's index of real hourly earnings in the economy at large includes
an allowance for these items, as estimated by the Department of Commerce.
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in the real hourly earnings of factory workers in recent years has
thus been understated.

Less clear in their effect on the postwar statistics are difficulties
in the estimation of tangible capital. These have been caused by
inflation, coupled with the prevalence of original-cost depreciation
accounting; and by a number of temporary and permanent revisions
in the internal revenue code governing the calculation of depreciation
changes.

Developments since the war have affected not only the statistics
that one must use to describe the course of events. As is always the
case, these developments have also generated new factors that played
a part in recent events. Some are factors that will persist and influ-
ence the trends of the future. Others will turn out to be peculiar to
the period. A detailed study of the period is essential if the nature
and significance of these new factors are to be assessed. Essential
also is a study of the longer record. For only in the light of the longer
record can the new factors be recognized and weighed.

Even our brief survey of this record suggests, however, that the
postwar period probably resembles past periods more than it departs
from them. In the recent, as in the early decades of the period since
1889, the main source of the rise in real wages is to be found not
in special factors but in the persistent features of our economic
development - the upward trend in productivity and the upward
trend in tangible and other capital per worker.
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TABLE A

Annual Indexe* of Output, Input, and Productivity, 1889-1957
Estimates for the Private Domestic Economy

INPUT

Tangible Capital

YEAR

1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

Total Input, Weighted'

Weighted Estimate A Estimate B

OROS$
PHYSICAL
OUTPUT

22.3
24.2
25.3
27.7
26.3
25.5
28.8
28.1
31.0
31.6
34.6

35.5
39.6
39.8
41.9
41.2
44.3
49.6
50.5
46.0
52.1

52.5
54.5
57.3
59.7
54.8
56.4
65.1
63.0
67.5
69.7
70.0
67.5
71.8
82.0
83.6

Un.
weighted

51.1
53.0
54.3
56.1
55.5
53.5
56.8
56.8
58.6
58.9
63.2
63.9
66.7
69.6
71.6
70.6
74.0
77.0
78.7
75.3
79.4
81.5
83.0
85.6
86.3
84.7
83.9
90.0
91.9
91.1
88.2
89.4
80.5
86.5
93.4
91.2

Weighted
44.6
46.2
47.6
49.5
48.6
46.1
49.9
49.9
51.7
51.9
56.7

57.5
60.7
64.3
66.6
64.9
69.0
72.4
74.3
70.1
74.9

77.5
79.0
82.2
83.2
80.7
80.4
88.3
90.7
90.0
86.7
87.9
77.8
84.6
93.0
90.0

Source: John Kendrick, "ProductivityTrends in the United States" (in preparation), Appendix A.

'Estimate A is a weighted combination of unweighted manhours and unweighted tangible capital.
Estimate B is a weighted combination of weighted manhours and weighted tangible capital.
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Manhours

Un-
weighted

30.7
32.2
34.0
36.0
37.8
39.1
40.6
42.1
43.4
44.8
46.2
47.7
49.1
50.6
52.4
53.7
55.2
57.4
59.5
61.2
62.6
64.4
66.1
67.5
69.2
71.0
72.5
73.6
75.0
76.3
77.5
78.9
79.8
80.8
82.9
85.5

44.5
46.3
47.8
49.6
49.9
49.0
51.8
52.3
53.9
54.6
57.9
58.9
61.3
63.7
65.6
65.4
68.2
71.0
72.8
71.2
74.4

76.4
77.9
80.2
81.2
80.7
80.6
85.1
86.8
86.7
85.1
86.4
80.3
84.9
90.4
89.6

39.8
41.3
42.8
44.8
44.8
43.6
46,7
47.2
48.7
49.3
52.9
54.0
56.7
59.7
61.9
61.3
64.4
67.5
69.5
67.4
71.0
73.3
75.0
77.7
79.0
78.0
78.3
84.1
86.3
86.5
84.9
86.2
79.3
84.4
90.9
89.3

29.8
31.1
32.8
34.8
36.6
37.7
39.2
40.6
41.7
43.1
44.4

46.1
47.6
49.3
51.3
52.8
54.2
56.3
58.6
60.4
61.8
63.7
65.7
67.3
69.4
71.5
73.2
74.4
76.3
78.4
80.3
82.0
83.2
83.8
85.5
87.7
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PRODUCTIVITY: OUTPUT PER

Manhour
Un-

weighted Weighted
43.6
45.7
46.6
49.4
47.4
47.7
50.7
49.5
52.9
53.7
54.7

55.6
59.4
57.2
58.5
58.4
59.9
64.4
64.2
61.1
65.6

64.4
65.7
66.9
69.2
64.7
67.2
72.3
68.6
74.1
79.0
78.3
83.8
83.0
87.8
91.7

50.0
52.4
53.2
56.0
54.1
55.3
57.7
56.3
60.0
60.9
61.0

61.7
65.2
61.9
62.9
63.5
64.2
68.5
68.0
65.6
69.6
67.7
69.0
69.7
71.8
67.9
70.2
73.7
695
75.0
80.4

79.6
86.8
84.9
88.2
92.9

Unit of
Tangible Capital
Unl-

weighted

72.6
75.2
74.4
76.9
69.e
65.2
70.9
66.7
71.4
70.5
74.9
74.4
80.7
78.7
80.0
76.7
80.3
86.4
84.9
75.2
83.2
81.5
82.5
84.9
86.3
77.2
77.8
88.5
84.0
88.5
89.9
88.7
84.6
88.9
98.9
97.8

Weighted

74.8
77.8
77.1
79.6
71.9
67.6
73.5
69.2
74.3
73.3
77.9
77.0
83.2
80.7
81.7
78.0
81.7
88.1
86.2
76.2
84.3

82.4
83.0
85.1
86.0
76.6
77.0
87.5
82.6
86.1
86.8
85.4
81.1
85.7
95.9
95.3

Unit of
Total Input (weighted)

Estimate A Estimate B

50.1
52.3
52.9
55.8
52.7
52.0
55.6
53.7
57.5
57.9
59.8
60.3
64.6
62.5
63.9
63.0
65.0
69.9
69.4
64.6
70.0
68.7
70.0
71.4
73.5
67.9
70.0
76.5
72.6
77.9
81.9
81.0
84.1
84.6
90.7
93.3

56.0
58.6
59.1
61.8
58.7
58.5
61:7
59.5
63.7
64.1
65.4

65.7
69.8
66.7
67.7
67.2
68.8
73.5
72.7
68.2
73.4

71.6
72.7
73.7
75.6
70.3
72.0
77.4
73.0
78.0
82.1
81.2
85.1
85.1
90.2
93.6

YEAR

1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

(table concludes on next pages)
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TABLE A, concluded

INPUT

Tangible Capital

YEAR

1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

. GROSS
PHYSICAL
OT.rrPUT

86.6
92.0
93.0
93.9

100.0
90.8
84.0
71.8
70.0
76.9
83.8
94.5

101.0
95.4

104.1
110.2
130.4
142.6
153.1
162.8
160.4
153.5
157.4
163.8
162.9
178.7
188.5
194.0
202.9
199.5
217.3
222.6
225.2

Total Input, WelghtedO

Un-
weighted

94.5
97.8
97.2
98.1

100.0
93.1
85.4
75.6
74.9
73.6
77.6
83.4
88.6
81.0
85.2
88.9
96.9

104.4
108.2
106.7
100.9
101.7
103.9
104.5
100.1
101.9
105.1
105.7
106.3
102.1
106.1
107.8
106.4

Weighted
93.6
971.5
97.3
97.9

100.0
91.9
82.3
71.2
70.5
70.8
74.9
82.6
87.4
79.3
84.2

88.6
99.3

108.6
114.2
112.7
106.3
107.3
110.6
111.9
106.6
109.8
114.4
115.7
117.2
111.8
116.3
118.4
116.9
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Manhours

Un-
weighted

88.2
91.6
94.6
97.5

100.0
101.7
101.9
100.3
97.6
95.2
94.2
94.1
95.3
95.9
96.0
97.3
99.7

101.6
101.6
100.7
99.7

100.9
104.0
108.0
112.2

116.3
121.5
125.8
129.6
133.0
137.1
142.1
146.5

Weighted
89.8
92.7
95.4
97.7

100.0
102.0
102.1
99.9
96.5
93.8
92.5
92.5
93.8
94.6
94.3
95.9
99.0

101.7
101.8
100.9
99.8

102.1
107.3
113.3
118.1
122.8
129.1.
133.2
139.6
143.6
148.0
153.4
158.2

Estimate A
92.7
96.0
96.5
97.9

100.0
95.2
89.4
81.5
80.3
78.8
81.6
86.0
90.2
84.4
87.7
90.9
97.6

103.9
106.8
105.5
100.7
101.6
104.0
105.4
102.8
105.0
108.6
110.0
111.3
108.6
112.6
115.0
114.8

Estimate B
92.5
96.1
96.8
97.8

100.0
94.3
87.1
78.1
76.7
76.3
79.1
85.0
88.9
82.8
86.6
90.3
99.3

107.1
111.5
110.1
104.9
106.2
110.0
112.3
109.1
112.6
117.5
119.4
121.9
118.5
122.9
125.7
125.5
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PRODUCTIVITY: OUTPUT PBR

Manhour
Un-

weighted Weighted

91.6
94.1
95.7
95.7

100.0

97.5
98.4
95.0
93.5

104.5
108.0
113.3
114.0
117.8
122.2

124.0
134.6
136.6
141.5
152.6
159.0
150.9
151.5
156.7
162.7

175.4
179.4
183.5
190.9
195.4
204.8
206.5
211.7

92.5
94.4
95.6
95.9

100.0
98.8

102.1
100.8
99.3

108.6
111.9
114.4
115.6
120.3
123.6

124.4
131.3
131.3
134.1
144.5
150.9
143.1
142.3
146.4
152.8
162.8
164.8
167.7
173.1
178.4
186.8
188.0
192.6

Unit ol
Tangible Capital
Un-

weighted Weighted

98.2
100.4
98.3
96.3

100.0

89.3
82.4
71.6
71.7
80.8
89.0

100.4
106.0
99.5

108.4

113.3
130.8
140.4
150.7
161.7
160.9
152.1
151.3
151.7
145.2

153.7
155.1
154.2
156.6
150.0
158.5
156.7
153.7

96.4
99.2
97.5
96.1

100.0
89.0
82.3
71.9
72.5
82.0
90.6

102.2
107.7
100.8
110.4

114.9
131.7
140.2
150.4
161.3
160.7
150.3
146.7
144.6
137.9
145.5
146.0
145.6
145.3
138.9
146.8
145.1
142.4

Unit o/
Total Input (weighted)

Estimate A Estimate B

93.4
95.8
96.4
95.9
100.0

95.4
94.0
88.1
87.2
97.6

102.7
109.9
112.0
113.0
118.7
121.2
133.6
137.2
143.4
154.3
159.3
151.1
151.3
155.4
158.5

170.2
173.6
176.4
182.3
183.7
193.0
193.6
196.2

93.6
95.7
96.1
96.0
100.0

96.3
96.4
91.9
91.3
100.8
105.9
111.2
113.6
115.2
120.2

122.0
131.3
133.1
137.3
147.9
152.9
144.5
143.1
145.9
149.3

158.7
160A
162.5
166.4
168.4
176.8
177.1
179A

YEA

1925
1926
1927
1928
1929

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957



TABLE B

Summary Statistics for Individual Industrial Groups and Divisions
Indexes for 1953 Relative to 1899

INPUT

Output
Farming, based on gross output
Farming, based on net output

Mining
Metals
Anthracite coal
Bituminous coal
Oil and gas
Nonmetals

Manufacturing
Foods
Beverages
Tobacco
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber products
Furniture
Paper
Printing, publishing
Chemicals
Petroleum, coal products
Rubber products
Leather products

Tangible
Labor Capital

203
153

279
51

237
2,434

671

554
475
661
382
552
128
486

1,406
1,058
2,335
2,875
4,953.

185

71
35
95

401
143

220
196
46

108
205

67
240
342
238
400
385
507
90

151

121
50

267
855
239

299
202
700
177
550
152
248
765
282
942

1,431
1,399

115

OUTPUT PER UNIT OF

Redl
Tangible Total Hourly

Total Labor Capital Input Earnings

83

88
35

103
486
172

230
200
106
118
224
72

233b
391
?A5
537
831
564

94

330
248

391
148
248
607
470

252
242

1,442
354
269
192
202
411
444
583
746
978
206

134
101

231
103
89

285
280

186
235

94
216
100
84

196
184
376
248
201
354
161

244
184

317
147
230
501
390

241
238
620
325
246
177
208b
359
432
435
346
878
198

247

239
362
378
409
158

308
224
276
378
313
334
326
405
321
377
577
371
306

Price of 0
Product

420 z

220
436
725
613
210

355
283
257
308
283

1,061
479
345
571
178
194
58

432



aTABLE B, concluded

I N P U T OUTPUT PER UNIT OF

Tangible Tangible Totdl Hourly Price of .,
Output Labor Capital Total Labor Capital Input Earnings Product

Manufacturing (cont.) 0
Stone, clay, glass 757 171 348 184 443 217 412 334 334 0
Primary metals 910 267 629 321 341 145 284 366 245
Fabricated metals 1,133 358 638 389 316 178 291 347 319 z
Machinery, nonelectric 1,046 384 581 418 272 180 251 333 339 -
Electrical machinery 6,264 1,693 2,742 1,854 370 228 338 332 276
Transportation equipment 4,059 615 1,026 669 661 396 608 398 415
Miscellaneous mfg. 1,038 331 556 355 313 187 292 223 314

4 Transportation,
Railroads 396 91 152 102 437 261 390 352 191
Local transit 296 84 50 80 351 595 372 296 270 z

Communications, public
utilities

Telephone 4,048 1,391 1,704 1,318b 291 238 307b 308 230
Telegraph 310 130 76 118 239 409 263 306 286
Electric light and power 24,550 964 2,035 1390 2,560 1,207 1,764 289 62
Manufactured gas 846 69 75 72 1,219 1,129 1,176 431 86
Natural gas 3,311 673 3,551 1,118 492 93 296 333 442

Source: Kendrick, "Productivity Trends in the United States" (in preparation). Slight inconsistent are due to rounding of figures.

&The index in Chart 4 covers also waterways, motor transport, pipelines, airlines, and services allied to transportation.
bInconsistency due to chaining indexes calculated on several weight-bases. See Kendrick's forthcoming report for a full explanation. W=

-4
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TABLE C

Indexes of Real Hourly Earnings, 1889-1957

Year

1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

Manufacturing,
Wage Earners

47.3
48.5
48.5
48.9
51.3
49.5
50.1
52.1
51.2
50.2
53.1
54.4
56.1
58.1
58.3
57.4
59.0
61.8
61.3
60.4
61.8
62.9
64.2
64.6
67.4
66.5
64.7
70.3
70.6
74.6
83.5
83.9
87.3
88.6
92.7

Manufacturing,
Year Wage Earnerse

Private
Domestic
Economy,

All Workersb

47.0

53.4

62.3

77.5

1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

'Source: Hourly earnings for 1919-57 are those of the Department of Labor; 1890-1914, Rees,
"Real Wages in Manufacturing, 1890-1914" (typescript, 1958); 1914-19, interpolated by the
index for payroll manufacturing industries given by Douglas, Real Wages in the United States,
1890-1926 (Houghton-Mifffin, 1930); 1889, Rees's figure for 1890 extrapolated by data in Long,
Wages and Earnings In the United States: 1860-1890, in press. The cost of living index for
1914-57 is that of the Department of Labor; 1890-1914, Rees; 1889-90, Long.
bSource: Kendrick, Chapter V. This.index is derived by multiplying the index of real gross
national product per unweighted manhour (in the private domestic economy) by an index of
the estimated percentage of national income (also for the private domestic economy) received
by wage earners, salaried workers and entrepreneurs. The deflator involved is the implicit index

338

96.9
94.4
93.9
96.0
99.3

100.0
100.1
102.6
98.9

103.6
120.5
121.3
121.4
131.5
134.6
138.0
143.0
150.1
158.5
168.1
175.4
172.3
168.6
167.8
170.1
178.2
184.6
185.5
190.6
200.3
204.2
212.7
220.7
223.0

Private
Domestic
Economy,

Al Workersb

100.0

125.3

166.0

210.3

237.6
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of price of the national product at "factor cost." Alternative indexes of real hourly earnings,
obtained by deflating by the implicit index of national product price at "market" (A, below) or
by the BIS-Rees-Long index of the cost of living (B, below), are as follows:

1889
1899
1909
1919
1929
1937
1948
1953
1957

52.1
59.2
64.9
76.6

100.0
120.5
171.8
209.6
236.8

Index A is given in the work by Kendrick cited. It should be
the deflators in the sources he used, were calculated before
were available.

7
//

/

/
/
/

B
54.0
60.3
74.3
82.3

100.0
118.2
176.7
215.0
249.0

noted that Kendrick's deflators, and
the new indexes of Rees and Long

N.

( I \k\ ~'( . '~r~j
''1

,// ~N ~!
I

7;7. / /
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Chart A

Productivity

33 Imiuatries of tbe Vaited Statee
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chart 9
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Chart C

Physics Output
ive Major Industrial Groups of the United States

1889-1953 or 1957
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Chart D: Section 1
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Chm Ot bSection 2

Persons ien
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Chart E
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Mr. FABRICANT. Let me start with what are the highlights of the
important chapter of the economic history of the United States with
which we are concerned this morning.

The essential facts on productivity and economic growth in the
United States can be put most briefly and simply as follows:

1. During the past three generations, the Nation's real output per
man-hour of work done has been rising at a substantial average rate,
close to 25 percentt per decade. This upward movement shows no
signs of slowing down. On the contrary, the trend witnessed by this
generation has been higher than the trend witnessed by earlier genera-
tions. Indeed, during the most recent period, that is after World
War II, national output per man-hour rose at a rate of 35 to 40 per-
cent per decade. This means, in absolute terms, that a 10-year period
has seen added to the output of each man-hour of American labor
an amount, well in excess of the total output obtained from an hour
of work in most regions of the earth.

2. The increase in national output per man-hour is the outcome,
first, of a heavy investment in business and farm plant and equip-
mertt, in public improvements, and in other tangible capital goods.
The volume of tangible capital per head of the population has in-
creased at an average rate of about 10 percent per decade. A contri-
bution has come, second, from investment in education and on-the- job
training, and expenditures on research and development and other
forms of intangible capital. I can offer no figures here, but the
contribution has, I believe, been significant. Third, and by no means
least,, has beengreatly improved e ciency in the use of the country's
labor and tangible and intangible capital resources.

3. A growing fraction of a higher and higher output per man-
hour has been taken by our people in the form of greater leisure.
Normal weekly hours of work per employed person, for example, have
been cut by 20 to 30 percent, on the average, since the turn of the
century; and the practice of paid vacations, and longer vacations, has
become more widespread.

Another fraction of the rising output per man-hour has been used
to finance investment in private and public capital. This fraction,
however, has not had to rise to bring the great expansion in capital
per head of the population to which I referred a moment ago. In
fact, it may even have fallen a bit. Still another and growing frac-
tion has been used to meet the increased needs of national security.
Along with this a much smaller fraction has gone in technical and
military assistance and aid to other countries.

The rest, the great bulk of the rise in output per man-hour, has
been used by our people to get the goods and services for which they
have worked and saved-a larger volume and better quality of old
goods and services, and many new goods and services. National
consumption per capita has grown at a rate somewhat lower than the
rate of increase in output per man-hour largely because of the falling
hours of work per person, but the rate has nevertheless been very sub-
stantial, something like 20 percent per decade on the average over the
past three-quarters of a century.

4. The gains of productivity have been widely diffused among our
people. Real hourly earnings, including fringe benefits of several
sorts especially in recent decades, have grown as rapidly, on the
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average, as has output per man-hour. Further, a roughly similar
upward trend is visible in. the real hourly earnings of each of the
industries for which figures are available. The rate of return to
capital has tended to remain roughly constant, on the average, but
even this horizontal trend reflects a gain from productivity, in an
important sense, since the great increase in capital per worker that I
hove mentioned would probably have reduced the rate of return on
capital had not productivity risen.

.Increased productivity inevitably involves the growth of new
industries, and the relative or even absolute decline of old. So, too,
for different occupations and regions which also have grown at
widely different rates. In some cases tis has meant the painful and
difficult adjustments that constitute one of the costs of economic prog-
ress. It is important to realize that economic growth, even when
balanced in every significant vanse, does not and cannot mean equal
growth in all parts of the economy.

I would now like, if I may, to spell out some of these points, and
present some of the significant details, by referring to the paper and
the supplementary charts t,t I have offered for the record.

My first main topic is the long-term rate of increase in national
productivity.

Over the 70-year period since 1889, that is, the period which has
been examined most closely and for which presently available statis-
tics ares most adequate, the rate of increase in productivity has been
as follows:

Physical output per man-hour in the private economy hns crown
at an average rate that. appears to be about 25 percent per decade.
This is identical with tile annual rate of 2.3 percent mentioned in the
paper, but for the present purpose I shall cite the rates in the rather
more effective terms of per decade.

Comparing output with a measure of laborinput in which a highly
paid man-hour of work counts for proportionately more than a 1e-v-
wage man-hour yields a measure of productivity for the private
economy that grew at a significantly smaller rate, about 22 percent
per decade.

A measure of productivity for the private economy that compares
output not only with labor input, so determined, but also with tangible
capital, each weighted by the market value of its services, grew still
less rapidly, about 18 percent per decade.

All these indexes of productivity in the private economy rose some-
what more rapidly than the corresponding indexes for the economy
as a whole, including government, when the usual measurements of
government output and input are utilized. For the total including
government, productivit. rose about 16 percent per decade.

The CHAIRMAN (presiding). Mr. Fabricant, may I interrupt?
I did not have the chance to be here when Mr. Goldsmith testified.

Have you read his testimony?
Mr. FABRICANT. Only a rough draft, very hastily, a few days ago,

Senator Douglas.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, he testified that the increase

in average GNP per head was approximately 1% percent per year;
is that true? May I ask the staff if that is true.

Mr. FABRICANT. Over what period of time ?
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Representative BOLLING. For 100 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Over a period roughly of a century.
Senator Busii. And a half, 150 years.
The CHAIRMAN. A century and a half.
Now a quick computation: 1% percent is 1.621/2, and you come out

with 1.621/2, you come out at 1.6, is that right?
Mr. FABRICANT. No, I come out with 2.3.
The CHAIRMAN. That is physical productivity.
Mr. FABRICANT. That is what I presume Dr. Goldsmith was refer-ring to.
heCHAIRMAN. Now -"in your last paragraph you shifted from

physical productivity to physical productivity plus services, in your
fourth paragraph.

Mr. FABRICANT. In my fourth paragraph, the measure of output
is total GNP.

The CHAIRMAN. That is roughly comparable with Goldsmith's-
Mr. FABRICANT. Yes.
The (7tAIRMAN. It is all index; is it not?
Mr. FABRICANT. Yes. However, the denominator of the prod-

uctivity ratio to which I am referring in the fourth paragraph is
not the same as Mr. Goldsmith's. le used its the denominator of
the productivity ratio simply man-hours and what I am referring
to in the fourth paragraph is a weighted combination of man-hours
and capital in put. The appropriate figure for comparison with Mr.
Goldsmith is the 2.3 percent per annum mentioned in the first para-
gra)h of that little summary, 2.3. Now, that is much higher.

I Ihe (HIAIRMAN. As compared to 1%s?
Mr. FABRICANT. That. is much higher than the figure he recited.

The reason I refer to the 70-year period since 1889-
The ('1 ,AIn MAN. He finds the average would be relatively steady

over the period and therefore greater growth does not change itappreciably. ,

Mr. FuIARICANT. That is not my impression of it. I believe Mr.
Goldsmith pointed out the rate of growth in productivity to judge
from the available statistics was much slower before the 1870's than
it was after the 1870's and that explains this difference.

Senator Busii. Would the Senator permit me to make an observa-
tion because I was there and am very much interested in it?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, indeed.
Senator Busmi. As I recall the Goldsmith story, while he came out

of the period of 150 years with an average growth rate of 1%s percent
and he also came out with a similar growth rate within various other
periods of 50 years or 40 years as from 1919 to 1959, still within
those periods he had far from the steady increase-.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand.
Senator BusH. But i) very erratic one and it just happened that

over these big chunks of periods that he took that each one of them
came out at about 1%s percent.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought that 70 years was a sufficiently large flow
of time, and that the sprne longtime influences which prevailed for
120 years would normally prevail within the 70 years.

Mr. FABRICANT. Yes; there cannot be any real difference between
Dr. Goldsmith and me because we are using basically the same gross
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national product figures, deflated in much the same way. The only
difference between Dr. Goldsmith and me is, first, the denominator of
the productive ratio, and, second, the period of time.

Tihe CHAIRMAN. You use man-hours?
Mr. FABRICANT. In the fourth paragraph I used a weighted combi-

nation of man-hours and capital input. In the first paragraph-
The CHAIRMAN. You include capital?
Mr. FABRICANT. I do include capital.
The CHAIRMAN. In the denominator?
Mr. FABRICANT. In the denominator, as one of the types of input.

For one of the resources used in the first paragraph of the summary I
simply used man-hours.

Thle CHAIRMAN. The first paragraph is man-hours without anycapitaI factors?Ir. FABRICANT. Right.

The CHAIRMAN. And it is physical output but not gross national
product?

Mr. FABRICANT. It is deflated gross national product which is equal
to physical output essentially.

The CHAIRMAN. That is you treat services as physical output?
Mr. FABRICANT. So did Dr. Goldsmith yesterday.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon?
Mr. FABRICANT. Dr. Goldsmith treated services in real terms as

physical output.
the CHAIRMAN. I always thought it was desirable to maintain a

difference between gross national product and physical output because
of the fact that services are a very tricky item.

Mr. FABRICANT. I agree that there is good reason for measuring
services very carefully. But when people usually these days talk
about physical output they usually mean deflated gross national

as
The CHAIRMAN. This is a somewhat questionable proceeding. We

know what we are doing.
Senator BusH. Could I ask one question, Mr. Chairman, apropos

of this?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BusH. In this testimony of Dr. Goldsmith he speaks of the

real GNP per head over a 150-year period and different other periods.
That I presume means per head of population, whereas in your figures
I am inclined to believe you mean people working.

Mr. FABRICANT. I mean not only people working but the number
of man-hours they worked. Since hours per person has declined this
is another reason for a difference between his figures and mine. ifine
must be larger because of the decline in hours.

The CHAIRMAN. So that the decline in the working week would
mean that your denominator would be smaller, of course, than if you
used the total number of workers or total population?

Mr. FABRIcANT. That is right.
The CHAMMAN. And hence your result would be higher?
Mr. FAIIICANT. That is right.
The CHAUMAN. Your quotient would be higher?
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Mr. FABRICANT. That, is right. There are several reasons wv!.y my
result would be higher than his; otherwise they are based on the same
figures.

-The CHAIRMAN. And on per capita basis you would come out at
about 1.6.

Mr. FABRICANT. 1.9, I would say. Roughly for the particular
period that I am-

The CHAIRMAN. For the particular period.
Mr. FABRICANT. It would -be a lot closer.
The CHAIRMAN. The results are approximately similar for the wo

series; is that right?
Mr. FABRICANT. Correct.
Tke CHAIRMAN. O.K.
Mr. FABRiCANT. We have here the main broad measures of long-

term productivity increasethat John Kendrick has calculated in the
National Bureau's study of the American economy. It is by no means
complete. Kendrick has gone to sone trouble to provide still other
measures that differ in definition of output or input, in the degree to
which they cover the economy, or in details of estimation. However,
as the detailed figures in the paper indicate--this is table I on page 5
of that paper-these alternative calculations yield results similar to
those just given and we may therefore concentrate on the above meas-
ures. They differ enough among themselves to raise a question about
the meaning and measurement of productivity. Indeed we have al-
ready begun to have a discussion about the meaning and measurement
of productivity.

Which measure of productivity is a propriate in any case depends,
of course, on the question in mind. Change in output per man-hour,
for example, shows the combined effect on the product obtained from
an hour of labor of two groups of factors: First, those causing in-
creases in efficiency; and, second, those causing changes in the volume
of tangible and intangible capital available per man- hour. This meas-
ure answers an important question. But if what is wanted is a meas-
ure of increase in efficiency alone, the index of output per man-hour
is deficient. A better measure, in that case, is one that compares out-
put with the combined use of all resources. That is the reason why I
used capital as well as labor in the denominator in that particular
measure of productivity.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the weight you gave to capital as com-
pared to that for labor?

Mr. FABRICANT. The weight of labor to capital is about 4 to 1 in
the recent period. The weight would vary depending on the period.
This is really a simplified version of your own production function,
Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought I recognized a distant relation.
Mr. FABRICANT. Yes; put in language that other people will under-

stand.
Information on all resources is not available, however. Until

rather recently, economists interested in measuring the rate of increase
in national productivity had to make shift with labor input alone-
first, in terms of nun)ber of workers, then in terms of number of
man-hours. This is still true for most individual industries, narrowly
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defined, even on an historical basis, and for both individual industries
and the economy as a whole on a current basis.

For this reason, the most widely used index of productivity-the
one I cited first-is simply physical output, or deflated gross national
product, per man-hour. It is a useful index, if its limitations are
recognized. Because in the economy at large and, as we shall see, in
most-not all-individual industries, labor input is by far the most
important type of input (measured by the fraction of income accruing
to it), the index based on man-hours alone is not often in serious error.
It is a fair approximation to a more comprehensive index of efficiency.
But as such it is usually subject to an upward bias, as the figures cited
indicate.

The bias in output per man-hour results not only from the omission
of capital input. The usual index of output per man-hour fails also
to take into account change in the composition or quality of labor.
That is, man-hours worked by persons of different skills, levels of edu-
cation, and lengths of experience are treated as if equivalent, thus
ignoring important forms of human capital that aid in production
and contribute to wage and salary differentials. The index of output
per weighted man-hour-the second index cited-catches some of this
intangible capital, for the labor in industries with high rates of pay
is given a heavier weight than that in low-pay industries. However,
a still better measure of efficiency is an index of productivity based on
the comparisons of output with the input of both labor and tangiblecapital, each properly weighted.

Indeed, the best currently available approximation to a measure of
efficiency is such as index. As we have seen (it is the third index that
I cited), it shows a rate of growth of productivity that is significantly
below the rate for output in relation to labor input alone. That it is
lower will not be a surprise, since it is well known that tangible capital
has increased substantially more than the labor force; tangible capital
per weighted man-hour has risen at the average rate of 10 percent per
decade. Because the services of labor have become more and more
expensive relative to those of tangible capital, there has been a strong
incentive for business firms and other producers to substitute capital
for labor.

Surprising may be the fact that the difference between productivity
measured in terms of labor and tangible capital combined and produc-
tivity measured in terms of labor alone is no more than we have found.
The reason is the relatively high weight given labor in combining it
with tangible capital. Obviously, man-hours cannot be combined with
dollars of tangible capital without translating each of them into com-
parable units. The appropriate unit is a dollar's worth of services
in a reference base period. If a man-hour of labor commands $2 in
the base period and a hundred dollars of capital equipment commands
$6 of net revenue per year (whether in rent, profits, or otherwise is
immaterial), we count the hundred dollars of equipment as equivalent
to 3 man-hours. Because, in production, use is made of many more
man-hours than of even hundreds of dollars of capital, labor as a whole
gets a much greater weight than does capital. The weights for the
private economy are currently as 8 to 2, or 4 to 1.

I have called this weighted index the best available approximation
to the measure of efficiency that we seek. It is approximate for more
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reasons that those already given. One is the problem of measuring
output, which involves combining into a meaningful aggregate a
changing variety of old and new goods, and services as well as phys-
ical commodities. A special difficulty arises in putting a figure on
the quantity of services produced by government to meet collective
wants. This is a particularly troublesome type of service to measure
in anything like real terms. This accounts for the greater confidence
most statisticians have in the estimate of productivity for the private
economy, exclusive of government.

A general deficiency of all the measures of output-and thus of
productivity-is their failure to take adequate account of change ill
the quality of output, and I believe Dr. Goldsmith referred to that as
well yesterday. This, it is likely, subjects them to a downward bias.
And, to repeat, the indexes of output per unit of labor and tangible
capital combined, though broader than any other indexes now avail-
able, fail to cover adequately the investment in education, science,
technology, and social organization that serves to increase produc-
tion-a point to which I shall have to return.

The technical questions raised above (which I have selected from
a host), are, of course, matters primarily for the producer rather than
the user of productivity statistics. But for the user it is important
to be aware of the sharp differences made in the rate of growth of
productivity by teclmical choices not always specified-and our little
discussion a few minutes ago illustrates that-namely, whether out-
put or input is defined in one way rather than another, or weights or
components of output and input are determined by this rather than
that method, or data are selected or estimated from one or another
source.

Measured in any of the ways listed above, however, productivity in
the Tnited States has grown at a remarkable average rate over the past
two-thirds of a century. The more comprehensive indexes, in which
output is compared with both labor and capital input, indicate a
douling of efficiency every 40 years. The index of output per (un-
weighted) man-hour indicates a doubling even more frequently-
every 30 years. Not many of the countries for which corresponding
records might be constructed would show average rates as high or
higher over so long a period. Over shorter periods, it is very likely
our long-term rate has been exceeded in various countries. This has
happened here, as well as elsewhere, as we shall see in a moment. But
it is safe to say that the U.S. long-term rate is not low in relation
to the experience of other countries over comparable periods. It
may appear low only in comparison with aspirations-the long-term
rates dreamt of by countries embarked on ambitious programs of
economic development, or the rates some of our own citizens believe
we need to reach and maintain if we are to meet some of the urgent
problems that confront us.

My second main subject consists of fluctuations in the rate of pro-
ductivity increase.

Productivity did not grow at an even rate. Its rate of growth was
subject to a variety of changes, which may be characterized as follows:

A distinct change in trend appeared sometime after World War I.
By each of our measures, productivity rose on the average more
rapidly after World War I than before.

88568-49--pt. Z__-9
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Over the whole period since 1889, productivity fluctuated with the
state of business. Year-to-year rises in productivity were greater
than the long-termi rate when business was generally evpanding, and
less (or often falling) when business was generally contracting.

The slow rates of increase (or declines) in productivity appear to
have been largely concentrated in the first stages of business con-
traction. Pro ductivity rose most rapidly, its a rule, toward the end
of contraction and during the early stages of expansion.

Year-to-year changes in productivity were appreciably influenced
also by random factors.

The change in trend that came after World War I is one of the most
interesting facts before us. There is little question about it. It is
visible not only in the indexes that John Kendrick has compiled for
theprivate domestic economy, to which chart 1 in the paper is con-
fined.

You will find that chart in the paper. The scale I should mention
is a ratio scale so that equal amounts of rise mean equal percentages.
This change of trend around World War I can be found also in the
figures for the whole economy, including government, as well as in
the estimates for the group of industries for which individual pro-
ductivity indexes are avaialble. Some readers of chart 1, or any of the
others I have referred to, might prefer to see in it not a sharp altera-
tion of trend, but rather a gradual speeding up of the rate of growth
over the period as a whole. The latter reading is not entirely out of
the question, but it seenis to f t the facts less well than the former.
By either reading, it is clear, tie rate of growth in productivity seen
by the present generation has been substantially higher than the rate
experienced in the quarter century before World War I.

As for cyclical fluctuations in productivity, a special study by Thor
Hultgren of the national bureaus staff provides new evidence. This
study, to be published by the national bureau later this year, points to
a most striking fact, something that we miss in the annual figures.
As was shown by Kendrick's annual data, interruption of the 'rise in
output per man-hour came mainly during contraction. But the
monthly data analyzed by Hultgren suggest, further, that most of
the interruption may have usually been concentrated in the first half
of contraction. After contraction had been underway for a while,
and well before general business revival, output per man-hour as a
rule resumed its upward march, and increased at a rate even greater
than the rate of increase during the latter part of expansion. This
can be seen in chart 2 of the paper I have inserted in the record. It
appears on page 16 of the paper. I might add that events of recent
years, not covered by this chart, confirm its general outline in some
recent research undertaken by Hultgren.

Some of the irregular changes in chart 1 undoubtedly reflect inade-
quacies of the figures. Productivity change is measured by the ratio
of two indexes, each subject to error, and even slight errors in these
will sometimes combine to produce considerable error in the ration,
just as they will sometimes cancel one another. We cannot be sure
whether or not the change between any particular pair of years is the
result simply of statistical error. On the other hand, that the errors
are on the whole not overwhehning is suggested by the fairly syste-
matic business-cycle behavior that we have noticed. We know, also,
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that some of the irregularities reflect not statistical error but the im-
pact of weather, strikes, and the other 'eftl random factors to which
fife is subject.

The pictuv that emerges from the information gathered at the
national bureau by Kendrick and Hultgren, and in the Federal Gov-
ernment by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the National Inome
Division, is one of a persistent and powerful tendency toward improve-
ment in efficiency. Sometimes the outcome was a fast, sometimes a
slow, rate of growth in productivity. Sometimes the tendency was
entirely offset for a while by cyclical and random factors, Only
twice, however, was the interruption long enough to prevent produc-
tivity from reaching a new high within 5 years.

Because the rate of increase in productivity has been far from
uniform, the user of productivity figures must know the period to
which they relate. Rates of productivity increase derived from one
period will differ, sometimes considerably, from those derived from
a longer, or shorter, or altogether different period. The same caution
may be noted with regard to extrapolations of past trends into the
future. These, the record suggests, will always be rather risky.

My next main topic is productivity and the increase in national
product.

The Nation's product or real income-the terms are interchange-
able-may be said to have grown through increase in the volume of
resources available for use in production, and through increase in
productivity or the efficiency with which these resources are turned
into product. Measurement of these two sources of increase in prod-
uct suggests their relative importance over the past seven decades:

Each year's increase in productivity accounted, on the average, for
about half of the year's increase in product. The other half reflected,
of course, increase in resources; that is, labor and tangible capital.
Productivity increase accounted for a larger fraction-about nine-
tenths-of each year's increase in per capita product, with the rise
in per capita resources contributing the other tenth.

Prior to World War I, both per capita resources and productivity
grew significantly, and thus bothm contributed to the rise in per capita
product. Since World War I, per capita resources have fallen
slightly, but productivity has risen even more rapidly than before-
rapidly enough, in fact, to keep per capita product growing at an
average rate not far below the rate for the earlier period.'

The full story for the private domestic economy is set forth in chart
3 of the paper, which appears on pages 20 and 21.

These results-and the results presented earlier can be properly
understood only If the qualifications contained in the paper are kept
in mind.

Most important seems to be the definition of resources. We have
measured these by weighted man-hours of work done and tangible
capital available, and have thus largely excluded intangible capital.
This results in some understatement of the contribution of resources,
for it is likely that intangible capital has risen in relation to the re-
sources we include. There is a correponding overstatement of the
rise of productivity after World War 1, and the downward shift in
the rate of growth in per capital tangible capital tt about the same
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time may reflect some substitution of investment in intangible capital
for investment in tangible capital.

In an important sense, society's intangible capital includes all the
improvements in basic science technology, business administration,
and' education and training, that aid in production-whether these
result from deliberate individual or collective investments for eco-
nomic gain or are incidental byproducts of efforts to reach other goals.
If intangible capital were so defined, it would probably follow that
much-not all-of the increase in product would reflect increase in
resources. But so wide a definition of intangible capital would get
us no closer to determining the causes of increase in product.

With the statistics presently available we have been able to measure
the direct effects, on output, of increase in labor time and increase in
volume of tangible capital. The indirect effects of the increases in
these resources, and the effects of all other causes, we have been forced
to lump together under the heading of "productivity" and to measure
as a whole. The residue includes the contributions of the several
forms of intangible capital that I mentioned, education, and so on;
the economies resulting from increased specialization within and be-
tween industries to which Adam Smith referred, economies made pos-
sible by growth in the Nation's resources and its scale of operations
generally; the improvement (or falling off) of efficiency in the use
of resources resulting from change in degree of competition, in vol-
ume, direction and character of governmental subsidies, in the nature
of the tax system, and in other Government activities and regulations;
and the greater (or smaller) benefits resulting from change in the vol-
uime, character, and freedom of commerce among nations.

The simple calculation that I have presented does no more than
suggest the high relative importance of the factors grouped under
productivity. But this is significant. It is, as Dr. Abramovitz has
pointed out in another national bureau study, a "measure of our igno-
rance" concerning the causes of economic growth, and an "indication
of where we need to concentrate our attention." It is well to know
how far short we are of determining the sources of increase in national
product.

I come now to productivity in individual industries.
The rate of growth in the entire economy's productivity is, of

course, the prime fact with which we are concerned. The facts on
productivity in individual industries are worth presenting, however
because they help us to understand the process by which national
productivity has been raised. And here the main points may be put
quite briefly.

Rise in productivity has been a general industrial phenomenon.
Virtually every individual industry for which a reasonably adequate
index can be calculated shows an upward trend in output per man-
hour, and this was almost as universally true of output per unit of
tangible capital and of output per unit of labor and capitalcombined.

Among individual industries as for the economy as a whole, the
rise in output per man-honr-the index most commonly available--
nearly always exceeded the rise in productivity with capital as well
as labor taken into account. For some industries the difference be-
tween the two measures was considerable.

Though virtually all industries showed rises in productivity, there
was great variation among them in average rate of rise. The indus-
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tries whose productivity advanced more rapidly than productivity in
industries generally, were more often than not also those that ex-
panded their output and employment of labor and capital more than
industry at large. Industries in which productivity lagged usually
had a smaller growth in output and employment of labor and capital
than industry at large-or even a decline.

The generality of rise in productivity is the outstanding fact that
emerges when individual industries are studied. It is illustrated by
the detailed figures for five major divisions given in chart 4 of the
paper, which appears on page 24, and by the changes between 1899
and 1953 in 33 industries or divisions given in chart A of the sup-
plementary exhibit.

There the industries are ranged, you will notice in the order of
percentage change in output per unit of labor and tangible output
combined. The variation is perfectly enormous, ranging from electric
utilities with well over 2,000 percent increase in output per man-hour,
for example, to industries like lumber and anthracite mining, which
show increases, but nowhere nearly as large.
. The CHAIUMAN. Dr. Fabricant, do you measure productivity in

physical terms or in value terms?
Mr. FABIUCANT. Throughout my discussion I am talking of pro-

ductivity in physical terms, not in value terms-physical terms, de-
flated values.

The CHAnURAN. I am somewhat surprised at the fact that farming
is the industry third from the bottom in terms of percentage increases
of the 33 as shown in chart A. I had thought that at least in the last
15 years that the increase in physical productivity in farming had
exceeded the average increase in manufacturing. Now this is not so,
you say.

Mr. FABRICANT. There are several reasons why farming appears
low down in this. First, I am referring to the full period 1899 to
1953 rather than just the past 15 years.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand.
Mr. FABRICANT. Second, the measure of output which I am using

for farming here is a measure of physical output which takes account
of the purchases that farmers make of gasoline and other supplies
from nonfarming industries. Since a good deal of the increase in
farm production has come by transferring the work from the farm to
the factory and elsewhere, we made an allowance for that in the meas-
ure of output. The measure of output is what we call net physical
output and that does not rise nearly as rapidly as does the usual
measure to which I think you are referring, which is something.we
call gross physical output. Let me add finally, if I may, that farnum
does not stand out too badly in terms of output per man-hour, which
I think you have in mind. You will notice that the first bar for farm-
ing sticks out quite far to the right. The reason why farming is third
from the bottom is because the black bar, which is output per unit of
labor and tangible capital combined is relatively low. One of the
ways in which farm physical output per man-hour has been increased
is by getting more capital equipment. That black bar takes that into
account and therefore shows a rise in productivity which is rather less
than you would get from the first bar in which you don't take account
of the investment by farmers in tangible equipment, tractors, for
example.
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The OA4Ait& -, &a oi tho output per man'hour, it would look as
though farmiig wore in the lower quarter.

Mr; FAmtioAkI. Yes, sir.
The YAitM AZ. Lower third.
Mr. 1AMiOAN. It id low. I grant that. It is low azd it is low for

the two main reasons the period of time is 1899 to 1953 and most of
this ihorease you ate thinking about) which I certainly agree, occurred,
has ocurted in th6 last 15 to 20 years, and second, because we measure
het outp t per man-hour rather than gross output per man-hour. I
think th figures can be reconciled.

Representative Wmxna,&. Would the chairman yieldI
The CHARMXAN. Yes, sir.
Representative Wwi;t. If that black bar was doubled in size in

respect to farming then that would mean that employment had gone
down materially on the farms, would it V

Mr. FmABicANT. The black bar refers to the ratio of output to the
labor and capital resources available. It can be consistent with either
a rise or fall in labor. If you are interested in the question about
labor you will find that in another chart. This is chart B. The third
set of bars from the bottom chart B in this collection of charts, shows
farming physical output, arming tangible capital use and farming
persons engaged. You will notice that is tho third bar and you notice
also that it shows a decline. This is shown in somewhat more detail
for other years as well on chat D, section 2, where you find farming
at the bottom of that chart and you will notice that fanning employ-
ment or person s engaged, including farmers themselves has been fall-
ing fi? ly ever since 1909-10, thereabouts; there has been a
considerable decline in the farm population.

Representative WMNALL. The point I was making was as I under-
stand it, the black bar indicated an increase in tangible goods.

Mr. FmAnicAXT. No. I am sorry. It showed, the increase in output
per unit of labor and tangible capital.

Representative WIDNALL. I understand. Thank you.
Mr. FAE&IcANT. The 38 industries which we show in chart A of the

supplementary exhibit relate, of course, to a limited number of indus-
tnies. The 8B industries for which individual productivity indexes
are available make up less than half the entire economy, measured
either by output or input. These industries, some narrowly and some
broadly defined, are largely from the commodity-producing sectors
of the economy, and observations are for the period beginning with
1899. Lack of data prevenM giving similar information for 6rlier
year and for other indlstries-the service industries, construction,
trade, and govermekht, ahd even some individual manufacturing,
mining, and utility indftstries.

One reason why We htav. Y_6 data fot the eivice industries, trade,
hnd government, are Prcisely the reasons Senator Douglas had in
mind before, when he referred to the difficulty of measuring the out-
put of those industries.

HoweVer, it iS Very likely that productivity even in these indus-
tries has increased not only in the industries fot- which separate pro-
ducti*vity indexes could be calculated, but also in the others, including
the service industki&. This ig indicated by Kendrick'S comparison of
the pbqdtictivity Aise in thb what he calls the "covered industries" with
the rise in the economy as a whole. This is shown in the detailed table
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I of the paper. The implied rate of increase of productivity in the
industries not covered is of the same order of magnitude as the rate
for the aggregate of those covered. Since this estimate is subject to
considerable error, it cannot be conclusive in itself. But what we
know of technological developments and the other immediate causes of
productivity change in the service industries, for example, supports
the impression of a rise, We know, too, that the factors that make for
increasing efficiency in the use of resources are general in character,
felt everywhere in the economy. Virtually all in-dustries use mechan-
ical power and have reaped some advantages from broadened na-
tional markets. More fundamentally, no industry has been free of the
drives that improve efficiency.

There is good evidence that improved efficiency in the use of mate-
rials, fuel, and the like has been significant in certain industries-for
example, electric powerplant-and for these, the usual indexes of
productivity will understate the rise of efficiency.

On the other hand, industries have generally become more special-
ized, and many now purchase materials and services formerly pro-
duced on their own premises-power used in manufacturing is an ex-
ample, and another example, of course, is agriculture, which also used
to produce its own power but now buys it in large part. This works
in the other direction.

Connections of these sorts between individual industries and other
industries not only create difficulties of productivity measurement,
but point also to the sources of productivity increase and diffusion.
The connections provide channels along which new or improved or
lower-cost materials, fuel, power, services, and equipment, as well as
ideas, flow in to improve efficiency. What happens in an industry is
influenced by the diligence, enterprise, and ability of its workers its
management, and its investors. It is influenced also by the quality
and quantity of what the industry obtains from the rest of the world,
domestic and foreign.

Increased efficiency in the use of supplies, materials, fuel, or equip-
ment, and substitution of one input for another, also altered relations
among industries and caused differences in rates of growth of output
and input. These, and other developments characteristic of a pro-
gressive economy account for the great variation revealed in charts B
through E. We looked at some of those a moment ago. It explains,
for example, why agricultural employment fell and explains why em-
ployment in electric light and power rose.

Further, a better-than-average increase in an industry's produc-
tivity usually meant lower relative costs, lower relative prices (as we
shallsee later), and therefore, a better-than-average increase in its
output. This is shown in the correlation revealed in chart 5, to return
tothe paper. This is a chart on page 28, which shows the correlation
among the factors I just mentioned. Better-than-average increases in
output were usually accompanied by better-than-averaoe increases in
employment of workers and tangible capital, despite tie more rapid
rise in productivity. Correspondingly, less-than-average increases in
productivity were usually accompanied by less-than-average increases
(or even decreases) in output and in the use of labor and capital re-
sources.
No one concerned with the rise and fall of industries, or-to single

out a currently discussed problem, one I think this committee has dis-

to DEFECTIVE " I A1 ro(Vv
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cussed-with the effects of automation on employment, may ignore
these basic facts.

Productivity and the rise in real hourly earnings is the next main
topic on which I would like to say a few words.

Productivity increase means more goods and services, more real in-
come, available for distribution per unit of resources. Has the rise
in productivity been reflected in the hourly real earnings of workers,
as would be expected f

Real earnings per hour of work in the private domestic economy rose
over the period since 1889 at an average annual rate about equal to
the rate of increase in real product per man-hour, and greater than
the rate of increase in product per weighted unit of labor and capital
combined.

During recent decades, real hourly earnings have increased more
rapidly, on the average, than during earlier decades. The change in
the trend of real earnings, thus matches the change in the trend of
productivity that we noticed earlier, though the data do not permit
a confident conclusion on the relative timing of the two changes.

Long-term trends in hourly earnings in individual industries rough-
ly paralleled the trend in the general average of hourly earnings.
There was little systematic difference in rate of increase in hourly
earnings between industries in which productivity rose very rapidly,
and those in which productivity rose slowly; or between those indus-
tries with high or low, or relatively rising or falling, capital per
man-hour.

Senator BUSH. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question ?
The CHAmmAN. Yes sir.
Senator BUSH. In the first of those three indented paragraphs it

says:
Real earnings per hour of work in the private domestic economy rose over

the period since 1889 at an average annual rate about equal to the rate of
increase in real product per man hour.

Is that your 2.3 percent . Is that the same figure?
Mr. F"ARICANT. Yes, that is right.
Mr. BUSH. Yes.
Mr. FABi ICANT. These facts support the conclusion of generations

of economists that over the long run the dominant factor in the gen-
eral rise of real hourly earnings has been the increase in national
productivity, and that the more rapid rise in earnings generally than
in output per unit of labor and tangible capital combined has resulted
largely from greater scarcity of labor relative to capital and from
improved quality of labor. The trend in increasing scarcity and
quality of labor is suggested in a very rough way by the rise of total
input, that is, weighted man-hours and tangible capital per man-
hour. This is given in chart 6 of the full paper. The chart appears
on page 31.

The same facts lead also it should be noted, to the conclusion that
the rate of return on tangible property has fallen considerably in re-
lation to the real hourly earnings of labor, but not absolutely. Pro-
ductivity increase thus offset the effects of the rise in capital per work-
er, and prevented the appearance of the absolute long-term decline
in the rate of return on capital that might otherwise-have been ex-
pected, and which indeed the classical economist, since I did refer
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to Adam Smith, I might mention this, felt it bound to happen. It
hasn't happened because of the great increase in productivity and
efficiency. 1 am referring, of course to long-term trends. We all
know that during business cycles great fluctuations occur in the rates
of return.

An important piece of information is provided by a new index
of real hourly earnings in manufacturing, calculated by Albert Rees
in a National Bureau study of wa,e trends between 1890 and 1914.
This new index leads to a substantial revision of prevailing impres-
sions concerning the historical relation between productivity and real
wages prior to World War I.

Senator Douglas will be especially interested in this new index be-
cause of his own pioneering work in just this particular area and
period.

It has long been throught, for example, that real hourly wages in
manufacturing rose by onfly 8 percent between 1890 and 1914, despite
much greater concurrent increases in productivity. Rees' index for
24-year period shows a much larger increase in real wages, a rise that
is much more in line with the productivity increase of the time. Al-
together, then, the present data, and I am now referring to the full
period, the present data indicate that the real hourly earnings have
normally, not always, moved up more rapidly than national produc-
tivity, that is, output per unit of labor and tangible capital, and
that, as in the case of national productivity, the rate of increase in
real hourly earnings was greater in recent decades than in earlier
decades.

The CHAMMAN. Dr. Fabricant, you are going ver rapidly over a
series of fundamental points. It is hard to keep all of these matters
in one's mind.

But in view of the fact that the supply of capital has risen more
rapidly than the supply of labor, other things being equal you would
expect that the marginal productivity of capital would fall and the
rate of interest would fall, and so naturally ou would expect the
rate of increase in real earnings to be greater than the rate of return
on the capital and since you have used the relative rates of return
as weights, isn't this approximately what you would expect?

Mr. FABRICANT. You would expect that for the reasons that you
have in mind, Senator Douglas, namely, that an increase in the rela-
tive proportion of capital to labor will depress the relative rate of
return on capital to labor.

The CHAIRMAN. That is true.
Mr. FABRICANT. That has happened.
The CHAMMAN. Yes.
Mr. FABRICANT. The interesting thing is that despite the decline in

the relative rate of return on capital to the ratO of return on labor,
the absolute rate of return on capital has not declined.

The CHAIRMAN. That you account for by the increase in technical
efficiency ?

Mr. FABRICANT. That is right. To put it in the kind of technical
terms you used to deal with, we moved along the production function
and the production function itself has moved.

The CHAImAzi. All right.
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Mr. FABRICANT. This can all be put in those very fancy terms that
you and Professor Cobb used some years ago. I have tried to spell
it out in plain, simple English.

The CUAIRMAN. Let's restate that if We can.
That the increase in technical efficiency has been sufficient to offset

the relative decline in marginal productivity which would otherwise
have occurred, so that the rate of interest has remained approximately
constant.

Mr. FAURICANT. Over the long run.
The CIRMMAN. Over the long run. Is that correct?
Mr. FABRICANT. Yes, that is right, but to put it perhaps in more

common terms, diminishing returns have been kept off by improve-
ments in efficiency, technology.

The information we have on the economy as a whole provides strong
evidence of the competition in the market for goods, labor, and capital
that causes real hourly earnings to rise with national productivity and
the other factors mentioned. Additional important evidence is pro-
vided by the developments in individual industries. This is given in
chart 7 of the paper. Notice, for example, in the righthand part of
the chart that the larger the increase in output per unit of total input
indicated on the vertical axis, the smaller the rise in the price of the
product of the industries or indeed an actual decline occurs. This
reflects competition in the markets for goods. The industries that
have increased their productivity relative to other industries have
reduced their prices relative to other industries.

This is one of the ways that increases in productivity get out of
course, to our people. They buy things more cheaply, or certainly
inore cheaply relative to the prices they have to pay for other things.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Fabricant, I hope you will excuse me if we
probe this subject a little further. Are you saying that in those in-
dustries where the increase in output per unit- of input has been less
than in other industries, there have been equilibrating forces either
in the form of movements of labor or alterations in prices and hence in
ultimate values so that the rate of increase in earnings has tended to
be approximately equal in the different lines? Is that what you aresayung

r. FABiUoANT. Yes, that is right. This iS indicated in the left-

hand part of the chart 7. There is a fair scattering, of course, among
industries with respect to real hourly earnings. Those dots do not
all fall on a single vertical line by any means but you notice how much
closer they appear to be a vertical line than do the prices which are in
the righthand part of the chart. This means that industries in which
output per unit of total input has increased enorrhously, for example,
the top dot, referring to a particular industry, you will notice that
real hourly earnings rose there roughly about the same as in industries
generally. Similarly, in industries in which output per unit of total
input rose by very modest amount, the bottom few dots, you will
notice that real hourly earnings rose about the same in those indus.
tries. What happens, of course, is that you have competition in the
market for labor, labor will move from one industry to another, pro-
ducers will compete for labor and there is this tendency for hourly
earnings for given types of labor to become roughly equal. I think it
is confirmed.
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The CHAIRMAu, This is on an industry regrouping.
Mr. F.M3jcANT. I am sorry.
The Cn RmS. Your analysis is by industries. Uas there not betn

a tendency however, for the wages of unskilled labor to move up
more rapidly than the wages of skiled labor so that differential within
an industry has been narrowed I

Mr. FABRICANT. Yes. One of the reasons for that £ refer to un-
plicitly in my discussion, skilled and educated workers generally have
become more plentiful in supply relative to unskilled workers and
you have had exactly tho same phenomena, decline in relative rate of
return on education.

The CHAIRMAN, There was once a very famous professor of eco-
nomies who proposed to close down all fellowships and have no more
fellowships awarded to graduate students on the ground he did not
wish to breed competitors.

Mr. FABRICANT. Yes. As we should expect to find in a competi-
tive economy, the trends in productivity in individual industries and
the trends in their hourly earnings are only weakly correlated. This
is the point we made a moment ago. That is, hourly earnings in dif-
ferent industries moved up at fairly similar rats. The parallelism
we noticed between the trend of real hourly earnings in manufactur-
ing and in the economy at large is a fairly general phenomenon.

We find, also, as we should expect, that there is a stronger relation
between an industry's trend in productivity and the trend in its
product prices. Notice the second half of the chart. As a rule, i4
industries with high rates of productivity increase, product prices
fell in relation to the prices of other goods, while in industries with
low rates of productivity increase, relative prices of products usually
increased.

To find closely parallel changes in the average rates of wages and
salaries paid by different industries would be surprising. The Amer-
can economy is one in which economic advance has brought not only
greater efficiency but also other changes-in the type of labor used by
different industries, in the relative scarcity of the skills they employ,
in the values p laced on the various noneconomic advantages and dis-
advantages of working in them, and in other determinant of demand
and supply. So continuous has the flow of changes been that adjust-
ment to them has never stopped. The exceptions to the rule are there-
fore many in chart 7, and they deserve study when the opportunity
offers itself.

As for the general level of real wages-I have been speaking entirely
of real hourly earnings-a fuller exPlanation of its historical changes
must take account also of the behavior of money wages retail prices,
and productivity during the business cycles an4 periods of I.ation
and deflation that are found in the record of the past seven decades.
And it is hardly necessary to add that, it must take account of still
other factors eculiar to particular periods, as well as of the more or
less gradual changes in the markets for labor, goods, and capital that
have taken place over the years.

But the chief determinants of the longer run trends in the general
level of real wages and in the level of real wages in Individualindus-
tries appmir to Be those with which we began our discussion, namely,
the increase in national efficiency and the increase In capital tangible
and intangible per worker.
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I come now to my final topic, namely, recent productivity trends in
perspective. Because these recent events are always of special interest,
let us now take a closer look at productivity and a few related changes
since World War II, viewing them in the perspective of the full record.
Because of cyclical and other fluctuations, the average rates of change
over the postwar period are best calculated by comparing the average
level in 1945-48 with the average in 1953-57.

For the private domestic economy we find that:
Output per man-hour (and much the same may be said of output

per weighted man-hour) rose between 1945 and 1957 at an average rate
that was high, though not unprecedently so, for a 12-year period. The
postwar rate was significantly higher than the average rate over the
full period 1919-57, and still more so than the rate over 1889-1957.

Tangible capital was pushed up at an extraordinarily high rate--
faster than in any preceding period of similar length. Since output
rose at a rate only moderately better than average, output per unit of
tangible capital fell.

Output per unit of labor and capital combined rose during 1945-57
at a rate slightly better than the longrun average an( about the same
as the average for 1919-58.

Real hourly earnings in manufacturing-not including certain types
of supplementary employee remuneration-rose about as rapidly as
over the full period 1919--57, and therefore less rapidly over the postwar
period than output per man-hour and more rapidly than total produc-
tivity. The postwar difference between the annual rates for real hourly
earnings in manufacturing and total productivity appears to have been
about the same as the difference over the longer period 1919-57, and
between 1889 and 1919.

Most of thes facts have already been presented in the detailed
charts to which reference has been made. It .should be emphasized
that we are focusing an output, input, and earnings expressed only in
real terms (that is, adjusted for price change), and are thus passing
over aspects of recent developments that are crucial for the problem
of inflation.

According to the estimates of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, pre-
sented to thls committee 2 months ago, changes between 1957 and 1958
were more or less in accord with expectations for a period of contrac-
tion. National output per man-hour (for the private economy) rose
very slightly, if at all; and real hourly earnings (including overtime
pay, which declined) rose by less than a half percent.

To return to the postwar trend, it may surprise those people who
have heard of the "new" technological age that output per man-hour
(and also output per weighted man-hour) rose at an average rate that,
though high, was within the range of experience for earlier periods
of similar ength. Even if the average postwar rate is calculated for
the period beginning with 1947, which was a very low point in the
product!-,ity ratio and ending with 1955, which is a relatively high
point, it is not without an earlier parallel.

The rise in real hourlv earnings relative to totalproductivity came
mainly in the second half of the postwar period. In manufacturing
for example (which appears to have had a fairly typical experience~:
real hourly earnings rose between the average of 1948 to 1953 and the
average of 1953-57 about 5 percent more than total productivity.
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Over the full postwar period-comparing 1945-48 with 1953-57-real
hourly earnings in manufacturing rose at a rate approximately half-
way between the corresponding rates for output per man-hour and
output per unit of labor and capital. Real hourly earnings in the
economy as a whole seem to have risen somewhat more rapidly than
in manufacturing, however, and therefore more rapidly than both
output per man-hour and total productivity during the postwar period.
Since the economywide index of earnings covers suplementary em-
ployee benefits, and the manufacturing index available does not, some
difference in this direction is to be expected.

In any analysis of trends in the postwar period it is necessary to
keep in mind not only that there have been considerable year-to-year
variations in the rate of growth in real wages, in productivity, and
in the relation between the two, but also that the figures are subject
to a margin or error that is large in proportion to the annual changes.
Although the data for recent years are as a rule, more complete and
of better quality than those for the earlier decades, they suffer in some
degree from the usual statistical deficiencies.

Further, the recent period has seen a number of developments that
serve to feed doubts about the precision of the estimates. These in-
clude a growing disparity between hours worked and hours paid for,
a matter stressed first by the presentation of two alternative estimates
of output per man-houi in the January 1958 Economic Report of the
President and second by the recent initiation by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of a periodic survey to measure the difference between hours
paid for and hours worked in manufacturing industries. I ought to
mention that this new survey of the BLS and many of the other sur-
veys that the BLS, and Department of Commerce as well, undertake
are of absolutely first rate importance in getting up this kind of im-
portant figures. I could not have talked at all today about any of
these trends if it weren't for the important work going on right here
in the Federal Government in getting us the basic data.

Also of growing importance have been items of supplementary
employee remuneration-so-called fringe benefits-that do not enter
the usual calculations of hourly earnings. The rise in the real hourly
earnings of factory workers in recent years has thus been understated.

Less clear in their mind on the postwar statistics are difficulties in
the estimation of tangible capital. These have been caused by infla-
tion, coupled with the prevalence of original cost depreciation ac-
counting; and by a number of temporary and permanent revisions
in the internal revenue code governing the calculation of depreciation
changes.

Developments since the war have affected not only the statistics
that one must use to describe the course of events. As is always the
case, these developments have also generated new factors that played
a part in recent events. Some are factors that will persist and in-
fluence the trends of the future. Others will turn out to be peculiar to
the period. A detailed study of the period is essential if the nature
and significance of these new factors are to be assessed. Essential
also is a study of the longer record. For only in the light of the
longer record can the new factors be recognized and weighed.

Even our brief survey of this record suggests, however, that the
postwar period probably resembles past periods more than it departs
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frtii them. Ini the recent, as in the early decades of the period sine6
1889P th6 main source of the rise in real wages is to be found not in
special factors but ii the persistent features of our economic develop-
fien -ti--the upward trend in productivity and the upward trend it
tangible and other capital per worker.

Tle CkAIRMAIX. Dr. Fabricant I want to congratulate you and the
national bureau for the very brilliant and fundamental paper-

Mr. FAINUCAtr. Thank you.
The CHAIrmAN. Which I think puts the whole study of produc-

tivity much further ahead than anything that has been done. I want
to exprm§ my appreciation both to you and your organization.

In particular Iniust say, as one who worked in this subject some
years ago, I am especially struck with the way in which you have
eqtiated capital and labor in terms of the relative payments made to
eaeh and have produced a combined unit of input which you use as
a de tomitiator by which you measure the output per uhit of input.
This I think ig an extremely important contribution and one that
could have occurred to me but didn't, and I am very glad that you
halve done it,

The second fuiidamental contribution is the way you are being
able to isolate changes in technical efficiency from changes in the
physical quantity of the factors of production. And this throws a
whole series of fresh insights into the question.

Since I have taken up a good deal of time during the consideration
of our paper, I am not going to ask any further questions except to
mfaike one comment, that as Ilisten to this and read it, it seems to me
that the movement of production and movement of capital and move-
ment of reM earnings is like "Old Man River," that it keeps flowing
along. Is that what you would say

Mr. FABRICANT. It keeps flowing along because we have an econ-
omy, a system, which encourages people to improve themselves, to
save their money, to educate themselves, to work hard, to be more
efficient.

Mr. Boiling?
Representative BOLLING. Mr. Chairman, I am overwhelmed. I

have no questions,
The CHAIRMAN. It is a very good paper.
Mr. Curtis?
Representative CURTIS. I am about in the same position as Con-

gressman Bolling is. I do want to add my appreciation for the very
splendid paper. It has raised so many questions in my mind and
has given me such new courses of study that I do not know what to
say at this time.

One thing, Mr. Chairman, I want to be sure, incidentally, is this
"Basic Facts on Productivity Change" going to be in the recordI

Representative BOLLING. I a eted it for the record.
Representative CURTis. Yes. I want to be sure. There are many

references to the charts. There is one thing that I would just-like to
ask you because it isn't in the paper, But I have seen some studies
that attempt to use the increased use of power as a statistic or as a
figure to relate to productivity, and I was wondering how valuable
that is, I suppose it is per capita horsepower used per annum, whether
that corresponds to the rate of increase that you have shown in pro-
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ductivity. Do you know or would you comment on that watm I
notice that is not an item you used in your studies.

Mr. FABRICANT. Yes. I think the'work that has been done by sev-
eral economists in comparing output with horsepower of power equip-
ment is rather interesting. It certainly throws light on one of the
types of technological changes which has brought this great increase
in efficiency. Some economists, however, unfortunately feel they can
use the horsepower of equipment as an index of tangible capital. I
rather doubt that the horsepower gives a good enough index of tangi-
ble capital and for that reason anybody who assumes that output per
horsepower does take account of capital -i not really doing justice by
the capital that we have in this country.

RepresentaL*vo CUR Tis. I don't see how it could be used very much
in individual industries. I wondered over a period of longtime trends
whether it might be sort of a guideline.

Mr. FABRICANT. There is a fair degree of correspondence between
the horsepower and the capital figures over a fairly long period of
time. I would myself say that was really a matter of chance. There
is no inherent reason why the two series should parallel one another.
You would expect that they would both rise, but that one should rise
identically with the other, I think, would be pure coincidence if it
occurred. In fact, I don't think it has occurred. Therefore I return
to my original point. I think it is interesting to look at the horse-
power figures just as it is to look at the fact that we use fewer horses
and more electricity and things like that but not to use the horsepower
figures as anything like an adequate measure of total capital.

Representative CURTiS. The reason I was glad to ask that. At this
time we seem to be approaching an era of atomic energy and the possi-
bility of a great dealmore power being available to human beings.
What might that indicate?

I remember reading somewhere someone propounded a theory and
I don't know whether it is true or not but it is certainly intriguing,
that the Renaissance came about largely because somebody invented
the horsecollar because it almost doubled the horsepower available
to people at that period of time.

Mr. FABRICANT. The horsecollar, did you say?
Representative CUMTs. The horsecollar, yes. Apparently horses

had been hitched in a way that would cut their windpipe before then
and by the invention of the horsecollar you got twice the efficiency
out of the house, thus creating more leisure time, and so forth or
at least having that much more power available to the society. knd
since then I have speculated in this area of horsepower, not horses
themselves but the power and the effects of the switch from candle-
power and steam. I have read these theories of why we are having
this rapid suburbanization, largely a switch from steampower, which
required concentration of people, to electrical power, and also the
fact that there was more power available plus the advent of the auto-
mobile.

Knowing that that was an underlying factor or seemed to be, and
having seen some studies in attempt to measure economic growth in
relation to horsepower available; and the further comment that I
made of the possible impact of atomic power on our society, the fact
that that is going to give to us vast power that we haven't had avail-
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able before to do a lot of things lead to me to ask your comments as
to whether you thought power per capital was a possible source or
possible guideline to indicate to what extent we have been advancingproductivity.

Mr. FARICINT. I am glad you mentioned the horsecollar because

the horsecollar is an interesting example of a technological develop-
ment used in Western Europe which originated in Asia, and one of
the points I made very hurriedly, I must admit was that the efficiency
growth in this country reflects not only the ideas and the energy of
our own people but some of the ideas and energy of people else-
where. The horsecollar is a wonderful example of that.

I agree thoroughly with you, sir, that atomic energy has enormous
implications. There is no doubt in my mind that the industrial
revolution, for example, in England and of course elsewhere, came
about because of the enormous improvements in mechanical power
and I would assume that atomic energy offers such very real possi-
bilities. It will take a long time, however, before we really get all
those fruits.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bush?
Senator Busiz. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, knowing that my colleagues have complimented the

professor, I wish to add my compliment to this excellent paper.
I just have a couple questions, Professor.
In your statement you have: "The Nation's product or real in-

come-the terms are interchangeable-." I have a little puzzlement
about that.

We have in the economic indicator the gross nat ional product and
then the income. Those figures are not the sani as you know better
than I. What do you mean by saying that the national product or
real income are interchangeable terms? I don't quite understand
that.

Mr. FABRICANT. I don't blame you, because there are some differ-
ences of opinion among economists on that. First of all, by national
product r meant this: Not the gross national product but the net
national product. Second, I was assuming that net national product
and national income are defined in such a way that they are in fact
identical. As I said, there are differences of opinion. The Depart-
ment of Commerce does not define them in such a way that they are
identical. There are sone differences between them. However, Prof.
Simon Kuznets, who is t lie authority on the figures on national income
and national product prior to the department of Commerce period,
did define national product and national income as identical.

I should have qualified that. It is really a technical point. They
are interchangeable, in other words, if you define them as interchange-
able, and I should have made that clear. The difference, however, is
not too serious for most purposes.

Senator Busn. You say:
Better than average Increases in output were usually accompanied by better

than average increases In employment of workers and tangible capital, despite
the more rapid rise In produ(tfl vty. Correspondingly, less-than-average in-
creases In productivity were usually accompanied by less-than-average increases
(or even decreases) In output and In the use of labor and capital resources.

No one concerned with the rise and fall of industries, or, to single out a
currently discussed problem, with the effects of "automation" on employment,
may Ignore these basic facts.
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I think that is a very important statement indeed, and it leads me
to ask this question: Do you think that there is anything that we
can do by legislation, tax reform, for instance, or other legislation to
stimulate the growth in output so as to further acquire the benefits
that you see, that you explain that we have received from them?
In other words as we have increased output according to you this
has been a good thing all around, it has been a good thing for workers,
it has been a good thing for the management too. Now, we are
constantly seeking ways and in fact one of the purposes of this
committee really is to stimulate job opportunities, help to create new
job opportunities, and so on. Would you care to make any sugges-
tions to the committee as to what kind of legislation we might consider
that would improve this situation further?

This is really the basic purpose of the committee, to get all of this
information; now, what are we going to do with it?

Mr. FABRICANT. I understand that. I addressed my remarks, of
course, entirely to the basic facts and avoided, denied myself the op-
portunity of saying anything about policy. If I might?

Senator Busir. I don't press you to do this if you don't care to.
Mr. FABIICANT. If you will permit, I will say this, which is not

really a very specific answer to your question, but I have faith in the
ability of Congress to improve our economy in such a way that we
can get more output, widely diffused. I think, in other words, that
we can improve, there is nothing in the record that indicates that we
can't do better than this. However, it is a very difficult question on
just what to do; there are many differences of opinion.

The particular point that I had in mind in connection with the
page or so that you referred to a moment ago involves especially this,
and I will put this in a rather negative way. It would not be to the

od of the public welfare, the national welfare, in the long run, if
the Congress took action to support output in any particular industry
even though economic progress required in a certain important sense
that that industry decline; for example if the industry is making a
product for which other substitute products are becoming available,
better products, cheaper products, £ think it would not be for the
national benefit to try to maintain employment in that particular in-
dustry. A sensible thing to do, and this would be highly desirable to
do, would be to make it easier to help the workers and the investors
in that industry to move out and adjust to the new situation, brought
by economic progress and by the development of substitutes. I think
a good deal can be done by the Congress in easing that problem of
adjustment rather than impeding it, you see. But f'havenrt been very
specific.

Senator Busii. That is an interesting observation. That is a little
different from what I was expecting. Maybe I can point this up a
little more sharply. One of the contentions of industry is that if they
had wider leeway in connection with depreciation allowances, that
they would expand more rapidly. Now, obviously, your thesis is that
that is a good thing because-

The CHAIRMAN. I didn't infer that that necessarily followed.
Senator Busm. Wait a minute.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the Senator is coaching the witness.
Senator BusH. No; I am asking the witness and the witness is cer-

tainly able to take care of himself.
88568-49--pt. 2--10
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The CHAIRMAN. I understand he is a very good scientist but some-
times when a scientist gets in the hands of those of us who are politi-
cians we twist them around a bit.

Senator BusH. This is not a trial.
The CHAIRMAN. I ask my good friend not to coach the witness.
Senator Busi. I ask my good friend to please be quiet and let me

go ahead there. This is not a trial. The witness is not on trial. He
is here to help us. He has been very helpful indeed.

Mr. FABRJOANT. May I comment on that point?
Senator BvsH. Yes, I wanted to make sure that the question is

clear.
Mr. FABriCANT. Sure.
Senator BusH. What I am asking you to comment on is this

thought that is frequently given us by industrialists, plant operators,
and that sort of people that if they had wider leeway in the manner
of depreciation charges it would result in more rapid expansion of
plant and extension of plant and creation of job opportunities. That
is what we are interested in. I would like you to comment.

Mr. FABRICANT. Well, oommenting very generally on one of the
implications of that, any change in legislation which gives entrepre-
neurs or workers or anyone, more freedom of choice is generally good.
However, the Congress must always ask itself what are the costs of
providing such freeom of choice and that becomes one of the serious
questions.

I might add further and this is a little more pointed, with respect
to the depreciation, I suspect, I haven't really investigated this
thoroughly, but I suspect that we don't know as much as some people
think as to how far businessmen would in fact go in choosing some of
these alternative methods. One of the things that we would like to
do at the national bureau is to make a study of the Federal tax system
and its relation to economic growth. Quite obviously those tax pro-
visions that affect entrepreneurs' freedom of choice, in choosing, let
us say, depreciation methods is one of the topics that ought to be con-
sidered. It would be interesting to find out to what degree business-
men have taken advantage of such changes in the code in the recent
past when such changes have been made. If few businessmen have in
fact taken advantage of these changes I would rather suspect, this
would not be conclusive, but I would suspect that further freedom in
that direction might serve a few individual businessmen but isn't really
terribly important in the large.

On the other hand, if many businessmen had taken advantage of
such changes in the tax code, allowing of course for the usual lag in
making adjustments to changes in taxas, but if many had taken ad-
vantage, then I would say that probably is something useful to busi-
nessmen and presumably would be-if the cost is not too great gener-
ally beneficial

Senator BUSH. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. You seem to be awfully
interested in my questioning this far.

The CHAIRMAN. I am interested. I was going to remind the Sen-
ator he has exceeded his time. If he wishes to continue we will be very
glad to have him do so. I do not wish to interfere.

Senator BUSH. I am overwhelmed by your gesture of fairness, Mr.
Chairman, and I yield.

The CHAIRMAN. No, go ahead.
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Senator' BtfUS. Excuse me 1 minute. I want to obsei've that it is
contended by the same proponent of more freedom that this wotild not
cost the Government any money because after all when you depreciate
something yoU cannot charge it over any more. Over the longer term
their contention is the cost would be nil. It would not perhaps be
noticeable in the earlier years of such an operation. That is one of the
avenues and the other is that I think you made an excellent suggestion
that in this connection it would be wise to find out what has bWn done
in the way of stimulating expansion when depreciation charges have
been freer as under the 5-year plan, I think it expired already, a few
years agto-that is what you had in mind

Mr. FABRICANT. Exactly.
Senator Busn. Yes.
Mr. FABRICANT. Exactly.
Senator Busn. I thank you very much.
Representative CUJITIS. Would the gentleman yield for one point ?
Senator Busu. If I may, with the courtesy of our distinguished

chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Surely.
Representative CuRTis. I think in there there is another element

that has to be weighed. That is the impact of inflation on our deprecia-
tion allowances and that is one reason I think that most businessmen
try to take advantage of a rapid writeoff. It is more to get their
money back so that they will not be confronted with the inflated
dollar.

Mr. FABRICANT. Yes, I referred to that, you recall, very briefly.
The CHAIRMAN. If my colleagues will permit me I would like to

pick up an option which I temporarily discarded and use some of my
10 minutes now to ask questions.

Senator Busii. Yes, I hoped you would go ahead.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Fabricant, you emphasized the fact that you

believe business and labor should be given freedom of choice without
any undue stimulus being given by government, for them to go into
occupations with less than average productivity. In view of that
statement, how do you feel about the protective tariff, for example?

Mr. FABRICANT. That is a very com plicated question.
The CIAIRMAN. You found it possible to answer these other ques-

tions. Why is it more complicated when asked to answer this question?
Senator Busn. My question was apropos of this.
The CIIAIRMAN. You asked for guidance on policy and I am asking

Dr. Fabricant for guidance on policy.
Mr. FABRICANT. I thought I was clearly avoiding answering that

question. If you want me to make such an effor--but seriously,
Senator, like most economists my personal feeling would be that the
smaller a protective tariff we have-

The CHAIRMAN. Pardon?
Mr. FABRICANT. I say like most economists my personal position

would be that the smaller the protective tariff we have the better, tak-
ing full count of the costs of lowering it.

The CHAIRMAN. Therefore you would not favor a protective tariff
on brass products, for example, Bridgeport brass products, nor would
you favor quotas to restrict the importation of lead, zinc, and copper,
is that true?

Senator Busu. What do you know about brasS products, Profeor?
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Mr. FABRICANT. I would be glad to come back in a year from now,
Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Simply as an illustration of a general principle.
Mr. FABRICANT. Let me complete my reply to your question, if I

May
The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
Mr. FABRICANT. Like other economists I believe in freedom of trade

within the country and between the country and others. However,
again, cost of freedom-

The CHAIRMAN. I want to compliment the witness on good sense.
Senator Busm. Let him finish.
The CHAnIMAN. Surely.
Mr. FABRICANT. Cost of freedom must be taken into full account,

exactly as in the case of changes in the Tax Code. Among those costs
are the costs involved in our national security, for example, one of the
costs involved is the problem of adjustment to change in tariffs and 1
would be loath to radically change anything in our economy overnight.

The CHAIRMAN. Therefore, you would be loath radically to change
the distribution of the farm population as compared to the urban pop-
ulation I

Mr. FABRICANT. Radically, overnight, certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I regret that I have a 12 o'clock appointment

to which I must go and we have a solid group of Republicans here and
no Democrats. I must now put them on their honor.

Senator Busur. We always are on our honor.
The CHAIRMAN. That they will not put into the record any unfair

material which I am sure they being honorable gentlemen will not do.
So I am going to turn the meeting over to Congressman Curtis.

Representative CURTIS. Senator Bush, because I have to leave, too.
The CHAIRMAN. And I am sure he will live up to his usual stand-

ards of gaygentility.
Senator BUSH (presiding). You are in a very good humor this

morning.
Congressman Widnall. -
Representative WIDNALL. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Fabricant, I too

would like to compliment you on an exceptionally fine exposition. It
was a pleasure listening to you and I gained a lot of information.

Mr. FABRICANT. Thank you.
Representative WIDNALL. I was interested in what you said on

page7 of your statement that-
a special difficulty arises in putting a figure on the quantity of service produced
by Government to meet the collective wants. This accounts for the greater con-
fidence most statisticians have in the estimate of productivity for the private
economy, exclusive of Government.

Are your figures as presented today exclusive of the Government or
do they include Government.

Mr. FABRICANT. Virtually all excluded. There are a few items on
an earlier page of the statement. The fourth indented paragraph on
page 4 refers to a measure of productivity which roughly tries to take
account of Government, but-

Representative WIDMNALL. Have any studies been made of produc-
tivity of Government-

Mr. FABRicANT. Yes.
Representative WmNiAm. As suchI
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Mr. FABRICANT. Yes.
Representative WIDNALL. Are those available so they can be in-

cluded in the recordI
Mr. FABRICANT. Well, some of them are. The studies I recall off-

hand are really rather ancient. The Bureau of Labor Statistics, to
which I referred earlier, did important pioneering work in the 1920's
and 1930's in measuring productivity. The particular study I
thought of was productivity in the post office which Dr. Witt Bowden
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics worked on and I think there have
been similar studies not quite as elaborate made of other particular
operations and branches of the Government. There has never been,
as far as I know, a comprehensive attempt to measure productivity in
the Government.

Representative WIDNALL. 18 your Bureau of Economics into thatI
Mr. FABICANT. No, the most that can be said is that some general

comments on that question appeared in the chapter of one of our
books.

Representative WIDNALL. This next question is along the same
line. In your testimony you said there is-
a growing disparity between hours worked and hours paid for, a matter stressed
first by the presentation of two alternative estimates of output per man-hour In
the January 1958 Economic Report of the President and second by the initiation
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of a periodic survey to measure the difference
between hours paid for and hours worked in manufacturing industries. Also
of growing importance have been items of supplementary employee remunera-
tion-fringe benefits-that do not enter the usual calculations of hourly earn-
ings. The rise In the real hourly earnings of factory workers In recent years
has thus been understated.

Is there any study available that would bring us up to date with
respect to what their real hourly earnings are, including fringe
benefits?

Mr. FABIICANT. There are several pieces of evidence on this. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics again in this connection undertook a spe-
cial study a couple of years ago. The Department of Commerce cur-
rently prepares estimates which are relevant to this and they appear
in their national accounts. Also, several private organizations have
made occasional estimates of fringe benefits, particularly the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, for example, has done that. There
have, I believe, also been some attempts to estimate the difference be-
tween hours worked and hours paid for. And the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of course is currently undertaking an investigation in that.

In the detailed paper which I have asked to have put in the record
I have referred to one or two items of information on that.

Representative WIDNALL. I think they are most important to have
in the record at this time.

Mr. FABRICANT. They are very important, I agree.
Representative WIDNALL. Thank you very much.
Senator Busii. Senator Javits.
Senator JAvrrs. Dr. Fabricant, first, welcome as a fellow New

Yorker-
Mr. FABRICANT. Thank you.
Senator JAvITs. Especially as a colleague of Arthur Burns who is

a great friend of all of us-a great friend of this effort in which we
are engaged.
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I have just a very few questions.
I notice that you say in your statement that the real hourly earnings

of workers have grown about as rapidly, on the average, as has output
per manhour, Then you say that the rate of return to capital has
tended to remain roughly constant.

I ask you this question: Under those circumstances, you are really
making a factual finding that the arguments on both sides of this
question-both as to labor and capital-are probably not sound. In
other words, on the one side organized laborhas caused wages to far
outstrip productivity and on the other side capital has caused its re-
turn tobe much greater than would be called for by increased produc-
tivity; am I correct in that conclusion?

Mr. FABRICANT. Yes. I think both labor and capital, and indeed
anybody who gets involved in the sort of negotiations that takes place
around a bargaining table, tends to make statements that would from
, purely scientific point of view be difficult to support.

I ought to mention, Senator Javits, that I am referring here to 4
rather long period of time, the long-run trend over a 70-year period.
I am referring also to average earnings in industry at large. Perhaps
at particular periods and in particular industries either or both sides
mb ht be right.

Senator Jvrrs. Overall, both sides have pretty much held their
traditional positions over periods of time?

Mr. FABRICANT. Well, we have at least one leading economic his-
torian In the room sitting in back of me and I am sure he could answer
that question.

Senator JAvrrs. The other point I have is this: I notice all your
observations about productivity do not relate to two critical points;
one is the availability of raw materials to the American industrial
machine to sustain productivity, and the other is the availability of
markets either at home or abroad to sustain productivity.

Now, what do you see for the future in both of those respects, in
terms of this very material increase of 30 to 40 percent per decade in
the output per man-hour?

Mr. FABRICANT. On the raw materials there seems to be little ques-
tion that we have to import a larger proportion than in the past, and
in the case of domestic materials we have, so to speak, to dig deeper
for them.

As far as the future is concerned, I expect that both those trends
will continue, We will have to import a larger fraction and while we
may be expanding the volume of materials we get from our own do-
mestic resources, we will be able to get that increase in volume only
by digging deeper. I expect that both will be possible. For example,in connection with the second, I have a great faith that our engineers
and physicists and so on will be able to discover resources of which
we are not now aware and extract resources that are not now possible
and I think oil is a very interesting example of that and there, too,
incidentally the Government has payed a very interesting role.

Senator JAvrrs. Now, in terms of markets which will absorb this
production, how much greater do you consider the world market will
be from this point on?

Mr. FABRiCANT. I would hope that the share of the world market
or rather the importance of the world market for American business-
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men will increase. I say that because there are benefits to the Ameri-
can people as well as to American businessmen in finding more mar-
kets abroad and similarly buying more of our own things, the InAte-
rials and other things from others. You get a much better division
of labor among the peoples and areas of the globe that way. I would
suppose, however, that the United States being as large as it is and

rowing as rapidly as it is, that in the foreseeable future the very
largest part of the markets of American businessmen will continue to
be domestic markets. And I have no fear that these markets will not
be able to absorb an increasing volume of goods. I think our people
will produce goods that they want in an important sense to consume
and that they will get the income. That has been the record of the
past. They will get the income and they will have the desire to buy
those goods. There may be occasional problems associated with busi-
ness cycles. There may be, of course, troubles in particular industries,
when you have overproduction. But by and large I do not see in the
long run any serious problem.

Senator JAvrrs. Of absorptionI
Mr. FABRICANT. Of absorption.
Senator JAvITS. Now, just follow me in this analogy now and I will

be through, Mr. Chairman.
We have politically, what has been called by a gentleman whose

name cannot be mentioned by a Republican Senator, a revolution in
rising expectation-I am talking agout Adlai Stevenson. Now, do
we have the same kind of a revolution in terms of markets? Is there
any scientific proof, based upon your studies and those of so many
of your colleagues, that we are approaching a point in American
economic life where there will be a shift to greater dependence upon
foreign supplies and foreign sales for the two reasons that I have
been discussing it with you: First, the need for raw materials, many
of which are now almost unobtainable here; and, second, the need for
a wider market to absorb the tremendous production potential of the
United States? Do you see any dramatic period of that kind facing
us the same way that we have facing us politically what is called the
revolution of rising expectation'?

Mr. FABRICANT. When anybody looks into the future he must use
not only what scientific knowledge lie has but also a good deal of
guessing. When it comes to guessing about the future I feel no more
competent than the gentleman you referred to or the gentlemen who
hesitate to mention their names. I think we are all guessing when
we look into the future.

So far as the historical record is concerned where we can speak with
somewhat more confidence, I would say that these revolutions are
rather infrequent. Things change as you look into the past. Things
tend to change rather gradually. And there are a number of good
reasons that one might expect why that would happen. In a sense
the shift toward foreign sources of supply in the case of materials
is not a revolutionary thing. It has been going on for decades in
many different ways. In particular cases, of course, in the case of
paificular materials, you may get what amounts to revolutionary
change; but when you are looking at materials generally, you don t
get the impression of a revolutionary change. This does not mean,
however, I should hasten to add, that even minor changes if they per-
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sist will not within a few decades accumulate into a very substantial
difference.

Senator JAvITS. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Busu. Professor Fabricant, would you turn in your blue-

book, and table I there?
Mr. FABRICANT. (Complying.)
Senator Busii. I wish you would explain in simple terms for me

if you can just where the difference is where you say here in these
headings for instance, you speak of the aggregate industries to which
individual productivity indexes are available, the gross physical out-
put, the weighted hour, the 2.3 average annual percentage rate of
increase. That is your old 2.3 that we got originally. Then you say
the entire private domestic economy likewise enjoys the same figure
of 2.3. Then you say the entire economy including Government
which seems to indicate lower figures as you go down the different
columns. What is the significance of that, and when you include
Government what are you including? You see? Let us answer that
question first. When you include Government, add Government on
to these others what does that mean, what are you adding, Govern-
ment, is that military business, is that what it is?

Mr. FABRICANT. in large part.
Senator Busu. Defense?
Mr. FABRICANT. In large part but not entirely. You see we are deal-

ing there in the lefthand column, the stub of the table with a ratio of
output to input. Now, as we move to the right what we do is add to
the numerator of that ratio, to the output, and we add to the denom-
inator of that ratio, to the input. As we move from the private econ-
only to the entire economy, including Government we add to the num-
erator Government output. Now, Government output is very im-
perfectly measured as I mentioned earlier but if you measure it by
what is available it would mean in effect the expenditures of Govern-
ment on national security, on maintenance of roads, on things of that
sort, education and what not. In the denominator you would add an
estimate of the number of governmental workers, in the case of output
per man-hour, and an estimate of governmental capital when you get
down to that part of the table. Also, the larger part of governmental
operation today happens to be national security, you see, which is why
I make the distinction between the so-called national security version
and the peacetime version. It is a technical difference as to how you
treat national security.

Senator Busir. Most of this security business, the defense contracts
and that sort of thing are not done by the Government but by the
private, domestic economy on Government contracts?

Mr. FABRICANT. Yes. It is that part of security which is done by
the Government, that is, the military. You have the boys in the ships
and they are there, they are doing something. That is a certain output
and it is that part of it which in effect we are adding to the private
product.

Senator Bmr. You are adding the soldiers and sailors?
Mr. FABRICANT. Services of the soldiers and sailors. The services

of the postal clerks, the services of Jim Knowles, to get him into the
record.
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Senator BusH. They are not productive, that is why they drag this?
Mr. FABRICANT. No, I won't say they are not productive. I think

one of the troubles with the measures we have of Government produc-
tivity is that they don't reveal accurately how productive these people
are. I think they are more productive than the usual figures show.
That is certainly true of people in this room.

Senator Busii. I want to thank you once more, Professor. If Con-
gressman Widnall has no further questions Wve will adjourn this
meeting.

Thank you very much.
Mr. FABRICANT. Thank you, sir.
Senator Busir. And the meeting tomorrow, Thursday. at 10 o'clock

will be in the House Caucus room, right here in this room, 362 Old
House Building.

(Whereupon, at 12:13 p.m., Wednesday, April 8, 1959 the committee
adjourned to reconvene at 10 a.m., Thursday, April 9, 1959.)
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THURSDAY, APRIL 9, 1959

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

JOINT EcoNoMIc COMMI=IEE,
IW'"hington, D.C.

The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess? in the House
caucus room, 362, Old House Office Building, Hon. Richard Bolling,
presiding.

Present: Representative Bolling.
Representative BOLLING (presiding). The committee will be in

order. Our subject is prices wholesale and retail. Our first witness
is to be Dr. George Rogers 'Taylor, professor of economics, Amherst
College, and Chairman of the Council on Research in Economic
Ifistory.

Dr. T aylor, you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE ROGERS TAYLOR, PROFESSOR OF ECO.
NOMICS, AMHERST COLLEGE, AND CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON
RESEARCH IN ECONOMIC HISTORY

Mr. TAYLOR. I appreciate very much the honor of appearing before
this distinguished committee. The concern which the members of
this committee have shown in securing a broad historical background
for their policy decisions is most encouraging to us who have a
scholarly interest.

I shall proceed with my statement and shall shift these charts from
time to time so that it will be convenient for you to observe them.

We have two continuous price indexes for the United States which
have been prepared by Mrs. Ethel Hoover and myself.

The first is an annual index of wholesale prices. This covers prices
in the United States fi'on 1720 to 1958, giving a continuous index.

The second is an index of retail prices extending from 1800 to
1958.

Mrs. Hoover will comment on the wholesale index after 1861 and
on the retail index.

I shall confine my remarks chiefly to the wholesale index for the
142 years ending in 1861.
Re index numbers on which our report is based appear in table I

attached to Mrs. Hoover's statement.
Let me say just a word or two about the construction of these in-

dexes. The composite index-perhaps we should have that before
us. This composite index which we are presenting is designed to
picture the long-run trend of wholesale commodity prices in this
country for nearly two and one-half centuries.
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The other half of the chart will be displayed later.
It is not a cost of living index and because it is an annual index

it is not well suited for studies of the business cycle. For this latter
purpose monthly indexes and subindexes for shorter time periods
and for particular markets within the country are available for con-
siderable periods and provide rather more useful tool for the examin-
ation of relatively short-run movements.

We believe that this composite index which we have constructed
provides the best available indicator of the long-run trend of whole-
sale commodity prices in this country. Like other indexes designed to
measure changes in the price level over long time periods it provides
a useful though imperfect device for this purpose. This is especially
true because the items used to construct the index, as well as their
respective weights, necessarily vary from period to period and the
longer the time span the greater these variations become.

In addition, probably I should mention certain other limitations
imposed by the price and index information which is available for
the years down to 1861.

In the first place, this index, which is a composite index, is made
up by combining, as far as they were available, indexes for five im-
portant market areas.

That is, this composite index is made up from from the individual
indexes for the various markets for which prices were available.

Although prices in any wide trading area are always somewhat
related, the closeness of their interrelatilonship depends largely upon
the speed, reliability, and efficiency of transportation and communica-
tion among the national markets. Before the rapid spread of the tele-
graph in the 1850's and the unification of the railroad network follow-
ing the Civil War, American markets were but loosely integrated and
price moveme' ;n their were at times significantly divergent.

To get a comp.site picture of these various markets, indexes for the
individual market areas, and these have already been erected by stu-
dents, these were combined for those periods during which data
were available and the weights for each market were assigned as I
shall indicate. The weights are merely rough approximations based
chiefly on (1) an estimate of the population and trade of each market
area and (2) the representative character and adequacy of the indexes
available.

The markets included and the weights assigned to each for the
composite index of wholesale commodity prices, 1720-1861, were:
Time periods and markets: Weights

1720-31: Philadelphia -------------------------------------- 10
1732-48:

Philadelphia ----------------------------------------- 7.5
Charleston ------------------------------------------ 2.5

1749-99: Philadelphia -------------------------------------------- 4
Charleston ------------------------------------------ 2.5
New York .. ------------------------------------------ .5

1800-15: Philadelphia --------------------------------------- 8
Charleston -------------------------------------------- 2
New York --------------------------------------------- 4
New Orleans ------------------------------------------ 1

1816-61: Philadelphia --- ------------------------------------ 2
Charleston ...------------------------------------------ 1. 5
New York ------------------------------------------- 3.5
New Orleans ------------------------------------------ 2
Cincinnati -------------------------------------------- 1
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In the second place, it should be noted that the methods used for
erecting the indexes were not identical for all of the five markets
included. That should not concern us here. It must suffice to note
that the index for Philadelphia is an unweighted geometric mean
except for the period of the American Revolution. For Philadelphia
during the Revolution and throughout for the other four markets,
a weighted arithmetic average of price relatives was used.

Finally, one other comment on the indexes, the number of items
included in each of the component indexes was relatively small during
the earlier years, much larger for later ones. Thus for Philadelphia,
the city for which the largest number of continuous price quotations
was available, the index for 1720-75 includes prices for 20 items; the
number increases to 186 for the period 1784-1861. All of the component
indexes were made up predominantly, though not exclusively, from
the prices of agricultural products chiefly of domestic origin with
prices of some foreign imports such as rum, molasses, and salt also
included.

I should perhaps comment further that the particular cities selected
were chosen not only because these were important market areas but
also because prices were available for them. It may seem surprising
that Boston was not included because it was very important in the
colonial period. But the newspapers and other sources of price data
which were available for the markets shown do not exist for Boston.

Now, a few brief comments on the trends of prices. And here we
should have before us both the composite index and that for the five
markets. This will permit us to compare the two.

Representative BOLLING. There is probably a very simple explana-
tion for this. Why does the composite index in the Revolutionary War
period seem to be sharper in its "curve," than the other?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think it is merely a matter of scale. This is in a
smaller scale. We couldn't get it on here. We have extended this up
to a point here. In this index it is also extended here. I think it is
about the same. It should be. It is merely because-

Representative BOLLINO. What I meant really was that it seems the
composite is sharper than Philadelphia, and Philadelphia seems to be
the sharpest of the ones over there if you read that chart properly.

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; this includes New York. The composite includes
both New York and Philadelphia in p art of this period and New
York did not go up as rapidly as Philadelphia.

Representative BOLLING. I see.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think that is the answer.
Representative BOLLING. Thank you.
Mr. TAYLOR. For nearly 100 years, that is, from 1720 to 1814, the

secular trend of prices in this country was upward. From a low of
53.4-the reading of the index in 1721-the index rose to 98.2 just be-
fore the Revolution. That is in 1772. Then if we ignore the paper
money inflation during the Revoluntionary War and the sharp de-
flation near its close we find that the rising long-run trend reasserted
itself a few years after the war and movedto a crest of 184.4 in 1814,
an increase of 245 percent over 94 years. That is ignoring the Revolu-
tionary period. A study of the individual indexes for Philadelphia,
Charleston, and New York shows a substantially similar long-run
trend as far back into the 18th century as data are available. Some-
what scattered information available for prices in Great Britain dur-
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ing the pro-Revolution period suggests an upward movement at least
roughly parallel to that in the American Colonies. Thus prices for
two important staples in Great Britain, wheat and meat, were at a
very low level in Eng land in the early 1730's and in 1745 and then
moved strongly upward until shortly before the Revolution more or
less parellel to the colonial prices.

Our chart showing the indexes for the individual market and also a
study that was made by Arthur Cole shows monthl) indexes for the
same markets and indicate that in the pro-Revolutionary years the
New York index and especially that for Charleston often fluctuated
rather widely either above or below the Philadelphia index, but that
the amplitude and duration of these divergencies decreased somewhat,
as you will notice, after about 1747. In.part the behavior of the in-
dexes follows from differences in their composition and construction.
In part the index for each port was influenced, at least in the short run,
by special L3al conditions. Thus prices in Charleston were extremely
low in 1745 and 1746 because demand for that port's major exports
had fallen off in Europe and marine insurance rates at Charleston
were unusually high on shipments abroad because of wartime inter-
ference with commerce at sea. A aI the extremely high prices at
Charleston in 1752 and 1753 arose from local conditions, a disastrous
drought in the summer of 1752 followed by a hurricane in October
of the same year.

Throughout the period before the Revolution the American Colonies
were perenially short of the cur-rency necessary to meet the ordinary
needs of business. This condition they remedied as best they could,
often despite British restrictions, by the issue of paper money and
treasury bills. But for the period covered by our index such issues did
not become excessive. So, although colonial paper often passed at a
slight discount, the premium on sterling did not fluctuate sufficiently
after 1720 appreciably to affect the price trend as shown by the index.

The hyperinflation of the Revolutionary War years provides, of
course, a dramatic episode. The paper money prices for this period
reflect war scarcities and the rapidly gowng redundancy of conti-
nental currency as the hard-pressed Revolutionary Government at-
tempted to finance its war effort. Prices advanced slowly at first.
The increase was 21 percent in the year ending in April 1775 and
24 percent the following year. Then the rate of advance increased
as prices rose 153 percent in the year ending in April 1777, 156 per.
cent in 1778, 131 percent in 1779, 489 percent in 1780, and 559 percent
in 1781. By April 1781, the wartime inflation had run its course,
continental currency soon became practically worthless, and trading
was resumed on a specie basis which was presently supplemented by
limited issues of state paper. However, even on a specie basis, prices
in May 1871 were nearly 70 percent above their level in May 1775.

Although the price index moved rapidly upward in the latter part
of 1781 and during 1782, it fell thereafter to a low of 94 in 1789.. Thez)
follwed a dramatic recovery, slow at first, but one which carried the
index to 158 by 1796, an advance of 68 percent as the new country.
funded its debt and prices in Wetern Europe moved strongly

From this hig point (158) the index moved irregularly 4on
h low ppint of 122 in the mibaro year of 1808, =4d
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then by the State bank and Treasury note inflation which accompanied
our participation in the European conflict be inning in 1812-15.
The index of 184.4 in 1814 was not again reachefuntil te Civil War
inflation carried prices to an index of 220.9 in 1864.

Now, a word about the price trends from the War of 1812 down
to the Civil War. Prices moved downward from 1814 to 1848 in h
secondary secular movement which began with the price index at
184.4 and ended with the index at 751 This was followed by an
upward swing culminating in the Civil War inflation which carried
the index to its highest point in the 19th century.

When peace came In 1815 following the War of 1812, prices of
imports began a persistent downward movement. Prices of Ameri-
can farm products, however, were buoyed up by a tremendous demand
for exportation resulting from the disorganization and scarcities
which characterized the immediate postwar period in Europe. But
during 1818 European conditions returned more nearly to normal,
crops Improved, and the heavy demand for American food products
rapidly disappeared not to return for nearly 30 years. As a resultof the sudden cessation of European demand as well as a continu-
ation of declining prices for imports, the wholesale price index fell
from 168.6 in 1818 to 116.5 in 1820, a decline of a1 percent in 2 year.
Next to the collapse of the continental currency during the Ameri-
can Revolutionary War and the sharp fall in prices after World
War I, this appears to have been one of the most precipitous price
declines in our history.

Prices continued their downward course during most of the 1820's
with the index reading 90.6 in 1830. Then the decline was halted dur-
ing the thirties as prices rose hesitantly at first, and then rapidly after
1834, to carry the monthly index to twin peaks in 1837 and 1839. The
downward trend was then resumed and by 1843 the index was 75.1,
the lowest level since 1758 and one not again equaled except in the
depression year ol 1806.

In the secondary secular price movement which began its upward
course from 1843, prices rose slowly and irregularly, as you can see, at
first, then rapidly in the midfifties to a sharp peak of 118.5 in the
panic year of 1857. The index fell to 98.9 in 1858, then continued
with only slight changes until, with the Civil War inflation, the be-
6ndary secular movement reached a narrow peak with the iidex at
220.9 in 1864.

It will'be noted that the indexes for the individual markets which
often showed considerable short-run divergences in the colonial and
6irly national period moved more closely together after 1818 although
di1terences continued to appear especially in years of rapid prce
change. In general, prices for New York and Philadelphia appear
most clearly related, with those for Charleston, New Orleans, and Chi-
cinnati following a similar but more exaggerated pattern. Of boume
,this reflects tho improved transportation and the appearance of a more
conpletely integrAed national market as we move into the middle 6f
the 19th .entu' ' .

Sttadi& which have ben made for gubgroups of commdities formott of the i'trkets Indicate that priee for imported commodities
declined more promptly after 1815 than did prices for domiestib itns
and that they donthifned a mote persistent dowtiward course, *eUm
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only mildly influenced by the inflation of the 1830's, and persisted in
their decline into the early fifties before this trend was reversed. The
evidence for the movement of pri -,,s of manufactured goods is not
conclusive, but prices for some fabricated goods do appear to have
been falling somewhat more steadily from 1815 to the early 1850's
than those for all commodities as measured by general index.

The secular movement of prices in the United States from 1790 to
1861 was, as in the colonial period, roughly parallel to that in Great
Britain. Thus British wholesale prices like the American were gen-
erally rising from 1790 and reached a peak during the war of 1812.
Despite considerable shortrun variations, the magnitude of this secular
increase was almost the same for both countries. The downward
swing of prices after the Napoleonic Wars continued to a low point
in 1848 for the United States and was about the same for Great
Britain although in Great Britain the low point came perhaps a few
years later, perhaps in 1849 or 1850.

That gives a general view of prices in this early period and Mrs.
Hoover will take it on from there.

Representative BOLLINo. Thank you very much, Dr. Taylor.
Next, Ethel D. Hoover, Commodities and Services Branch, Bureau

of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.
Mrs. Hoover.

STATEMENT OF ETHEL D. HOOVER, CHIEF OF THE COMMODITIES
AND SERVICES BRANCH, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Mrs. HoovER. I also want to thank the committee for the invitation
to be here. I appreciate the privilege.

When Dr. Taylor and I were asked to provide a factual statement
on wholesale and retail prices from the historical viewpoint, we were
confronted with a contradictory situation in the kinds and amounts of
data available. Primarily because of the efforts of the International
Scientific Committee on Price History with which Dr. Taylor was as-
sociated, data were available for quite a number of years prior to the
Civil War but after that the volume was less.

Also, there was a wealth of information for raw and semifinished
materials but quite a dearth for finished commodities as such. Also,
for retail prices there is rather sparse information for most of the
period of the 19th century.

This variation in kinds of information available is quite important
from the point of view of what was happening in the country. The
great variety of products and services available to producers and con-
sumers that resulted from the technological changes in manufactur-
ing, agriculture, and transportation during the past hundred years
makes the task of providing measures of price changes for all com-
modities combined a rather difficult one. It was during this period
that the transformation of the United States from a largely agricul-
tural nation to an industrial nation took place, and the period that
saw a rising standard of living through the ability of more indi-
viduals to obtain the basic necessities-like food, shelter, clothing-
and to obtain and enjoy an increasing share of the luxuries. HQw-
ever, the evidence that is available from various sources is sufficient
to give a reasonably good picture of what happened to prices since
before the Civil War.
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Dr. Taylor and I have prepared two indexes to show the history
of price changes-one for wholesale prices from 1720 to 1958 and one
for retail prices from 1800 to 1958. With my statement I have in-
cluded a chart that shows the indexes for the 19th and the fiut half
of the 20th century. It is a very rough chart but we thought it would
be of some use.

Table 1 attached to the statement shows the wholesale prices for the
full period covered by both Dr. Taylor and myself, and table 2 covers
the consumer price indexes from 1800 to 1958.

Dr. Taylor has discussed the course of wholesale prices from
colonial times to the Civil War. I would like to continue the review
from the Civil War to the present, as well as comment on retail prices
from 1800 to current times.

The two indexes on which the discussion is based were obtained by
splicing together index series from a number of sources, i- hich con-
tain variations in the methods of computation, and differences in
weights and item coverage, as Dr. Taylor has mentioned. Despite
these differences, there is general consistency on the main facts-that
is, the direction of price changes, the timing of price changes and, to
a lesser extent, the magnitude of the price changes. Thus with some
limitations on precision, we feel that the picture of price changes for
these long periods are reasonably reliable.

I would like to say that in this statement I have made a number of
references to economic developments other than price change. These
references were not intended to imply that the developments were
the cause of price changes, that is, that there was a cause and effect
relationship. They were included to indicate what was happening jn
various other parts of the economy, which might have had some effect
on the course of prices. In my work on prices in the Bureau of Labor
Statistics over a number of years, we have found that it is practically
impossible to isolate and enumerate all the different causes and say
exactly what caused changes in price.

A. BRIEF SUMMARY

First, a very brief summary of where we are at the present time.
Prices for commodities at wholesale and for goods and services at
retail are about three times higher than just before the Civil War.
The general trend of prices was downward from just before the Civil
War until near the end of the 19th century and from that point to
the present the general trend has been upward.

The year-to-year variations in prices over the 100-year period in
both wholesale and retail markets are overshadowed by the marked
upward and downward trends, with the major peaks either during or
immediately after war years and the major low points sometime
between the wars. This was a general picture until after World
War II. Since 1946 periods of price increases have been dominant
but have alternated with periods of lesser declines in wholesale and
retail prices for commodities. But costs for services and rents at
retail, which are only in the Consumer Price Index and which rose
very slowly during the war, have continued steadily upward since
1946.

a856-89--pt. &--U
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B. WHOLESALE PRICES, 1860 TO 1958

This chart provides the second half of the total picture on whole-
sale prices.

I would like to explain first about the dotted line in the 1860's. We
hd two indexes which we could put together to estimate prices during
the Civil War. One of them was an index of prices in New York
City compiled by G. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson. Warren and Pear-
son felt that the influence of cotton should be reduced in their index
to more nearly approximate the volume of cotton that was available
during the period of shortage. So for 10 years (from 1861-71), they
reduced the importance of the price of cotton. I have used the War-
ren-Pearson index to make the continuous line for the Civil War.
In the Philadelphia index, the price of cotton was kept at its prewar
importance, so the wide variations in the price of cotton had a greater
effect. This upper line (dotted line) is a combination of the New
York and the Philadelphia indexes.

Price inflation during the Civil War, estimated as an average in-
crease of 120 (or 165)1 percent in 4 years, was followed by 7 years
of sharply lower prices, a rise for 1 year from 1871 to 1872, then
another 7 years of steep declines. In 1879, 15 years after the wartime
peak, prices were again down to about the pre-Civil War level.

The indexes which were used to estimate price changes during the
Civil War and immediately after, were based on prices in currency.
If they had been expressed in terms of gold, the increase from 1860
to 1864 would have been very much smaller. The Government had
issued a large volume of paper money (called greenbacks 2) to finance
the war. It remained in circulation during the postwar years and its
value fluctuated according to prospects for its redemption, until
specie payments were fully resumed in 1879. During the rest of the
19th century, there were a number of financial and monetary prob-
lems that continued to demand attention.

The 15 years from 1864 to 1879 were marked by contractions in
business from time to time,3 including the panic of 1873 and its pro-
tracted aftermath, but one of the outstanding characteristics of this
period was the great expansion in many economic areas. The boom
in railroad building just after the Civil War, particularly the com-
pletion Qf the transcontinental line in 1869, opened the western lands
to settlement and cultivation. It also gave rise to much speculative
activity in railroads and lands and what has modestly been called un-
sound railroad financing. The development and extensive use of
many kinds of farm machiery added to the large agricultural pro-
duction. Manufacturing industries were expancing with the open-
ing of new markets and new sources of raw materials, and a change-
over was gradually being made to mass production methods. A
special report of the 10th Census is an interesting one, by the way,

'The lower percentage is based on the inclusion of cotton at a reduced importance
during the war while the bigber Percentage includes cotton near its prewar important.

ee W esley' . Mitcheiudy 8. .Oold. Prices and wages under the Greenback gtand-
a University of California Publications tn ,economics, vol. 1, Mar. 27 1908.

' The National Bureau of EConomic Research (NBER) has identified ibree eriods ofcontraction in Its studies of business cycles! April 1805 to Deeeq~ber 1867, June 1869 toDecember 1870, and October 1873 to March 1879 (see table 8).
4"Report on the Statisties of Wages in Manufacturing Industries," by Joseph D. WeeksCensus Omce, Department of the interor, Washington, 1886 (usually called the 'Weeks

Report").

' 1!c1lw 9!jQI0A! QQ11R,
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in a study of this portion of the 19th century. It is full of references
to the increased output per man that was possible with the intro-
duction of new machinery and equipment. There were also a num-
ber of comments in this census report that indicate the resistance of
some manufacturers to the use of the machinery and their evaluation
of the poor quality of product tlbat was produced. Others, of course,
were very proud to indicate that the quality of their product had been
materially increased.

In the 10-year period from 1869 to 1879, the increase in physical
volume of total industrial production was almost 60 percent. But
periods of optimistic business prospects alternated with dull trading
and uncertainty.

The downward trend of prices that characterized the immediate
post-Civil War period was interrupted occasionally, but the net ef-
fect for the 15 years was lower prices practically all across the board,
with declines particularly sharp for some of the agricultural commodi-
ties and some metals and products of metals.

A temporary reversal of the downward price trend is apparent
after 1879, and the index of wholesale prices increased about 18 per-
cent from 1879 to 1882. A heavy export demand for American food-
stuffs because of poor European harvests helped to restore activity
in many lines andby 1881, manufacturers were fully employed, fre-
quently with advance orders. There was a revived demand for iron
and steel by the railroads. (I might interpolate here that I am sure
the monetary economists would indicate that 1879 was also the resump-
tion of specie payments. But as the export demand dwindled, re-
action set in. The price decline that began after these 3 years did
not really end until i few years before the close of the century.
During these 15 yeaxs of a downward drift in prices, there were a
few short periods of rising prices but each one of them averaged less
than 5 percent increase. By 1896 and 1897, wholesale prices were
about 25 percent below the pre-Civil War level (1850-59)-the same
low point that was reached in the depression of the early 1840's. At
no time during the 20th century have prices again reached this low
point (so far as we can estimate from available data), despite the
steep decline during the depression of the 1930's.

There were several periods of recovery of business and trade be-
tween the years 1882 and 1897 but they were relatively shortlived-
usually a year and a half to 2 years.5 Protective rates in tariff acts
encouraged manufacturers in this country, but were a depressant to
some European industries particularly the woolen industries. There
were land booms in the South and West before 1890 and real estate
speculation was widespread. The protracted strain on currency and

dit with the expansion of industry, agriculture, and commerce
during this period has been advanced as one of the reasons for the
panic of 1893,6 which has been characterized as the worst business

failure in our history.
But from that low point in 1897, the outlook was considerably

brighter and the long pull out of the depression began. Good crops,
large exports, stable money, and successes in the war with Spain re-

6 I*LR lists four period business enpansion : May 1885 to March 1887, April 1888 to
3uly 1890, May 1891 to January 1898 and June 1894 to December 1895.

0500e "History of Manufactures In t&e United state," by Victor 1. Clark, Mcoraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., Now York, 1929 vol. t, p. 16L,
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stored confidence and stimulated business activity. The wholesale
rice trend was generally upward from the low point in 1896 and

1897 to 1914, the beginning of World War I. The only annual price
decline of any magnitude during these 17 years was from 1910 to 1911,
when livestock and some other farm products particularly dairy
products, registered a substantial drop and smaller declines occurred
or most other commodity groups. The net increase for the 17 years

from the bottom of the price curve up to 1914 was in the neighbor-
hood of 45 percent, or about 22 percent per year.

During these years from 1897 to 1914, total industrial production
doubled and per capita industrial production increased by almost 50
percent. However, the total duration of the five periods of business
expansion I was only slightly greater than the total for the periods of
contraction-109 months versus 101.

I would like to comment here very briefly on one of the deficiencies
in the data on which these wholesale price measures are based. Fin-
ished goods were increasingly important after the Civil War, and
became more so with greater use of electric power in the early 1900's.
The indexes, however, are made up largely from prices of raw and
semifinished goods, and have an insufficient representation of finished
croods. The limited available price data for finished commodities--
both producer and consumer-are not adequate to make even rough
adjustments to the indexes for this 50- to 55-year period, but they do
confirm the general direction of price changes. The actual degree of
change, however, is somewhat uncertain. I have a feeling that if we
could include for this period a better representation of prices of manu-
factured goods which typically show less price change than raw and
semifinished goods, the index for the end of the 19th century might
be slightly higher. However, the volume of goods produced was so
great that I am really uncertain as to how much the index might be
raised or whether it would in fact be raised at all. This deficiency
in coverage is also present in the indexes through the 1920's, although
to a diminishing extent.

The familiar pattern of price inflation and deflation again occurred
as a consequence of World War I, but with a difference from the Civil
War in that prices continued upward for about 2 years after actual
fighting stopped. The total price increase from 1914 to 1920 amount-
edto 126 percent (that is contrasted with 120 percent during the Civil
War) with about a quarter of this total increase from 1914 to 1916,
about half during the 2 years the United States was an active partici-
pant, and about a quarter in the 2 years following the war.

The steep decline in wholesale prices (about 35 percent) in 1 year-
from 1920 to 1921-was at a greater rate than at any time since the
end of the Revolutionary War. The largest drop was for farm prod-
ucts and textiles-they dropped somewhere between 40 and 43 per-
cent-although all major commodity groups were substantially lower
in 1921. After a further small decline in 1922, prices fluctuated with-
in a relatively narrow range for 7 years, with 1925 at the top of the
narrow range and 1929 at the lower end.

I NBER Identified the following periods of expansion: June 1897 to June 1899 December
1900 to September 1902, August 1904 to May 1907, June 1908 to January 1916, January
1912 to January 1918.

1 Z0 A.
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The 7 years from 1922 to 1929 eaw further expansion in industrial
production-an overall increase cf more than 40 percent-though
there were 2 years (1924 and 1927) when production fell off.

The 3-year precipitous drop front 1929 to the lowest point of the
depression in 1932, brought wholesale prices down to about the 1911
level-from an index level of 154 in 1929 to 105 in 1932. Since then,
the general trend of prices has bein up. The two longest expansion
periods in business cycle history (vhich ;As only available from 1854 to
the present time), occurred since th depression of the early thirties
(see table 8).

As the country pulled out of the depression wholesale prices rose by
about 33 percent in 5 years. The 50 months irom March 1933 to May
1937 was next to the longest period of expansion in the 100-year period,
so far as business cycles have been identified. From 1932 to 1937,
the volume of industrial production jumped by more than 60 percent.

The recession in the latter part of the 1930's was accompanied by an
11 percent drop in wholesale prices over a 2-year period. When fight-
ing again broke out in Europe in 1939, foreign war demands com-
bined with a domestic national defense buildup marked the longest
expansion period recorded-80 months-from June 1938 to February
1945. In the 2 years before Pearl Harbor, from 1939 to 1941, whole-
sale prices rose about 13 percent, another 13 percent during the
first year of war, and then continued upward at a slower rate in the
next 3 years when the stabilization program was in effect.

The steep postwar price rise was halted for 1 year-1949-then
resumed for the 2 years in which there was fighting in Korea to a
price level in 1951 more than double that of 1939 (130 percent in-
crease). The dip from the high point in 1951 to 1953 was about 4
percent.

Prices then remained relatively stable for 2 years. In each year
since 1955, the price level has averaged higher, rising at a rate of
about 2.6 percent per year.

c. CONSUMER PRICES) 1800 TO 1958

I have reviewed the changes in wholesale prices in more detail than
I would like to spend on consumer prices.

Generally, the estimates for consumer prices followed the ups and
downs of the wholesale estimates-with some differences in the mag-
nitude of the swings and in th6 timing of the turning points.

As a rule, retail prices of goods and services did not rise as much as
wholesale prices of commodities nor did they fall as far. This is
to be expected since commodities at retail usually fluctuate consider-
ably less than at wholesale. Also indexes measuring changes in prices
for the components of living costs typically include some of the Zslow
movers" not present in wholesale markets, like newspapers, medical
fees, rents and other elements not affected immediately by fluctuations
in commodity prices at wholesale.

There are two marked exceptions to the generalization on price
movements that are apparent on the chart. The first is the extent of
the decline in retailprices after the War of 1812. The nature of
the data we have use to estimate these early years may account in
part for the different picture. But I am of the opinion that even
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aximum allowances for inadequacies would not change the general
relationship. Food is the most important element in living costs and
there was a precipitous drop in food prices in the 2 years after 1814,
due entirely to lower prices for imported foods. Domestic foods were
increasing during these 2 years. (This is not the second exception but
I also would like to comment on the changes during the Civil War.
We might find that the peak at retail should be somewhat higher if
account could be taken of shortages and other wartime disruptions.
But the data for this period were relatively good and it is doubtful
whether improved price figures would raise the index at retailbto
any major extent.)

The second exception to the generalization is the period since World
War 11. Instead of prices falling after the immediate postwar flush
of buying was over, both wholesale and retail prices have continued
on a generally upward trend. The larger increase at retail than at
wholesale has been due primarily to the increasingly important "serv-
ices" component-that is rents, medical care, haircuts, auto repairs,
and the like. Such services, including rents, now account for about
a third of family expenditures compared with about a fifth in 1875.
Cost for rents and services, which lagged behind the increase for comp
modities during the war, went up 42 percent in the 10 years from 1948
to 1958, while commodities including food have shown a net increase
of only 13 percent over the 10-year period.

I have included in the paper a number of figures showing the per-
cent changes. in retail prices and in wholesale prices for some of the
long swings that I will not read here.

(The information follows:)
Percent changes for-

Period Reta pries Wholesak Period Retail prime Wholesle
prices prim

180-03...............- 11 -g 1897-92-----+141 +21
18314+............... ..+. -3 -71814-51-------.- - - +86 1
18564-8 ............... of + 198 +14

is i. ............ .... .. -47-1

Suffice to say from 1897 to 1958, that is from the low point to where
we are at the present, wholesale prices went up a total of 93 percent
and the consumer price index or retail prices went up 247 percent.Although it would be of interest to indicate what eect changes in
consumer prices had on the purchasing power of earnings, I did not
have time to trace the history of wage changes for this long period of
time. A few summary figures might be useful, however, to indicate
the general status of the wage earner in this respect. In a study by
the Twentieth Century Fund in 195, "real" hourly earnings were
estimated to have increased about 55 percent from 180 to 1890. In
his notable work on real wages, Senator Douglas, the chairman of this
committee, estimated a slight decline for real weekly earnings (full
time) in manufacturing from 1890 to 1914 but an increase of more
than 7 percent in building trade.' (YesterAay, Dr. Fabricant quoted

* "WInpomet Aa Wagw 195Uie8, ae. yW.8 Qtukyad~oas
Twentie century 1n NewVYolk, '1958 p. 42 and 1 .N

"Real Wage in the United States, A890 to 192," by Paul H. Douglas, Houghton
M Co., Bostn and New York, 1980, p. 180 and 1ST.
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some figures from a study of real wages using data that was not avail-
able to Senator Douglas at the time he made his study. Dr. Fabri-
cant indicated there was an increase of 8 percent in real hourly wages.
I do not know what the figure would be for weekly earnings because
the number of hours would have to be taken into account.)

An overall estimated increase of 100 percent in real weekly earnings
in manufacturing between 1890 and 1947 is included in the 20th Cen-
tury Fund study, although there were some periods of significant de-
clines. Since 1947, the BILS has estimated a net increase of about 30
percent in real weekly earnings in manufacturing.

D. SOURCE MATERIALS

I would like to make some comments with regard to the source
materials.

The wholesale price index from 1860 to 1958 was estimated by splic-
ing several separate indexes. For 1860 to 1890, we combined two in-
dexes, one for New York and one for Philadelphia. For 1890 to 1958,
we tied to that combination the wholesale price index of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics.

The Consumer Price Index is so ae by splicing a series of
indexes for shorter periods. Pir to this t estimates of cost
of living or retail price before 1860 have been made om changes in
wholesale prices. s is the first index which util I the study
made by Dr. Ad of the Vermont A fkral Experime t Station.
His Vermont i d which we u toe imatB 'Q to 1851, is n Index
of pries paid Vermont me for cods ar services pu hased
for family li . It is e only i dextit o w of for this rod
that has inclu ed some the servi airs Of and m *ng
of shoes, an medical care a on ced t t epite its

gphical li nations, it is a p g in a of w at happen ed
toretailpries inathis aod

From 18 to189 e -a o mer Pi Inde that I c -
piled for Confenee o, es - me idWealthe n-,
ducted by he Natio al Bu U of 1 Research in 19)
From 180 o 1913 *e u cost I _ *.iX complied
Albert Item. The a~ tw a la~ ome, prelims
figures inclu d i an ual repo - e national Breau.
is subject to so e minor correctioxwwf e Mr. oes't isp
in final form. rom 1913to I usedhe rea o abor tatis-
t Consumer P Index.

have not inclu at this timeaidco-Aption of each of ese sepa-
rate indexes and the erivaticns of the two lon-time es. I will
include these in thni appendxes which I ill it. I would
lik, however to make a f neral comments e measurements.

TRe one characteristic that a exes have in common-:
both the wholesale and consumer price (or cost of living) indexes--is
that they were designed to measure only price changes, insofar as it
was possible to do so from the available data. That is, they were
all calculated with fixed weighth4 and a constant list of items so that
only price changes would influence the movement of the indexes.

•But there was considerable variation in the methods used to measure
the price changes that is, before the separate tems we put together
to make an index. In the New York wholese price-Inaex, when
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the description of a commodity was materially changed or when new
commodities were introduced, the now item was linked into the index,
so that the difference in price level between the old and new com-
modity was not reflected as a price change. In the Philadelphia
wholesale price index, adjustments for changes in description were
not made, so far as I could determine. The BLS indexes for the
earlier years employed the linking procedure, that is, not allowing
the change in description to influence the price change. But since
1945, we have introduced some refinements in measurement that have
attempted to separate the value of quality differences from the amount
of price change so that we can divide the total differential into that
portion which is a quality valuation and that portion which is the
actual price change.

Similar differences in the measurement of individual price changes
were also present in the retail indexes. For Vermont, the sparsity of
of description did not allow for any attempts to compare prices for
the same quality, and for the index which I estimated the quality
descriptions were very general. Although I discarded some data
that were obviously not comparable, for the most part, there was no
control on the quality comparisons. I am under the impression from
conservations with Mr. Rees, that he used the linking procedure for
clothing and housefurnishinas. In other components of his index,
it is probable that strict quality comparisons were not possible. The
BLS index from 1913 to 1934 was based on prices for the volume seller
within a general description. Linking was used when the description
changed. In 1935, we introduced more elaborate specifications so that
we had a greater knowledge of the quality of the goods on which
prices were reported, but we did not have the facilities or the know-
how, perhaps, for handling these changes. The linking procedure was
generally used until around 1942 when the same refinements as I
mentioned for wholesale were introduced into the consumer price
index.

I have detailed the price comparison procedure for the different
indexes because af the effect on the overall price measurement. The
linking procedure has a tendency to dampen the measurement of price
changes. It is very usual for manufacturers and retailers to change
prices at the same time they introduce a new quality, and the price
change is not reflected when linking is used because the assumption is
made that the full difference in price is due to the quality difference.

On the other hand the lack of control of quality in making price
comparisons can result in a price change in an index when, in fact,
the price difference may be due entirely to quality difference. Also
price change can be exaggerated as during wartime shortages o?
low-end goods. When prices are declining, quality is frequently im-
proved, so that lack of control on quality can mean that the indexes
understate the extent of the decline.

In all the indexes, the coverage of items is fairly good with the
exception of inadequate representation of finished goods in earlier
years which I mentioned before. The sampling of commodities, of
course, for the non-BLS indexes and for the early BLS figures, de-
pend to a large extent on the availability of prices, since they were
all derived from research in records that had survived. Agricultural
products are always well represented at wholesale. Other raw ma-
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terials and sem.processed goods are also well covered. In the con-
sumer price indexes, the coverage is considerably sparser, but ex-
cept for the period from 1880 to 1890, the research that was done
permitted fair representation in most categories of living costs.

I have included for the record the number of commodities-in each
of these separate index segments.

(The information follows:)

WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX

New York: 135 In 1860 to 146 in later years.
Philadelphia: 251 (416 commodities or grades).
BLS: 251 In 1890, about 050 in 1952 to approximately 1,800 at present.

CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES

Vermont farmers: 25 commodities and services In 1800 to 33 In later years.
Hoover index: 1851 to 1880, 66 commodities and services. Indexes from 1880

to 1890 are rough estimates.
Rees index: Details not published.
BLS: Approximately 150 commodities and services in 1013 to about 300 in

1958.

There are other differences that impose limitations on these indexes.
Among the more obvious ones are, the uncertainty as to the similarity
of price changes for Vermont farmers and the rest of the Nation,
splicing consumer price indexes that represent very different ways
of living, making comparisons in wholesale prices over periods when
the United States ranged from an agricultural economy to an indus-
trial one, and other limitations that are inherent in long-term
comparisons.

But the two historical indexes allow for approximations of price
changes for longer periods of time than are possible from any one of
the separate indexes. It would be easy to pick flaws in them from a
technical point of view, but an enumeration of their shortcomings
would, I think, give the wrong impression of their validity. The
timing and the direction of price trends, and to a lesser extent the
amount of price change, were generally consistent among the indexes
used for estimation (when more than one index was available) and
also were in substantial agreement with nonstatistical accounts of the
times.
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(The material referred to by Mr. Taylor and Mrs. Hoover follows:)

TABLE 1.--ldeze8 of wholesale prices estimated for the United Statet, 170-1958,
and for 5 important markets, 172 -1890-PreliminarV

[186o0-100J

Year UnitedStates

1720................ ....-- - ..-
1721 ...........................
1722 ..........................
1723 ...........................
172.........................
1720 .........................
177...................-.. ......

1726-----------------1727 ..... ..........
1798.......................

17...........................
1780..... ........ ........

1731 ..........................
1732--......................
1733...........................
1734 ...........................
1735 - ----....................
1738 ..........................
1737 ...........................
173........................

1739 ..........................
1740 ...........................
171 ...........................
1742 ...........................
1743 ...........................
1744 ...........................
1745 ....................
1746 ...........................
177 ...........................
1748 ..........................
1749 ...........................
1750 ...........................
1751 ...........................
1752 ...........................
1753 ...........................
1754 ...........................
1755 ...........................
175 ...........................
1757 ...........................
1758 ..........................
1759 ...........................
1760 ...........................
1761 ...........................
1762 ...........................
1763 ..........................
1764 ...........................
176 ...........................
1766 ...........................
1767 ...........................
1768 ...........................
1769 ............................
1770 ...........................
1771 ...........................
1772 ..........................
1773 ...........................
1774 .........................
1775 ...........................
1776 ...........................
1777 ...........................
1778 ...........................
1779 ...........................
1780 .......................
1781 ...........................
1782...... ..............
1783....................
1784 -.........................
1786 ..........................
1786....................----
1787 ...........................
1788 ...........................
1789 ...........................
1790 ...........................
1791 ..........................
1792 ...................-
1793 ..........................
1794 ...-.......-........ .....

58.
53.

65.
68.
60.6.

63.
62.
6&
59.
58.
59.
67.
66.
62.
69.
69.
89.4
59.4
73.4
69.
59.
57.)
53.

65.A
74.8
76.1
73. 

78.2
71.4
71.2
69.5
69.6
73.9
85. 8
81.5
77.5
83.4
83.5
77.2
76.7
81.7
81.7
80.7
81.2
80.0
84.9
98.2
90.9
84.3
780

I08.0
329.6
508.1

2.969.1
10, 544 1
5,08.8

139.6
119.1
112.7
105.0
105.1
103.9
97.4
94.0
99.9
98.1

101.3
109.3
121.7

See footnotes at end of table, p. 89'

New
I York 3

6..........
4 .........
5 ..........
S----.o---.
3 ...... ......

4 ............

6 ...........

0 ......-----

3 .. ..........

4----------
7............
6 ----------
S............

7 ...........

0 ... o.........

----------

-----------
4 ....-.......
6 ----------

S..........1'...........
7...........

..........
...........
...........
...........

69.8
61.6

I 6.7
67.7
6.7
66.7
67.7
67.7
66.7
71.8
81.1
81.1
79.0
89.8
81.1
7.9
7& 9
74.9
79.0
75.9
79.0
79.0
81.1
91.3
86.2
780
76.9
88.2

126.2
143.6
231.9
230.8
221.6

..... .......

4100.6
94.4
92.3
92.3

489.3
88.2
92.3
87.2

492.3
104.6
110.8

2'.

Philadel- Cincin- Charles- New
phia nati ton, S.C. Orleans

54.4
49.6
51.5
58.2
56.1
61.0
63.8
61.6
58.6
58 4
61.9
55.0
53.8
58.0
57.6
57.5
55.1
57.7
57.6
54.8
587
69.4
67.8
59.0
57.1
57.8
50.8
66.9
78.2
73.0
72.7
72.6
72.8
71.8
69.8
68.3
69. 0
69.5
71.4
78.4
78.4
77.3
84.2
83.2
75.8
7& 7
80.2
79.3
75.4
73.2
76.5
78.4 .
85.9 -

83.7 -

81.7 .
75.8 -

105.1.
320.1 .
580. 6

2,878.9 .
10 221.5 
4,931.0

136.9 .
117.2 -
111.3
104.6 .
101.2
98.3 .
92.6
91.8
98.2 ,

99.7
101.7 .
107.1 -.
121.9 ..

...........

....-......

.... .... ..

...........

............

... i,.....,..

............

............

............

............

. .. ..... ....

... .........

. .. .. ... . .. .

............

............

... ...... ...

............

. .. .. . .. . .. .

. .. .. .. .. .. .

.. .. .. . .. .. .

.. ... . .. .. .

--------.---

........ ....

............

............

-----------.

............

....--.......

............

122.3
111.2
120.1
120.1
107.8
97.8

107.8
102.3

4 104.4
4110.0
4 125.9

i-.--.........

........ ....

... .........

-.----------

............

....... ......

-- m-----.---

. ...........

.|.. .........

-. - ------ . ..

- -----------

. .... .......

. -..........

K8.9
S 68.9
93.4

& 91.2
183.4
102.3

3102.9
72.3
66.7
84.s5
73.4
60.0
55.6
40.0
38.9
60.0
75. 6
83.4
86.7
72.3
84.5
97.8
74.5
74.5
66.7
67.8
74.5
96.7
80.0
68.9
66.7
80.0
74.5
75.6
86.7
82.3
88.9
90.0
80.0
93.4

118.9
101.2
90.0

............

..... .......

.............

..............

. ... .... .....

- -,--------.---

. ..... ......

..... t....... .

............

............

............

............

°...... ......

... .........

..... .......

... .... .....

.......... ..

...... ......

.............

...... ......

-.--------.-

............

--.-.-------

............

.... 0.......

..o......,...

............
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............
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TABnL 1.-Idexes of wholesale prioe. estmated for the United Statae, 1780-1958,
and for 5 important market, 17 0-1890-Preltminar--Contlnued

(1850-59=100]

Year

9...........................
1798 ..........................
177........................
7...........................
19..........................
1800 ..........................
1801 ..........................
1802-..........................
1803 ...........................
1804..........................
1805..........................
180...........................
1807...........................
1808 ...........................
1809 ...........................
1810 ..........................
1811 ...........................
1812 ...........................
1818 ...........................
181 ...........................
1815 ...........................
1816 .......................
191......................
1818.........................
1819 ...........................
1820..........................
1821....... ..............
1822 ........................
1823---....................
1824---....................
1825.......................
1826 - ---....................
1827............. .........
182 ....................
1829----....................
183 0................... ..
1831 .................-- ...-..
1832----....................
1833 ..........................
1894...---- a..........
183 ........................
183 ........................
1837 ..........................
1838 ..........................
1839 ........................
1840 ..........................
1841 ..........................
1842 .......................
1813 ...........................
1844 ...........................
1845 ...........................
1846 ...........................
1847 ...........................
148 ..........................
1849.........................
1850...........................
1851 ..........................
1852 ...........................
183...........................
184 ...........................
1855...........................
1856...........................
1867 ...........................
1858...........................
1859.........................
1860..........................
181...........................
1862 ...........................
183...........................
18" ..........................
188 ..........................
188 ...........................
1887-.....................
1868.......................
1809 ..................-...
1870.......................
1871.......................

182............ ....

I

Philadel. Cinch
phia nati

United
states 1

148.2
158.0
143.4
139.2
141.9
140.6
151.1
128.8
128.3
136.0
148.4
139.8
135.3
1220
134.2
1389
132.7
136.9
161.3
184.4
181 5
176.9
172.9
188.6
141.2
116.5
106.7
112.7
105.2
102.4
111.9
99.5
96.5
95.6
94.7
90.6
91.7
95.0
98.1
94.6

109.1
122.2
113.9
110.1
115.0
94.9
92.7
80.8
75.1
78.0
81.8
82.5
92.5
78.4
81.5
90.6
88.5
87.6
95.9

102.7
109.6
109.5
118 a
98.2

101.3
99.6

102.9
119. 5

'152.3
' 220.9
'210.9
'197.4
'182.7
'177.3
'168.4
1 149.1

142.5
151.8

New
York 2

134.4
149.8
134.4
125.2
129.3
132. 8
145.7
120.0
121.1
129.3
144.7
137.5
133.4
118.0
133.4
134.4
129.3
134.4
166.2
188.7
174.4
154.9
154.9
150.8

104.6
108.8
105.7
100.5
105.7
101.6
100.6
99.5
98.5
03.4
96.4
97.5
97.5
92.3

102.6
117.0
118.0
112.9
114.9
97.5
94.4
84.1
76.9
79.0
8&.2
85.2
92.3
84.1
84.1
86.2
85.2
90.3
99.5

110.8
112.9
107.7
118.9
0& 4
97.5
95.4
91.8

106.7
136.5
198.0
189.8
178.5
166.2
162.1
154.9
138.5
133.4
139.5

145
154
148
141
141
142,
146.
136.
133.
141
146.
142.
137.
136.
150.
154.
150.
15A
179.
210.
192.
168.
147.
145.132..
118.
113.
115.1
109.i
104.1
109.1
106.
103.
101.
96.
93.4
97. 5
99.1
98.A
95.4

100.8
108.8
106.0
102.2
100.6
97.2
94.7
87.9
83.8
85.5
88.6
89.1
92.8
87.3
85.1
88.8
89.8
89.4
97.5

106 5
110.4
110.2
112.299.7
99.4
98.7
98.1

181.9
190.6
288.4
228.0
198.2
17. 0
170.4
156.1
134.7

189.8
*We tootnotes at end of table, p. 89.

.8 .........
7 .........

8 .........
2 o........
.7....

4 .........

2 .........26........4..........

........
..........

4 191.
2 177.

4 80.
9 91.6 94.
8 91.

9 183.

4 80.

9 91.

B 94.
95.

11.

135.4
I 122.1

120.8
128.
97.1
83.1
67.2
67.2
71.9
81.8
71.0
84.1
70.0
71.9
80.3
84.1
86.9
97.1

102.7
114.9
1120
119.5
95.3

106.5
102.7
96.2

.......................

.......... 0.

............

a- Charles.
ton, 8.0.

4151.8
161.2
185.6

... 14L4

... 147.8.. 136.7
151.29

... 117.8
124.8

... 126.7

... 140.1

... 121.2
118.9
9.7

100.0
10.7

... 106.7
105.8
121.2
137
165.6

1 191.2
5 210.1
a 199.0
3 147.8
8 122.3
3 112.3
5 120.1
3 108.9
5 103. 4
4 121.2
9 102.3
0 96.7
9 94.5
5 91.2
9 91.2
5 90.0
5 95.6
3 103.4

103.4
120.1

1 134.5
1 120.1

114.5
118.9
92.3
94.5
82.3
73.4
7M6
77.8
83.4

100.0
74.5
81.1
87

88.7
85.6
0934
97.8

10.9
107.8
117 8
100.0
104.5
104.5
125.6

. ............ ...

.--..-..... ...

.--.......... ...

............ ... ,

Now
Orleans

............

............

............

............

*135.1
142.9
127.3
1116

148.9
139.0
130.2
109.6
117.5
116.5
107.7

* 106.7
I 12.4
6 13.0

168.4
209.5
192.8
195.8
147.8118.5

1ft 4
102.8
107.7
127.as
9A0
88.1
89.1
88.1
84

120.4
129.2
105.7
104.7
113.5
89.1
91.0
78.4

73.4
72.4
78.4
91.0

100.8
87.1
832
89.1

100.8

114.4
01... 86

.... 7,.,
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TAnLz 1.--Indexes of wholesale prtces estimated for the United States, 1720-1958,
and for 5 important markets, 172O-1890-Preliminary-Continued

[1850-59=1001

Year

187 ...........................
1874 ...........................
187 ...........................
1876...........................
187 ...........................
1878...........................
18 ...........................
1881 ..........................

1883 ----------------------184......................
1885----------------..-----
1888----------------- ...--
18...........................
188...........................
1889 ...........................
1890..........................
189-----....................

1892 ----------------------- _
189------------------_---Iw.o -------------------------

184......................1890 ----------------------
18927----------------------
IM ...........................

1898 .-...................
1900 ..........................
1901 ...........................
10...........................

10...........................
1 ..........................
19...........................
1901 .......... f............f...
190...........................
190 ..........................
190......................
191 ..........................
191 ...........................
1901 .........................
1913 .........................
1914 ........................
1910 ...........................
1916 ...........................
1917 ..........................
1918 ..........................
1919 ...........................
190 ..........................

1922 ...........................
1923 ..........................
1924..........................
192 ...........................
99 .........................
1921 ........................

193......................

Z92-------- --------------
1928 - -- -- - - - -- - -- -
1931 - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

1932.......................1937 ........................
1934 ...........................
1931 ...........................

193 ---------------------------
1938 ---------------------

1939 -- --....................
1940..3 .... ..................
1941 ..........................
1912 ...........................
1944-----------------_---
1948 ----------_----------_-

1947 -----------------------
1941...........................
1949-----------------------

1947 ----- _-------------

UnIted New Philadel.

I..States I York 2

145. 8 13",a
138 0 129.3
130.6 121.1
120.8 112.9
117 2 108.8
100.0 03.4
98.3 02.3

109.6 102.0
111.5 105.7
116.3 110.8
107.6 103.6
99.9 .,.4
92.2 87.2
88.8 184.1
9Z 4 87.2
94.2 8&2
89.9 83,1'
908 184.1
90.1..........
84.3 ----- _ ---
86.2 ............
77.4 ............
78.8 ............
75.1 ............
75.3 ............78.8......
84.3 ------------
90.6 ............
89.3 ............
95. 1 ............
96.2 ............
96.4..........
97.1 .............
99 8-----------
105.3 .............
101.6 .............
109.2 .............
113.7 .............
104.8 ------------..
111.6 ............
112.7 .............
110.0-----------
112.2 -..........
138.1 .............
189.8 ------------..
212. 0 ...........
223.8 .............
249.3
157.6 -............
156 2 - - - - - -
162.5 - - -- - -
158.4 ----------- 
167.1 .............
161.5............
154.1------------
156.2 ------------
153.9
139.5 ..............
117.9 .".. ".... .-
104.6 .............
106.4 ------------.. .
121.0 ..............
129.2 ..............
130.5............
139.4 .-. ....-.
126.9 .............
124.5............
128.9 ------------.
141.0 ...............

'159.6 ------------.. .
166.5 .............
167.9 ------------.. .
170.9 ------------.. .
195.6 ------------.. .
239.6 .............
2694 ------------ ---
246. 5......
256.2 ...........

phia

131.7
124.5
119. 1
108.5
106.9
906
88.5
09.1
99.4

103.1
94.3

1885
82.4
79.3
82.7
85.1

182.4
.82.8

Ciein- Charles- New
nati ton, S.C. Orleans

.................--- -.-.......

------------ u ............ ....--.. -....8 132.8 ............ ............

-0................. ............

............ ............ ............

6 ---8........... ............

......-..... -...... ...... ..... ......

...... ...... . ....... ..... ..... ..----

I-. - ... . .2 - - ft ----.- i------------.

I.-... ....... -----------......--.--

.. .. .3 .. . ......... .. ...... ....

--------ft---I------------ m----------

............ ............ ............
.. . .ai.. . . . . .. . . . . . . .

............ ............ ............

............. .. w......... ............

............. ........... ...........

14 footnotes at end ot table, p. 897.

......................................................... w .. ........... .......... w ........ ft ....

............ ............ ............ ............

............ ............ ............ ............

............ ............ ............ ............
........... ............ ........... ............
........... ............ ............ ............
........... ........... ............ ............
........... ............ ............ ............
........... ......... w .. ............ ............
----------- ------------ ------ ft ..... .w ..........
........... ............ ............ ............
........... ........... ........... ............
........ ft .. ............ ............ ............
........... ............ ............ .. . . . . . . . . .

........... ............ ............ .. .........

........... ............ ............ ...........

----------- - w ......... .... ft ------- ------------
........... ............ ............ .ft ----------
........... .. ft ......... ............ ............

----------- ---- :: __ __ __ __'_ __ .: -_ - '_ -_ _':----------- ------ ----- -------- ft --- ----------------------- -------- I --- ------------ -------------------------- I ---------------- -- ft ------------------------------------------------------------------
----------

----------------------------------

------------

------------------------............
---------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ----------------- --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ----------------- ---------------------- ------------......................---------- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- ------------...........................................................................................................

|

I
I

------------ ------------................................................------------ ------------------------ ------------..........
------------ ------------................................................................................................................................................

....... ............

........................

............ I .......... 0.
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TABLE l.-Indemes of wholesale prices estimated for the United States, 1720-1958,

and for 5 important markets, 1720-1890-1-reliminary-Continued
[1850-59=100]

Year United New Philadel- Cincin. Charles- New
States I York I phia nati ton, 8.C. Orleans

1951 ---------------------- 28.3.................... ....................................
1952 -------------------------- 277.3 ................... ............ ..........
W03------------------------ 273.8 ............ ...... ............
1954----------------------.... 274...... ....... ............... ............ ............
1955 ------------------------- 275. 1 .. ............ ..................
195 .......................... 284.0 .......................................................
1958 ------------------------- 296.2 .... ..............................................

I Estimated from individual city wholesale price indexes from 1720 to 1890 and from BLS data from
1890 to 1958. For complete description see discussion In appendix A.

s Includes some quotation, in other markets after 180.
I Includes estimate-s for July to December derived by straight line interpolation.
4 Estimated from Philadelphia.
58 months average (May-I)ecember).
I Estimated from Charleston.
I Estimated from chaaires in New York (adjusted for small difference In 1871). The New York indexes

were cnleulhted with a reduced weight for cotton during this period of extremely short supply. The Phila-
delphla indexes were calculated with the full weight for cotton. If the United States were estimated from
a combination of New York and Philadelphia, the figures would be as follows:

Year: IndeZ Year: Index
1862 -----------------------------------. 129.7 1867 ----------------------------------- 1 IS 0
183 ... ...... ..--------------------------- 177.7 1868 ------------------------------------- 180.7
1884 ------------------------------------- 264.4 1869 ------------------------------------- 169.0
1865 ------------------------------------- 224 4 1870 ------------------------------------- 148,5
1868 ------------------------------------- 202.0

* Estimated usinR percentage changes from 1861 as shown by Cincinnati wholesale price Index in whole-
sale prices at Cincinnati and New York, by Henry E. White, Cornell University Agricultural Experiment
Station, Ithaca, N.Y., October 1935, Memoir 182, pp. 14-22.

TABLU 2.--CoNsuMEB PRICE INDEX, 1800-1958-Prelimninary

[1851-59=100]

Year: Indeo

1800 ----------- 191
1801 ----------- 190
1802 ----------- 162
1803 ----------- 170
1804 ----------- 172
1805. ----------- 172
1800 ----------- 181
1807 ----------- 106
1808 ----------- 184
1809 ----------- 180
1810 ----------- 180
1811 ----------- 190
1812 ----------- 193
1813 ----------- 222
1814 ----------- 237
1815 ----------- 122
1816 ----------- 191
1817 ----------- 184
1818 ----------- 176
1819 ----------- 174
1820 ----------- 160
1821 ----------- 1.53
1822 ----------- 156
1823 ----------- 139
1824 ----------- 126
1825 ----------- 129
1826 ----------- 130
1827 ----------- 130
1828 ------------ 125
1829 ----------- 123

Year: Indeo

1830 ----------- 124
1831 ----------- 122
1832 ----------- 115
1833 ----------- 113
1834 ----------- 114
1&35 ----------- 118
1836 ----------- 125
1837 ----------- 128
1838----------- 124
1830 ----------- 123
1840 ----------- 115
1841 ----------- 118
1842 ----------- 112
1843 ----------- 103
1844 ----------- 104
1845 ----------- 103
1846 ----------- 102
1847 ----------- 105
1848 ------------ 98
1849 -------------94
1850 ------------ 94
1851---------- 93
1852 ------------ 94
1853 ------------ 94
1854 ----------- 102
18.55 ----------- 105
1856 ----------- 103
1857 ----------- 106
1858 ----------- 100
1859 ----------- 101

Year: Indes
1860 ----------- 101
1861 ----------- 102
1862 ----------- 114
1863 ----------- 141
1864 ----------- 178
185 ----------- 177
1866 ----------- 169
1867 ----------- 159
1868 ----------- 156
1869 ----------- 149
1870 ----------- 148
1871 ----------- 137
1872 ----------- 187
1873 ----------- 135
1874 ----------- 131
1875 ----------- 125
1876 ----------- 120
1877 ----------- 119
1878 ----------- 112
1879 ----------- 109
1880 ----------- i
1881 ----------- 112
1882 ----------- 11
1883 ----------- 108
1884 ----------- 105
1885 ----------- 10
1886 ----------- 103187.......103
1888 -----------105
1889 ----------- 10
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TAws 2.--omsumn Paros IzDzx, 1800-1958--PreUminarV--ontjnued

[1861-40=1001

Year: I*de Year: I-eas Year: Indw

1890 .......... 104 1918 ............ 118 1030 ............ 158
1891 ...... 105 1014 ............ 115 1937 164
1892 ........... 104 1915 ............ 116 13 --------.. 161
1808 ............ 103 110 ------------ 124 '1939 -- 159
1804 ............. 98 1917 7......... 146 1040 40........ 100
1895............ 96 1918. --------- 172 1941 ----------- 1068
1806 ............. g 1019 ............. 198 1942 ............ 186
187 ............ 95 1020 ----------- 229 143 ---------- 198
1898 ............ 95 1921 ............. 204 1944 ----------- 201
189 .......... 1922 ---------- 191 1945 ----------- 205
1900 ............ g 1923 ----------- 195 1940 ---------- 22
1901 ........... 97 1024 ............ 195 1947 ---------- 255
1902 ............ 98 1925 ............ 200 1948------.. 275
1908---. 101 1920 ---------- 202 1949 ----------- 272
1904------.. 102 1927 ---------- 198 1950 ----------- 275
1905 ----------. 102 1928 ---------- 196 1951 ---------- 297
1906 ............ 103 1929 ---------- 190 1952 ---------- 80
1907-. .- 107 1930 ----------- 191 1953 ---------- 806
1908 ---------- 106 1031 ............ 174 1954 ---------- 807
1909 ----------- 104 1932 ----------- 156 1955 ---------- 80
1910 ---------- 109 1933 ----------- 148 1956 ----------- 810
1911 ---------- 109 1934 ---------- 153 1957 ---------- 821
1912 ---------- 111 1935 ---------- 157 1958 ---------- 830

Source: Estimated by splicing the following series: "1800-1851-Index of Prices Paid
by Vermont Farmers for Family Living"; 1951 to 1890-Consumer Price Index," by
Wthel D. Hoover; "1890 to 1918-Cost of Living Index," by Albert Rees; "1913 to 158-

LS Consumer Price index." For derivation, see app. 13.

TABLE 3.-Tentative reference dates of business cycles in the United States

BY MONTHS

Initial trougb Peak Terminal trough Expansion Contraction Total
(months) (months) (months)

December 1884 ------ June 1857 ............ December 18 ...... 30 18 48
December 188 ........ October 180 ........ June 1861 ............ 22 8 30
June 1861 .............. April 185 ........... December 1867 ...... 46 32 78
December 1867 ........ June 1869 ............ December 1870 ...... 18 18 36
Decmber IBM ........ October 1873 ........ March 1879 .......... 34 65 99
March 1879 ............ March 1882 .....-... May 188 ...........- 8 38 74
May .........18.. March 1887-------A Ai 1888-- -......... 22 13 35

is%1 ........18 ....July 1890....- . May 1891 ........... 27 10 87
I [y 1891 ............. January 1893 ....... Juno 1894 ............ 20 17 37
June 1894 ............... December 1895 ...... June 1897 ............ s18 18 3
June 1897 .............. June 1899 ............ December 1900 ...... 24 18 42
December 1900 --.--- September 1902 ..... August 1904 ......... 21 23 44
August 1904- ------ May 1907 ........... June 1908 ............ W- 18 46
June 1908----------January 1910. ....... January 1912 ........ 19 24 43
January 1912........January 1913 ........ December 1914 ...... 12 23 5

member 1914 ....... August 1918 ......... March 1919 ......... 44 7 51
grch 1919 ............ January 1920 ........ July 1921 ............ 10 18 28
Juy 1921- ............ May 1923 ........... July 1924 ............ 22 14 8

July 1m .............. October 192 ........ November 1927 ...... 27 18 40
Novemberr 1927 ........ August 192 ........ March 193 .......... 21 43 64
March 19 ............. May 1937 ........... June 1938 ......... 50 13 63

June 198 ............t. February 1948-....... October 1945 80 8 88
October 1945 .......... November 1948 ...... October 1949 ........ 87 11 48

-ot--r 1949 ........... July 19 ............ August 194 ......... 45 13 a8
st ION ........... aJuly 1957 ............ April 1988 ........... 35 9 44

April 196 .................................................................................... .........
.. . . .... . .. . ... ....
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BY CALENDAR YEARS

Initial trough: Peak: Terminal trough:
186 1856 1858
1858 1880 1861
1861 1864 1867
1887 1869 1870
1870 1873 1878
1878 1882 1885
1886 1887 1888
1888 1890 1891
1891 1892 1894
18 1896 1896
189M 1899 1900
10 1903 1904
194 1907 1908
1 U 1910 1911
1911 1913 1914
1914 1918 1919
1919 1920 1921
1921 1923 1924
1924 1928 1927
1927 1929 1932
1932 197 1=
1938 1944 1940
1948 1948 1949
1949 1963 1964
1064 1987 198

Sources 1854-1918 Wesley C. Mitchell, "What Happens During Business Cycles," National Bureau of
Economics Research Studies In Business Cycles, No. 5, 1951, p. 12.

1919-67 Geoffrey R. Moore, "Measuring RecessIons," National Bureau of Economic Research, 1968,
pp. 260, 261.

1958 National Bureau of Economic Research.
Reprinted by permission of the National Bureau of Economic Research.

APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX FOR TE UNITE STATES,
1720 To 1958

The wholesale price index for the United States from 1720 to 1958 prepared
for the Joint Economic Committee was obtained by combining and splicing index
numbers constructed by various investigators for different markets to approxi-
mate a continuous series. The annual indexes were calculated by working for-
ward and backward from the selected base period, 1850-59. No adjustments
were made to the original series for differences In coverage or in methods of
calculation. However, when wholesale prices in two or more markets were com-
bined, the necessary conversions to a common base period were made, and occa-
sional estimates as noted In table I were used.

From 1861 back to 1720, weighted combinations were made of the available
index series for five major markets, except for the years before 1732 and the
Revolutionary War years. For these periods, the estimates were based on Phila-
delphia prices only. The weights used to combine markets were rough approxi-
mations, based chiefly on estimates of the population and trade for each area
and on the representative character and adequacy of the available indexes.
From 1861 to 1890, wholesale price indexes for two markets, New York and
Philadelphia, were combined with equal weights. Changes in prices as shown by
the BLS wholesale price index were used to bring the estimates forward from
1890 to 1958.

The list of index series and sources for each market, with a brief description
for each, follows:
A. Philadelphia

1720-31. Unweighted arithmetic averages of relatives of prices for 12 com-
modities, from Wholesale Prices in Philadelphia 1784-1801 by Anne Bezanson,
Robert D. Gray, and Miriam Hussey (University of Pennsylvania Press, Phila-
delphia, 1936, p. 890).

1731-74. Unweighted geometric averages of relative of prices for 20 commodi-
ties, from same source as above, page 396.

1774-84. Weighted arithmetic averages of price relatives for 15 commodities
from Prices and Inflation During the American Revolution, Pennsylvania, 1770-
90 by Anne Besanson and associates (University of Pennsylvania Press, Phila-
delphia, 1951, p. 344). The weights were developed on the basis of exports,
Army ration standard, and Army supplies.
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1784-1861. Unwelghted geometric averages of price relatives for 140 com-
modities, from same source as 1720-11, page 392. ,

1801-90. Weighted arithmetic averages of price relatives for 251 commodities,
from Wholesale Price Indexes for Philadelphia, 1852-00: Annual Summary and
Group Totals (BLS, August 1958).
B. New York

1749-74 and 1784-1800. Weighted arithmetic average, of price relatives for
15-19 commodities (mostly farni products ani foods) from 1740 to 1787, 71 com-
modities from 1787 to 1800 and for 110-140 commodities from 1800 to 1890.
Weighting factors were developed from censuses, imports, and exports and other
official figures and were varied over the years.

The indexes were taken from Wholesale Prices for 213 years, 1720 to 1032,
by 0. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson (Cornell University Experiment Station,
Memoir 142, November 1932, pp. 7-9).
0. Oharlceton, .0.

1732-74 and 1784-1801. Weighted arithmetic averages of price relatives for
varying number of commodities from 6 in the early years to 32 In later years. In-
dexes were constructed by George H. Taylor for eight separate time periods with
weights for each period representing approximate Importance of coimioditles in
South Carolina commerce. An all coinimoditles Index for the full period was ob-
tained by splicing Indexes for the eight separate periods.

The Indexes were taken from Wholesale Commodity Prices in the United States
1700-1801 by Arthur H1. Cole (Harvard University Press, 1938, p. 155-157).
D. New Orleans

1800-01. Weighted arithmetic averages of price relatives for varying number
of commodities from 8 in early years to 49 in later years. Indexes were con-
structed by George R. Taylor for four separate time periods with weights for
each period represent the Importance of commodities In New Orleans trade. In-
dexes for the four time periods were spliced to obtain a continuous series.

The source of the figures is the same as for Charleston, pages 178-179.
R. Otnctnnati

1816-61. Weighted arithmetic averages of price relatives for commodities
varying in number from 18 in 1816 to 50 in later years. The indexes were con-
structed by Thomas S. Berry for three zeparnte time priolds. which were spliced
to obtain a continuous series. Weighting factors were based on receipts at New
Orleans before 1825 and on receipts at Cincinnati thereafter.

The source is the same as for Charleston, page 185.
P. BLS Wholesale Price Index

1890-19,58. Descriptions of the BIS wholesale price Index may be found in vari-
ous BLS publications, Including Bulletin 1168, "Techniques of Preparing Major
BLS Statistical Series," chapter 10, and Bulletin 493, "Wholesale Prices 1913 to
1928," pages 2-6 and 237.

APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF CONSUMER PRICE INDEX ESTIMsfATES, 1800 TO 1958

The Consumer Price Index for 1800 to 1958 prepared for the Joint Economic
Committee to show changes in retail prices of goods and services purchased by
families, was obtained by splicing together index series from several sources.
The list of series, with a brief description for each, follows:
A. 1800 to 1851

(Index numbers of the retail prices of commodities and services purchased by
Vermont farmers for family living, from the study "Prices Paid by Vermont
Farmers for Goods and Services and Received by Them for Farm Products,
1790-1940; Wages of Vermont Farm Labor, 1780-1940", by T. M. Adams. (Bull.
507, Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Burlington, Vt., February 1944).)

These Vermont indexes are unique for this period in that they are the only
indexes available that are based on retail prices. Other estimates of cost of
living changes prior to the Civil War were derived almost wholly from wholesale
prices. The timing and amplitude of price changes in Vermont may differ to
some extent from a more comprehensive (but unavailable) index for the more
heavily populated areas along the eastern seaboard and the geographical limita-
tion is thus a disadvantage. Although price changes in Vermont could be ex-
pected to conform more closely with those in other parts of the country after
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1850 because of improved transportation and communications, the similarity of
the Vermont index with other estimates for later years was so striking that it
was felt the Vermont data could be used as a reasonable estimate of changes In
consumer prices for this early period.

The coninodity coverage embraced most categories of family spending. In
addition to the Important food and clothing groups, housing costs were repre-
sented by prices for building materials, and costs of services such as physician's
fee" and shoe repairs, were also Included. The number of commodities and
services Included in the indexes varied from 25 in 1805 to 33 In 1845. Prices
were obtained from sales records of stores, from farm account books and
diaries furnished by more than 800 Vermont residents, as well as from other
records. All averages were composites of the various grades and qualities
bought In a particular year, so that changes over the years are a mixture of
price change and quality change.

The Index was completed as a weighted average of relatives using weighting
factors representing the Importance of groups and items In farm family living
as estimated from the value of sales of general stores and other records for
services.

B. 1851 to 1890
(Consumer Price Index, 1851 to 1890, compiled by Ethel D. Hoover for the

1957 conference on research In Income and wealth. This index will be Included
in "Trends in the American l,'conomy in the 19th Century, Studies in Income
and Wealth," vol. 24, to be published by Princeton University Press for the
National Bureau of l1c(oJIic Research.)

The Indexes from 1851 to 1880 were based on retail prices for 58 commodities
published In a special report of the 1880 census' supplemented by data for
8 additional commodities and services from other sources. The distribution
of Items included in the index for these years were: food 40; clothing 12
(primarily yard goods, hoots, and sloe repairs) ; rent 2: fuel and light 5; and
"other" 7 (medical care, newspapers, soap, and starch). The index was
computed as a weighted average of price relatives, using as weights the dis-
tribution of major groups of family expenditures In 1875 (as estimated from
Massachusetts studies), and the distribution of items within groups from the
1890-91 studies made for the Senate Committee on Finance (published in
"Retail Prices and Wages," July 19, 1892, 52d Cong., 1st sess., Rept. 896).

The figures used for the 10 years from 1180 to 1890 are less reliable than
those for the preceding 30 years since there was very little information on retail
prices for these years. Segments of three different indexes were combined with
weights based on the 1890-91 expenditure study. An index of retail prices for
10 foods compiled by W. Randolph Burgess for his study of "Trends of School
Costs"' was used to represent the food component. Clothing price changes were
estimated from the index of wholesale prices weighted by family expenditure
derived by Roland P. Falkner for the Senate Committee on Finance, and rents
were estimated from an index included in "Business Cycles and Business Meas-
urements," by Carl Snyder.'

0. 1890-1913
("Cost of Living Index 1890-1914," constructed by Albert Rees. Preliminary

figures were obtained from the 38th Annual Report of the National Bureau of
Economic Research, Inc. (p. 59).)

These index numbers were based on the food, liquor, and tobacco components
derived by Paul H. Douglas,4 supplemented with retail prices for the following:
Clothing and furniture prices from mail-order catalogs; rents from newspaper
advertisements in six cities, kerosene prices from the New Jersey State cost-
of-living index and illuminating gas prices from utility companies.

The indexes were computed as weighted averages of prices relatives, using
weights for major components from the BLS consumer expenditure study of
1901-02 and for items from the 1918 expenditure study.

I "Report an the Statistics of Wages in Manufacturing Tndustries: With 4_.npplementary
Reports on the Average Retail Prices of Necessaries of Life, and on Trade Soieties, and
Strikes and Lockouts," by Joseph S. Weeks, Washington, 1886. (I'sually referred to as
the "Weeks report." Retail prices are Included for cities and towns located in 18
States.

SRtssell Sage Foundation, New York City, 1920.
I Russell Sage Foundation, New York City, 1927.

"Real Wanees in the United States, 10b to 1926," Houghton Mfflin Co., Boston and
New York, 1930.

88503-59--pt. 2- 12
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D. 1918-48
For this period, the BL8 Consumer Price Index was used. A complete de-

scription of the index is included in the Joint committee print, "The Consumer
Price Index" (Report of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report on the
Consumer Price Index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 80th Cong., 2d seas.,
Washington, 1949).

Detailed descriptions may also be found in various BLS publications, particu-
larLy chapter 9 of BLS Bulletin 1108, "Techniques of Preparing k:aJor BLS
Statistical Series."

APPENDIX 0. PRIOE OANGES FROM YLAR TO YEAz

The percentage change from each year to the next is shown in table 0-1
for the Wholesale Price Index from 1720 to 1958 and in table 0-2 for the Con-
sumer Price Index from 1800 to 1958.

TAmA 0-1.--Year-to-year percent changes in the wholesale price index for the
United Stateo, 1720-1958

Percent
changefrompreceding

Year:1721_____...
1722 -------

1725 -------
1726 -------
1727 -------
1728 -----
1729 -------
1736-----

1937 ------

1732 -------
1783----
1734 -------
1745 -------
1736 -----
1937------
178 -------
1789 -------
1748------
1741 -------
1742 -----

1744 -------
1745 -------
1746------
1747 -------
1748 -------
1749 -------
1750 -------
1751 -------1752. --------
1753 .......
1754 -------
1755 -------1756 --------
1757 -------
1758 ----
1759 --------
1760 --------

1762 --------
1763 --------

veer Year:
-8.9 1
+3. 9 1
+3.2 '
+5.4 1
+8.8 11
+4. 6 17
-3. 5 17
-4. 8 17
-. 8 17

+5.9 17
-11.1 17
-2.0 17
+2.9 17

+12.2 17
-1.0 17
-5.6 17

+10.7 17+. 1 17,
-14.1 17

0 171
+23.5 17
-5.8 17

-14.8 17
-4.4 17:
-6.0 17
+2.4 171

+19.8 17
+13.8 171
+2.4 171
-2.9 171
-2.6 171
+5.0 171
+8.4 17
-& 7 171-. 8 171
-2.4 171+. 1 17(
+0.2 '18(

+16.1 18(
-5.0 18(
-4.9 18(
+7.6 18(
+.1 18C

164 --------
05 --------

166 -------
I67 --------
'08

09 -------

71 --------
'72 --------
73------
'74 -------
75 -------
76
'7----- ---

79------

81------
82 ------
3------
84 ------
825......

86 .......
86------
87
89 - - - -
91------

5 -

)6-- -- -

7 - -- -
)8-- -- -

4 .........

Percent
ange fromPreceding
year

-7.5
-. 6

+0.5
0

-1.2

-1.5
+0.1

+15.7
-7.4
-7.8
-"-7.5

+38.5
+205.2

+81.5
+396.4
+255.1

-51.8
-97.3
-14.7
-5.4
-6.8
+.1

-1. 1
-6.3
-3.5
+6.3
-1.8
+3.8
+7.9

+11.8
+20.1
+8.1
-9.2
-2.9
+1.9
-. 9

+7.5
-14.8

-. 4
+6.0
+9.1

Percentchange from
preceding

180 -- 5.8
1807 --------- 3.2
1808 --------- 9.8
1809 -------- +10.0
1810 -------- +2.0
1811 --------- 8.1
1812 -------- +8.2
1813 -------- +17.8
1814 -------- +14.8

.1815 -------- -1.0
1816 --------- 3.1
1817 --------- 2.3
1818---------2.5
1819 ........ -16. 8
1820 -------- -17.5
1821 --------- 8.4
1822 -------- +5.6
1823 --------- 6.7
1824 -------- -2.7
1825 -------- +9.s
1826 -------- 11.1
1827 -------- 8.0
1828 -------- -. 9
1829 -------- -. 9
1830 -------- -4.3
1831 -------- +1.2
1832 -------- +8.6
183 -------- +8.8
1834 ........ - 6
1835 -------- +15.3
1836 -------- +12.0
1837- - -6.8
1838 --------- 3.3
1839 -------- +4.5
1840 --------- 17.5
1841 --------- 2.8
1842 -------- -12.8
1843 ........ -7.1
1844 -------- +S.9
1845 -------- +4.9
1846 ------- +.9
1847 -------- +12.1
1848 -------- -15.2
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TA= O-..-Yearto-,ear percent changes in the wholesale price index for the
United States, 1720-1958--Continued

Peroet
change from

preceding
Year: year

1849 ------- +4.0
1850 -------- +11.2
1851 ------- -4.5
1853 +9.5

1854 -------- +7.1
1855 -------- +. 7
1856 -------- --. 1
1857 -------- +8.2
1858 ----- -17.1
1859 -------- +8.2
1860 -------- -1.7
1861 -------- +3.8
1862 -------- +16.1
1863 -------- +27.4
1864 -------- +45.0

11865 --------- 4.5
1806 ---------6.4
1867 -------- -7.4
1868- - -. 0
1869 -------- -5.0
1870 --------- 11.5
1871 -------- -- 4.4
1872 -------- +6.4
1873 -------- -3.8
1874 -------- -5.3
1875 -------- -5.4
1876 -------- -7.9
1877 -------- -2.6
1878 -------- -14.7
1879 -------- -1.7
1880 -------- +11.5
1881 -------- +1.7
1882 --------- +4.3
1883 -------- -7.5
1884 ------. -7.2
1885 -------- -7.7

TAmr, C--2.-Yer-to-year

Year:
1886
1887 .......
1888-----...

1889 .......
1890 .......
1891
1892 -------
1893......
1894 .......
1895 --------
1896 --------
1897 -------
1898------
1899 --------
1900 --------
1901......
1902 -------
1903 --------
1904 --------
1905 --------
1906 -------
1907 .......
1908 --------
1909
1910 --------
1911
1912 --------
1913 --------
1914 -------
1915 -------
1916 --------
1917 --------
1918 .......
191.-
1920 -------
1921 -------
1922 -----

Percent
change lrom

preceding
J

ch~
'I

year Year:
-8.7 1923 ----------
+4.1 1924 --------
+1.9 1925 .......
-4.6 1926-
+1.0 1927 -------
-0.8 1928 -------
-6.4 1929 -------
+2.8 1930------

-10.2 1931 --------
+1.8 1932
-4.7 1933
+. 8 1934 -------

+4.0 1935 -------
+7.7 1936 -------
+7. 5 1937 ........
-1.4 1938 -------
+6.5 1939--------
+1.2 1940 --------
+.2 1941 --------
+. 7 1942 --------

+2.8 1943 --------
+5.5 1944 -------
-8.5 1945 --------
+7.5 1946 --------
+4.1 1947
-7.8 1948 .......
+6.5 1949 --------
+1.0 1950 .......
-2.4 1951 --------
+2.0 1952 --------

+23.1 1953 --------
+87.4 1954 --------
+11.7 1955 --------
+5.6 19'....

+11.4 1957 .......
-36.8 1958 --------
-. 9

eroent
snge from
receding
year

+4.0
-2.5
+5.5
-3.4
-4.6
+1.4
-1.5
-9.4

-15.5
-11.8
+1.7
+13.7
+6.8
+1.0
+6.8
-9.0
-1.9
+1.9
+11.1
+13.2
+4.3
+ .8
+ 1.8
+14.5
+22.4+ 8.8
-5.0

+8.9
+11.4
- 2.8
- 1.8
+ .2+ .4

+ 2.9
+1.4

percent changes in the consumer price index from
1800 to 1958

[1851-59=100J

Year:
1801 -------
1802 --------
1803 -------
1804 -------
1805 .......
1806------
1807 .......
1808 --------
1809 --------
1810 -------
1811 -------
1812 --------
1818 -------
1814 .......

Percent
change from
preceding

veo,
-0. 5

-14.7
+4.9
+1.2

0
+5.2
-8.8

+10.8
-2.2

0
+5.6
+1.6

+15.0
+6.8

Year:
1815
1816 --------
1817 --------
1818 --------
1819 --------
1820 .......
1821 --------
1822 --------
1823 -------
1824 .......
1825 --------
1826 .......
1827
1828-...-----

Percent
change from

preceding
C&ch

year Year:
-10.5
-9.9 1830 -------
-3.7 1831 .......
-4.8 1832 ......
-1.1 1888 ------
-8.0 1834 -------
-4.4 1835 ------
+2.0 1836 -------

-10.9 1837..
-9.4 2838
+2.4 1839 -------
+.8 1840......
0 1841 --------

-8.8

Perodet
ange from
weedingyear

-1.6
+.8

-1.6
-5.7
-1.7
+.9

+8.5

-3.1
-.8

-6.5
+2.6
-- 1. 1
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TAnt (-2.--Yar-to-year percent Cehantes in the consumer price indcw from
1800 to 1958 -COnI11tleud

Year:

PerveptCh lto'jr/ ro W
p rrerilnO

year

184:1 ........
18-14 --------
185 -------
184 --------
1847 --------
1848 -------

1812)--------185 .......
1851
1852 --------

1864 .......
1855 --------
1856 ....
1857

1856 -------1859-....

186( .
186118(12 .......

1863

1864 -------
1865

18(7--------

1868 ........1861) . .. .
187(.. .. .

1871 --------
1872 --------
1878 --------
1874 --------
1875... . .
1870 ....
1877

188--------1871) --- ----

1881

-8. 0
+1.0
-1.0
-1.0
+2. 9
-0.7
-4.1

0

+1.1
0

+2,.9
-1.0

-5. 7
+1.0

0
+1.0

+11.8
+23. 7
+26. 2

-. 0
-4.5
-5.9
-1.0
-4.5
-4.0
-4. 2

0
-1. 5
-3.0
-4.0
-4.0
-. 8

-5.9
-2. 7
+1.8
+0.9

1[1851-59=10011
IPerr"nt

prerdilng

Year:
18s2 --------
188 4 ....

18,-7.

181-() -181)1 -----

1891-

181)4.. .. .

18i)-----
1894 )--- --

189}3 --------

1897-
1891

1901--_ _ _
112
1904---

11H)5 --------

11)7 --
1908 --------

1910 --------
1911 --------
1012 - - - -
1913 --------1914) -

1916 .........1917 -
1918 --------

1919 --------
1920 --------

Oh
V

year Year:
+. 0 1921
-4. 4 11)22......-2.8 1123-------2.) 192.1 --------

0 1925 -------
0 1)26 ..------

+1. 1127 ------4)11).2 . .. ..

-1.0 19219 ------
+1.10 10.------ w
-1.0 11)31
-1.0 11"
-4. 1) 11)3:1------
- 2. 0 11)3t --------

0 11)t5 . . . .

-1.0 11)l3 ... .
0 1937 --------
0 1938 --------

+ 1. 1 11)31) ......
+1.') 11)40 ----
+1.0 I111-------
+:4- 1 112.-- ---
+1.0 113 ----

0 19 14 -------
+1.0 11)4- -------
+3. 1 19.1 (1........
-1. 11)14.....

-- 1. 19-17 --------

-1.0 1948 --------
+4.8 1149 --------

0 1950 --------
+1.8 19)51 -------
+1.8 1952 -------
+1.8 1953 --------
+. ) 1954 --------

+6.9 1955 -------
+17.7 1956 .......
+17.8 1957 -------
+15.1 1958 -------
+15.7

Representative I.LLTN. First I want to thank you both for pre-
senting an absorbing picture. I had no idea that one could get a
picture of such remarlble stability up1} to the 1900's except for wars.
It seems to me that from roughly i770 to about 1897, you have a line
of lows that go through almost exactly the same point. I don't know
whether this has any enormous significance. It is certainly very
interesting that for a period of 120 years the lows turned out to be
almost exactly the same at three points.

Mrs. HomF.R. Yes; these two low.--1843 and 1896-come out ex-
actly the same point, at an index of 75.1.

Representative BOLLINo. That is quite interesting. I am not sure
I can see the chart properly from here, but apparently in two world
wars in which the rest of ihe world was already inv'olved before we
were involved the fact seems to be that the wholesale line does not
change when we become involved. Do I make myself clear?

I'erioi' t
a nu' Irom
rri'ding
year
-10.9

-o. 4
+2.1

0
+2.0
+1.0
-2.0
-1.0
0

-2. 0
-8.)

-10.3
-5. 1
+'3. 4

+2.0+.6
+3.8
-1.8
-1.2
+.0

+5. 0
+10.7
+05
+1.5
+2.0
+8.8

+14.3
+7.8-1.1
+1.1
+8.0
+2.0
+1.0
+.3
-. 3

+1.3
+3.5
+2.8
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In the period from 1914 to our involvement in World War IT, the
wholesale irice rise is as sharp or sharper before we weie involved
in ,to ill. I lia t, it w s afterwri'd, isn't, it I S I hut, right ?

Mrs. lloov.-, I think it is partly an illusion because there are sG
maty years that bud to be compiressed oil this ('lirt.

()ft his total rise from 1914 to 1920, only a fourth of it occurred in
the 2 years before we got in, but half of it during the 2 years we were in.

11eJreseitative BOi.LIANO. I See.
Mrs. lloovi r• Thie other fourth in the years after the war was over.
Rel)reseliti' I0( MAN(;. The stabilization program of World War

I was very different from the stabilization program of World War 11,
was it, not 3

Ms. loovi.m. Quite different.
Representativo HOLLIN(l. What is tle picture in World War 1?

What, in fact, hal)pened in tile period from 1939 to 1941, what per-
cent age of the increase occurred t hen?

Mrs. loovi:r. '[here was 13 percent increase in 2 years from 1939
to 1941. Then in the list year that we were in the war another 13
percent.

liel)reseltut iVe ] lt,lNO. I see.
Mrs. Illovhi. So that it is twice as fast in the first year we were in

the war as the 2 years before we were in.
Rel)rseiitativo BLIANO. 'l1len the stabilization program had an

effect an( slowed it down to what?
Mrs. I loovrT. I haven't computed those figures. Actually it is-
Representative BoLmINo. It doesn't matter. It obviously slowed it

down.
Mrs. HoovwR. Yes; it slowed it down considerably.
Representative BoJ,1iNo. When does that sharp rise start again?

Does that have a direct relationship to the elimination of OIPA?
Mrs. IlooVER. This sharp rise is partly due to the discontinuance

of many of the controls that had been put on.
As you know, there was a sort of gradual decontrol of many prices$

and in many ca.;cs rent control continued on for quit. n num her of
years. However, there was also high incomes and a very great flush
of buying during that period of Pime, particularly of some of the
durable goods that were not available in the war years. Automobiles
were not available during the war and this-

Representative BOLLINO. This is the result of pent-iip demand?
Mrs. HoovEn. Normally termed pent-up demand. This increase in

the immediate postwar years is partly due to flush of postwar buying.
Representative BOLLING. What is the detailed picture of the Korean

war period? Again I cannot see. I cannot tell where the line actually
begins.

Mrs. IioovxRr. It is a little difficult.
Representative BoLLoNNO. There is a sharp increase in the first year, a

decline in the second and third year.
Mrs. HOOvER. I think maybe the size of the indexes would indicate

this. These figures are on a pre-Civil War base. We put it on the
base in the middle of the 18th century so both Dr. Taylor and I could
work on it.
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In 1949, before we were in the war, the wholesale price index was
246, in 1950, it was 256, in 1951 it was 285, and by 1952 it was down to
277.

Representative BoLuiNo. Yes. There is no relationship in this
movement to the stabilization program of the Korean war, if my
memory is correct is there?

Mrs. HoowR. There were some controls during this period.
Representative BoLINo. I know there were some controls. I was

around then and I remember the fights. I do not remember the dates
when the control program collapsed.

Mr. KsOwJiES. If I can remark, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLING. Yes, do.
Mr. KNOWLUS. As I remember, being on the staff at the time, the

principal movement of that index occurred after about June 1950, so
that the 1950 rise was mainly started already in the spring and most of
it was in the second half of the year and the peak of the index was
in February, I believe January or February, one or the other, 1951.
There was a break, if I remember right, in February 1951 about the
time when the control went on. The control went on, the ceilings
went on to the extent that they were placed on in February 1951, if
I remember correctly. I can check that. I think it was February
1951 that the actual controls went in.

Representative BOLIaNO. What I am curious about is that in the
period of actual involvement we did have some comedown as the
chart would indicate. In the Korean war we went up a peak and
came down during the period of the war.

Mrs. HooVER. There were one or two special conditions during this
period. I think there was a sharp drop in food prices in one or two
of those months-

Representative BOLINo. It is not very important.
Mr. KNowiEs. If I may enlarge, from my experience with the com-

mittee at the time, which got a little bit involved in this, this movement
you will find in any wholesale price index I have seen in other countries
as well. This was fairly widespread -

Representative BoLuao. Yei.
Mr. KNOWLES. And part of the earliest of the peak and then the

cutback occurred because of the raw material component of this. The
raw materials, rather, I think on the technical price chart the analyst
would call it an overshooting of the movement. They went far in
excess. If:! remember my prices right, wool went something like
twice the movement with respect and then fell back. This sometimes
happens in a speculative market.

Mr. TAYLOR. Scare buying at the time.
Mr. KNoWxns. It is a scare-buying operation, and this occurred

quite generally we thought. Last November, when some of us were
in Europe, we iound other countries had the same experience and had
trouble importing raw material at the time, and it affected the
domestic price level.

Representative BOLLING. This I am sure has no meaning but if the
wars were taken out of this, there would be remarkable stability until
the 1930's.

Mrs. HOOVER. There is a sort of a general trend downward in the
early part of the 19th century, and straight across from the low of 1843
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to 1897 but there has been a general trend upward since 1897. We
tried to spread out these annual figures on the chart so that something
other than war peaks could be seen. I think monthly figures would
make it much clearer.

Replresentative BOLUNG. But in terms of long-run stability if the
warl ad never happened you would have had apparently a very con-
siderable amount of stability compared to what you have. That is all
I wanted to observe.

This is the first time in our history that we have not had a substantial
deflation following a substantial inflation.

Mrs. IloovEn. That is right.
Representative BOLING. Of course, that depends, it could be said to

depend on what one's definition of what.-wartime and peacetime are.
Do you have any questions, anybody on the staff

Mr. KNowLvs. I have two or three that I would like.
Representative BOLLINO. All right.
Mi. KwowLas. I gather the impression, Mrs. Hoover, and Mr.

Taylor, both, that over this long sweep of time that you compared
these prices that there is really no consistent relation between the
longer, I suppose you would call them secular movement in prices and
secular growth trends even though you find a lot of short periods
correspond in wars or cycles, that you find as far as I could listen to
your running descriptions, it seems to me you were running periods
when the prices were secularly downward, but you had economic
growth and then in a sense, a fairly substantial amount.

You had other periods when prices seemed to have been secularly
going upward rather than persistently over long periods and you had
rapid economic growth. I do not get any impression that these two
have been closely linked. Is this the impression it is supposed to
convey?

Mr. TAYLOR. One of the interesting points here is this decline, the
rate of economic growth was about as great during that period as it
has been since ; that is, there is not a very marked difference in eco-
nomic growth in the long period of decline after the Civil War than
there has been since that time.

Mr. KNowLNs. Then secondarily to that I gained the impression
also Mr. Bolling referred to, that all of the large movements, the
really big sweeps in prices have been associated somehow rather imme-
diately or sort of an aftermath to very large currency and credit infla-
tion or deflations. They correspond to very large movements in the
supply of currency, such as the wartime paper money episodes, the
greenback episode and the like. That you do not find a really large
and persistent movement. Now, if you exclude the period since about
1950, but all the other big movements were periods that you had corre-
spondingly very large increases in supply of money.

Mr. TAYLO. The only exception is this period in the early 1790's,
but that was near the beginning of the Napoleonic wars in Europe,
which affected prices throughout the country, throughout the world,
and was a period of great credit expansion in the United States with
the funding of the debt and the Hamiltonian measures that were taken
at that time.

There was a good deal of credit expansion in the financing of the
War of 1812, too largely through the issue of State banknotes and
Treasury notes. Speeie payments were suspended during the war.
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Air. KNOWLvr.8~. So (.tenl if you look back linth Cli itorlefti record
vror to World 11 y'ou would not finid 0i or NoI f jlhenlonlonl thalt
,118 bee()Il1 to 1IVN rTM'Id to ill I'IW'0'III t ilniestI It1 COMt 1)1111 Or fily( hinig
hiat. colli halve rosemlbled it in wit icli tw he argument im inti1de (1t, pr ice"

IU1ove itldoewdektly of IlloVeltolit ill tho supp~jly of elirrencey re alyeiv
to t ra det

NIr4 TI'AJM 'E'llis is not it largo inct'ea$80 (t ( I1ii4 point If YolU fi lkO
World WarIt i' 11. tititl1 thWoeill'a into lt('e()Itnt th1iH is Ita111 siall -
oreasot wti 2 aind Il pormuit; it year, I believe, and over the lat.d
yealr very Ilit tle inerellse.

%,r. K~)I1. Now, it teclitictl qjuestion. 1 thinkl, Mrs. H oover,
It, will bo t lit t lo~ 11U)' it)1 Your jPt'OV111CO.

For the, periods sitieo 1917, does n1of th0 lILS whlolemleo price, indeIx
not 11erely itwlttih' a i lot tIiot' itol)18 than11 it, did be(forel in thle 14am1ple
but( have ii CoUsidorallY better' rejwesetttiOnl Of fi i8shed goods, 0msja1-
eilillv in thet area of mach linry t

MiI IOKWERt. Yes, It. (toeS. With 501111 additijonald Ipl)1Olpri attiil
111de taai llble to lis by tilt) Congress we hiavo been oiwettrating on
mlet hods of pricing finished goods, particularly in theo hieivy goods
area and have beemn working very actfively witi it a number of adlvisory
coitiiiitt'es iii th litr ltious ind~ustries lin order to get it better insuro-
Inent of these goodis in the index.

Mr. I(Kxo~vm.S. Before that (itim these n1fliachiery items findl durable)1
goods f requently wero represented htowV By raw materials such as
steol or somiet hing of this sort.?I

AM lHoov.. It varied to some extent. In some, cases they were
rejre~iltt1either by tho raw materials or by ivarious components or

they were) represented by what you might catll the standard noncom-
pleX ma11chinles.

Mr. Kl.\owvixq. The reason I asked this, one reason, what effect this
would have on ie, character of the filuctuation tit you would get out
of such. an index after 1947 aind before under substantially similar
conditions-I am not. talking about the actual price movement, just
the character of the index. If you better represent by direct price
measures these substantially finished durable goods would not that
have the effect. of introducing at very considerable, degree of stability
to the index, that is a greater degree of stability, particularly in the
business cycle than it would have had before ?

.Mrs-. Hoo*VER. Wel, the usual pattern has been for finished goods
to fluctuate less than the raw materials because their prices have in
them a greater proportion of finishiing costs or costs that do not fluc-
tuate as widely as the materials cost.

Fromn the statistical point of view, it is a better representation, per-
I want to interpolate a comment. "We have not succeeded by any

manner of means in making -perfect measures of prices for these
goods, but I think that is stability is introduced into these measures
through the introduction of these goods that this is a good technical

steto avetaken.
DLr. Kxowam. The reason I asked was there is a tendency at times

for people to compare the movements of prices, including wholesale
prices in postwar periods, particularly in periods of both expaso
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and contraction iilh .s himt. year with preceding contrations be-
roI'0l yOu Illde OWN41 III I'WOVUlHII(. tH ill 1,h10 indeX.

Mrs. IlooVIJ. Y0s.
Mr. l(NowlaleH. WXVIIat I 1n1 so l o f),ding for heo is whether or not

ill li, ing that YOul hlavt to worry abooli, whither or not you jus;t
illtoinaftlealy ouglht to expee, thlat, the index now would mhow les of a
doli(lio o1 no (l0(sjin W](eIW l)reviolosy it would havo olhown-
la'n eid Chlt jilt, around. I f we had had tLh present kind of an index
whiMh wa just Its good IN il. is now for the period of, let us say, the
twentioN and tlirto, teio inovements in IHU12 to 1)33 and from 10f37
to 19)88 would lie considerably loss than is shown. in the existing index
0),' t)lp'0jireiably l0s1
Mrs. I loovie.. No; I don't think that it introduces alpweciltblo ta-

bility. After all, it largo portion of the wholomitle indlex is mule up
of farm products and processed foods. And the finished goods that
hiavo boon int'o(lced are relatively minor in importance, but these
two groipts are major in importance in the overall wholfale price
index.

I think Chat comnparisorns of the indexes after finished goods have
been i)tro(llle(l with tie period in which some of these finished
goods were not included, ]aclc something in precision, biu I don't
think the lack of prcision is to a major extent so that it, would mean
SncCl comLparisons were worthles.

Mr. KNOWIacs I am not getting to that. I am trying to think we
have to make some allowances. Suppose we excluded the food and
agricultural materials from this and just compared the nonindustrial
or nonagricultural product part of this that you compute.
Mrs. II(oovi, . Yes.
Mr. KNOWiJIcS. This would mean we are taking a highly volatile

agricultural product out. This would mean that even prior to 1947
the remaining component index other than farm products index that
is now published was more stable and all I am asking would that
component be still more stable of you had been doing then what you
are doing now I

Mrs. HooviR. It might have been slightly more stable, yes, but if
I may be excused for using a work chart, I would like to show you a
work chart of all commodities other than farm and food. This is
on a monthly basis you can see that the index for all commodities
other than farm products and foods was very stable up until 1946.

Mr. KNOWLES. Yes.
Mrs. HoovjR. I had this chart primarily for comparisons with pre-

war to show where farm products were as well as other groups.
Representative BOLLINO. This is an absolutely fascinating thing to

me. I have learned a great deal today.
What is generally considered to be the time when this country

began to industrialize in terms of so-called industrial revolution?
Mr. TAYLOR. It, began to become industrialized very rapidly after

about 1839. There were some beginnings before. The fifties was a
decade of very rapid industralization but many say the real industrial
revolution in this country came after the Civil War.

Representative BOLLING. I wanted to pursue a little bit, the point
that you made a little earlier about the growth in relations to price
level.
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Did we have relatively a substantial rate of growth In the period
from 1830 something to 18601

Mr. TAmoR. We think so, although, of course, our data for this
early period are not very perfect.

Representative BoLtaxo. No; I should not think they would bo.
Mr. T'Aola. But we do have estimates from 1839 on,
Representative Bouixo. That would include a period of consider.

able ups and downs I
Mr. TAYWJa. Yes.
Representative Bouao. And I wondered if there was any very

substantial difference in growth rate during the down period as op-
posed to the up periods or vice versa, I

Mr. TAYLOR. We cannot be too sure about this but as I remember
the figures on this the rate of growth was rather more rapid in the
forties than it was in the flfties. Seemingly, the short-run rate of
growth is likely to be rather rapid after a low point.

Representative BOLLING. Yes.
Mr. TAThOrt. But Goldsmith's figures on that, which are in the rec-

ord, I believe, for the earlier hearing are much more accurate than
my recollection.

Representative J3OLmxo. While I had it in my mind I wanted to
raise the question. I remember Mr. Goldsmith's testimony.

Do either of you have any further comments, you would like to
make?

Mr. TAYIOR. I think not..
Representative BouaING. Again I would like to thank you very

much for the very real contribution to certainly my thinking, and I
am sure the committee as a whole.

Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you.
Representative Boirxxo. Tomorrow we will meet in the old Su-

preme Court Chamber room P-68 in the Senate wing of the Capitol.
The subject will be long swings in U.S. growth. The witness will

be Moses Jbramowit, professor of economics, Stanford University.
We stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 11:24 a.m., Thursday, April 9, 1959, the hearing

was adjourned to reconvene at 10 a.m., Frday, April 10, 1959.)
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12XDAY, APL 10, 1959

CoNaRE or TiE UN =D SATS,
JOINT EoONOMIo COMMrTZU,

Waingtoni, D.C.
Te committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess in room P-48,

the old Supreme Court Chamber, tle Capitol, Hon. Paul H. Douglas,
presiding.

Present: Senators Douglas, Sparkman, and Bush; Representa-
tives Bolling, Reuss, and Coffin.

Also present: Roderick H. Riley, executive director; John W.
Lehman clerk; James W. Knowles and William H. Moore, economists.

The &JHAIRKAN. The committee will come to order.
This is the fourth and final day in the current second set of hear-
Swant to say we are gratified with the high quality of the papers

which have been presented thus far both on production and prices.
We have drawn very heavily upon the work which has been con-
ducted for many years under the auspices of the National Bureau of
Economic Research and are very happy to have an associate of the
National Bureau Dr Abramovitz, who is also professor of economics
at Stanford, with us this morning to discuss long swings in U.S.
growth.

It is my understanding that this is the first public full-scale
presentation of your original research in this field, am Y correct in
that! 

.

Mr. Amumovrrz. Yes, that is right, Mr. Chairman.
The CHuiIxr. I am very grateful to you for coming.
Before I formally call upon you I would like to announce that

the next hearings of the committee will be concerned with unemploy-
ment and will take place late this month. We will issue a statement
in the next few days giving the names of witnesses, the subjects, and
other watters.

We are very happy indeed to have you testify, Dr. Abramovitz,
and want to thank you for coming from so far and taking the time
to prepare this paper.

Will you proceed in your own way ?

STATENT OF MOSS ABRA MOYII NATIONAL BU RAU OF
ECONOMIC RSARCH, AN PROFESOR OF ECONOMICS, STAN-
FORD UNI VE IT

Mr. Amumovriz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think you will appreciate it when I say as an old profeuora

I have looked forward for a long time for a chance to lecture to a
really small olas 411
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I am very glad to have this chance Mr. Chairman, to present to
sou 0ne ol the results of the work that, I have been doing for the

ast 2 years.
Summary: 1. The economic growth of the Jnited States has talent

p lace in a series of surges during which growth wevs especially rapid
followed by relapses when growth proceeded much more slowly. In
periods of ropid growth, output has increased at rates two, and
often three, times as fast as in period of slow growth.

2. These waves of acceleration and retardation stand out clearly in
records of output when the influence of the relatively short business
cycles has been eliminated as far as possible. Clear evidence of such
waves can be found in economic records going back at least as far as
the third decade of the 19th century. The duration of tho waves has
usually been between 10 and 20 years. Since this period is two to
five times the duration of ordinary business cycles, we refer to the
waves in growth as long swings.

3. The long swings in the growth of output were but one aspect
of a more general wave characterizing our economic development.
Long swings similar to those in output and occurring at about the
same time can be found in the records of population growth, immi-
gration, transport development, geographical settlement, internal mi-
gration, the growth of cities, price change, the growth of the money
supply, the foundation of new corporations, residential buildings
and in still other branches of economic life and in some aspects o?
noneconomic activity.

4. The long waves in the rate of growth of output reflect similar
waves in the rates of growth of resources, both labor and capital; in
the rates of growth of-productivity; and in the intensity witl which
resources were employed. These waves in the factors underlying out-
put occurred in a particular sequence which recurred in approxi-
mately the same manner during each successive long swing.

5. In the past, the culminating event of each period of retarded
growth has lieen a business depression of unusual severity and almost
always of unusually long duration. These severe and protracted de-
pressions began when the long swings in the volume of investment in
durable capital passed their peaks. Sustained recovery from depres-
sion began at about the same time as the volume of investment in dur-
able capital entered the rising phase of a new long swing.

6. Although many features of the long swings in economic devel-
opment can now be described, the cause of these fluctuations is still
to be determined. It is not yet known whether they are the result of
some stable mechanism inherent in the structure of the U.S. economy,
or whether they are set in motion by the episodic occurrence of wars,
'financial panics, or other unsystematic disturbances. Their pro-
nounced uniformities, however, make it likely that continued study
of long swings will sled light on the process of economic growth and
on the origins of serious depressions.

L GENERAL CHARACTER OF LONG SWINGS IN GROWTH

The most important and the most striking feature of U.S. economic.
growth is the great upward sweep of total output and of output per
capita which started in the first half of the last century, or perhaps
earlier still, and which is still visibly going on today. Manifestly,
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however, this sweep of growth has not been steady. Seasonal influ-
ences apart, it has been subject to frequent minor interruptions
and sometimes to drastic upward and downward movements of an
episodic character, the most important of which were connected with
wars. In addition, we have suffered the more or less regular inter-
ruptions in growth associated with business cycles , a type of disturb-
anco which in this country has involved waves in output which have
generally required 3 to 5 years to run their course.

These'fluctuations represent familiar and well-established types of
disturbances. They are not, however, the only important sources of
unsteadiness in growth. Evidence has accumulated that economic
development in this country, and in at least some other industrialized
countries, has taken place in a series of great surges, followed by pe-
riods of much slower growth. These waves of acceleration and retar-
dation in the rate of growth of output stand out clearly after output
indexes have been corrected, so far as possible, to eliminate business-
cycle fluctuations. The duration of these larger and longer swings
in output growth has generally been between 10 and 20 years although
there have been shorter and longer movements of apparently similar
character. Because the fluctuations in output which emerge after
correction for business cycles are fluctuations in the rate of growth
of output rather than in the level of total production, and because
tho waves are of relatively long duration, they have sometimes been
called secondary secular movements or trend cycles. But I shall refer
to them simply as long swings. This sor ewhat neutral title is in-
tended to avoid any premature commitment to the theory that these
fluctuations are self-generating cyclical movements whose internal
mechanism produces their own recurrence. There are, nevertheless,
certain pieces of evidence which point in that direction, and, in any
event, the long swings have been marked by a common set of occur-
rences which repeat themselves from occasion to occasion and which
give them a definite character.

The long swings of acceleration and retardation in economic growth
are sharply distinguished from business cycles not only by their longer
duration but alsoby other characteristics which make them dramatic
elements in our economic history and in the process of economic
growth. In particular, the long swings are marked by very large
fluctuations in the rate of resource development. Each of the long
swings has included a great wave in the level of immigration and
in the total number of people added to the population. Each long
swing has also involved a wave in the total number of persons added
to the labor force. The long swings also manifest themselves in
large fluctuations in the net volume of fixed capital formation, and
most particularly in towering waves of residential building and of
railroad and public utilities construction. Before World War I, each
of the long swings in the rate of growth of output involved a renewed
surge in the progress of territorial settlement as evidenced by Federal
land sales and by the number of miles of canals and railroads opened
for traffic. The upward phases of the long swings are also times
when the pace of internal migration of people within the country
speeds up and when urban growth, more recently suburban growth,
proceeds at an unusually rapid pace, only to slow down again after
a time.
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One common attribute of all these processes of resource develop-
ment involving the movement of people from country to country and
place to place, the formation of households and the birth of child
the foundations of business, and the investment of capital in highly
durable forms is that they involve long-term decisions and commit-
ments. Hence they pick up speed and come to fruition slowly and
when they slow down, they are not easily or quickly set in motion
again. They give rise, therefore, to long waves of resource develop-
ment and output growth. These processes involving long-termde
cisions on the other hand, respond only sluggishly to the impact of
the ordinary short and mild business contractions. By contrast, the
most prominent feature of short business cycles is a fluctuation in
shorter term investment, particularly inventory investment.

While the long swings of acceleration and retardation in growth
differ from business cycles in duration and many other features, they
are distinctly not free from fluctuations in the volume of unemploy-
ment or, more generally, from fluctuations in the intensity with which
resources are used. Indeed, each long swing of which we have a
definite record has ended in a depression of unusual severity and,
with one possible exception, of unusual duration. In one sense,
therefore-unless we are to suppose that severe depressions are merely
accidental occurrences-we may regard the long swings as the sequence
of events which lead up to these catastrophes. An understanding of
the long swings may, therefore, help us not only to understand why
our ,rate of long-term growth is subject to acceleration and retardation,
they may also be a path by which we can gain firmer knowledge about
the severe depressions which are still, perhaps, the most serious dis-
ease with which capitalist economies are threatened.

In successive sections of this statement, I propose to describe some
of the more prominent features of the long swings in the U.S. eco-
nomic growth. Section II tells how we make our measures. Section
III deals with acceleration and retardation in the growth of output
and of economic activity generally. The succeeding sections take
up briefly the various processes which combine to form the long
swings in the rate of growth of output. Section IV deals with ad-
ditions to the population and to the labor force, section V with ad-
ditions to the stock of capital equipment, that is, with capital forma-
tion, section VI with the rate of growth of productivity, and sec-
tion VII with the intensity with which resources are used. Section
VIII presents a general conspectus of the various changes in their re-
lation to the long swings in the rate of growth of output and leads up
to some suggestions about possible lines of explanation. Now I pro-
pose to go into some of these matters in a little more detail.

11. MASUREMEN OF LOGO SWINGS

Just as one must eliminate seasonal fluctuations from time series
in order to reveal business-cycle movements clearly, so one must re-
move the effects of business cycle as well as one can in order to reveal
the long swings. Unfortunately, because business-cycle fluctuations
are much less regular than seasonal movements, it is not possible to
correct time series for the former as well as one can for the latter. The
kinds of adjustments that can be made all involve some sort of
smoothing process in which averages are computed from the original
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data over periods believed to be of the same duration as a business
cycle. Moving averages of the original data are a common method
of smoothing out business cycles.

Those who believe that the normal duration of business cycles is
in the neighborhood of 3 to 5 years are inclined to use 5-year moving
averages. This corresponds with, although it is not the same as, the
average duration of business cycles as revealed by the widely accepted
standard business cycle chronology of the National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research. Those who believe that, in addition to the relatively
short business cycles identified by the National Bureau, there is also
a so-called major business cycle, marked by the occurrence of rela-
tively deep depressions which occur at intervals of 8 to 11 years
have often used 9-year moving averages. Still other methods of
smoothing out business cycles by calculating moving averages with
other periods and with more complicated weighting schemes have
been used.

The method employed in my own work is somewhat different. It
is a variant of a method long employed by the National Bureau of
Economic Research to make measures of secular movements, defined
as changes in economic or other magnitudes which do not reverse
themselves in the course of a business cycle. This method starts
from the fact that business cycles, though they have been on the
average some 4 years long, actually vary a great deal in duration.
Indeed, the duration of the individual business cycles identified by the
National Bureau of Economic Research has ranged between 2
and 84 years. To smooth out the business cycles of experience, there-
fore, it seems better to strike averages, not over some uniform period
of years, as in the normal moving average, but rather over the actual
years included in each successive business cycle.

To carry through this procedure, we make use of the standard and
widely accepted chronology of business-cycle peaks and troughs estab-

=ishedby Wesley C. Mitchell and Arthur F. Burns (6). To obtain
values for a series which are, as nearly as possible, free of the influence
of business cycles, we compute the average value of the series for all
years between one business-cycle trough and the next. We compute
such averages for all business-cycle periods running from trough-
to-trough and then for all business-cycle periods running from peak-
to-peak. We then intermix the average standings for trough-to-trough
cycles with those for peak-to-peak cycles chronologically to obtain a
continuous series of averages for overlapping business-cycle periods.
Following the National Bureau's usage we refer to these averages as
average reference-cycle standings. They are the successive values
of a series after the effects of business cycles have been smoothed away
as well possible.

In many types of economic processes, for example, in railroad con-
struction or in immigration, the average reference-cycle standings
themselves fluctuate in long waves, and these waves in the average
level of a series, when they appear, are often themselves of great
interest. In some kinds of economic processes, however, our interest
centers in the long swings which may appear, not in the level of the
process but in its rate of growth. In such cases, we compute rates of
growth per annum between the average reference-cycle standings.
We first compute rates of growth between the reference-cycle stand-
ings for trough-to-trough cycles, then between the reference-cycle
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standings for peak-to-peak cycles. Again we intermix the two sets of
rates of growll chronologically to obtain a continuous series of rates
of g wth between overlapping pirs of businos-cycle periods.

Now I think I am ready to ask you to look at some of the charts
and tables, and as I said to the chairman before I started I think it
might be most convenient if you simply ripped away from the back of
your statement the set of tables and the set of charts and put them down
before you, and then I think you will be able to follow them more easily
as I refer to them.

The CuHiRMAN. You suggested separating tie charts from the
tables.

Mr. AiMxovrrz. And separating the charts from the tables. The
tables come first and the charts are all at the back.

1I. LONG SWINGS IN TIlE RATH OF OROWTII OF OUTPUT AND OTHER
INDIOATOIIS OF ECONOMIo ACTIVITY

I ask you to look first of all at charts 1-A and 1-B which give us our
first view of the long swings in economic growth. Chart i-A shows
the annual figures for GNP as estimated by Simon Kuzets-that is
the dotted line on that chart-together with the average reference-
cycle standings computed from these figures which represent gross
national product after the business cycles have been smoothed away.
The graph of average reference-cycle standings supports the observa-
tion that when business cycles have been smoothed away, the total
physical volume of production in this counti7 has, at least since 1870
when these figures begin, risen without significant interruption, apart
from the decline associated with the great depression of the 1930's.
In short, there have been no long swings in the volume of output.

At the same time, it is ap parent that, business cycles apart, total
output has sometimes risen along a steeper trend than it has at other
times. It is these alternations between acceleration and retardation
which are the long swings in growth of output. They stand out much
more clearly if we look, not at the average reference-cycle standings of
output, but, as in Chart 7-B, at the rate of change per annum between
average reference-cycle standings. Chart 1-B displays the large
range over which the rate of growth of total output has swung during
the last 80 years. It also suggests that the rate of growth does not
fluctuate erratically, but rather rises and falls in wide movements
usually last for considerable periods.

Such fluctuations in the rate of growth are a characteristic not only
of total output but of all the major branches of industry with the
sole exception of agriculture. Arthur F. Burns' famous study of
"Production Trends" made as long ago as 1934, showed that each long
swing in the rate of growth of total output was accompanied by
similar long swings occurring at approximately the same time in most
individual sectors. of nonagricultural production. .

In chart 2 1 have beei able to put together some figures that carry
this story somewhat further.

Senator BusH. Could I ask a question on chart 1-B before you leave
it there I

Mr. AzR&xovrrz. Please do.
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Senator fBusn. Gross national product in 1929 prices. I note that
for instance in the period of the twenties there you have the sharpest of
dropson that chart. Why is that?

Mr. AnnAMovrnz. That is because during the great depression we
had a protracted period of years when total output was not only
growing more slowly, which is the usual reason why this graph falls,
hut actually declining so that the rate of growth fell to negative fig-
ures, sir. I was going----

Senator BufSH. Te line that I refer to begins in about 1923 and
ends in 1930, all of which was a period I thought of very substantial
growth.

Mr. AnBRMovr'z. Yes but the rate of growth from about 1923
began to proceed more slowly. During the latter years of the 1920's
year by year our rate of growth was slowing up. That is shown on
this chart by a drop in the line. Then after 1929 we began to have an
actual decline in output and that, of course, is a negative rate of
growth and that is the first time we had that for sueh a protracted
period in this country.

The CHAIRnMAN. That is a very interesting point, and your figures
seem to indcate that the rate of growth was falling very rapidly in
the period when the financial wizards were saying we were in a new
economic era and going forward more rapidly than we had ever gone
before,

Mr. AB IAMOVITZ. I expect some more of that to come out later.
It is characteristic of these long swings that we reach our most rapid
rate of growth early in what you might call the expansion phase of
the long swing, that the rate of growth thereupon tends to fall, and
after some years of growth at a falling rate we suffer or, at least
in the past we have suffered, a serious depression when, of course,
the rate of growth has fallen to extremely low levels.

The CHAIRMAN. Apparently the rate of growth was negative prior
to 1929.

Mr. AnBzmovITz. That arises from the fact that this rate of growth
is not measured year by year, Mr. Chairman, but measured between
average reference-cycles standings and those average standings for
business cycles were centered at the middle of business cycle periods.
The rate of growth per annum between these average standings was
then centered at the midpoint between the business cycle mipints
and that apparently suggests that the rate of growth reached nega-
tive figures before 1929. It reached it, so to speak, corrected for busi-
ness cycles.

It ia not true, of course that literally the rate of growth measured
year by year uncorrected or business cycles would have reached nega-
tives figures before 1929.

Senator Busu. Then what is the value of this information ?
Mr. AtAmoviTz. Sir, we are trying to take a look at the behavior

of economic time series corrected for business cycles in order to center
our attention on longer movements. Just as we find that by correct-
ng monthly figures-for seasonal movements we have a useful way of

looking at data even though it does not tell us literally how out put
or prices moved from month to month, so I think we are going tond .
that looking at longer movements in data, corrected for business

8"88-59--pt. 2-13
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cycles, is going to be a useful way of arranging and assembling figures
for comparative purposes.

Senator Busu. Thank you.
Mr. AiRuAmoviz. Now I refer you to chart 2 in which I would like

to try to point out to you how widely diffused these long swings in
economic growth are, how many different aspects of economic life
they seem to be found in. Chart 2 has 4 pages of graphs. It sug-
gests that the long swings in the rate of growth of GNP and of indus-
trial production since the Civil War were diffused, not only through-
out the component sectors of GNP, but that they are matched-by
similar swings in the rates of growth of a wide range of indicators
of economic activity such as wholesale prices, money supply, capital
imports, new incorporations, the prices of common stocks, railroad
bond yields, and immigration. The list could easily be extended.
The main point here is simply to gain tn impression of the fact that
the behavoir of these various elements in economic life are moving
along in roughly the sane fashion. Indeed the impression of rough
similarity I think would have been stronger had there not been some
mistakes in the charthig. Two of the series in which the original
computations were made on a monthly basis were charted on the wrong
scale and consequently hardly seem to move at all.

Representative BouiNe. Mr. Chairman, these are all adjusted for
the business cycle?

Mr. ABRAtmoviz. These are all adjusted for the business cycle.
The CHAIRMAN. When you read the chart it becomes more and more

hectic as you turn from sheet to sheet, is that right?
Mr. ABiLiMovTZ. I think that is true because in the latter sheets

ve are seeing some of the series which represent long-term decisions
and which represent, I think, the core of the long swing, the kind of
process out of which it develops.

Table 1, if you will turn to that, brings out an important feature
of the behavior of the series whose rates of growth are shown in chart
2. The table presents, for each series a chronology of the years in
which the rates of growth reached their peak and trough levels in
successive long swings. Apparently, the long swings in the rates of
growth of this wide variety of indicators of economic activity not
only conform generally to the swings in GNP and industrial produc-
tion, but their turning points cluster in narrow bands of years which
center, upon the turning dates in the rate of growth of total output.
There are very fewi cases, if you glance down the columns, in which
a date in one column occurs as early as those in the preceding column
or as late as those in the succeeding column.

Chart 2 and table 1 I think carry the strong suggestion that in the
absence of actual estimates of aggregate output, we might have de-
tected the existence of long waves in the rate of growth of aggregate
output from the behavior of a considerable variety of series taken
together and we might use the concensus of their turning points to
establish a rough chronology of the peaks and troughs in the rate of
growth of aggregate economic activity.

This is the raison d'etre of table 2, which we use to indicate the
existence of long waves in the rate of growth of economic activity
before the Civil War. For this early period, there are very few series
of production statistics. But one can find series representing the con-
struction of buildings, canals,. railroads, and ships, the imports and
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exports of goods, the import of capital, the transport of goods by
canals, wholesale prices, interest rates, stock prices, money supply,
and immigration. Not all these activities can be studied in all years,
but even in the second decade of the century, there were some im-
portant indicators of the growth of activity. Charts of the rate of
growth of these series, which I have not reproduced, reveal the ex-
istence of long swings similar to those we observed in the post-Civil
War period. Again, as table 2 indicates, the turning points cluster in
relatively narrow bands of years. This suggests that the waves were
general in character and it encourages one to try to fix upon a single
set of turning points, which may be said to represent in a crude way
the turning points in the rate of growth of aggregate economic
activity, by depending upon the consensus of the turning points in
the individual series.

This we have done in table 3 which presents an attempt at a rough
chronology of the peaks and troughs in the rate of growth of total
output since the beginning of the 19th century. Before the Civil
War, as stated, it depends on the consensus of the behavior of a wide
variety of series. From 1864 to 1881, we depend on Frickey's Index
of Industrial and Commercial Production, and from 1886 forward,
we use the turning points in the rate of growth of GNP. The chro-
nology pertnits us to say that in the 124 years between 1814 and 1938,
there were nine Iong swings with an average duration of approxi-
mately 14 years. The individual swings varied widely in duration,
from about 6 to 21 years, but while that is a wide range it is no wider
proportionately than the range of duration over whicri business cycles
vary because they have ranged in duration between 21/ to 8 years.
That is a wider range proportionately than the 6 to 21 years within
which the durations of the long swings have fallen. The suggestion
offered by the table that the average duration of the long swings was
shorter after the Civil War than it was before is due almost entirely
to the inclusion in our list of two short movements whose admissi-
bility to a chronology of long swings may be thought to be in doubt.
One is the short period of retardation which our measures suggest
interrupted the spurt of the 1880's. The other is the short retardation
association with World War I and its aftermath. Had we considered
these movements too small or too short to be admitted to our list, the
duration of the long swings would have appeared to be longer on the
average and less variable. Closer study may suggest that this is,
indeed, the better practice.

For the time being, however, the present method of organizing the
investigation seems best. The average duration of the long swings
would also appear somewhat longer if we were to take into account
the record of recent years. A variety of causes have combined to pro-
duce an unbroken period of retardation in growth which has now
lasted for some 20 years and whose end cannot yet be determined.

Senator BusH. Are you going into the discussion of those causes I
Mr. ABiAMOVriz. If you will give me an opportunity later, Senator,

I would be glad to.
I turn now to some comments about the height and depthl of the

long swings in the rate of growth of output. Table 4 presents meas-
ures of the amplitude of the long wave in the rate of growth of GNP
and its major components. Column (1) shows the average difference
in percentage points between the rates of growth at the peaks of the
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long swings, when growth was most rapid, and that at succeeding
troughs when uowth was slowest. Column (2) records the results of
the same calculaitions made from troughs to peaks, showing the numb6
of percentage points by which growth rose from any given trough to
the succee dfig peak. Column () enables us to compare these differ-
ences with the long-term rate of growth achieved over the whole 80.
year period. The measures tell us that GNP grew over the entire
period at an overall average rate of just under 4 percent per annum.
That, of course, is a familiar figure.

During long swings, however after smoothing out business cycles,
the rate of growth rose and fell, on the average, about 4 percentage
points. Roulhly therefore we can think of ie lon swings in
rate of growth of GNP as einq of the same order of magnitude as
the long-term rate of growth. 'hey involve a movement of the rate
of growth from about 2 percent per annum when it is low to about 0
percent per amnum when it is ifih. I would like to point out that
this is indeed a very considerabIW difforenco, the difference between
, percent per anniun and 0 percent per annum. It is the difference
between the rate of growth during fle last few years when I think
many people have been concerned- and dissatisfied with the rate of
growth which the economy has achieved and the rate of growth which
we would like to see the economy attain and, if possible, maintain
consistently.

The most unsteady elements in the growth of total output are
patently in the realm of capital formation. And within this area,
the most volatile major division is construction whose rate of growth
fluctuates through a range about twice as large as does the output of
producer durable equipment and about four times as large as gross
national product. On a net basis, of course, the fluctuations of
capital formation are still more violent. I would like to point out
that this behavior of construction, that is the volatility of construe-
tion during the long swings, contrasts with its behavior in shorter
fluctuations in which producer-durable equipment and more particu.
larly, inventory investment are much more volatile than is construe.
tion. So we can begin to think, if you like, about these longer swings
as being connected with great fluctuations in construction activity as
contrasted with the shorter business-cycle movements which are more
closely connected with fluctuations in producer-durable equipment
and inventory investment.

The broad features of the process out of which these swings in
output growth arise can be most conveniently grasped if we consider
that changes in output resolve themselves into three elements: Changes
in resources-labor, capital, and land-available for use; changes
in the productivity of resources; and changes in the intensity with
which resources are utilized. In principle these various elements of
economic change could speed up or slow down independently of one
another. One of them might display long swings in growth and
the others not.

Actually, it appears that the long swings in output growth arise
out of an interlbced sequence of changes in all three elements, re-
source growth, productivity growth, and changes in the intensity of
use of resources. All display long swings, and they do so in a certain
order which gives us a first glimpse into the cause of these fluctuations.
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The succeeding sections present some pieces of evidence about the
participation of each constituent element in the long swings of out-
put growth.

V. LONG SWINGS IN TIIA GROWTH OF POPULATION AND LABOR SUPPLY

The long swings In output growth have been accompanied by long
swings of similar duration in the growth of the population and of
the labor force. Chart 3 brings out some of the essential facts about
the fluctuations in population growth. It suggests, not only that
population growth was subject to long swings, but also that these
swings were somewhat smaller before World War I than they have
been since that time. In part, this change arises from the great
steadiness in the growth of the native-born population before 1914
and in part from-the fact that changes in the growth of the native-
born lagged behind those in the growth of the foreign-born and in
immigration. So these two sources in change of population growth
were to a certain extent counter balancing in the period before World
War I but since that time not only have there been much larger fluctu-
ations in the rate of growth of the native-born population but also
those fluctuations have occurred more nearly synchronously with
changes in the level of immigration, with the result that we have had
much total fluctuation in the growth of the population.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Abramovitz, to what degree can you make
comparisons of the growth of immigration and the period after 1924
as compared to the period before 1924, because we placed very re
strictive legislation reducing the total flow of immigration into the
country in the acts I believe of 1923 and 1924?

Mr. A^RAMOvrrZ. Nevertheless, the changes in the level of immigra-
tion have been considerable. Immigration went down very markedly
during the Great Depression, it rose again in the period of recovery
from the Great Depression and these swings jibed in time with a
similar swing in the rate of growth of the native-born population.

Senator Busi. Is it not true that as the native-born population
growth rate slowed down during the war so immigration did also?

Mt. AmuMoviTz. Yes; that is right. _
Chart B-A develops these points. It compares changes in the

amounts of natural increase and of immigration with change in
the growth of total population. It is clear that before World War I,
changes in the level of immigration were a far more important ele-
ment in accounting for changes in population increase than were
changes in natural increase of population. Since World War I, the
position is reversed. Table 5 expresses this shift in figures. If you
look in the last column of table 5, it tells us that before World War
I, changes in the volume of immigration usually accounted for 60
percent or more, sometimes much more of the changes in the decadal
increases of population. Since World War I, however, changes in
natural increase have been between 60 and 90 percent of the changes
in population growth. This reversal has been due not so much to
the fact that changes in immigration have become smaller, but that
changes in the amounts of natural increase disturbed by two great
wars and by a great and protracted depression, have become much
larger.
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Since long waves in the volume of immigration have been so prom-
inent, it is no surprise that there have also been long waves in the
growth of the labor supply, since of course the bulk of the immigrants
were of working age. With one exception, each long swing in the
rate of growth of gross national product was matched by a similar
swing in the number of persons added to the labor force. The one
exception occurs during World War I which interrupted the flow of
immigrants and so pushed the growth of the labor force down at a
time when the pace of output growth speeded up. Chart 4 shows
that the swings in labor force additions reflect the large fluctuations
in. immigration, and before World War I, at least, it was the waves
in immigration which dominated the fluctuations of labor force
growth. I may add that since the First World War, however, with
the restriction on immigration, it has been a fluctuation in the degree-
of participation of the native-born population which has accounted
for fluctuations in the growth of the labor force. The reasons for
that shift from relatively stable rates of participation of the native
population in the labor force to one of fluctuation in the participa-
tion of the native-born in the labor force makes an interesting story
and perhaps if the committee is interested later on I could say a few
more words about it.

The long waves in immigration go back some time before the Civil
War. This fact is portrayed in chart 4-A, which finds such swings
as far back as 1851 in the form of actual increases and declines in
the volume of immigrants and still further back in the form of accel-
eration and retardation in the growth of immigration.

Table 6 compares the dates When labor force growth and immigra-
tion reached their long-swing peaks and troughs with those when
the rate of growth of output did. It is apparent that immigration
lagged behind output growth and that the lag of labor force growth
has been, if anything, still longer. This is a rather important point
for an understanding of the forces out of which these long swings
grow and what makes them cumulate because we can infer from this
tag of labor force growth behind the rate of growth of output that
the long swings in output growth cannot be due to changes in labor
force growth along. The rate of growth of output typically begins
to speed up while the growth of the labor force is still declining and
begins to slow down while the growth of the labor force is still rising.
So there must be some other forces at work which account for the
early upswings in the rate of growth of output other than an increase
in the rate of growth of our labor force.

Now just a few words about immigration. The great importance
of the waves in net immigration, that is, in the balance of immigrants
over emigrants, in producing waves in labor force growth, espe-
cially before 1914, naturally leads one to ask what controlled the
volume of immigration. The most likely answer is the state of the
job market as judged, for example, by. the rate of unemployment.
Several reasons may be assigned for this plausible connection. Al-
though the basic decision to immigrate is one that depends on an
assessment of long-term opportunities in this country, the time of
immigration is likely to be postponed if jobs in this country become
scarce for any considerable period. New arrivals traditionally had
the most difficulty in finding work. Secondly, when unemployment
rose, the number of foreign-born who chose to return home would
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naturally rise Recent immigrants were often the first to be laid off.
Thirdly, many immigrants who depended on relatives in this country
for passage money, would have found such help harder to obtain
when unemployment here was high.

Chart 4 shows that there was a considerable similarity between
the long swings in unemployment, which I plotted in an inverted
direction, so when unem poyment gos down this chart of unemploy-
ment rates goes up, and those in immigration since 1900, provided
we disregard the time during World War I, when the two indexes
naturally moved in opposite directions. This connection also helps
account for the lag of immigration and of labor force growth behind
the curve of output growth. The unemployment rate naturally fails
most rapidly when output rises at the fastest pace. But when the
growth of output first begins to decline, the rate of growth is still
likely to be higher than that of labor force growth. So, for a time
at least, unemployment continues to sink and immigration to rise.

V. LONG SWINGS IN CAPITAL FORMATION

Long swings also characterize the growth of the stock of capital.
We may judge this from figures, representing the volume of capital
formation, portrayed in chart 5. Here we see that the great waves in
the level of capital formation are to be found chiefly in the volume of
construction, particularly in residential and railroad construction.
These volumes of construction have moved within a range which is
double or triple at the peak what it is at the trough. The same might
be said of capital expenditures of public utilities which are thrown
together with those of railroads in a similar graph in chart 6, which
you will look at in a moment. In other branches of capital formation
the long waves show themselves only in attenuated form. They appear
as waves of acceleration and retardation in growth. Total gross
capital formation displays Swings of intermediate severity. They
reflect the towering waves of residential and public utility construc-
tion, but their declines are cushioned and shortened by the milder
responses of other kinds of investment.

An interesting sidelight of chart 5 is the behavior of the output
of producers' durable equipment. The long wave responses in this
category have become progressively more severe with the passage of
time and, unfortunately, with the increasing importance of thiskind
of investment. In the 1870's and 1880's when the mechanization
of U.S. industry was first beginning, and when purchases of me-
chanical equipment were still very small, but growing very rapidly,
producers' durable equipment showed no long swing declines at all.
In the 1890's the decline was very brief and mild. But the declines
after 1907, in the early 1920's and the early 1930's, became progres-
sively deeper and longer. It is plausible to suppose that this behavior
reflects the increasing maturity of this type of investment expenditure
It was able to resist long swing declines when its primary growth
rate was extremely steep, but became less capable of resistance as its
long term rate of growth declined.

Chart 6 is designed to cast at least a dim light upon the causes of
the great swings in capital formation in residential building and in
transport and public utilities development. Both rise an fall in
waves which correspond roughly with those in population growth.
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The rationale of the connection between population growth and these
types of construction is, of course, not far to eek. It would, however,
be too simple to consider changes in population growth as the sole or
even dominant cause of the waves in building. Nevertheless, the
connection is sufficiently important to be worth emphasis even iii this
brief introduction to the long swings process.

In tables 7-A and 7-B we compare the timing of the peaks and
troughs of the rate of growth of output with those of the volume of
capital formation. In the pro-Civil War period (table 7-A), we
must depend on a variety of indicators to gage the turning points in
total capital formation. In table 7-B we have the help of estimates
of aggregate capital formation, both net and gross. In both tables
the great preponderance of the evidence suggests -that the volume of
capital formation reaches the peaks and troughs of its long swings
later, often much later, than does the rate of growth of economic
activity at large.

Senator BusH. Which table?
Mr. AnnA^rovrrz. Table 7-A or 7-B, it does not matter. It is the

same story in both of them for two different periods. If you just look
down the columns you will see the dates in the lower portions of the
column which represent peaks anti troughs of capital formation are
almost invariably later in time than the peaks and troughs in the rate
of growth of economic activity.

Senator B',sH. How do you account for that?
Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. I am going to acount for it in just a moment, Sena-

tor.
But I would like to point out what inference we ought to draw from

this first.
From this we may conclude, as we did in the case of labor supply,

that the long swings in the rate of growth of output cannot be due to
the swings in the rate of growth of capital stock alone. It is not just
that we are getting to have more capital to work with which permits
us to raise our rate of growth of output. The latter begins to speed
up when the volume of additions to capital stock is still declining and
it begins to fall when the volume of additions to capital stock is still
rising. The force of this conclusion is further strengthened by the
reflection that we measure additions to capital stock by the volume
of investment. The actual completion of workable units of capital
stock, installing them in the factories, making them ready for use,
bringing them in to a shape in which they are ready for use, however,
necessarily lags behind the volume of investment by some tinm, long
or short, depending upon the nature of the capital. "So I have pointed
out that the long swings in the rate of growth of output cannot depend
simply on the ,rate of growth of stock of labor, supply of labor, nor on
the long swings of the rate of growth of the stock of capital, and now
I have to say something to explain this gap in the argument so far,
and in the next section I am going to try to do that.

VI. LONG SWINGS IN PHYSICAL OUTPUT, INPUT, AND PRODUCTIITY

The fact that the long swings in the rate of growth of total output
begin to rise while the growth of our stock of resources, both labor and
capital, is still falling and begin to fall while the pace of resource
growth is still rising can be accounted for by the behavior of the long
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swings in productivity growth. Chart 7 displays curves representing
the rate of growth of GNP, of an index of physical output (that is, ol
tangible commodities, not services), of an index of the total input of
resources, including both labor and capital, and of an index of pro-
ductivity (that is of output per unit o labor and capital combined).

Perhaps I ought to say a sentence about the meaning of total index
resources that combines both labor and capital. I think the best way
to grasp the meaning of such index of total input of resources is to
think of it as an index which shows how total physical output would
have behaved if the productivity of labor and capital had remained
fixed and only the amounts of labor and capital utilized had been
changed. We are getting a picture of how output would have changed
if productivity had been constant. That is the real meaning of an
index of totalinput. Then by dividing this input into output we
obtain an indicator of output per unit of input, that is, of productivity.

Senator Bushi. Do you mind my asking you how you define input?
I am not quite familiar with that.

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. Perhaps the simplest way to think of it is as real
man-hours of labor utilized. That is the chief component of this
index of total input. It is an estimate of number of man-hours of
labor actually used. This is also-

The CHAIRMAN. To what degree do you take capital into consid-
eration?

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. What is that, sir? Let me go on. With this
there is combined an index of the amount of capital utilized and these
two components of the resources which we use, labor and capital, have
been weighted in a way which expresses their importance in the base
period.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you use a system of weights by the amounts
Mr. ABRAMOVrrZ. As measured by the income going to these two.
The CHAIRMAN. Amounts they received?
Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. What is that, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. The amounts that are paid?
Mr. ABRAMovrrz. The amounts that are paid for them. That is

right. I should add that these figures which you are looking at now
are the same figures of input and of productivity growth which Mr.
Fabricant presented to you a couple of days ago.

Senator BusH. Just one more question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator BusH., How reliable are these figures on which you base

these charts going back so far? I would like you to comment on that.
Mr. ABRAMOVITz. It is difficult to frame a brief comment, sir.
Senator BusH. Yes.
Mr. AaRAMovrrz. It is difficult to frame a brief comment about that.
Senator BusH. I will withdraw the question because we want to get

on with this statement. I will withdraw the question.
Mr. ABRAMovrrz. Chart 7 enables us to make a number of observa-

tions. In the first place, with minor qualifications, the long swings
in physical output have been much like those in GNP. In the second
plake, the long swings in total input resemble those in physical out-
put. Since the most important element in input is the number of
man-hours of labor employed, this is, of course, only to be expected.
As chart 7 and table 8 make clear, however, the fluctuations of total
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input, in percentage points, are smaller than those in physical output.
Indeed, the showing of table 8 in this respect would have been much
more impressive had we measured the changes in the rate of growth
of output for periods strictly comparable with the long swings in
total input. The relative steadiness of total input implies a long
swing in productivity growth. And as chart 7 indicates, the turning
points of the long swings in total input and in productivity occur at
about the same time as those in physical output. Table 9 confirms
this observation and, indeed suggests that input may tend to move in
long swings which are not only smaller than those of output but
which also lag behind them by a short period. The result is that
there is some evidence for the view that productivity growth tends to
rise and fall in waves which precede those of output by a short in-
terval. While these are the indications, the differences in time are
neither long enough nor consistent enough to insist upon in view of
the general crudity of our measures.

The CIAIRMAN. Dr. Abramovitz, may I ask a technical question on
chart 7?

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In your measurement of output per unit of input

you seem to have that upon a negative scale, namely minus 2, and
minus 4. Is that a typographical error?

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. The scale for output per unit of input is on the
right side of the chart., but I ought to have the negative figures on
the left side removed, quite right.

The ChAIRMAN. All right.
Senator BusH. That left-hand column then would apply to what?
Mr. ABRAMovrrz. Each of these little graphs, Senator ush, has its

own scale on the left side. You will see that for total input there is a
scale running from 0 to 4 more or less on the same level with the graph.

The CHAIRMAN. I suggest you put the unit of input on a different
chart

Mr. ABnR tsovrrz. Let me make an attempt to get the chart re-
designed. You are quite right. There was some rush in preparing
the charts.

We have it then that the tendency for long swings in the rate of
growth of total output to precede those in the rate of growth of re-
sources depends upon an equally early swing in the rate of growth of
productivity. We must not suppose, however, that these long swings
in productivity growth represent only, or even chiefly, an alternation
in the rate at which advances in applied technology or in organiza-
tional techniques are exploited. The difficulty is that our measures
do not isolate the effects of such progress on observed productivity
growth from the effects of changes in the intensity of utilization of
employed resources. We have already seen that there are long swings
in unemployment rates, and we may take this to mean that there
are also long waves in the intensity of resource use generally. Our
measures of input and productivity do make some allowance for the
intensity with which resources are used, for labor input is measured
in terms of the number of man-hours actually employed. But they
do not allow for changes in the intensity with which employed work-
ers are used. They do not, in short, allow for changes in the flow of
work. This is important even in the case of production workers in
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industry. It is still more important in the case of nonproduction
workers in industry, many of whom are kept on the job regardless of
the state of demand.

Finally, the measures of input and productivity make no allowance
for idle capital. Since, as we shall see below, the acceleration in the
rates of growth of output and, therefore, of input, occur in good part
in the course of recoveries from deep depressions, I am inclined to
assign an important share of the responsibility for the concomitant
accelerations in productivity growth to a rapid rise in the intensity
of the use of employed resources. Similarly, I believe that one factor,
perhaps the chief factor, which causes the rate of growth of pro-
ductivity to slow down is that the economy approaches full utilization
of its employed workers and of the stock of capital already installed.
Thereafter, so long as nearly full utilization of employed resources
is maintained, productivity can grow only in the degree that the
quality of equipment and the organization of industry can be im-
proved. Still later in each long swing, however, the rate of growth
of productivity slows up still more. As we shall see, the culminating
event of each Iong swing is the occurrence of a severe depression
during which the road factor, so to speak, upon employed resources
deteriorates, and this checks still more the observed rate of growth of
productivity and sometimes pushes it down to negative figures.

Now I come to the question of the connection between long swings
and severe depressions.

VU. NG SWINGS AND SEVERE DEPRESSIONS

The connection between the long swings in ecomonic growth and the
occurrence of severe depressions was noted years ago by Arthur F.
Burns (2). We may describe this connection in the following terms.
The retardation phase of each long swing in output growth has cul-
minated in a depression of unusual severity or in a succession of de-
pressions of lesser severity interrupted by only short-lived or disap-
pointing recoveries. The evidence supporting this generalization is
somewhat more extensive than Burns was able to produce. Whereas
Burns' survey was confined to the period beginning in the 1880's,
the observations presented in table 10 go back to the second decade
of the 19bh century.

To select periods of severe depression, I have relied primarily upon
Willard Thorp's famous book "Business Annals." The manner in
which Thorp characterized each year from 1812 to 1931 is reproduced
in the appendix note to table 10. I used the National Bureau annual
chronology of business-cycle peaks and troughs to determine the peak
years preceding the beginning of severe depressions and the trough
years preceding the beginning of sustained recovery. My selection
of periods of severe depressions corresponds with Burns during the
period he covered, that is, since 1870. Burns, however, considered
that a depression had given way to recovery at the beginning of any
business-cycle revival 4f whatever magnitude. He therefore took
the severe slump begiing in 1892 to have ended in 1894 and that
beginning in 1907 to have ended in 1908.

Guidedby Thorp's "Annals" and, after 1900 also by Lebergott's
estimate of unemployment (see chart 4 above), I assume that the re-
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rivals of 1894-95 and of 1908-10 and 1911-13 were weak, incomplete
or transient and that sustained recoveries did not begin until 189 an
1915 respectively. Let me add that this selection of severe depression
would correspond to a selection which any economic historian would
make, almost without reference to such v.'standard source as Thorp's
"Business Annals." They represent the famous great depressions of
our history.

The CHAIRMAN. In 1873 to 18791
Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. Yes.
The CHAIRIAN. The years from 1893?
Mr. ABIKIV3OVITZ. That is correct. 1907 and on, 1920-21, and 1929-

32. And before the Civil War the depression beginning around 1858
and ending around 1858, and before that 1837 down to 843.

In table 10, I compare the peaks and troughs of the severe contrac-
tions with those of the long swings in the volume of capital formation
as indicated by the weight of the evidence in tables 7-A and 7-B,
and from 1892, by the behavior of total gross and net capital forma-
tion. The rationale of this comparison is the hypothesis that so long
as the long-term demand for additional capital is strong and rising
business recessions will not cause, or be accompanied- by, serious
slumps in investment in durable equipment and construction. Busi-
ness recessions will, therefore, tend to be mild and brief and recov-
eries will carry the economy back to full employment. Contrariwise,
when the long-term demand for additional capital equipment slumps,
depressions will be deep; revivals, if they occur, will-be weak or tran-
sient and sustained recovery delayed.

If we may assume that the long-term demand for additional capital
equipment is rising when the volume of long-term capital formation
is in the upward phase of a long swing, then we should expect these
periods to be free of serious depressions, but when the peaks of the
long swings in capital formation have been reached and passed, we may
expect a severe depression to occur. The period of depression, in turn,
may be expected to last until the long swing in capital formation has
turned up again. In short, the peaks and troughs of severe depressions
may be expected to occur at about the same time as those of the long
swings in long-term investment.

The general showing of table 10 is clearly consistent with these ex-
pectations. Of course, even if this hypothesis is valid, we have gone
only a short step toward an explanation of the depth and duration of
serious depressions. We still have to explain why there are long swings
in the volume of long-term investment. The next section refers to some
alternative lines of explanation.

VIII. FIVE BASIC CHRONOLOGIES IN THE LONG SWING PROCESS

It is now possible to draw together a good deal of the evidence pre-
sented in earlier sections and to attempt a brief description of the se-
quence in which certain important processes involved in the long
swings take place. We do this by providing in table II a combined
chronology of the peaks and troughs of the long swings in the various
processes already discussed.

What emerges from a study of this chronology is the conclusion that
there is a roughly uniform sequence of eventsduring long swings, at
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least with respect to the processes and occurrences described earlier.
By and large events follow one another in a round indicated by the
order in which the various processes are arranged in the table. Sus-
tained recovery from depression brings a period of accelerated growth
inproductivity and output which is succeeded by retardation in growth
fairly early in the course of the long swing.

The rates of growth of labor supply and capital stock, more particu-
larly the stock of structures, however, keeps rising for some years after
retardation in output and productivity growth begin. 'Wen addi-
tions to resources, especially the volume of additions to capital stock
begin to fall off, the economy drops into a severe and usually protracted
depression. That of course is because additions to capital stock is an-
other name for the level of investment and the level of investment is a
large part of total expenditure.

Tn the course of that depression the secular rate of growth of output
and productivity, that is the rate corrected for business cycles, falls
still further. Though it reaches bottom fairly soon, the volume of
additions to resources continues to fall for sometime. And not till the
volume of capital formation enters a new long unswing does the econ-
omy enjoy sustained recovery from depression, a development which
in turn drives the rate of growth of output and productivity to high
levels once more.

The recurrent sequence of events just traced is a logical one, in thesense that each occurrence in the sequence helps account for the next.
Let me mention a few of the more important connections.

To begin with, sustained recovery from depression leads to accelera-
tion in output growth. This is, in part, a mere reflection of the in-
crease in long-term investment and consumption which are normal
parts of recovery. Still more, however, it reflects the need to build up
inventories which were liquidated in the previous depression and are
now needed to support higher levels of output and sales. The accel-
eration, finally, is facilitated by the existence of a large body of idle
labor and capital.

Next, the rapid growth of output permits employed labor and exist-
ing equipment to be used more intensively. There is, therefore, a
concomitant rise in the rate of growth of productivity.

The forces that make for acceleration of output and productivity
growth, however, are necessarily self-limiting. The rate of growth
of output must slow down after a time if only because existing capacity
is becoming more fully employed. Bottlenecks appear, first at iso-
lated points in the economy, and then with increasing frequency as
full employment of labor and capital is approached. As the rate of
growth output tapers off, inventory investment, which is closely tied to
output, begins to decline, and this reduces the growth of demand.

. Similar causes also act to inhibit the growth of productivity. Just
as acceleration of productivity growth was based on more intensive
utilization of employed labor and existing capital, the gradual dis-
appearance of idle capacity and the need to hire additional workers
forces productivity growth to depend more nearly exclusively on the
progress of technology and organization.

The factors which bring acceleration in output growth to an end
and lead to retardation, also act to promote a continued rise in the rate
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of growth of resources. Foremost in importance are the decline in
unemployment and the more intensive utilization of capital. The
reduction of unenplayment spurs the growth of the labor force, partly
by encouraging a flow of immigrants and partly because many mar-
gnal members of the working force enter the labor market when jobs
become easier to find in convenient places and at convenient hours.

Improvement in the job market also spurs population growth. This
is in part the consequence of a. rise in immigration. In part also, it
reflects the response of the marriage rate and the birth rate to the
greater security that accompanies a firm labor market.

The rise in population growth stimulates several important elements
of long-term capital formation, namely, housing construction, public
utility investment, and the building of community facilities. The
gradual disappearance of idle cal)acity stimulates others, namely in-
dustrial and commercial construction. We should also note that
when new industrial capacity is installed, it will not be distributed
geographically in the same way as existing capacity was. The evolu-
tion of technology and nmrkets dictates agoographical shift in pro-
duction. This requires a redistribution of population and increases
still more the need for residential, public utility and local government
construction.

Indeed there is clear evidence of long swings in internal migration
which accompany the long swings in the growth of resources.

So long as long-term investment expenditures continue to grow fast
enough, they generate a rising demand for goods which absorbs our
growing capacity to produce. The economy then enjoys a period of
steady growth ati a pace which is constrained by the growth of re.
sources themselves and by the progress of technology and interrupted
only by minor recessions. But if the growth of demand for addi-
tional durable capital tapers off enough, still more if it declines, the
economy falls into a severe depression. There then ensues a pro-
gression of responses in the realms of productivity growth, population
growth, and capital formation which causes the economy to operate
below capacity for a protracted period.

While we can detect the logic in the progression of events during
the long swings, and while it is patent that each event helps explain
the occurrence of the next, such a recital as I have just made is woe-
fully incomplete as a theory of the long swings as a whole. The most
important missing element, among many, is an explanation of the fact,
that, after a time, the amounts we are adding to resources, particularly
the volume of capital formation, cease to grow at an adequate rate,
begin to fall, and so set the stage for depression. Why do these proc-
esses not settle down to a steady rate of advance which would sustain
steady growth in demand and in output at large?

Several lines of explanation suggest themselves, and these must still
be investigated. One stems from the observation made earlier that
construction activity, especially residential, railroad, and public utility
construction, has move din long waves of about the same duration as
that of our long swings in output growth. This leads to the hypoth-
esis that there is something in the nature of the construction industry
and of the real estate market which tends to produce a long cycle in
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building. This long wave in construction may well be enough to ac-
count for the recurrence of severe and protracted depressions and for
the long swings in productivity, output, and population growth which
flow from them. Needless to say any such theory would need to take
into account the reciprocal influence of events in the rest of the econ-
omy upon the construction industry itself.

Another line of explanation would place heavy emphasis on changes
in money supply and other developments in the financial markets.
Professor Friedman, who I understand will appear before this com-
mittee later in its sessions, has shown that there have been long swings
in the rate of growth of the supply of money which have run along
with, but lagged behind, those in the rate of growth of output. Ile
has also shown that, whereas in ordinary recessions, there is mere re-
tardation in the growth of the money supply, severe shnps were
marked by an actual decline in the money stock. These facts can be
fitted into the story already related without difficulty. We can put
the case in the following terms. So long as the stock of money, cor-
rected for business cycles, rises at a sufficient rate, l)rsl)erity is well
maintained, and output rises steadily, subject only to minor rees-
sions. Presumably, such steady growth would be traceable to the
stimulus which rising money balances afford to expenditures of all
kinds. But if the rate of growth of money balances falls below a
certain level, a fortiori, if money stock declines, demand ceases to rise
fast enough to absorb our growing capacity to produce, and investment
expenditure then falls.

The ChAIRMAN. Mr. Abramovitz, how do you define the term "stock
of money rising at a sufficient rate"? I)o you mean that, prices were
steady or rising sufficiently to (ause outl)ut to ri.e, or What ?

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. It has to rise at a rate which is sufficient with
prices steady or at a rate which is sufficient, taking account of the rise
in prices which may occur.

The CIR RMAN. This raises a question.
Mr. AIRRAMOVITZ. In short, the real demand for output has to grow

and the real demand for output in Friedman's opinion is connected
with the rate of growth of the money supply. That is with the rate of
growth of real money balances held by people.

The CHAIRMAN. Ido not want to anticipate what you said but the
period 1897 to 1914 was one of very rapid increase in the gold
supply and the money supply, a period of rising prices, but I will
think you will find it was a period of a slowing down of the rate of
economic growth, is not that true?

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. From 1897 to 1914?
The CHAI MAN. Yes.
Mr. AMBAMOVITZ. The period from the middle nineties to about 1900

was one of great acceleration but then from about 1900 on we suffered
retardation in the rate of growth.

The CHAIRMAN. Yet that was a period in which the gold supply was
rising, the money supply was rising, prices were rising.

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. Quite true.
The CHAIMAN. And yet economic growth was slowing down?
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Mr. AmRAMOViTZ. Slowing down presumably because we hadalready
mobilized our existing resources and so real output could aot , increase
faster after that point than the growth of resources and produeiyity.

The CHAnRAN. I am saying Mr. Friedman's explanation that you
have to have an adequate increase in the supply of money certainly was
not true in this period. You did have more, than an adequ4e in-
crease in the supply of money and yet the rate of, growth slowed down.

Mr. Ammovrrz. But it was sufficient in his opinion to keep demand
high enough to absorb our growing resources and so to prevent the
recurrence of a serious depression.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean if we had not had this development in
the supply of gold we would have had a major collapse., ,

Mr. ABRAmovITz. You would have had a major collapse sooner.,
The CHAM AN. That is hypothetical, I would "y.
Mr. AmRxovrrz. These various explanations of the rate of growth,I am afraid, are h vthetical. ..Representative Reuss. Is it not Mr. Friedman's point that whitean

adequate rise in the stock of money currency and demand depostq is
necessary to sustain growth, the converse is not necessarily true, that
is, you can have an adequate supply of money but for oth raso s
you may not get growth I

Mr. AAm ovrrz. For other reasons we might suffer retardation."**
Representative REmss. Would that be a fair statement Of---..
Mr. ABRtxovrrz. That would be a fair statement of his position

and up to that point one which I would support. I I
Representative Rmuss. That answers by second question. Do I

understand that you and Mr. Friedman are in agreement on this point,
sire

Mr. A=AIovirz. That is right.
Representative RLuss. Thank you. .1
Mr. ABRAmOVITZ. If one asks what controlled the rate of growth

of our money supply, Friedman's answer, is, that it.' was a, set of
accidents in gold discoveries and in the progress of technology in gold
extraction combined with the vagaries of an often misguided monetary.
policy. It seems possible, however, that a more systematic explanation
of the long swings of our money supply, and of their relation to the
volume ofi expenditure and investment, may .yet be devised when
we can take into full account the impact of income growth on our
trade balances, therefore, on the flows of gold, on the character of. the
assets necessarily absorbed by banks and other financial institUtions,
and on the volume of liquid assets demanded by business and house.
holds and supplied by finance and government. , , - , ,'

Finally, a third line of explanation would* attribute: the severe
depressions in investment and output to a variety ,of factors id .'the
nature of accidents or episodic disturbinces,- In this view, our, econ-

nomy has a built-in tendency to grow, steadily-minor recessions
apart. But. it has been upset from time to time by the aftereffeots of
great wars, by speculative excesses of obscure. 6rigin, and by financial
panics whose occurrence cannot be tied in0 th i othar events of long
swings in a systematic way, . . .
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No one is now in a position to choose confidently among these possi-
bilities. Indeed, it is certain that episodic disturbances have been
and will be important even if there is some stable mechanism which
causes long swings to recur.

These great gaps in explanation obviously reflect the fact that
there are also great gaps in our empirical knowledge of long swings.
My statement has stressed the physical side of these fluctuations. But
there are numerous other aspects concerned with prices and costs,
saving and finance, external trade and capital movements which are
undoubtedly important. They need to be carefully measured and
their behavior assimilated into a general description of the course
of events during the long swings in economic development

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The tables and charts follow:)

88568-59.-.tA 2 4



TABLz 1.-Rate of growth of economic acivity-Peaks and troughs of rates of change between average reference cycle standings, selected series,
1860-1948

Peaks Troughs Peaks Troughs Peaks Troughs Peaks iTroughs Peaks Troughs Peaks Troughs Peaks Troughs Peaks

1. Gross national product, 1929
pice. .11874.25 1186.5 1889.75 1892.25 189 1911 1914.5 1929.25 1923 1M0.25 1938.5 ---------........

2. Ie t 2.25 -187425 M81 4 1888 189M25 1 1906.75 1913.25 1920.25 1923 1M.25 198& .5................
3. Flow of goods to consumers,

1929 ricem -------------- ---------------- 1874.25 1888 1891 182.25 I1899 1914.5 ----------------- 1921.25 19.2 1943.25 ...........
4. Gross capital formation, 1929

prices --------------------------------- 1874.25 1884 1889.75 1=.75 1899 1907.75 1917.25 1920.25 193 190.25 1938.5 1943.25 .
5. Gron construction, 1929 prices -------- 1874.25 1884 1886. 5 1889. 75 M9 75 1900 1914.5 ----------------- 1921. 25 1M 25 1938.5 1943. 25 1948. 25

6.Nonfarm residential construc-
tion, 1929, prices -------------------- 11874.25 1884 -------- (1) 1899 1904 1917.25 --------- -------- 1 25 193M 25 ----------------- . 25

7. aptlexpenditure in trans-
portation and utilities, 1929
prism bln--------------------------- 21877.75 1884 1891 1893.75 218 1914.5 ------- 1921.25 19=.25

Urban building-------------1 5 1 4-------------------- M1892.25 21903 1917.25 ----.. 1920.25 .................................
9. Wholesale prices ------------ 182 1869 1881 1884 1888 1894 189 1911 1917 192L.25 1924 1928 ------------------ 1944.75

10. Money supply ----------------------------- --------- 1886.5 1889.75 1893.75 1899 1907.75 1917.25 1921.25 1924 1930.25 1943.25 ---------.........

11. Net capital imports, 1929 {(1884.
prices--------------------'ISO&.25 1874.25-------- --------- 21886.S }20 5 907.75 1914.5-------- --------- 1920.25 (3) (2) (2)--------

12. NwInorpotations ----------- -18675 1881 1884 1888 1192.25 21899 1913.5 191&25 192125 1926 19375 1944.75 1949.5-
1. Common stock Pricm ------------- iW1 878 ----"--""i---.. 9 1 21899 1913 1917 1920 192 1930 184 194 9 ------
14. Railroad bond yields --------- 9 1899 1906. 5 1913 1918 1921 '1923 ... ............
15. immigration-.............. 16. 25 1871.25 1877.75 1884 1889.75 1893.75 1899 - -1917.25-- -------- 1920.25 1 25

I Tentaive.
s Extra cyclical movement in this period.

' Series has inverted pattern after World War L
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TABLz 2.-Rate of growth of economic aotitt--Peak and troughs of rates of
change between average reference cycle standings, seteote series, 1800-0 1

Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Trough

1. Urban building .......... () ) 8 1836 8 1888.25 184. 75 1858
2. Railroad construction .... () () 1838. 25 1842.5 184575 1880
3. Cdnal construction in New York,

Pennsylvania and Ohio ........ (3) 1838.25 1842.5 1848 ()
4. Merchant vesels built ............ 1814.75 1819 1831.25 4 189. 75 184.75 1858
6. New incorporation ................. 1812.5 1816.25 1883.76 1889.75 1849.25 185. 25
6. Federal land sales ................... 1812.5 1821.25 1833.75 1838.25 1852.25 8)
7. Net capital imports I ................ 1814.75 1819 183.75 1888.25 1849.25
8. Immigration ........................ () (5) 1881.25 18M. 75 184. 75 25
9. Tonag moved o o ok() () I .7 962

10. Anthracite coal production.....-.-. 4 1 8.25 184. 75 18
11. Bituminous coal production ......... 2 184.75 1849.25 1856.25
12. Federal expenditures, civil and mis-

cellaneous .....------- . 11814.75 1821.25 1 .75 1889.75 1849.25 188I1849. 25 T
is. Federal expenditures, total .......... () 181. 25 183.76 1842. 5 1845.75 1854 P

1858 T
14. U.S. postal revenues .............. () 1819 183. 75 1844 1848 1858
15. Value of merchandise imports ....-- 1814.75 1819 1833.75 1838.25 1849.25 1860
16. Value of merchandise exports ....... 1814.75 1819 13 75 1842.75 1852.26 18M
17. Deflated value of merchandise ex-rts .. . . .. .. 1821.25 1831.25 1839.75 1844 11852.25 (3)

18. money supply i-n -bnds of public.. ( (3) () 1839. 75 184. 6 88

20. Bank and insuranob company stock
prices ............................. () 1825 1881.25 1838. 25 (5) (5)

21. Commercial paper rates, Boston
and New York ................... () () ,18309.75 1845. 75 81858

22. Railroad stock pricm ................ (3) (3) (5) 81845.75 1856 25

1 Dates expressed in whole years refer to years with midpoints at June 30. Dates expressed in whole
years plus fractions have midpoints later than June 30 by the speMcfled fraction of a year.

8 The series did no oovet Wbe period in the neighborhood of the turning point.
' Tentative.
4 1835.75 slightly lower.
' The cycle was skipped.
'Based on absolute chages per annum.
'An inverted series n most of this period in terms of rate of growth.
*1854 identical with I2.5.

TAsLE 3..Peaks and trough# of long doings in the rate of growth of output and
eoonomio activity; duration of the ln swings, 1815-1940

Duration (in years) of long swings in the rate of growth
of economic activity

Peak Trough Full cycle

Expansion Contraction P tPeak to Truht

pea trough

1814 ................... 1819- - -----------------------------
1834 ------------ 1840------------------- 15 6 20 21
1846 ................... - - ------------------ 6 12 12 18
1864.25 ................. 1874.25 ---------------- 6 25 10 18. 25 16. 25
1881 ....------------ 1886.5----------------- 6 75 5.5 16 75 12.25
1889.75 ................. 1892.25 ---------------- & 25 . & 75 5.75
1899 ................... 1911 ------------------- 6.75 12 9.25 1& 75
1914.5 .................. 120.2 ---------------- &5 5.75 15.5 9.25
123 ................... 190.25 --------------- 2.76 7.25 .5 10.0
1938.5------------------------------5----------------........ ..... ... -

Average, al cycles ---------------------- 5.21 7.3 1& 83 1& 91
Average, since 1874 ----------------------- 6. 6. 6 12.38 11.2
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TAmBL 4.--Amplftiode of long swinge iA rates of growth of pros national pro4uot
and its majoroompoWnta, 1871-1950

Avefrae change in rate Relative amplitude
of growth from- Long-term

rate ofSeries g Irowth-Peak to Trough to Peak to Trough to
trough peak troughI peakI

(1), (2) (8) (4) (5)

Percentlae Perctage
points points Percent Percent Prcent

Gros national product .................... 4.25 8.80 8. 76 113.03 101.06
Net national product ...................... 4.64 4.17 8. 68 127.12 114.25
Consumer durables ........................ & 6 7.74 4. 22 165. 40 I88 41
Consumer perishable and aemldurables.... 3.71 .2 7 3. 57 108 92 01.60
Consumer services ......................... & 82 & 10 8.96 14. 28 12814
Total gross capital formation......-... q .... 9.83 11.81 .85 27& 90 82428
Net capital formation ...................... 27.81 2 70 2.84 1,188. 48 1, 0120
Producer durables ........................ 10 96 11.67 4.6 28 5.2 2 50.48
Total ross oonatruotlon ................... & 892 1. 46 8.15 48. 5 49& 79

I Cc. (+col, (8)X100.

TABLz 5.-Share of changes it net immigration and natural increase itn th ges
In total population increase, oerlapping deooades, 1870-1955

Proportion of change inchanges In- ttl population Incease
due to-

Period t

Natural Net Total Natural Net
Increase immigration population inoreae Immigration

Increase

MIUone of MWfion of Mii of

17------------------------- 0". 17 1". 27 "1. 44 11.81 8W19
1880-90 ------------------------- .82 .93 1.75 48.86 8.14
1885-0------------------------.. .68 -1.22 -. 6 -12.3 2.1890-1900-----------------------.. .27 -. 72 -. 48, -0.016
18X5-10........................ 0 .88 .88 0 100. 00
19W010------------------------.. .97 2.02 2.99 82.4 67.58
10-1- .......................... 1.18 .14 1.82 89.39 10.61
1910-20 .......................... -. 64 -1.48 -. 00 1&.00 82.00
1915-25 ........................ 1.40 -1.07 .33 424.24 -24.24
190-10 ------------------------ 1.35 .84 1.89 71.4 2 67.
1925-5 .------------------------ 02 -. 104 -. 06 59.68 40.32
1930-40 --------------------- . --- -1.90 -. 95 -6 18.87 8.88
191--- ......................... 1.40 .23 .63 91.25 8.75
1940-80 ........................ 5.44 .68 0.02 90.87 9.68
194 .......................... 4.96 .82 .78 85.81 14.19

' Figures refer to the change In each category compared with a decade beginning 5 years earlier.
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TABrL 6.-Relative timing of peak and trougs of long swings in rate of growth

of economic activity or output additional to total labor force and immigration,
1846-1940

Lead (-) or lag (+) (in
Turning'points years) relative to rate of

growth in activity

Rate of, Additions Immigra- Labor force Immgra-
growth of to labor tion additions tion
output force

Peak----------------------.1848 18511.
Trough .......................... 1858 18595Pear ......................... 1864. 25 1874.5 75
Tro h .......................... 1874. 25 1874.25 0
Peak .....-..................... 1881 1884.5 1881. + ,5 0
Trough .......................... . 1886. 5 1886.6 0 0
Peak ........................... 189.75 189.8 1891 t4.5 + 1.25
Trough .......................... 18 25 1896. 1898 4. 25 +2.76
Peak ......................... 1906.5 1905 T7.s +. 0
Trough ..................... 1911 1919.5 1019
Peak-----------------------..1914.5 ()
Trouh .......................... I=2. U
Trough ........................... 130.2 19 135 .25 4.75
Peak ................................. 1938.5- -1945 () -'6.5
..... . . . .. ........ .... .. ..... ......... ..13 . 19 54 &

a Not available.
I Both labor force gowth and immigration continued to decline after the upturn of output growth due to

causes connected wi World War I.
STurning point skipped.

4 Last observation.

TAnLE T-A.-Peake and trough in the rate of growth economic activity and in
the volume of.addition to capital stock, pre -CtO l War period1

Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Troug

1. Economic activity (rate of growth) ..... 1814.0 1819.0 1834.0 1840.0 1848 5 1858. 0
2. Urban building ........................ (3) (3) ,18360 1842.0 1854.5 1864.0
3. Railroad mileage added ............... (3) (3) 1840. 5 1844.5 1858 186. 0
4. Canal construction New York, Penn-

sylvania, and Ohio ................... ) 1 . 1840.5 18480 1858 5( .)
5. Merchant vessels built ................. 1834. 0 1842.0 1854.85
6. Net capital imports .................... 1816. 5 1824.6 18860 1847.0 1854.5 4)
7. New inoorporations ............. . 1814.5 182L8 1837.5 1842.0 1854. 1859.6
8. Federal land sales .............. 18180 1824.6 1 1836 0 1850.0 1854.5 (4)

I Dates expressed in whole numbers refer to years with midpoints at Tune 80. Dates expressed in mixed
numbers have midpoints later than June 30 by the specified fraction of a year.
'Sres did not cover the period In quest.
I Initial or terminal observation.
Oycle was skipped.

AExtra cyclical movement In the period.



TABLE 7-B.-Peaks and troughs in the rate of growth of economic activity and in the volume of additious to capit stoc post-Civil War period I

Peak Trough Peek Trough Peek Trough Peak ITrough Peak Trough Peak ITrouh peak

1. Eonom cactvty (rateoowth).. 184.25 I874. 25 188L.0 im865 1W.76 1225 1W8 191L. 1914.5 IM25 IMO 1025 imS
2. Nt cpZita orminSO, IMpcs-- (2) (2) (2) 1891. 1896. 190we SHIMS 1919. 11L 19255 1015. 3).5
&LGow ptaImmad 1929 pim .... .|(1)812.5 89. 0 (1) (2) 91. 0 121.5 1. 5 1.O '196.
4. Producer durable eqlpment 1N9

P- O ------------------------- (2) (2) (3) (3) 18125 181. 1906 1006. 191. 121.5 IM. 5 In3.0 19ae
* .Edientiel rnka,1W PrIMs... (2) M2) (2) (2) 180. 1961.0 1906.0 (2) (2) 1919.0 19255 iine '1956.0
* Urbon ersi&w emits ------------ 1871Mo M. 1875 (2) (2) 11. 1.O .5 ( M) 1918O I& (Q) (

1871.0ttmi piw ------ s 1877.56 1881. 5 1885 18M. 86 . 1911.5 (M) (M. 199. 19e. M~ 2
L Net cptal import& ---------------- 1871.0 1881.5 (S) (2) 106 1801. 19095 (#)( )(2 ) () ()ZD~e upmne In hol nuber refr t yers wth idpint at une30.D.t

uredIn mixed numnbs have midpoints late than June,30 by the speoifled fraction
21IOW5 was sightly lower.
SIntial or terminal obeervatio.

A Series did not cover the piod in Qs
6 Omitted beewse of fria ty of bevior aft Wodd Wei L

V

5P
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TAME 8.--Amplitude of long swings in ratos of growth of physical output, total
input and productivity, 1892-1953

Average change In rate Relative amplitude
of growth between- LLong . ..

term
Series rate of Peak to Trough

Peak and Trough growth trough to peak
trough and peak ;Xl.

+o() ()+(p)

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Percent Percent Percent Percent PereMt
Total Input ............................... 4.44 .70 1.67 265.87 221.86
Gross physical output ......... . 4.76 4,93 3.36 141.67 1A 78
Output per weighted unit of labor and

capital combined ........................ 1.73 1.91 1 1.07 103.59 114 37

TABLE 9.-Peaks and troughs of long awing8 in the rates of growth of output,
input and productivity, 1892-19581

Lead (-) or lac (+), In

Turning points of long swings in years relative to turn.
rates of growth of- lng points in physical

output

Physical Total Produo- Input Produc-
output input tivity tivity

Trough .................................... (t)1892. 8 18M. 75 (t) 1 1.25 0
Peak ...................................... 1899 1900 18M. a 1.00 -2.5
Trough .................................... 1906.75 1907.75 1907.78 +1.00 +1.0
Peak ...................................... 1911 1910 1910 -1.00 -1.0
Trough .................................... 1914.5 ............ 1918.5 ............ -1.0
Peake ..................................... 1917.25 --------- 1918 25 ............ +1.0
Trough .................................... 1920. 25 1920. 2 1920. 25 0 0
Peak ...................................... I VA 1923 0 0
Trough .................................... 1930.2 1930.25 1927. 5 0 -2.75
Peak ...................................... 1936.75 1938 5 1938. 5 +1.75 +1.75
Trough .................................... 1948.25 -------- -1944.75- .......... --& 0
Peak ...................................... 1949. 5-1949.5 0

1 Dates expressed n whole numbers refer to years with midpoint at June 30. Dates expressed In mixed
numbers have midpoints later than June 30 by the specified fraction of a year.

Source: Oe appendix notes.

TABLE 10.-Chronology of severe oontractions compared with peaks and trough8
of long swings in capital formation

Peak yam Trough in Troughyas
Peas in capital formation preceding capta prSln

severe formatiMo ssae
contractions recovery

(1) (2) (8) (4)

1815-18 ........................................................ 185 1821- 1821
1936--- ........................................................ 1s 18
184-35 ........................................................ 1853 1862-64 188
1971 ........................................................... 1873 1877-78 1878

182 ............. 1885
18l -3 ......................................................... 182 189 1896
1908 ........................................................... 1907 1912-13 1914
1919 ........................................................... 1920 1921-22 1921
1927-28 .......................... 1 ............................. 12 1 I=

Sources: Capital formation, tables 7-A and 7-B; severe contractions, see text and app. note to table 10.
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TABLN 11.-A chrenooyl of tho pcafks aid trough# in 8 base aspects of the long
#wings in oonomic growth

LONG SWING PEAKS

Rate of
growth of

productivity

(1)

18 .5
low a

Rate of
growth of
output

(2)

1814
1834
1846
1804.28
1881
1889.75
1899
1914.5
1923
1038.8

Volume of
additions to
labor force

(8)

18711884,

1906. 8

(I)

Volume of
additions to
capital stock

-capital
formation

(4)

1815-18
1830-7
18M-8
1871

1906

1919
1927-8(1)

Years pro.
ceding severe
contraction

(8)

1815
1830
1853
1873
1882
1892
1907
1920
1929(I)

LONG SWING TROU0II8

Volume of Years pro.
Rate of Rate of Volume of additions to cedin sus.

growth of growth of additions to capital stock tained
productivity output labor force -capital recovery

formation

(0) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1819 (3) 1821-4 1821
1840(, 1842-4 1843
1858 a 1862-4 1888
1874.25 1874.25 1877-8 1878
1888. 1888.5 (a) 1885

S1892.25 1898. 180 1896
1907.78 1911 1919.8 1012-13 1914
1920.25 19025 2 () 1921-2 1921
1927. 1930,25 1935.8 1933 1032

Not available.
I Turning point skipped or, at end of table, not yet reached.
I Extra movement makes comparison with GNP Impossible.

Sources: Cols. (1) and (8), table 8; ols. (2) and (7), table 3; col. (8) and (8), table6; cols. (4) and (0), table
10; cola. (8) and (10), table 10.



CHART IA

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN 1929 PRICES, 1869-1953; ANNUAL DATA
AND AVERAGE REFERENCE CYCLE STANDINGS
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CftART IBI~

GROSS NATIONAL. PRODUCT IN 1929 -PRICES; RATES OF GROWTH PERAMI
BETWEEN AVERAGE REFERENCE CYCLE STANOINGS
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CHART 2

SELECTED INDICATORS OF ECOUOUI ACTIVITY, alO-alsOS
RATES OF GROWTh PER ANNUM BETWEEN AEA REFEREE CYCLE STOMMUS
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CHART 3

NET ADDITIONS TO POPULATION BY NATIVITY
AND NET IMMIGRATION, OVERLAPPING DECADES, 1875-1950
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CHART 3A

CHANGES IN NATURAL INCREASE, NET IMMIGRATION
AND TOTAL POPULATION INCREASE, OVERLAPPING DECADES, 1877-1947

7

- TOTAL POPULATION INCREASE

NET IMMIGRATION

5. ............... NATURAL INCREASE
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* DATES, INDICATE THE MIO-POINTS BETWEEN THE MIO-POINTS OF DECADE INTERVALS: 1670-S0, 1075 -65, ETC.



CHART 4

ADDITIONS TO THE TOTAL LABOR FORCE, IMMIGRATION AND NON-FARM UNEMPLOYMENT RATES;
AVERAGE REFERENCE-CYCLE STANDINGS, 1871 -1955
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CHART 4A

IMMIGRANTS FROM ALL COUNTRIES;
AVERAGE REFERENCE-CYCLE STANDINGS, 1824-1881
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CHART 5

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION AND ITS COMPONENTS (1929 PRICES)
AVERAGE REFERENCE-CYCLE STANDINGS, 1871 -1951
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CHARTr 6 '

RESIOE4TIAL CONSTRUCTION ANO CAPITAL EXPEITURES BY RAILROS
AND PUBLIC UTILITIES (1929 PRICES) AND ADDITIO(4S TO POPULATION,
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Souuoz Nons FOR TABLES AND CHARTS

The following notes identify the sources from which the data underlying the
tables and charts were taken.

TABLE 1

1. Gross National Product, 1929 Prices. Simon Kuznets, Technical tables
underlying the statistical supplement to Capital in the American Economy: Its
Formation and Financing, National Bureau of Economic Research (in press).

2. Index of Industrial Production. Edwin Frickey, Production in the United
States, page 127, table 20. Frederick C. Mills, Index of Output of Five Indus-
tries, 1899-1951 (unpublished).

3. Flow of Goods to Consumers, 1929 Prices. Simon Kuznets, op. cit.
4. Gross Capital Formation, 1929 Prices. Simon Kuznets, op. cit.
5. Gross Construction, 1929 Prices. Simon Kuzuets, op. cit.
6. Nonfarm Residential Construction, 1029 Prices. Simon Kuzuets, op. cit.
7. Capital Expenditure in Transportation and Utilities, 1929 Prices. Melville

J. Ulmer, Capital in Transportation, Communication, and Public Utlities, Na-
tonal Bureau of Economic Research (in press), appendix B, table B-i, column 4.

8. Urban Building. John R. Rigglemvn,' Variations in B building Activity in
U.S. Cities, Doctoral Dissertation, Johns 11opkins University, 1934.

9. Wholesale Prices. Series prepared by the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search on the basis of underlying estimates by G. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson,
Wholesale Prices in the United States for 13.1 Years, for the years 1850 to 1889
and by the Bureau of National Statistics thereafter.

10. Money Supply. Preliminary estimates spplied by Milton Friedman and
Anna Schwartz, Money Supply (preliminary manscript).

11. Net Capital Imports. Mathew Simon, Statiatical Estimates of the Balance
of International Payments and the International Capital Movements of the
United States, 1861-1900, Conference on Research in Income and Wealth, Wil-
liamstown, Mass., September 1957, table XXVII, lie 32, pages 116-118. Simon
Kusnets, op. cit.

12. New Incorporations. George H. Evans, Jr., Business Incorporations in the
United States, 1800-1943, table 13, page 34.

13. Common Stock Prices. 1871-1917 from Cowles Lind Associates, Common
Stock Indexes; 1918-1956 from Standard & Poor's Corp., Trade and Securities
Statistics, Security Price Index Record.

14. R. R. Bond Yields. Fred R. Macaulay, Some Theo-etical Problems Sug-
gested by the Movements of Interest Rates, Bond Yields, and Stock Prices in the
United States since 1856.

15. Immigration. 1860-70 from Treasury Department, Bureau of Statistics,
Monthly Summary of Commerce and Finance of the United States, No. 12, Series
1902-3, pages 4345-4357; 1870-1945 from Simon Kuznets and Edward P. Rubin,
"Immigration and the Foreign Born," National Bureau of Economic Research,
Occasional Paper No. 46, pages 95-96.

TABLE 2

1. Urban Building. See table 1, series 8.
2. Railroad Construction. Poor's Railroad Manual, 1912.
3. Canal Construction in New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. Harvey H.

Segel, Canal Cycles, 1834-61, chapter V, table 1, pages 283-284.
4. Merchant Vessels Built. Merchant Marine Statistics, 1936, pages 42-.5.
5. New Incorporations. Index prepared by Moses Abramovitz by combining

G. H. Evans' estimates on new incorporations in four sectors. For source of
Evans' figures, see table 1, series 12.

0. Federal Land Sales. Walter B. Smith and Arthur H. Cole, Fluctuations in
American Business, 1790-1860, appendix D., page 185, table 71.

7. Net Capital Imports. Douglas C. North, The United States Balance of
Payments, 1790-1860, Conference on Research in Income and Wealth, Williams-
town, Mass., September 1957 (mimeo.).

8. Immigration. Treasury Department, Bureau of Statistics, Monthly Stun-
mary of Commerce and Finance of the United States, No. 12, series 1902-3, pages
4345-4357.

9. Tonnage Moved on New York Canals. New York Department of Public
Works, Annual Report, 1954, page 198.
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10. Anthracite Coal Production. Bureau of Mines of the U.S. Department of
the Interior, Mineral Resources of the United States, 1923, part II, table 22, page
549.

11. Bituminous Coal Production. See preceding reference.
12. Federal Expenditures, Civil and Miscellaneous. Annual Report of the

Secretary of the Treasury, 1940, table 6, pages 545-549.
13. Federal Expenditures, Total. Annual Report of the Secretary of the

Treasury, 1940, table 2, pages .366-371.
14. U.S. Postal Revenue. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury,

1946, table 13, pages 419-421.
15. Value of Merchandise Imports. Foreign Conmerce and Navigation of the

United States, 1912, pages 43-44.
16. Value of Merchandise Exports. See preceding reference.
17. Deflated Value of Merchandise Exports. Douglas C. North, op. cit.
18. Money Supply in the Hands of the Public. Reports of the Comptroller of

the Curren.y and estimates for 1852-53 by National Bureau of Economic Re-
search.

19. Wholesale Prices. George F. Warren and Frank A. Pearson, Prices, table
1, pages 11-13.

20. Bank and Insurance Co. Stock Prices. Walter B. Smith and Arthur 11.
Cole, Fluctuations In American Business, 1790-1860, page 174.

21. Commercial Paper Rates, Boston and New York. See preceding reference,
pniges 192-194.

22. Railroad Stock Prices. See preceding reference, page 182.

TABLE 8

Based on tables 1 and 2. See text.

TABLE 4

The original data from which the calculations in this table were made were
taken from Simon Kuznets, op. cit.

TABLE 5

Source: Simon Kuzuets, "Long Swings in the Growth of Population and in
Related Economic Variables," Proceedings of the American Philosophical So-
ciety, volume 102, No. 1, February 1958, table 7.

TABLE 6

Rate of Growth of Output. See table 3.
Additions to Labor Force. See chart 4.
Immigration. See chart 4.

TABLE 7-A
Line 1. See table 3.
Peaks and troughs of the long swings of the series in lines 2 through 8 were

identified from charts of average reference cycle standings of these series, the
sources of which were cited under table 2 above.

TABLE 7-B
1. Line 1. See table 3.
2. The peaks and troughs of the long swings of the series in Rnes 2 through

8 were derived from charts of average reference cycle standings. The sources
of the data were as follows:

(a) Lines 2 to 5. Simon Kuznets, Technical Tables, op. cit., see table 1,
series 1.

(b) Line 6. See table 1, series 8.
(o) Line 7. See table 1, series 7.
(d) Line 8. See table 1, series 11.

TABLE 8

From Solomon Fabricant. "Basic Facts on Productivity Change, National Bu-
reau of Economic Research," Occasional Paper No. 63.
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TABLE 9

Turning points were selected on the basis of charts drawn from data Identified
in table 8.

TABLE 10

See text for a general description of the method used to select periods of
severe business contraction. The following data indicates the manner in which
Thorp's "Business Annals" and the National Bureau's chronology of business-
cycle peaks and troughs were used to derive the dates in table 10, columns (2)
and (4).

Year

(1)

1812..--
18138....
1814 ....
1815_.....1816 .....
1817 .-
1818 ----
1819 ....
1820 .....
1821 ---
1822 -.-
1823 ....
1824...
1825....
1826 .....

1838.-..
183 ....
183 ....

1833 ....
1834 ....
1835 ..
1836 .....
1837 ..
1838.--
1839 ..
1840 ..
1841.--
1842 .-
1943 -----
1844 ....
1845 .....
1846 .....
1847 ......
1848.--
1849 ....1850..

1852 ......
1853 ......
1854.--
1855 ......

1857 ....
1858 ....
1859 ....
1860 ....
1861 ......
1862 ...
1863 ....
1864 ......
1865 ......
1866 -...
1867 .....
1868 ......
1869 ......
1870 ......

National Boireau's
turning points

Contrac- corresponding to
tion beginning and

Thorp's charoeetrlintion period end of selected
selccted* contraction period

Peak Trough

(2) (3) (4) (5)

. Brief recession; uneven prosperity ........................................................
Prosperity ...............................................................................
P. 1'rosperity; financial distrs s ............................................................

.. 1'rosperilty; panic; reerilon .................................. ...................
. Depression ------------------------------- ""'(---'" ----------- . .

Mild depression -------------------------------------------------------------------*
-- --- 1 ----------------------------------- ---------- ----------
.- Severe depression; financial ani .------------------_-
- D epression ---------------------------------------------------- ........ ..........

*-Dcepression; revival----------------------------------- ( -----'-----
?Mlid recession .............................................................................. Revil.......................................................................
Prosperity ...............................................................................
Prosperity; panic; recession ............................................

. Depression; revival ......................................................................

. Moderate prosperity ......................................... ..................

. Prosperity; recession .....................................................................

. Depression; revival .......................................................................
- Moderate prosperity .....................................................................
- Prosperity ..............................................................................
. Moderate prosperity ....................................................................
- Prosperity; panic; rcession .................................. ...................
SMild depression -------------------------------------------------------- ()
. Revival; prosperity ------------------------------------------ ---- (-
. Prosperity ------------------------------------------------- 1
- Prosperity; panic; recession; depression ------------.---------- ----------------

Depression; slight revival ----------------------------------- ----------- ---------
. Revival; panic; recession -------------------------
. Depression ---------------------------------------------------- -------*
-......do ------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------
...... do ----------- -------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------
- Depression; revival --------------------------------- I~--------- ---------- 1843
- Revival; prosperity ......................................................................

Prosperity; brief recession ................................................................
* R ecession; m ild depression ........................................... ..........

Revival; l)rosperity; panic; recession ------------------...---------- ----------------
Mild depression; revival .................................................................
Prs perlty---------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- -----------ort,.......................................................................

... do...... ....................................... ,...... ............ ....... .
Prosperity; recession. ........... .... .............. ...... 1853 ... ..
Recession; depression-------------------------------(...... '*9 .........
Depression; revival-------------.....................----.............
Prosperity--------------------....................---.............
Prosperity; panic; recession; depression----------------. *' ............Depression ----------------------------------------------- - ----------1858
R revival -....................................................... ........ ........ ..........
Prosperity; recession ----------------------------------------------------- 853.----------
Mild depression; revival _ - - -------------
War activity .......................................................
-...do.. .. .......................................................... ... .......
-... do...................................... ........................ .... .......

Boom; recession ..............................................................Mild depression .....................................................
Depression .......................................................................
Revival ................................................................................
Prosperity; monetary difficulties ------------------------------ -------------------- ----
Recession; mild depression ---------------------------------- -----------------
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Thorp's eharact-ri7tion

(2)

1871-..
1872 ---
1873- ---
1874 -----
1875 ..
1877-..
1878...
rs79__....

IS82...

1883 -...
1884 ..
I985 _. ..1886 -----
1887--
1887 ----
1888..

1889 .-
1890.
1991 .-
1992 .-
1893 ....
1894 ....
1895.. .
1896 ....
1897 ------
1498 ......

1900-......
1901 ......
1902 ....
1903 ...
Im~l ------
1905 ------
Jim6 ------1907 -...
1908 .....
1909 ......
1910 ......
1911 ----
1912 ......
1913 ...
1914 -----
1915 -----
1916 -----
1917 ...
1918 ......
1919 ...
1920 ......
1921 ...
1922 ......
1923 ......
1924 ......
1925 ...
1926 ...
1927 -----

1928 ......
1929 ... .-_
1930 ......
1931 ------

Contrac-

tion
periodseleced*

National Bureau's
turning points

corresponding to
begihlngin and
end of selected

contraction period

Peak Trougb

(3) (4) (5)

- Revival: prosperity -------------------------------- ..........
P rosperity .. -------------------------------------------------
Prospcrity; panic recession ---------...........................
lD olrosslun ----------------------------------------------------

-. -.-- do .........................................................- l ), rcsslon ........................................ .........
-..---- d o ---------------------------------------------------.

e) presslon; revival ............................................
. R evival; prosperity ..........................................

Pros )erilty ...................................................
-. -. - -.. 1 { . . -... -.. - -- --- ------ ----- -- -- ---- -------......----... ..

- Prosperity; slight recession ...................................
R ecession ------------------------------------------------------
) pression .. v .__ . ---------------------------------------

D epression; revival --------------------------------------------
Revival .......................................................

S Prosperity ...... s.................................. -----------
Brief recession ................................................

. Prosperity ----------------------------------------------------

. Prosperity; recession ------------------------------------------
. )epre3slon; revival --------------------------------------------

. P rosperity ----------------------------------------------------
Recmsion; panic; depressionn ---------------------------------
D eep depression - ...........................................
D epression; revival -.........................................
Recesslon: depression -.............---------------------------
Depression; revival - .. . .... ...-----------------------------
Revival; prosperity -------------------------------------------
Prosperity -----------------------------------------------
Prosperity; brief recession ....................................
Prosperity recession...........................................
----- (10 --------------------------------------------------------. -

Prosperity; recession ------------------------------------------.
M ild depression; revival ......................................P rosp erity ------------------------- ------------------------- -..

Prosperity; panic; recession; depression .....................
Depression ....................................................
Revival; mild prosperity ......................................
R ecessio n .................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M ild depression -----------------------------------------------
R evival; prosperity -------------------------------------------
Prosperity; recession ------------------------------------------
D epression ----------------------------------------------------
R evival; prosperity ...........................................
Prosperity ....................................................
Prosperity; war activity .......................................
War activity; recession ---------------------------------------
Revival; prosperity ...........................................
Prosperity; recession; depression ..............................
Depression ....................................................
Revival; prosperity ------------------------------------------
Prosperity; recession -----------------------------------------
Mild depression; revival -------------------------------------
Prosl)erity -----------------------------------------------------
.- do ---------------------------------------------------------
Prosperity; recession (I1 ) .....................................
R evival; prosperity (1 ) .......................................
Prosperity; recession (11) -------------------------------------
Depression ....................................................
Depression [End of Thorp's Annalj .........................

(M)(*)

(.)

.... ...... ............ 8.7.. ..........
1873... ..........

.. ........ ..... .....

.. .. ...........

.......... ... .. ..

.......... ..........

.....8 . ..........

.---..... ..........

......... .. ......

......... 1885

.... .... .........

....... .. ..........

...... ... ..........

.. .,.. .... . .... .....

..189 ....... .....

........ ......... .

......... 1896

......... ..........

--------- ----------..

...... ... ..........

........ . ..... .....

......... ..........

...... ... ..........

.......-- ----------..

..........

-------.--

..... .....

-------. l-

..... .....

.... ..... .
.1. ..21

..........

..........

... ... - .

..........

1932

ii - i ---

---........

1929 ---

I Bureau chronology begins.
TABLE

Sources Identified in footnotes to table 11.

CHART
See table 1, series 1.

CHART
See table 1, series 1.
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C*)
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--- -- --
- (- -- --
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1A
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CHART 2
See notes to table 1.

CHART 3

Source: Simon Kuznets, "Long Swings in the Growth of Population find iI
Related Econonmic Variables," "Proceedings of the American Philosophical So-
ciety," volume 10'2, No. 1, February 1958.

1. Total population. Table 2, colnun 7.
2. Native-born white and all nonwhite. Table 7, columns 1 and 3.
3. Foreign-born white. Table 2, colunn 5.
4. Net immigration. Table 6, column 5.

CHART 3A
Source: See chart 3.
1. Change in natural increase. Table 7, column 2.
2. Change in net immigration. Table 7, column 3.
8. Change In total population increase. Table 7, cotuRni 4.

CHART 4

1. Additions to total labor force. Preliminary estlinitte sulqliied by Itichard
Easterlin, National Bureau of Econonile Research.

2. Immigration. Simon Kuznets and Edward P. Itubin, "Immigration and the
Foreign Born," National Bureau of Economic Research, Occasional Paper No. 461.

3. Unemployment. Stanley Lebergott, "Annual Estimate of Unemployment
in the United States 1900-54," in "The Measurement and Behavior of Unemploy-
ment," National Bureau of Economic Research, 1957, pages 215-216.

CHART 4A

Immigration. See table 2, series 8.

CHART 5

1. Gross capital formation, 1929 prices. Simon Kuznets, Technical Tables,
op. cit., see table 1, series 1.

2. Gross producers, durable equipment, 1929 prices. Simon Kuznets, op. cit.
3. Other gross capital formation, 1929 prices. Calculated by subtracting the

sum of nonfarm residential construction (table 1, series 6) and railroad con-
struction (M. J. Ulmer, op. cit) from total gross capital formation (see series
I above).

4. Residential and railroad building. See series 3 above.

CHART 6

1. Residential construction. See table 1, series (.
2. Capital expenditures by railroads and public utilities. See table 1, series 7.
3. Additions to population. Simon Kuzuets, op. cit.

CHART 7

1. Gross national product. See table 1, series 1.
2. Gross physical output. Solomon Fabricant, "Basic Facts on L'roductivity

Change," National Bureau of Economic Research, Occasional Papewr No. 63.
3. Total input. See reference above.
4. Output per unit of input. See reference above.
The CHAIRMAN. hank you very much.
Yesterday Dr. George Taylor presented a very interesting index

number of wholesale prices and the cost of living for 1800 -to the
present time and showed the sharp rise in wartime and subsequent
fall in peacetime of these price levels, with the exception of recent
years-in fact there has been no comparable fall as yet in our price
level which accompanied the Second World War.

Have you made any study as to the effect changes in the general
price level have upon the rate of economic growth?
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Mr. AIRAMOVITZ. I can say this much and I wish my charts had
been better drawn. I hope to have them better drawn before they are
reproduced for the committee. There has been a long swing in the
rate of change of prices which accompanies the long swing in the
rate of growth of output but has lagged behind them somewhat.

This does not appear in my charts, as I say, because the price curves
were badly drawn. rhis need not mean more, however, than that upon
recovery from a serious depression we also have a recovery in the
level of prices and that the rate-

The UTIAIMAN. I am not speaking of the cyclical fluctuation of
prices. I am speaking of secular changes in the price level.

Mr. AnRAMovrrz. I see, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You take the period from 1870 to 1896, this or the

particular period from 1873, I would say to 1896, you have on the
whole a quarter of a century where prices went down, then you have
a period of 18 years in which prices rose in peacetime. What about
the rates of growth in the quarter century prior to 1896, let us say,
and the period subsequent to that?

Mr. ABRAmovIrz. I think it is perfectly clear that we enjoyed very
rapid economic growth in the last quarter century of the 19th century,
a period from 1870 to 1890.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean despite--
Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. Despite the fall in prices and that we enjoyed a

rate of growth in the first quarter of the present century which was
not clearly greater and may have been somewhat lower, in spite of
a tendency for prices to rise during that period.

Now this, of course, says nothing about the connection between price
movements and rates of growth in output within the two periods.
We have to remember that the period after the Civil War was the
period of our early industrialization and might be expected to be a
pE criod of extremely rapid growth in output regardless of what was
happening to prices.

The CHAIRMAN. So you are not ready to generalize on this point?
Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. I will not say that a long-term decline in prices

promotes rapid growth in output.
The CHAIRMAN. Nor are you saying that a longtime increase in

prices discourages growth?
Mr. ABRAMOVlTZ. That is right. And I am particularly not saying

that.
The CHAIRMAN. I rather gather that you think that the greatest

negative effect on the rate of gTowth, is a severe depression from time
to time, and that if those could be prevented the total output would
appear to be larger?

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. My feeling is that the rate of growth of output
would be obviously steadier in the absence of severe-

The CHAIRMAN. The next question I am going to ask is this: Is the
rate of growth speeded up later by the fact that it has been preceded
by a depression?

Mr. ABA3fovIwz. Undoubtedly.
The CHAIRMAN. That is used as an argument for having depres-

sions, wouldn't you say?
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Mr. ABRAmovrrz. I think this obviously is an invalid argument.
The rate of growth is speed up later only because-

The CHAMMAN. That argument comes from very eminent sources
at times. I would like to have you point out for the record why it is
invalid.

Mr. AnBAIKOVITZ. The rate of growth speeds up after a great depres-
sion only because there are certain temporary factors created by the
depression which permit us for a time, and only for a short time, to
enjoy very rapid growth. One is the fact that we have a lot of
unemployed resources which we can quickly bring back into produc-
tion. But they need never have been unemployed. And the second
is that we have permitted ouir stock of commodities to run down and
in rebuilding that stock of commodities we also produce a great pres-
sure of demand upon the economy which for a time helps stimulate
rapid growth in output. Then when those stocks of commodities have
been rebuilt to normal levels that stimulus to demand disappears.

The CUAIRMA. I think the doctors will tell us when a patient has
been very ill that his rate of improvement is greater in the early stages
than in the later stages but this is not an argument that lie should
become ill in order that he may later improve.

Afr. ABRAMOVIrZ. No, that Js right.
The CHAI1AN. Senator Bush?
Senator SPARKMAN. It is like the modern seizure. The person gets

a bad cold, running into pneumonia. So you are getting well.
Senator BUSH. Professor, I certainly have been interested in your

statement this morning and congratulate you. There is a lot of work
behind this. I appreciate this, as we all do, I am sure.

We are in a strange situation right now of having been through a
sharp recession in business and yet having recovered, according to the
index of industrial production. Retail sales and other indexes are to
new high ground and still we have an unemployment factor which is
serious. Even though that is improving it certainly does not seem to
have improved commensurate with the other indexes, production,
sales, so forth.

Have you any comment to make on that? Could you enlighten us
to why you think that is the case? In other words, it was only 2 short
years ago that employment was at a peak, you might say, and we had
only very moderate unemployment which you might say was always
to be expected at the level that it reached then. Yet we reestablished
the same levels of operation in most industrial and commercial fields
but we have a few mililon more unemployed than we did at that time.
What is the explanation of that as you see it?

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. The immediate explanation, I think, is simple.
The rate of growth of output corrected for business cycles after you
get back to the same stage so to speak in a business cycle, has not been
great enough to absorb the growth in the labor supply and in the
stock of capital. We are now passing through a period of low rate of
growth, after allowing for business cycles, and it is in that sort of
period that we begin to accumulate idle resources both of labor and
capital and you will appreciate that the accumulation of such idle
resources of labor and capital is exactly the sort of development
which puts us in danger, certainly used to put us in danger of suf-
fering a serious depression.

460
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Senator BUSH. Why has there been this lag in development of
capital Why does that exist?

Mr. AiBRAMovrrz. Because I believe that there has been a serious
change in the conditions controlling the demand for additional long-
term investment. You know that we experienced after the end of
the Second War the end of the World War, a great boom in the
demand for all iinds of capital equipment. That boom reflected a
big gap in our stock of capital which had developed first in the course
of the preceding great depression and second y because of the re-
strictions during the war on capital investment. It also reflected
an amazing upsurge in population growth. For almost a decade,
therefore capital investment proceeded at a high level and at an in-
creasing level which year by year increased the total demand for all
kinds of goods through the income which was distributed in the
course of building the capital.

Now, however, I think we have reached a stage in which the steam
behind this great boom has begun to peter out. We have caught up in
good part with the backlog of demand for capital equipment, which
grew up during the depression and during the war, and, secondly,
the rate of population growth has tapered off although it is much
higher than we might expect it to be. It is no longer growing year
by year as it was doing for 12 to 14 years.

And the combination of these two facts means that the demand for
additional capital is no longer growing at the rate at which it was dur-
ing the first years after the war. When the demand for additional
investment tapers off we no longer have that big increase in the total
demand for goods which the economy requires if it is to grow enough
each year to absorb the growth in the labor supply.

Senator Busn. You said in your statement, the variety of causes
have combined to produce an unbroken period of retardation in growth
which has now lasted for some 20 years and whose end cannot yet be
determined. And then you promised me that a later statement would
explain that. Well, I followed you very closely.

Mr. ABRAMOVTTZ. I meant I hoped to have an opportunity at this
point to explain to you.

Senator Busir. Now I would like to give you that opportunity be-
cause I was very much interested in that question.

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. Senator, you may have noticed that in the course
of my explanation that I said that upon recovery from a deep depres-
sion we usually enjoy a period of very rapid and accelerated growth
for a time. We did enjoy that period of rapid and accelerated growth
during the period of recovery from the great depression of the 1930's.
From a period beginning roughly 1933-34, output shot up very steeply
and reached high rates of growth. Toward the end of the 1930's,
however, and in the early 1940s, partly under the stimulus of defense
preparations, we succeeded in eliminating virtually all our idle
capacity. We reemployed the unemployed men and we put all or
almost all of our stock of capital equipment back to work. From that
point on, output growth could go forward only as fast as our stock of
resources grew and only so fast as technological developments were
exploited and put to work in improving the quality of capital equip-
ment and the efficiency of industry. Since that process of technologi-
cal improvement goes on in good times and bad, when we reach a
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period in which output growth no longer can take advantage of idle
resources but has to depend solely upon technology and upon growth
in the stock of resources, the rate of output growth is going to begin
to fall.

Although we maintain a satisfactory and steady rate of growth, the
rate of output growth is not as high as it was during the period of
recovery from the depression. Thiat is what the chairman was refer-
ring to a moment ago.

Output also grew, continued to grow, at a satisfactory though fall-
ing rate for two other reasons. One is that after World War II the
rate of growth of the labor supply began to fall. A large number of
people flowed into the labor force during recovery from the depression
and during the war years. But after the end of the war the rate of
growth of the labor supply fell off and the labor supply, of course, is
the most important element in our total stock of resources.

Secondly, there was a shift from war to peace which involved a
shift from war industries to the production of peacetime goods. And
that shift in the composition of output has a somewhat spurious effect
upon our measures of total output because we have been assigning a
higher value, so to speak, per unit of output to the output of war
industries than we have been assigning to output of civilian goods.
To that extent the retardation is spurious.

Senator Busui. That answers it. Thank you very much, Professor.
Senator SPARILMAN (pr-r -ling). Mr. Boiling.
Representative BOLLINO. These charts and figures end about 1953.

Do you feel that the indications are that we are in a long-term swing
that might indicate the threat of potential serious depression ?

Mr..f BiLOviZ. My feeling is that if our economy were organized,
if our economy were now organized, in the way in which it was organ-
ized before 1930 we would face the threat of a serious depression.

Representative BOLLING. Now, to follow that up-
Senator Busii. I do not quite get that.
Representative Bor.LIN. I am going to follow it up to see if I can

clarify the differences he believes exist between the economic organiza-
tion of the thirties and the economic organization today and then
your conclusion on the basis of those differences. If this is not asking
too much-

Mr. AnP.Aovrrz. No; I would be glad to say a few words about that.
Representative BOLLTNG. Fine. I wish you would.
Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. One big difference is that government expendi-

tures now account for a much larger part of total output, absorb a
much larger part of total output than they did before 1930, and gov-
ernment expenditures even if they are not made to fluctuate counter-
cyclically are at least insensitive to a reduction in income. So here
we have a very large part of our total output which will not fall merely
because, say., investment expenditures fall. The Government is at
least going'to maintain its level of demand for goods.

Secondly, personal income and, therefore, personal consumption is
much less sensitive to a change in the level of unemployment than it
used to be. Partly this is true because our tax structure is more
progressive than it used to be. When income falls, therefore, the
effect of this on what people have to spend is less severe because a
portion of it so to speak is cushioned by the fact that their taxes are
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reduced. And, seondly, personal income is protected from drops
in output by unemployment insurance and by the fact that many peo-
)le enjoy o (1-age pensions. These are P.)eole whose incomes might
utve (lelined severely in the absence of pension when their relatives

supporting tlhei suffered a decline in their income. We have seen
(ilwiig lie course of the last few recessions how well personal income
and conHumption have ]toldi up despite the fact the total output has
been going down.r dly, of course, we now enjoy, 1 think, a more sensitive monetary
and fiscal policy on the part of the Government to the threat of reces-
sion. The Government acts more promptly now to make money easier
than it used to do and acts more promptly than it used to do to re-
adjust its own budget to the threat of recession and so to protect total
outj)ut. and people s incomes from the threat of unemployment.

1iourth, and I thiink this is extremely important, we have had a
major reform in our banking system. I think here particularly of
the Federal Deposit Insurance "Corporation, which protects the de-
posits of people from the threat of bank failure which used to be a
serious distur banco wh ich accompanied virtually every serious depres-
sion. in. the past.

Fifthly, I think there has been a great growth in confidence of
industry generally in the ability of government to take such action
as would avoid serious depression. This encourages businessmen to
keep up their capital expenditures, not to permit their capital ex-
penditures to fall by as much as they otherwise would, when the busi-
ness picture changes because they now feel that they are not threatened
with catastrophe or the possibility of catastrophe as they used to
be when the employment picture and the demand picture became less
favorable. The result is that they are willing to maintain at least to
some extent their program of capital investment in a way in which
they were not willing to do in olden days. Though I think therefore,
that many of the conditions which now exist would threaten us with
serious depression, I think we are unlikely to experience, happily
unlikely to experience, that depression. But this does not mean that
we may not have a number of years in which unemployment rates
are not higher than we would like to see them because our rate of
growth is not as rapid as it needs to be in order to absorb the growth
in the labor supply.

Representative BoimuXo. Now, finally, the points that you make
are that there are certain so-called built-in stabilizers, and this in-
cludes everything from social security to a more progressive tax rate.
As a result of tlmsee bilL.-in stabilizers there is a more optimistic
psychology in the elements of the community that must have that rela-
tive optimism to maintain certain activities. This, in effect, means
that we work within a narrower range in making economic decisions
at both private and the governmental level, that while it is unlikely
that we will have a catastrophic great depression, that even that in
one range of mismanagement would be a possibility and that at the
other range or in the middle range there is a possibility of doing a
better job of cleaning out the trough, but in effect the range of decision
making, in error or correctness is narrower.

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. I think that is right.
Representative BOLLINO. Does that make sense ?
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Mr. AlRAMOVITZ. Yes, it does.
Representative BOLLANG. Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKrAN. Mr. Reuss.
Representative REmss. I would like to ask Dr. Abramovitz about

the material in his prepared statement. You referred to Dr. Fried-
maI's analysis of the growth of money supply.

Is it your point that whatever else may )e necessary to assure con-
tinued growth, it is a good thing, if not a. prereqllisite, to have a
rou lily parallel growth .in the moiey 51Y)Ily?

Ar. AaMOVI'rZ. I t hul it eases the process, the very complicated
process of adjustment through which tie economy has to go in order
to provide for a growing demand, real demand.

Representative Rmuss. To some extent this is a chicken 'and egg
proposition, is it not? If we get growth, the monetary supply ex-
pands, but it is also true that the monetary supply is affected by factors
other than the rate of grow( h.

Mr. AnnABovrrz. In the economy in which we now live the money
supply is essentially under the control of our own Government, the
Federal Reserve Board, and of the Treasury.

Representative REtSs. You list. other possible causes changing the
supply of money on pages 26 and 27. You refer to technology in gold
extraction and the accident of gold discoveries. Isn't it true that as
a practical matter, in the lasi; 20 years at least, there have been no
Klondikes and there have been no radical technological innovations
in extraction processes?

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. Nor would it. be important if there were nowadays
because we no longer have a free. gold standard.

Representative REtISS. So therefore we are talking about the history.
Mr. ABRAMOvITZ. This is historical matter.
Representative REUss. At. the top of page 27, you make a number

of statements which I should like to have you explain further. You
say:
When we take Into full account the impact of Income growth on our trade
balances.

Then you also say:
on the character of the assets necessarily absorbed by the banks, and thirdly,
on the volume of liquid assets demanded by business and households and sup-
plied by finance and Government.

Could you spell those out a little more? I am not sure what you
mean.

Mr. A.BRAmovrrz. Yes. In order to enjoy growth in output we have
to have growth in demand. One big source in growth demand is
growth of investment expenditures. Those investment expenditures
are made, of course, by business firms and by households, the latter
in particular insofar as they are purchasing homes. Residential con-
struction is, of course, a great source of investment expenditure.
Those investment expenditures by both business and households have
to be financed. In the course of arranging for the finance of those
investment expenditures, businesses and households, so to speak, gen-
erate securities. They offer for financing a variety of kinds of finan-
cial assets, notes, bonds, stocks, mortgages, and so on.

Growth therefore requires that those financial assets should be ab-
sorbed by our financial institutions and ultimately by the general
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public, if not directly then in some form which reflects the transforma-
tion of those assets )y the intermediate financial institutions. For
example its ia pension fund may absorb the bonds issuel by corpora-
tions and offer to it-s own clients an annumity. The process of investment
therefore, if it is to proceed smootlily, reqijires that there should be
attractive costs of finiaunce offered( to ftle I)Oteil ial iii vestors. The asRet,
which they issue, therefore, must. be ansorbe(l by the intermediate
financial institutions at attractive terms and the general public in turn
must be prepared to acc('e)t t lie kin ds of assets which the intermediate
financial institutions airPe( offering to tliem iii return for the funds whicl
thorc use to finance business or households.

Now, in te course of one of these long swings that I have been de-
scribing, thie character of the financial assets offered by business and
by households changes because in the early stages of one of these long
swings it large port ion of total iriv(stment takes the form of inventory
investment. The kinds of financing which must be done in short-term
financing and tei kinds of assets Whficli are produced by business and
offered to the banks are short-term notes of various kinds. Later on,
in a long swing, investment comes to depend more and more heavily
on long-ternm investment and up on residential construction and the
kinds of assets which then must be absorbed by the market are stocks,
bonds, and mortgages.

The willingness of our intermediate financial institutions to absorb
those particilar kinds of assets, as contra-sted with short-term notes,
helps to determine the cost of finance to business and to households and
therefore the volume of real investment which is made. And the effi-
ciency therefore of our financial organizations can, so to speak, be
judged by its capacity to absorb this changing flow of assets, changing
in volume and changing in composition and continuing to offer financ-ingat what seems to the investing public to be reasonable rates.

Representative REuss. This is obviously an important factor of
growth. If you have inefficient fianical institutions that do not offer
the kind of credit needed, you do not get adequate growth. But I am
not quite clear what this has to do with the money supply. It seems
to me a different factor.

Mr. ABRAMOVITZ. When a bank accepts the note or other kind of asset
issued by a, business firm, it is at the same time creating money because
it places at the disposal of the investing firm a sum of money equal to
the value of the asset which it has accepted and this is in addition to
the stock of money balances. These money balances are then expended,
distributed to the public, and flow in to the balances of private
individuals.

At the same time, when the Government borrows money from the
public it is offering to them a form of financial asset which many
members of the public regard as equivalent or nearly the equivalent
of cash .nd which therefore stands in their minds as a substitute for a
money balance itself and permits them to act, because of the liquidity
of theses securities, as if they had cash in the bank.

The willingness, therefore, of our financial institutions to transform
the uniliquid types of assets offered by business into the liquid types
of assets demanded bv the public and the financial operations of the
Government help to determine the total amount of liquid assets to the
public. They are liquid either because they are actually in the form
of cash or liquid because they substitute for cash.
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Representative REuss. Thank you very much.
Senator SPAMRKAz. Doctor, we certainly appreciate your appear-

ance before us and giving us this very thorough, enlightening study
you have given us.

I think it is something that really requires a study.
There are a good many questions that I should like to ask you but

I was not here to hear all of your statement. I should like to read it
more fully and more carefully. Therefore, I will waive any questions
at this time.

Thank you very much.
And the committee will stand in recess until-
Mr. AIAxovITz. Thank you. I was very glad to be here.
Senator SPARKMAN. The committee will stand adjourned subject

to call.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., Friday, April 10, 1959, the committee

adjourned subject to call.)
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